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I Tell You
You Can!

Be a success and command big pay. You can
easily do it if you will only prepare yourself.1 Why

ill men neglect to prepare themselves, when trained
Electricians are always in demand at big pay? When
employers are searching for $3,000 and $10,000 electrical

men. while this country is crowded with poorly-paid

men who could easily qualify for these positions

!

$50 to $200 a Week
As a Trained

ELECTRICIAN
If you have a common school education you can easily qualify at home by my new
Course in Electricity, no matter if you know nothing at all about electricity now. My
Course, while complete and absolutely scientific, explains even-thing so clearly that any one can

understand it and do the work. But this Course is designed to give you a real Electrical education, to

help men become bigger, better men—men who can command big pay.

And remember, T give everv student a GUARANTEE BOND which insures you sat-

isfaction or everv dollar of vour money refunded. I can make such a guarantee because
I know my Course and what it does for my students. Send for free illustrated book telling all about it.

PART OF YOUR SPARE TIME devoted to this interesting work is all that is needed. You will find

it most fascinating, and in a short time your earning power will be greatly increased.

? $1722 Electrical Outfit Free:
S~<$V\ Every student who enrolls with me now gets a ^17.00 outfit of electrical equipment,

n^ Nv instruments and material—FREE; also my Quick Money-Making Electrical

^\J VyX. Course FREE as soon as enrolled, so that you can earn while learning: you also <;rt

., F >v /^$'\ FREE Employment Service: FRF.E 5-year Advisory Service. And besides all this I

engineer ^\ /\ have a pleasant and truly valuable surprise, for every student who answers this ad.
c^.,.[n,„„,,„,w.,k, N. X»N. Send in coupon now.

Chicago, Illinois \ -@ x. T-; /•/,/• J ^ a r i i eX^ ,\ / ou nave one hie to live—and time is passing. .Make the most of

j^^^2S2255^^|//j|V it. Prepare for success. Aim high; you can hit the mark if you will only

.^^^tSRAfty^^^iC >N\ ''-v - ^" ''•' ^"' r "H t,le cou
i
)on "<>'<''

m &P 2 &W 1^C^\ L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer
A H ^\^r\. CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

\^fr rrfS^y X^>Nv ^ept.42 CHICAGO, ILL.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
The "Electro" Codophone

(Patents Pending)

Now that we are for the time being, deprived of using our
Radio outfits, it behooves us as good Americans to become
proficient In learning the Wireless as well as Telegraph
(Odes. Operators who know the Code are, and will be, in

ever rising demand. The Army and Navy need thousands
of operators right now.

So far the Government has not been able to obtain any
way near all the operators it requires. Not alone does the
Federal Government call for thousands and thousands of

operators for the army and navy, but nearly all of our many
st. i its require operators for the

militia. Here is the great oppurtun-
ii> ol :i Ufe time for you.
Would you rather fight in the

trenches, or punch the key behind
the lines ? Either was 3 ou benefit

your country. Which do you prefer?
Ami it is SO easy to I'lnmu' an nper-
fttor. V.iu do not necessarily require
a teacher, nor do you have to go to
a school to learn, .'id days of intel-

ligent study will make you proficient.

Can you qualify NOW" P Are you
proficient? Can you Bend and receive

when your country calls you?

THE "ELECTRO" CODOPHONE
(Patents Pending)

which we present herewith is tin.

outcome of several months of intense
study and experimentation of

Mr. II. Gernsback. It supersedes ou
former Radiotone Codegraphj whic
comprised a Radiotone silent Buzzei
a loud talking telephone receiver and
a key. As in all of his work Mr. Gernsback strives for simplicity. So
he combined tin- three above mentioned instruments with one stroke into
ONE single Instrument, He combined the Radiotone Buzzer and the loud
talking receiver Into a single unit, not only mechanically, but electrically

as well. This involves an entirely new principle, never before attempted,
and on Which basic patents are now pending.

What this remarkable instrument is and does.
The "Electro" Codophone is positively the only instrument made that

will imitate a 500 cycle note exactly as heard in a Wireless receiver, so

closely and so wonderfully clear, that Radio operators gasp in astonish-
ment when they tirst bear it. And you need no r> ei the ears Co

heai the imitation singing spark, which sounds for all tin- world like a
high-pitched distant powerful it.oho Station. No, the loud talking i

equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear the sound all over
the room, even if there is a lot of other no
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the Loudesl and highest .-.'-reaming

sound cd o be had in a few second
FURTHERMORE, this jack-of-all-trades marvel, can be changed in

Btantlj into our famous iilenl Radiotone test buzzer, simply by replacing
the metal diaphragm with a felt disc, which we furnish with every instru-

ment.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each

ment, two Codophones when connected with one ri and return ground.
can be used for Intercommunication between I one-half mile
apart. Any one station can call the other, no switches, HO Other app
required. No call hell either, the loud-talking phone takes care of this.

AS AN ARMY TYPE BUZZER. Last, hut not least, two Codophones
with two .

" ohm receivers can be used to converse over miles of fine (No.
36 B & s Wire), bo One that no one

$
-^ „_ can see the wire Or you can use a

ri t^ long metallic fence and the ground,

t_J fj or you can communicate over your
(10 volt line up to several miles, us-

JBL 9 - ing no wires, only the ground.
Full directions how to do all this

furnished with each instrument.
One outfit alone replaces the old-

fashioned learner's telegraph set,

consisting of key and sounder, which
s all right to learn the telegraph
ode but not the wireless codes.

The "Electro" Codophone is a
handsome, well made instrument,
fool proof, and bulli for bard work.
Contacts are of hard silver '» inch
in diameter, that will outlast the in-

strument. Housing is of metal
throughout, horn and key lever
nickel plated and buffed. Three
new style metal binding posts are
furnished.

There is also a neat code chart and
full directions enabling any intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising i

half hour a day.
Sizes: 6% X 3 x 2%". Shipping weight, 4 lbs.

The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete

Money refunded if instrument is not as represented or does not come up
fully to expectation.

There will be an enormous demand for tins new marvel—place your

order now. All orders filled in rotation. Better order two instruments

today.

i. i onii; < nit'-

$1.35

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST BUZZER
The RADIOTONE is NOT a mere test buzzer,

it is Infinitely more. Mr. H. Gernsback who de-
signed this instrument labored incessantly to

produce an Instrument which would imitate the

Bound of a high power Wireless station as heard
in a set of phones. This actually has been
achieved in the KADIOTONE. This instrument
gives B wonderful high pitched MUSICAL NOTE
in the receivers, Impossible to obtain with the
ordinary test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built

along entirely new lines; It is NOT an ordinary
buzzer, reconstructed in some manner. The
RADIOTONE has a single fine steel reed vibrat-

ing at a remarkably high speed, adjusted to its

most efficient frequency at the factory. Hard
silver contacts are used to make the instrument
last practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact,

it is so silent that you must place your ear on
top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.

You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear,

500 cycle note, sounding sharply in your re-

ceivers, when operated on one dry cell. To learn

the codes, there is absolutely nothing like it.

With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and
AXY telephone, a fine learner's set is had. Two
or more such sets in series will afford no end of

pleasure for intercommunication work. Particu-

larly now that we cannot use our Wireless sets,

the Radiotone is already in wonderful demand.
All the interesting things as described with our
CODOPHONE {see our ad above), can be per-
formed with the Radiotone, a key, a dry cell

and a phone.

Radiotone as described each $.90
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

No. HK 1800

LABORATORY OUTFIT! We have spent considerable time to com-
bine just sueli a practical outfit and pre-
sent it herewith t<> our friends.
The outfit is complete as per illustration

and consists ol

:

l Stand, made of well Quartered oafe,

varnished three times, so as to be acid proof
and grooved on top and bottom, so that It

will not warp hn getting wet. Site G i

Inches high bj i i
j Inches long.

1 Glass Spirit Lamp. Size 3% inches by
i! Inches. Dses wood alcohol and is in-
valuable, to the experimenter. Besides be-
ing used to heat test tubes contents us per
illustration, it etui he used to bend glass
rode and tubings, to Bolder wire. etc.

1 Glass Filter Funnel. This funnel in

made of heavy glass that will net break
easth ii Sts accurate!] In the hole on top
of the Filter stand and Is provided with a.

thick rim on the outlet, so that a rubber
hose . .in lie attached h> it. without slipping
oir.

1 Glass Rod. to be used ha stirring and
mixing

in Test Tubes, made from the beet Im-
ported thus A new feature of soma of
the lest tubes Is thai thej have a Bat bot-
tom ami therefore can he placed 00 any
table it desired, needing no special stand.

1 Roll of Copper Clad Steel Wire. This
wire is to i«* used to make s Dumber of use-
ful art hie-, ns shown in the illustration,

such as test-tube holders, trlpodfl to support
retorts, etc. We furnish a blue print with
the outfit, showing, now to make all these
-

Now this whole outfit as described CI 0C
costs you only *ixj

Postage extra. Snipping weight. 4 lbs.

Order one today, even U you don't need
it now.

"The Livest Catalog in America"

Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. I s
'

is waiting for you, Poaitlvelji the mo
plete Wireless and eh-.lib.il CatalOfl m print

today 200 Big Pases, UO0 111

instruments and apparatus, etc Bis "Trea-

tise on Wireless Telcoeephy/" - -«* l^t£E

white v*i*/,
for ojsrj \<*

I

pedia No.. IS meai .

Weight M 'lb. lttrtutiriil shit

Now before you rum this pace write
your nameJand addu^-ttMUfi'iar-aii be-

low, cut or tear mit. jl5iH»|ki\' £ L.*j , .,

stamps to-coyer mall charBrT ajid rja* ~i
Cyclopedia ys sours by return mall

THE ELFXTCO IMPORTING CO.

231 Fulton 9W**}',' NeV YwkCkr j

I r

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y.
mm

i
I
i

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Expert writing to odx ertisers.
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Columbia Electric

Grafonola 225 E
Price $225.

Cabinet of mahogany, satin

walnut, or quartered oak in

all finishes, measuring 49f£
inches high on castors, and
22l/2 x 24 inches. All ex-

posed metal parts heavily

plated in 18 karat gold.

Ample record storage room.

Electric

Columbia Grafonolas
at $125, $135, $175, and $225
THE Columbia Electric Grafonola 125 E is equipped with an electric

motor that is a marvel of accuracy and precision. It operates per-

fectly on any standard current, whether direct or alternating, and can

be attached to any socket—Price $125. Same^model equipped with

Columbia Individual Record Ejector—Price $135.

The Columbia Electric Grafonola 175 E is designed to give satisfaction under any

and all conditions. It provides the highest possible tone-quality and every refine-

ment of mechanism, form and finish to correspond. Price $175.

With its electrical and mechanical improvements, the Columbia Electric Grafonola

225 E is an instrument embodying the most perfect reproducing qualities and refine-

ment and one that will be as well a harmonious part of the best appointed music

rooms. The motor, a marvel of silence and smoothness, holds the tone absolutely true.

Price $225.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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S is well known, the Electrical Exper-
imenter ever since its inception has been
heavily indebted to Dame Imagination.
Imagination makes the world go round

—

imagination means progress.
Sometimes we have been lauded for

exploiting imagination, more often we have been crit-

icised severely. Harsh things have not infrequently
been said about our wholly imaginary writings and es-
says, and we will probably be thus criticised indefinitely.

We certainly lay no claim to the fact that our imag-
inary writings always turn out to be correct in the end,
but we point with pardonable pride to the fact, that
often our supposedly "pipe dreams" come true. Here
is a recent, as well as concrete example

:

In the early summer of 1915 while the German owners
of the Sayville Wireless Station were still operating
the latter unmolested, it occurred to us that "all was
not well" with that particular station. Certain prominent
amateurs mentioned the fact that "irregular" messages
were being sent over Sayville. Then early in July l

lH5
our Government took over the Sayville Radio Station,
but the German owners still remained on the grounds.
This partly prompted our editorial entitled "Sayville"

in our August 1915 issue, in which we desired to convey
the idea that even with our Government officials in

charge, unneutral messages could still be sent out over
Sayville.

This editorial at once brought a violent letter of
protest from Dr. K. G. Frank, the then executive head
of the Sayville Radio Station. Dr. Frank strenuously
denied that Sayville was sending oul unneutral mes-
sages, and closed his Utter by strongly abusing this
journal. In our reply (see our October 1915 issue for
entire correspondence) we firmrj voiced our former
ipinion that Sayville was indeed sending out such un-
neutral messages, and we then cited facts. Before
proceeding we might mention that Dr. Frank has since
been interned by this Government for the' duration of
the war.

Bui that unneutral messages actually were being sent
out as late as l'Mt, ;lI1 ,| perhaps biter came as a surprise
even to us. Remember our own Government operators
were in charge, but the wily Germans did just what we

Imagination Versus Facts
suspected them of having been doing right straight along.

\\ e give below in one column an extract from our
August 1915 editorial—an admittedly wholly imaginary
case;—in the other column are shown the actual facts

as recently disclosed by our State Department. This
latter radio message was sent in April 1916 over Say-
ville, and was in connection with the famous Rogtr
Casement affair. That the imaginary as well as the
real message should both be addrest to bankers is

rather startling, to say the least.

EXTRACT FROM OUR EDI- German submarine commander
is enabled to change his course
in order to successfully hunt
his quarry.

This is only one of the ways
how the wireless stations at
Sayville and Tuckerton can be
used successfully to violate our
neutrality ; there are undoubt-
edly scores more."

DISCLOSURE BV OUR
STATE DEPARTMENT,
SEPTEMBER I

"Along the same line is a
code message by win l

Banker Max fuoebius, Ober-
wallstrasse, Berlin, which is

interesting chiefly as showing
the code method of important
communicatioi sed by

' ' niian Official plotters in
this country. The code trans-
lation was found with the copy
of the message among von
[gel's papers. The original is

b which fif-

ing translated into English,
sounds like an innocent busi-
ness transaction viz.:

nal Germania Insur-
ance Contract certainly prom-
ised, is exnaently
satisfied with Proposition.
cssary steps have been taken.

Henry Xeutnan.

Not so innocent and harm-
less as it looks, for what the
message really means is this:

"Irish agree t<-

The necessary steps have been
taken."

TORIAL, AUGUST 1915.
"Let us imagine the follow-

ing: A German spy is located
on the ocean liner Adriatic
headed for Liverpool. When
two days out the spy learns
that the ship, on account of

submarine danger, will not
dock at Liverpool but at

Greenock (Scotland) instead.

He then sends a ^wireless to a
stockbroker in Xew York as
follows:
H. P. Frye & Co.,

Wall Street, New York.
Sell at once 2.000 shares U.

S. Steel at 58.
John Miller.

When Frye & Co. receive
the message they consult their

code book and find that it

reads thus:
".. I Iriatic will dock at

i i
.

>/,-."

Frye -\ Co., then sends this

Kadi" via Saj \ ille:

F. ler & Co.,
Friedrichstrasse, Her tin.

"Cannot dispose 2,000 shares
shares V S\

Are bid 55
Frye cr Co.

The messagi ptly re-

ceived liy the German com-
er of submarine I" -69 not

far from the south coast of
Ireland.

lie reads the hai mless mes-
sage thus

:

'riatic a--*// dock at
Greenock next Tuesday,"
With this intelligence the
Truth, indeed, is stranger than fiction, and imagina-

tion is often improved upon. H. Gernsi
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Here is your opportunity to learn about the wonderful science of chem-
istry. Chemcraft gives you the most fun, the most experiments and the
most real knowledge.
Chemcraft service and
a subscription to the
Chemcraft Chemist are
free to Chemcraft owners.

CHEMCRAFT No. I Price Delivered $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada $1-50

This is a dandy sel at a very i .,

With it you can work Lots of wonderful experiments
h liicn can be repeated many times.

i are 14 different Chemicals, test tut
i..; easures, etc.. together with the N I

I book which gives complete directions.

explains a\\ the experiments In a dear, interesting

manner, and tells manj wonderful and interesting

things about Ch< mistry.
With Chemcraft No. 1 you can make fire ink and

fuses; you can bleach colors, test water, prepare
chlorine, manufacture animmiia, gu

ored fires, black and colored
inks : you can prepare
magic inks and papers,
change water into wine and
wine into water, pour ink
and milk from same

I and do
end of

I other won-derful
things.

CHEMCRAFT No. 2

Price Delivered $2.50

West of the Mississippi and Canada $3.00

Chemcraft No. 2 is much larger than the No. 1
set. It contains 32 different Chemicals and a lib-

eral assortment of Apparatus and equipment.
There are many rare and valuable Chemicals in-

1

eluded m this outfit which represents the biggest
value ever put on market for such a low price,

si ruction book which comes with this set

gives directions for working nearly a hundred won-
derful experiments and after you have used the
set for a little while you will be able to devise
Countless additional experiments of your own.

Every purchaser of Chemcraft Xo. 2 receives a
Chemcraft service card, and is entitled to a free
subscription to the Chemcraft Chemist. This is

the biggest kind of a help in carrying on your ex-
perimenting and no one should overlook tills offer.

CHEMCRAFT No. 3

Price Delivered $5.00

West of the Mississippi and Canada $6.00
The Xo. 3 Chemcraft is the biggest and most

complete Chemical set on the market. This set

contains 48 different Chemicals all of whicb are
carefully chosen because of their many interesting

reactions. A large assortment of valuable appara-
tus is included, among which is a blowpipe, alcohol
lamp, S test tubes, test tube holder. U
brush, measures, measuring spoon, gas delivery

tube and stopper, glass tube, stirring rod, and
other miscellaneous equipment.
The Chemcraft book for outfit No. 3 is complete

in every detail. It contains 230 experiments and
gives the user a complete course in Chemistry in
addition to furnishing all kinds of fun.

Every owner of the No. 3 Chemcraft set is also
entitled to Chemcraft service and a free subscrip-
tion to the Chemcraft Chemist.

Tour local dealer probably has the Chemcraft outfits in stock. In case he hasn't, however,
we will supply you direct upon receipt of price. Prompt delivery guaranteed.

CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL APPARATUS
Do you have a chemical laboratory? No experimenter should be without one. A knowledge

of Chemistry will always be of greatest value to you and there is nothing more interesting than
chemical experiments.

We are specially equipped to meet the requirements of the experimenter for chemical sup-
plies. Let us know your wants. Our catalog lists nearly 200 chemicals, all kinds of apparatus,
many books on chemistry, and gives valuable tables and other information. Sent to any address
upon receipt of 10c in U. S. stamps or coin.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO. Dept. B. Hagerstown, Md.

At Last!
Electromagnetic waves of any

length from an incandescent lamp.

TYPE OJ3—$400.00 COMPLETE
Oscillion Telegraph, capable of trans-
mitting the voice 15 miles, or tele-

graphic messages 40 miles. Larger
transmitters for greater ranges.

TYPE EJ2—PRICE, $32.00

NEW AUDION AMPLIFIER FOR
INCREASING STRENGTH OF RE-
CEIVED SIGNALS 25 TIMES.
it i* not a detector in any form.

TYPE RJ11—2500—12000 METERS, $35.00

THE DE FOREST LOADING INDUCTANCE

TYPE "S"—$60.00

De Forest "Oscillion"
(Oscillating-Audion)

Generator of absolutely undamped oscillations of

any frequency. Permits Radio Telephone speech
surpassing in clearness that over any wire. For
Laboratory and Research Work has a field utterly

unfilled. Patents issued and pending.

-MANUFACTURED BY-

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

NEW YORK CITY

TYPE VC4—PRICE $20.00

VARIABLE CONDENSER

Office and Factory
1391 SEDGWICK AVE.

Cable Address:
RADIOTEL, N. Y.

This Condenser is similar to our commercial type but is en-

closed in an oak cabinet. It has 35 semi-circular aluminum
plates. The maximum capacity is approximately .002S M. F.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to odiertiscrt.
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Telegraph and Telephone on European Battlefields

IN
no war in the past have the electric

signaling systems covered so many
square miles or such a great diversity

of requirements. The commanding
general wants to know how a

certain division is progressing; an artil-

lery captain wants to ascertain just

adventure, action—all of these come to the

Signal Corps man in the pursuit of his

duties more than ever before. To-day he
may install a telephone switchboard in a
cheerful little town near grand head-
quarters, situated a dozen miles back of

the battle- front. To-morrow he may be

came along and was pleased to learn that

all of the circuits had been tested out
without losing a man. The same captain

was grieved to hear the next day that this

brave lineman, his work done, had been
picked out of a pole-top by a stray shell.

At the beginning of the war there were

A Blrdseye View of a Modern Battle-field With the Various Telegraph and Telephone Lines Linking the Advanced Trenches With
the Artillery In the Rear, Also Enabling the Post Commanders to Communicate at Once With Any Section of Trench Line for

Combined Assaults. Note the Large Number of Shell Craters, Reproduced from Actual Photograph.

where his shells are dropping; these and a
million other facts must be transmitted
every hour of the day along the hundreds
of miles of battle- front. And it is really

marvelous how the army signal corps have
perfected their frail looking wires and
instruments, so that they will work under
the most unfavorable conditions. Romance,

Stringing wires thru a shell-swept forest.

One case which is on record will serve to

show the lottery-like chance these men
take. An English military lineman had
been busy for several weeks in a district

near the Aisne battle-front. He had about
completed straightening out a perfect

jungle of wires and circuits. His captain

437

certain dangers connected with telephonic
communication, for our foes were not slow
to try to catch our communications, and
their engineers were soon busily engaged
establishing delicate microphones near our
telephone lines, so as to intercept raess
and learn of our projected actions, says
Isidi lier, commander of a section
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of French sapper telegraphers. We soon
learned of this and have now apparatus by
which any such "cutins" or listening is

practically impossible, for great advances
have been made in the arts of telephony

since the beginning of the war.

We have had to develop a system by
which the telephone wires used by the artil-

lery and infantry could be instantly distin-

guished from one another, so that we might
not mix up the lines, for while they co-

which an officer receives all useful informa-
tion, making it possible for him to follow
the least movement of his troops. Near
this officer another insures his connection

with the aides of the generalissimo, especial-

ly charged with conveying orders from the

chief of the army. These orders are called

"Directives."

these groups with the wireless headquarters,
which are in direct connection with observ-
ers on aeroplanes and captive balloons, as

well as with posts of observation on the

ground.
It must not be forgotten that the artil

lery works by concentration of fire. The
artillery must prepare the way by battering
down forts or trenches for the advance of

the infantry'—so both must be kept in close

touch. The aviators signal how and where

operate, the systems are absolutely separate.

The ordinary telephone is easily establisht,

running from the point of contact with the

enemy to the chief of that sector, and from
the sector itself to the commander. When
these wires were so simply laid as at first

it was easy for the enemy to "listen in,"

but now the current is returned by special

conductors, and the use of spy microphones
is almost impossible. The artillery has its

telephone system, independent of the other

lines, but connecting with the headquarters

of attacking and defensive troops. A line

is run on the front, in any way that the

ground will permit, and kept in order at

any risk. Often when the bombardment is

heaviest, one of these wires is broken and
must be repaired, while shot and shell burst

among the engineers. When an attack is

in progress the telephone engineers follow

the line closely, installing new stations at

the first possible moment, so as to keep in

touch with the rear and the centre of com-
mand. If driven back, this corps has to

pick up all material so that it will not fall

into the hands of the enemy.
After the cannon, whose fire has been

directed by aviators and captive balloons

via radio, have smashed the trenches of the

enemy, and they extend their fire, the in-

fantry attack begins and, bayonets couched,

the men advance. The various units follow

each other in obedience to orders from their

leaders. These orders are long since decided
upon, and in the midst of this tumult all is

directed by a general plan. Meanwhile,
further to the rear, the generalissimo, the

general commanders, the chiefs of the army
corps, of divisions and brigades, with detail

maps spread out before them, follow the

movements and give their orders. All of
this has to be done along the wires of the

telephone.

The generalissimo is stationed in a house
where many lines meet, so that he can be
in constant communication with all the rear

and the advance. Every chief of service in

turn, as well as every commander of a unit,

of one or more lines, is ready with a report,

awaiting orders. The development of the

telephonic communication between head-
quarters and all parts of the forces has
been so perfected that it works without
delay. Each army is connected with Gen-
eral Headquarters by a line at the end of

t'hotos from Central News Photo Service

Left.—A Photo From the Egyptian Battle-
Front. Advanced English Artilleryman Tele-
phoning Warning of Enemy Aircraft Ap-

proaching. Note the Camel.

Center.—A French Officer of Engineers In a
Mine Gallery, with Newly Invented Micro-
phone, Detecting the Sounds of German
Counter Mining Operations. Men Who Do
This Work Are Called "Listeners." Listen-
ing Is a Very Delicate Operation. It Consists
of Detecting the Direction, Height, and Dis-
tance of the Sounds Heard. To Obtain
Greater Clearness, Drums Are Used as Well
as Special Microphones. As Soon as a Pro-
longed Silence on the Part of the Enemy Is

Noticed After a Period of Rather Hard Work,
the Conclusion Is That a Chamber Is Being
Loaded, and at Once You Charge Your Own
Mine. The Loading of the Mine-Chamber Is

Followed by the Operations of Connecting
the Fuse and Tamping. The Latter Con-
sists of Blocking Up the Mine-Chamber with
Bags of Earth or Sand, so as to Direct the
Force of the Explosion Towards the Enemy.

Right.—A Central Telephone Station in the
French Trenches at the Aisne.

In its turn the general quarters of an
army is connected with general headquarters
from which it receives orders and to which
reports of each phase of action must speed.

Moreover, it is in close communication with
neighboring armies as well as with the army
corps under its direction.

Each army corps is itself connected with
the army of which it is a part, and as fol-

lows : From the army corps to division, to

the brigade, to regiments, to the trenches

as far as the first line and outposts.

This primary circuit allows the sending
of orders and knowledge as to how they are

carried out.

The telephonic circuits of the artillery

are much more complicated. It plays the

same part as the former for batteries and
groups : but more than this, it serves for

reporting on location of objectives and
directing the fire. It has to insure the co-

operation of the various groups of artillery

with one another, and the connection of

the fire should be directed. The telephone,

telegraph and wireless all play their part.

Whether in the trenches or in defensive
operations th* telephone has a great im-
mediate value, and even in advance move
ments, whenever a halt takes place the very
first duty of the engineering corps (tele

graphic division), is to establish com
munication by telephone with the rear. The
military telephone is quite different from
the regular machine. It consists in it*

simplest form of a "combination" (micro
phone and telephonic ear-piece, joined by a

hard rubber handle, etc), the branch-box.
induction coil box and battery for produc
ing the current. In setting the wires care
is taken to prevent "grounding," isolating

the wires as carefully as possible. Usually
the line is laid by four men : an unroller (of
the wire), an assistant, a mounter and as-

sistant. The unroller carries the wire on
a bobbin in his left hand, playing the wire
out slowly. His assistant keeps the wire
straight. The mounter attaches the wire to

the point of departure, his assistant hands
him the wire as needed, who lays it upon its

supports as he advances. When he reaches
the end of a piece of cable he tests his con-
nection carefully to the point of departure.

He marks by a pebble or bit of paper the

point where he has connected each 500 yard
cable, in case of breaks. He locates his sta-

tions in the safest possible places, out of
view of the enemy, or protected as much
as possible. If an advanced position must
be abandoned, the corps in charge of the

laying work takes up the wires as rapidly

as possible, removing all memoranda from
the station, and beat a retreat with the line

Wireless has proved of great value for

aviators to convey their information to their

forces, and only within the last year and a

half has the method of communication been
perfected. For obvious reasons the con-
struction of the antennae and other parts

cannot be described. Suffice it to say that

methods of communication between the aero-
planes and the ground have been devised,

and they are of such kind that the enemy
cannot intercept the messages. The captive
balloons use a telephone wire which unrolls

as the balloon ascends. Batteries alone are
possible in campaign telephony, and special

batteries have been devised which are both
light and powerful.
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Electricity Being Used to Hasten Crops
EXPERIMENTS on a large scale

with the use of electricity to stim-

ulate the growing of crops are
among the English government's
latest efforts to increase the coun-

try'-; home food production. The depart-

ment of agriculture has taken over a large
area near Hereford, where installations

have already been set up for the use of
ionized agricultural experts under Prof. W.
H. Blackmail of the Imperial College of
Science and Technology who will supervise

the experiments.
In the Hereford experiment high tension

alternating current is to be used. Spring
wheat, barley, oats and clover will be dealt

with, and fertilizers of various types will

about $300, which is not so very high.
The p'.esent method of overhead dis-

charge from wires stretched over the crops
was introduced into England twenty years
ago by Professor Lemstrom of Helsingfors,
whose book, "Electricity in Agriculture and
Horticulture,'' anyone interested in the sub-
ject should consult. The method was modi-
fied by Mr. J. E. Newman, in conjunction
with Sir Oliver Lodge. These and others
formed themselves into the Agricultural
Electric Discharge Company, which dis-
posed of a large number of installations
both in England and abroad.
Very contradictory results were obtained

by the various users of the Lodge-Newman
apparatus, and the subject lost much pres-

Roberts, near Carnarvon in Wi
The engineers of the Carnarvon plant

are convinced of several important feature-
which have not been previously noted
They are emphatically of opinion that the
ionization of atmosphere is but of sec-

ondary importance, though attention is be-
ing particularly paid to the influence oi

prevailing winds to widen the area of in

fluence. They maintain the main effect oi
the discharge is noticeable on the soil, am
that soils heavily manured are more effec

tively benefited by reason of the latent hu
midity. The active result upon the soil i»

apparently due to the release and nitrifica-

tion essential to the well-being of plant life

The dark green foliage and the building-u|>

NIGHT-SCENE OF AN ENGLISH HIGH FREQUENCY PLANT GROWER.
In England, More Than In the United States, the Stimulating Effect of a High Tension, High Frequency Discharge on the Growth
of Plants, Particularly Vegetables, Is Being Carefully and Extensively Tested Out. Standard High Voltage Electric Generators for

This Purpose Are Available on the English Market.

also be used in these experiments.
The method adopted is to stretch over

the field to be treated a number of thin

wires on poles, something like low tele-

graph wires, but high enough for loaded
wagons to pass underneath. The wires are
supported by high tension insulators on
posts in long parallel spans thirty feet

apart.

"The charge fizzes off from the wires,"
says one account, "with a sound which is

sometimes audible, and with a glow which
is visible in the dark. Anyone walking
about below the wires can sometimes feel

the effect on the hair of the head, as a
cobweb on the face. The electricity does
not act as a fertilizer but as a substitute
for sunlight. The current is only used in

the early morning and in cloudy weather."
The initial cost of the apparatus for twenty-
four acres is about $1,500, and the animal
cost, including depreciation and labor, is

tige. The results of the company's own
experiments with wheat in over a series

of years were reported as an increase vary-
ing from per cent to 39 per cent. The
next phase in the development of electro-
culture opened in 1911. The British Board
of Agriculture gave a grant to Professor
Priestley of Leeds for a scientific investi-

gation of these new methods and their

value. Professor Priestley collaborated with
Mr. I. Jorgensen, an electrical expert and
plant physiologist, and with Miss E. C.
Dudgeon of Dumfries. In the result it

appeared that many technical difficulties

existed. At first no favorable results were
obtained, but in the last two years, with
improved methods, increases of SO per cent
over the ordinary crop have been recorded
with oats on Miss Dudgeon's land.
A very complete installation has recently

been connected up in the extensive veg-
etable gardens owned by Sir Thomas E.

of new tissue is evident proof of the greater

vigor and increased growth of the plant

Furthermore, confirmation is provided of

the fact that sunlight is detrimental for the

discharge to be in operation at the same
time (more successful working is obtained
at sunrise and sunset) ; a time-switch can
be automatically arranged to switch the cur-

rent on and off at these times.

This fact also emphasizes the approxi
mate degree of humidity necessary for the

success of the discharge, as the amount of
dew or latent humidity' prevalent at these

periods are more or less helpful. Whereas,
in heavy rain the discharge is inclined to

run to waste, owing to insulation troubles.

It must be borne in mind that the intensi-

fied and rectified voltage of 75,000 volt- to

100,000 volts has to be dealt with in a very
different manner to the ordinary electric

light voltage, and the methods of control

(Continued on page 493)
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Are Cable Messages Safe?

THE great activity of the Kaiser's

sub-sea fighters have led many people
to ask the question

—
"what of our

ocean cables ?" One of the leading
cable experts in this country recently

answered this question by saying—"Well,
let the Huns cut the cables; what of it?

People in general are quite unfamiliar
with the ocean cable and its maintenance,
especially during war times. At present,

and in fact since the United States declared
war against Germany, the cable companies
have taken proper steps to have all land
lines closely guarded night and day. A

drop the cable ends, which it possibly had
picked up after a long hunt, in its effort to

out-run the U-boat. Altho not public
knowledge, one of the leading cable com-
panies has lost one of its best cable repair

and supply ships, it having been torpedoed
in the Mediterranean. The crew was saved,
luckily, as the ship was not far from shore.

Photos from Donald McNicol

Fig. 1. What the Interior of a Modern Ocean Cable Office Looks Like. This is the

Trans-Atlantic Cable Office at Penzance, England, the No. 1 London Wire, Duplexed,

and Creed Automatic Cable Instruments Being Shown.

OBSERVATIONS
OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
AND OCEAN MAGNETIC WORK.
A series of volumes reprinted from the

publications of the Carnegie Institute,

Washington (USA.), describe in detail

the work undertaken by the "Galilee"

(.1907-8) and the "Carnegie" (1909-1916)
in connection with electric and magnetic
observations at sea. The three volumes
before us deal respectively with ocean mag-
netic work and atmospheric electric ob-
servations, records of which are presented
in a very complete and elaborate way. The
accurate determination of the intensity of
the earth's magnetic field at sea naturally

offers special difficulties, such as do not
occur in a well-equipt laboratory on
land, and magnetic storms can also be reck-

oned with, altho their effect seems to have
been relatively small and transient. In the

earlier researches on the "Galilee" the ob-
server had also to contend with the dif-

ficulty of a magnetic ship. The design and
mounting of the various instruments are
described in great detail, and this collec-

tion of data presented will no doubt con-
stitute a valuable record.

In 4S hours the cable companies would have

a fleet of repair boats on the spot splicing

the cables, suitably convoyed by naval ves-

sels and this would hold good for either

European or American coasts."

The accompanying picture, Fig. 1, shows

an interior view of the Trans-Atlantic

cable station at Penzance, England. The
apparatus on one of the circuits extend-

ing to London, England, is shown on the

table, to the right. The wire is duflexed,

(i.e., two different messages are sent over

the cable at the same time), and is operated

in the same manner as the longer Trans-

Atlantic sections. In the back-ground is

shown a set of "Creed" automatic cable

instruments.
The second picture, Fig. 2. shows one

corner of the operating room of the Trans

Atlantic cable office at Penzance, England.

The two instruments on the right arc

"'Creed" automatic transmitters. As the

•perforated paper tape passes thru the

Transmitters, it falls into baskets as shown
Tust to the left of the second instrument

from the left of the picture, may be seen

one of the double-lever hand keys used by

cable operators.

The maintenance of ocean cables is one

of the most interesting studies. A peculiar

fact in this direction is that of the 18 Trans-

Atlantic cables now in service there are

always two out of order; not the same

two of course, but two out of the total

number. Thus the cable ships always find

something to do, in both winter and summer.

There are now 18 ocean cables linking

America with Europe. The cable terminals

are practically all under military guard and

even the officers of the cable companies are

not allowed near the cable land lines or

terminal buildings, unless on special busi-

ness and then only when accompanied by a

militarv ^'tard.

fleet of cable repair ships carrying expert

repairmen and engineers are always waiting

to dart here and there, as soon as they re-

ceive the news that a cable has gone bad

or been cut. If the cable ship has only

to make repairs along the shore or a short

distance out, no naval convoy is required.

However, if the cable ship has to proceed

to sea, then a naval escort is furnished as

a hostile submarine would be an unwelcome
visitor, besides causing the cable ship to

SUBMARINES SEE WITHOUT
PERISCOPES?

The Revista Maritima mentions that sub-
marines are now being constructed with-
out periscopes of the ordinary type. In-

stead of the usual vertical tube arrange-
ment a system of two lenses, one on either

side of the vessel, is being employed. It

is claimed that this device is much less

visible from a distance, altho it has the
drawback that the vessel must navigate
nearer to the surface. The device appears
to be only in the experimental stage.

Fig. 2. This Picture Shows One Corner of the Operating Room of the Trans-
Atlantic Cable Office at Penzance, England. The Perforated Paper Tape Passes
Thru the Automatic Transmitters Which Send Out the Dots and Dashes Thru

the Cables.
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Locating Underground Ores by Electricity

THE basic problem to the mining in-

dustry is the finding of ore in pay-
ing quantities. This difficulty has
produced many operators of the di-

vining rod, and several other
methods have been tried in the effort to de-
termine the hidden ore conditions under-

Hid and avoid the expense of drilling

or of sinking shafts in barren grounds.
The whole subject is of great in-

terest, and the possibilities are so vast
that no one need be surprised at the large
number of divining-rod operators or their

varied methods of working. I have known
some remarkable tacts about divining rods,
but the final results in every case have had

it, and this induced current in turn induces
a high-frequency oscillating magnetic field,

which reacts on the original magnetic field,

reducing its intensity.

The necessary conditions are that the ore
or ores sought for shall be conductors of
electricity, for the method described enables
the location of an electrical conductor, and
the fact that certain ores are such conduc-
tors makes their location possible. An ore
that is not electrically conductive cannot be
determined by this method. Native meals,
most sullids and chlorids, but very few car-
bonats, silicats or oxids are such conduc-
tors.

The progress of laboratory experiments

identical exploring coils 12 and 13 (Fig. I),

of suitable diameter and number of turns,

are connected in series with two current
rectifiers 16 and a sensitive galvanometer
17. By placing one of these exploring
coils at a measured distance from the cen-
ter of the primary coil and moving the
other around the center, the induced
currents in the exploring coils being op-
posed to each other, a line, along which the
magnetic flux is equal, is established and
may be plotted. The location of the mov-
able exploring coil, when the galvanometer
reading is a minimum, determines this line,

which may be called an isogonic line and is

similar to a contour line on a topographic

The Latest Feat in Mining Engineering Is the Exact Location of Underground Metallic Ores by Means of Induction. The Larger Coll
Is Excited by a High Frequency Current from a Portable Dynamo Outfit. The Magnetic Field Created Affects the Ore Body. Which

Reacts on the Smaller Exploring Coils and Indicating Instruments.

no probability of development to a condi-
tion of certainty that would warrant a
business investment, and almost every
operator of a divining rod is afflicted with
an over-developed imagination.

In an effort to reach the desired result

of being able to determine the position of
an orebody under the surface of the
ground, the idea of exploring the ground

netically was conceived, and during the
last three years has been developed, first

by laboratory work to establish a suitable
method, and later by field work to apply the
laboratory' method to actual working condi-
tions, says H. R. Conklin in Engineering
and Mining Journal. Patents are pending
tor this method, which will be of interest
in many fields of prospecting work.

If a high-frequency oscillating electric
current, such as is used in wireless tele-
graphy, be confined to a closed circular cir-
uit a high frequency oscillating magnetic

field is induced within this circuit, and the
arrangement becomes a solenoid of prac-
tically no length and of large diameter.
Any electrical conductor that may be in-

cluded in this induced magnetic field will

have an oscillating current induced within

was slow and tedious, and the difficulty of

adapting these experiments to field work
and designing the necessary instruments
was even greater. The final satisfactory
results are shown by reference to Fig. 1, in

which 1 is an alternating-current generator
or other source of alternating current, sup-
plying the low-tension coil 4 of a trans-
former, through a regulating, inductive re-

sistance 5. The high-tension transformer
coil 8 is connected to a suitable spark gap
j in parallel with condensers 9 and 10 and
the primary coil 11.

The primary coil 11 is laid in a circle on
the surface of the ground, and within it is

produced the oscillating magnetic field.

This magnetic field decreases toward the
center of the primary coil and might be
plaited as shown in Fig. 2, in which the
ordinates represent change in magnetic
flux. Owing to unavoidable variations in

the original source of power, these ordi-
nates may vary during observations to an
extent greater than their diminution due
to the neighborhood of an electrical con-
ductor, so that the measurement of this
magnetic field requires a balanced method.

measuring this magnetic held, two

map. In the latter comparison the com-
pleted plot of these lines suggests contour
lines defining a depression, as shown in

cross-section in Fig. 2. Now if the mag-
netic flux be decreased as at A in Fig J.

due to the presence of a conductor of elec-

tricity, the contour lines are drawn out in

the direction of the conductor, and the

plotted curves are distorted from the nor-
mal circular form, enabling the location of
the conductor to be determined.

ral sets of actual distorted contour
lines, as determined in the field, are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. All were observed with
the primary coil two hundred feet in diam-
eter. One of these plots, in Fig. 4. shows
the location of a 2-in. iron pipe line buried

about a foot underground, and is also dis-

tort, ody of conductor still deeper.
The primary coil is shifted and these

contour lines plotted for a sufficient number
of centers to determine the general size

and dimensions of the body of conductor,
after which prospect drilling is done to

ive the depth, thickness and quality of

the conducting orebody. If the conducting
orebody be below and nearly symmetrical

tinned on page SOI)
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Seeing Wireless Signals

OUR front cover illustration shows
one of the latest wireless signaling

devices perfected by Teutonic ex-
perts. With this device the recep-
tion of radio messages on a flying

aeroplane is made much more positive, inas-

much as the noise from the engine or ma-
chine gun does not interfere in the least

with it, as is the case where the aerial radio
operator has to listen in a pair of sensitive

head telephones.

We are indebted to William Dubelier, a
radio-engineer of New York City, for the
description and photograph of this remark-
able instrument, who personally saw this

apparatus in the Berliner factory at Vienna,
Austria, and besides had the
pleasure of observing signals

being received from a distant

station with it.

This apparatus consists of
a sensitive Einthoven galva-

nometer with a small electric

lamp shown at the very bot-

tom of the photograph. The
light from this lamp is

tpcused thru lenses on to a
small mirror, which in turn
reflects the light thru a mag-
nifying glass, the same as in

an opera glass. The upper
part thru which the observer
looks is constructed on the

prismatic binocular principle,

making the sighting appara-
tus equivalent to six times its

length.

In other words, the ob-
server does not actually see
the wireless signal or wave
literally speaking; he only
sees the effect of the etheric
wave, after it has impinged
on the antenna attached to

the aeroplane, and after it

has past thru the tiny quartz
fiber suspended between the
poles of a strong magnet, and
perpendicularly to the mag-
netic flux lines. If a weak
current, such as a received
radio signal current, passes
thru this quartz fiber, the lat-

ter will be displaced from its

normal position in a direction
perpendicular to its axis and
to the magnetic flux lines.

The fine galvanometer
string moves in front of a
narrow slot, illuminated by
the small lamp fed from a '

battery (see illustration). An
optical reproduction of the slit and wire is

thrown on the sensitive retina and pupil of
the eyes, one of the most sensitive devices
we know of. As the messages come in, in

the form of telegraphic dots and dashes

—

short and long signals—the quartz string is

deflected back and forth correspondingly

;

thus the radio operator "sees" the incoming
signals. A short deflection indicates a "dot,"
while a longer deflection represents a
"dash."
The apparatus just described and here

pictured serves the same function as the
detector used in all radio receiving sets. It

is usual therefore to connect it with some
form of tuning coil or transformer, so that
the outfit can be readily tuned to the proper
wave length.

As the front cover illustration shows the
operator holds the instrument with both
hands, or only one hand, if he desires to
write down the message received. This he
can readily do with a little practise, keep-
ing one eye on the instrument and the other
on the message pad as he writes. A good

operator can write down a message without
looking at his pen or pencil. Besides, it is

not impractical to install a light weight
typewriter on the aeroplane ; and "touch
typists" never have to look at the keyboard.
Radio and wire telegraphists are daily us-
ing the typewriter in just this way, by the
thousand.
The principle of the optical and photo-

graphic reception of radio signals is not
new. The efficacy of the Einthoven string

galvanometer in this role was quite thoroly
tested out by the Poulsen radio experts,

both in this country and abroad. The
American Poulsen interests—the Federal
Telegraph Company of San Francisco

—

RUBBER CUSHIONED
EYE-PIECE.

BINOCULAR
PRISMS -*

HANDLE.

GALVANOMETER

In an article in the "Cologne Gazette"

on a visit to Kiel, where the dockyards are

said to be mainly, but not entirely, engaged
with repairing work, contains the follow-

ing passage on copper and electricity

:

"Copper is now used in large quantities

in all ships, altho, of course, consumption
is restricted as much as possible. Espe-
cially for steam piping there is no substi-

tute for copper, and it is also needed for

all purposes where high resistance to sea

water and salt air is necessary.

"Over against the boiler shop is the elec-

trical shop, which becomes every day more
important with the increased use of elec-

tricity. We have already gone a long way
in this direction, altho we
have not yet gone quite so
far as the Americans, who
even drive the screw-shafts
of large ships by electric

motors. As regards our sub-
marines, it is indeed much
the same with us, for our
submarines already consist

half of electricity. The sub-
marines are also concerned
with the accumulator shop,
where accumulators are re-

paired. Repair is not always
possible, for the demands
made on the accumulators in

war are sometimes too great."

HANDLE

Here Is
Operator

the En

the Latest Teutonic War Device. It Permits the Radio
In a Flying Machine to "See" the Wireless Signals. Thus
gine and Other Noises Do Not Bother Him in the Least.

spent many thousands of dollars in their

researches on this method of receiving

radio signals, the only difference being that

the movements of the quartz string were
highly magnified and recorded photo-
graphically on a moving film. It is hopeful

that this work may be taken up again and
followed up to a successful conclusion. The
United States needs the best it can get for

every branch of its military service and it

would seem that the apparatus here de-

scribed and being successfully manufactur-
ed in Germany can certainly be duplicated,

and no doubt considerably improved, in this

nation of vast industrial and scientific re-

sources.

ELECTRICITY AND WAR IN LAND
OF THE "HEINIES."

The "Frankfurter Zeitung" announces
that the German Government has requi-

sitioned all electrical machinery and ap-

paratus, and it is not now possible to buy
or sell electric motors without special per-

mission.

BOOKS FOR OUR SOL
DIERS.

While furnishing books,
magazines and other litera-

ture to these men,whom we
are beginning to consider
truly "our own," we should
not forget that there are
large forces in France with
quite as keen a desire for

American literature and with
far less chance of having it

satisfied. An appeal has just

been issued calling attention

to this need.

In New York City books
may be put in packages
marked for the "American
Overseas Force" and left with
any public library. They
should be in fairly good con-
dition. Magazines are wanted
—and contributors are re-

quested not to send periodi-

cals more than two years old.

The type of books our
Sammies enjoy? Fiction first

;

then French grammars and dictionaries,

first-year French books, volumes of travel,

biography, history; books on aviation, wire-
less telegraphy, submarines, automobiles and
mechanics.
Don't forget that there are men with the

overseas forces who have been educated
to a taste for the best of literature. "Sartor
Resartus," or "God, the Invisible King."
will be received as avidly as one of E.

Philip Oppenheim's novels. There are men
in the army with Harvard and Yale and
Cornell educations—and with a correspond
ing literary appetite. And the army also

includes men with little schooling. Con-
sequently you have a broad and almost un-
limited field for literary charity, and don't

fail to read the notice on the front cover of
this journal.

THE ELECTRIC TAXI
For crowded traffic (ease of control),

simplicity, ease of operating and freedom
from engine troubles, the electric taxi i^

coming well into favor.
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Microphones in Trench Warfare
By H. GERNSBACK

THERE is hardly a .-.pot on earth

today where modern science receives

as many professional tryouts as in

our war trenches. New methods, new
schemes, new inventions are being tried out

forever, and like many another game it

settles down to a game of wits where that

side having the most brains and the most
>ty is likely to win out in the end.

he obtained by what is popularly called

the dictagraph. But the question im-
mediately comes up, how are the dicta-

graphs to be placed in the enemy's
trenches? Of course, while it is rather a
ticklish business, it is not impossible and
our illustration shows how it could be
readily a£Complisht.
We first need our sensitive microphones

will not be discovered. It should be re-

membered that grass or vegetation grow-
ing over the microphones as well as over
the fine cable will practically conceal both
entirely from view. The same is true of
dust and sand, etc., which all aid in hiding
the microphone. Naturally a microphone
of this kind must be rugged and the ar-

rangement should be such that no matter

Isteninq to the Doings in the Enemy's Trenches By Means of Supersensitive Microphones Is a Recent Idea. It SI
.is ng

way How to Get Advance Information, as. for Instance, Just When the Enemy Intends to Attack, Etc., Etc.
t Shows a New

When two forces are deadlocked against
' other and when it becomes practically

impossible to pass over the intervening

"No Man's Land'' with assailing forces, it

is of primary importance to know what is

going on in the other fellow's trenches.

It being impossible to raise the head above
the parapet due to continuous bullet streams,

the men in the trenches are more or less

"ii edge continuously, as they do not know
i is going to happen next. Consequently

most of the reconnoitering is done during
the night, and to counteract this the enemy
uses the so-called star-shells which illu-

minate the landscape for miles around for

a period of a few seconds. During this

time there is always an opportunity to

i itch advancing forces or patrols and thus
annihilate them.

[Tie thing that a commander is most in-

terested in, is to know just when the enemy
'itig to leave his trenches to make an

attack. If he could know exactly at what
time such an attack is to be made, this

information would often be of priceless

value. Of course, it goes without saying
that the enemy is not likely to give away
such information if he can help it. Ad-
vance posts in advanced trenches, called

in field parlance "listening posts,'' are of
course quite satisfactory, but they do not

advance information, and they are
-imply there to stop an advancing force
or to tell the men behind the lines as soon

i he attack has started. This listening

post is usually a shell hole somewhere be-
tween the trenches in "No Man's Land"
well fortified with sand bags, and well in

advance of the front trenches. It is usually
manned by two men. and a machine gun or
sometimes rifles only. It has occurred to
ns that advance information could readily

properly camouflaged so they will have a

rather innocent appearance. In other

words, they could be made up as cobble-

stones, pieces of log, or any other object

that would not arouse the suspicion of the

enemy. It would then be the duty of some
of the men to take these thus camouflaged

sensitive microphones up to the very edge

of the enemy's trench, concealing the mi-

crophones behind his parapet and sand

bags.

Needless to say in doing so, it is neces-

sary for the party who lays the micro-

phones to clear the barbed wire entangle-

ments, and this is ticklish business. Inas-

much as these wire entanglements are often

provided with cowbells and other ingeni-

ous tell-tales which immediately inform the

enemy that someone is near, the trick can

be accomplisht nevertheless. For instance,

the microphone may be thrown by hand like

a bomb, taking good aim that it does not

actually land into the trenches; thin wire

trailing from behind the microphone and
which should have the same color as the

ground, will not be readily detected by the

enemy. In this case, the wire would of

course lay on top of the barbed wire en-

tanglements, but being very fine it probably

would not be observed from the enemy's

trench.

Naturally all this work must be done dur-

ing a dark night, it being impossible to

crawl out of the trenches in "No Man's
Land" during the day-time without courting

certain death. It also goes without saying

that the enemy will surely discover some
of the microphones in time and shoot them
to pieces.

However, it should be possible to place

enough of them in such a manner that at

least a few will stay in place where they

how the microphone is thrown, it should

operate to its full sensitiveness. This.

however, presents no unsurmountable tech-

nical difficulty, any electrical engineer being

capable of designing a microphone of this

kind.

Now suppose we have a few dozen ot

these microphones concealed near the

enemy's trench. The wires from them lead

to our own trenches, where an operator is

to be in charge of the receiving end, listen-

ing for any information coming over his

wire : chance remarks by the enemy are

surely to be made from time to time. But

not alone is information such as this of

high import, but our commanders need

very much more certain information as for

instance, when the men in the first trench

line are to be relieved.

In trench warfare, the men of course

cannot stav in the trenches all of the time.

and they arc usually relieved during the

night-time, which means more or less con-

fusion, "choked" trenches, etc. If our at

tack can be timed at such a period, it is

naturally more easy to win a trench than

when the regular forces are in charge. The
noise and the talk of the relieving party

should usually be loud enough to give such

information away over the sensitive micro-

phone.
Of course, a scheme of this kind can

readily be unproved upon in many ways,

and we leave this to our able Signal Corps

attendants at the front.

ITALY USES RADIO-TELEPHONES
uccessful have wireless telephones

proved on Italian warships that the gov-

ernment plans to install them on merchant
and passenger vessels.
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"Movies" Show Women's Place in War

IN
these trying days of strife when on

all sides nations are in the grip of war
the "movies," as usual, have their full

play on the subject. Always of keen
interest to young and old, kiddies as

well as grown-ups, the photoplays are giv-

ing their best to the portrayal of war in

all its grim reality. Every detail receives

the utmost consideration ; especially is this

true where the uses of electricity and mod-
ern invention are involved.

From the large number of photoplays
now before the public the following essay

and photos have been chosen, showing how
women may help at home, by "Taking the

Man's Place." and by so doing, allowing

every brave and true-hearted American an

the Sussex dairy maids by the time you
receive this letter."

This was the war's effect upon Lady
"W." It is typical of what has happened
thruout Europe and what must certainly

occur in this country, if the war continues

two years longer.

Already women are training for various

vocations and are replacing our first quota
of the Grand Army. As a "lineman," the

woman will fit in very nicely, having held

the reputation of working wires so long
that making a profession of this pursuit

will not be new. It is true, they will be
very much up in the air about it. as any-

one can see from the accompanying photo-
graphs, which show a fair female lineman

—

ing when the time comes we are sure.

Then again as a "Wireless Operator,"

the woman can very well fill positions in

this interesting and fascinating art. There
is a fifteen year old girl now living at San
Raphael, Cal., who has received a first

grade commercial radio operator's license

from the United States Government. Her
name is Kathleen Parkin, and she took

up the work after becoming interested in

it in the physics laboratory of the high

school she attended. Wireless operating,

in fact, seems to be a form of employ-
ment peculiarly adapted to women. Girls

hold the majority of places at telephone

switchboards and quite a number in tele-

graph offices, so it seems reasonable to

opportunity to do his bit in the fight

for democracy. The following is

typical of the change that has been I
wrought abroad at the present time, I
and who knows, but what the same I
might happen in the good old U. S. I
A. Lady "W." at the beginning of I

the war, lived in a palatial mansion
in an exclusive section of the big
metropolis. She sipt her coffee in bed
every day at noon, motored about the Eng-
lish capital and gossiped over her tea with
other ladies every day at dusk. At dinner
she became finical over the filet mignon,
after which she drove to the opera or to

a social function given by one of her
friends. She was the kind of a woman
who thought life impossible without two
maids at least, a manicurist and some one
to look after her pet dogs.

Recently one of her friends received a
letter as follows : "I shall soon go into
the fields, and 'do my bit' along with the
other women who have turned farm la-

borers. Ever since the horror of this war
first broke on me. I have done everythinj
that I could to alleviate the suffering of
the poor boys who are stricken by it.

"My home, as you already know, lias

been turned into a hospital. I. myself.
have nursed many wounded men back to
health. I have spent days and often nights
rolling bandages, mending and disinfect-
ing clothes. Xow I believe I am needed
in the fields, and I shall probabh lie among

beg pardon, linewoman—one Miss Gladys
Brockwell, in the Fox photoplay, "Taking
the Man's Place." Seriously, however, act-

ing as telephone and telegraph linemen is

not a completely foreign occupation. Of
the 38.000 persons now employed in this

occupation. 600 are women.
Many dangers are encountered by the

man whose task it is to see that the elec-

trical communication lines are not broken.
He must climb to the top of the highest
pole, cling among a nest of wires with a

narrow belt as his only support. While
there, he must see that all apparatus is in

working order. He has often to go into

lonely stretches of the country, where at

any minute, he is liable to be attacked by
fierce beasts or still fiercer men. He must
also expose himself to rigorous weather
and he frequently spends the night among
poisonous marsh gases.

All of these hazards the women are will-

ing to encounter. They have heretofore
given many instances of moral courage.
Physical courage, which is a much com-
moner thing, they will be capable of show-

suppose that they can just as well
tap the key of a radio station. The

I marine laws of this country re-

I quire the presence of two wireless
I operators on each ship. I once
I knew a girl who held a position

I on board a steamer. Her fellow
telegrapher was of masculine
gender; so to avoid losing her job
she married him.

In time of war, it is especially
important that all telephone, tele-

graph and radio communications
be kept free from the least in-

terruption and damage. Military
units in widely different parts of

the country must be acquainted with the
movements of their troops. Orders from
the commanding officers must be sent im-
mediately to subordinate officers of the
line. Old men and young boys will be in-

capable for all the jobs, and Uncle Sam
will be forced to turn to the women and
ask for their help. One thing seems ab-
solutely certain :

When the call comes, the women will
be ready!

One of the newest New York hotels is.

electrically equipt from top to bottom.
Hardly an electric appliance of the many
which contribute so much to happy, com-
fortable living has been omitted. Electric
refrigerators, dumb-waiters, stoves, fans,
vacuum cleaners, 'phones, calls of all de-
scription, the most improved and modern
lighting, and a host of other electrical ap-
pliances. This model hostelry is called
Hotel des Artistes, and, as the name im-
plies, is especially conducted for artists,

illustrators, writers, and those of allied oc-
cupations,
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How Big Electric Men Work

D 1

EDITOR'S foreword—The present arti-

cle, especially prepared for "The Elec-

trical Experimenter," is one of great

interest to all of us, and particularly to elec-

trical readers who follow the lives of big men

in their reading. It is not often that one has

the unusual opportunity of observing at close

range just how such men as Edison, de

Forest or Pupin accomplish the day's duties.

Besides making interesting reading you will

find in the following paragraphs some of

the principles involved in the working out

of these men's goal—Success!

,R LEE DEFOREST,
the well-known radio

engineer and inventor,

is one of the greatest radio

students today. Besides be-

ing president of his own
company, now extremely

busy on war orders, he still

finds time to carry on re-

^KflHlB searches wireless. When
I asked Dr. de Forest how

he tackled the day's problems, he said

:

"My daily work begins promptly at eight

o'clock. I first go over my mail and decide

what matters require immediate attention

and what can be postponed to more leisure-

ly moments. Before beginning my dicta-

tion I go rapidly thru the Laboratory and
Shop to check up the various jobs and see

what progress has been made, and what
are the needs in the way of information or
advice of the men in charge of the various

jobs. This is to avoid any delays which
occur if I postpone this work until thru

with my office work for the day.

"I then shut myself in the office and
endeavor to do at once all the dictating

which has to be done for that day. I am
usually thru with this work by nine-thirty.

"I then go carefully over the work in the

Laboratory, Audion and Oscillion Depart-
ments. In these days when we are so rushed
to get out instruments of various types

urgently needed for the Army and Navy,
I frequently help in the testing of the ap-
paratus. I find this keeps me most inti-

mately in touch with the exacting require-

ments which must be met in this Govern-
ment apparatus. Occasional faults in design
present themselves, or some careless or
hasty work on the part of some of the
employees which must be corrected before
it goes further.

"About noon I am usually ready to make
a second trip of supervision thru the fac-

tory. Lunch hour consists of eating a few
sandwiches while seated at my desk, and
usually consumes less than fifteen minutes.
This affords me a good opportunity to

check over my memoranda as to various
matters which will require my attention
during the afternoon.

"It is frequently necessary, even in these
busy days, to go to New York City to
consult with my Patent Attorneys, manu-
facturers, chemists, or engineers with
whom we are doing business or obtain-
ing materials from. These outside trips

are always confined to the afternoon and
I make every effort to so arrange them that
I can get back to the factory before closing
time in order to go over all the mail of the
day, checking up and signing the corre-
spondence, and laying out the necessary
tasks which are to be undertaken the next
morning.
"The present program permits practically

By GEORGE HOLMES

no experimental or research work during

working hours. All such work has to be

now limited to nights and Sundays, altho

it is really surprising how much of this

development work can be done here and
there between . times when testing out

standard apparatus, etc., provided only that

this development work is along strictly

similar lines, such as improvements in the

design of Audions, or Oscillion tubes, re-

finements of circuits, improvement in me-

chanical and electrical designs, etc.

"Under these circumstances most of the

details of data-making, quantitative meas-

urements, etc., must be left to my assist-

ants whose time can be uninterruptedly

devoted to their individual tasks.

"My reading and study work are limited

to hours at my home, which fortunately is

located fifteen minutes by automobile from

my Laboratory. This work is always done

at night and is usually terminated between

eleven and twelve o'clock.

"It is a source of genuine regret that in

these exceedingly busy and strenuous times

my duties do not permit me to concentrate

as has been my habit and delight for days

and weeks at a time on some problem or

investigation. It is only by such concentra-

tion that revolutionary results are obtained

but under the circumstances which sur-

round us this form of work must unfor-

tunately be postponed to more tranquil

times."

PROF. MICHAEL I.

PUPIN of Columbia
University, a striking

^ figure in the electrical world
;r>.—

; y and instructor of Electro-

Mechanics at that Institu-

l >i£Sb» . tion, is an unusually busy

jk person as is general with

jflSfc - A^ men in the public eye. His

j^^JBI pleasing personality and
good will towards all who

know him is remarkable, when one con-

siders the numerous tasks that confront

him in the course of a day.

Aside from the various classes at the

University and time devoted to various

technical meetings, etc.. he still has time

for experimentation and research. At the

time of the author's visit to his wonderful

laboratory at Columbia, Prof. Pupin and

his assistant were engaged in experiments

on a new form of rotor for high frequency

alternators.

Regarding his general layout or plan of

work, he said among other things
—"That

'Big' men do not plan out their day's work,

but just take it as it comes"—which saying

is very true when one considers the numer-
ous problems that arise daily in the work
of such a man. Of course, there is always

a schedule kept as to the classes to come
and the series of experiments to be con-

ducted, but usually there is much that has

to be taken care of just as it comes.

Taken all in all, Prof. Pupin is one of

the busiest personages ever interviewed.

However, from appearances one would
never judge him to be one of the leading

scientists of the day, as he takes his work
coolly, quietly and deliberately, even in the

most strenuous periods and is always

pleased to meet a fellow experimenter and
chat for a few moments on topics of elec-

trical and scientific interest.

T'J^HOMAS A. EDISOX.
I master electrician,

chairman of the United

^_ States Naval Advisory
^ Board, holder of more pat-

L^ ents than any other man
living, inventor of the in-

» ^^ candescent lamp, phiH graph and motion picture

machine—how does such a

dynamically active human
genius get thru the day's work?

In answer to this question as to t'.n

routine followed by Mr. Edison in gom;.
thru the day's work, it may be said thai

the term "routine" would scarcely be ap-

plicable in his case. In other words, Mr
Edison usually has in progress a number
of investigations and experiments which
he is either conducting in person or with

the aid of his large staff of experimenter-

One or more of these investigations or

experiments may be the subject of a stren-

uous campaign continuing day and night

without intermission, while others may be

along lines of work requiring months and
in some cases even years of experimenta-
tion. As an instance of the latter cla--.

there was one case where Mr. Edison had
an expert experimenting upon one singL-

line of phonograph recording, under his

supervision, for 15 years before arriving at

satisfactory results.

Altho Mr. Edison is a good business man,
as well as an inventor, he does not keep a

calendar of engagements, Directors' meet-
ings, et cetera, but figures on having all the

time there is, day and night, for his ex-

perimental and inventive work, leaving it

to his son, Mr. Charles Edison, and his as-

sistant, Mr. W. H. Meadowcroft, to watch
out and see that he attends to the com-
paratively few appointments that have been

made for him.

He never attends to the details of open-

ing any mail. There is a tremendous stream
of letters flowing to him constantly, but

these are opened for him, and only those

requiring his personal attention are brought
to his notice. His assistants strive to save

him in every detail that is possible, especial-

ly when he is on one of his strenuous cam-
paigns, during which he will often average

20 hours work a day for a long period of

time. During these campaigns everything

is boiled down to the extreme point, in

order that he may be enabled to concentrate

his attention on the work in hand to the

utmost possible limit.

His days and nights are crowded with

work, and he has no regular schedule that

could be called routine. He devotes all his

thought and energy to the work which is

in hand at the time, and he has no thought
whatever for the clock.

Ordinarily, he comes down to the Lab-
oratory right after breakfast and plunge
immediately into work the moment he ar-

rives, oblivious of all else that is going on
around him. It must i however,
that he will find time to keep in close touch
with hi- extensive business interests by oc-

casional consultation with the various man-
s and a rapid examination of reports of

the operations of the various departments,
his capacious memory enabling him in this

way to keep his finger on the pulse all the
time.

No man exists who is happier than Mr.
son when he has some new problems to

solve.
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Something New in Microphones

THE microphone or sound wave
transmitter now used in all standard
telephone and similar apparatus, has,

to all practical intents and purposes,
• remained the same for many years

in its general make-up. That is, it has
comprised a metal or mica diafram about
three inches in diameter, and when the
voice waves in the air impinge against this

diafram, they cause it to vibrate on its full

diameter as an axis. When this occurs, a
small carbon button, secured to the center
of the diafram, is caused to exert a vary-
ing pressure against a number of small

carbon grains held in a carbon cup in jux-
taposition to the aforesaid carbon disc car-

ried by the diafram. The accompanying il-

lustrations show something quite new in

the realm of microphones, which has just

been invented bv William and James Bir-
rell.

The new transmitter here illustrated is

the result of much research work by these

means of holding it in place. With this

simple change, and connecting one cell of
dry battery at each end of the line, into
which 35 miles of cable had been connected,
the spoken voice emerged clear and distinct.

One of the illustrations herewith pro-
duced shows an interesting and most re-

markable test made with this transmitter,

Most important of all, this microphone
is one of the simplest, if not the simplest

ever devised, considering its extremely
high efficiency; which compares favorably
with any of the standard microphones now
in use. It has but twelve parts in its

make-up, and the arrangement of these

parts is apparent from the accompanying
photograph. One of the most interesting

facts about this transmitter is that no
mouthpiece is necessary, even when talking

over long circuits with it, as is invariably

the case with all of the usual microphones
with which we are familiar.

WOMEN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

One hundred and fifty young women will

study to become electrical engineers at the

State Agricultural College of Kansas the

coming vear. Because of the war man;

Left: Even When Submerged the New Transmitter Gave Perfect Transmission Thru Surface of Water. Center: A Casing Is Not Required
for Talking. Right: Front and Rear Views of New Microphone Showing Construction Details.

engineers, who have made a close study of
this instrument, and its operating principle

is rather one of agitation of the carbon
granules between the carbon electrodes,

than it is of compression, as in the old

type.

It is quite remarkable what this new form
of microphone will do. For instance, the
diafram may simply be held in the hand
as shown in one of the accompanying il-

lustrations, and the transmitter will talk

loudly and clearly over a telephone circuit

of considerable length. It has been tested

out on actual telephone circuits up to 107^4
miles in length ; this circuit consisting of
100 miles of standard metallic line and
TYz miles of farm line, which latter was
mostly barbed wire fence. In another test,

on a telephone train dispatching circuit

near Chicago, this transmitter was success-
fully tested out on a 443 mile stretch of
line, and the voice was remarkably clear

and distinct, regardless of the fact that a
number of train dispatching telephone sta-

tions were connected in on the line at the
time.

This transmitter can be placed in any
standard telephone microphone chamber,
such as found on desk stands or wall
'phones, and all that is necessary is to re-

move the old transmitter parts, including
the bridge arm, and placing the new trans-
mitter of the type herewith shown inside

the chamber, using the old damping springs
which had been left in position, as the

in which it was submerged in a small fish

aquarium filled with water, and also con-
taining several gold fish. Wonderful to re-

late, and contrary to what might invariably

be expected with such a delicate device as

the microphone, this particular instrument
succeeded in transmitting the voice per-

fectly thru 35 miles of artificial cable,

while it was submerged, and moreover,
with the mica disc covering the carbon
grains punctured, so as to allow the water
to enter the carbon cup.

One of the illustrations herewith, shows
a young lady making this test, the sound
waves passing first thru the air and then
thru the water to reach the submerged
microphone.
With respect to the resistance of this

new microphone, a number of tests gave
its value at 50 ohms, when the receiver

was removed from the hook, and with no
talking or other noise in the vicinity. As
soon as voice waves impinged on the trans-

mitter, its resistance increased to from
105 to 110 ohms, and it proceeded to vary
between 110 ohms and 60 ohms, the resis-

tance not returning to the normal 50 ohm
value at any time. The current consump-
tion with four dry cells in circuit with the

microphone, varied from .09 ampere with
no talking to .04 ampere when talking
started. When but one dry cell was tested

in circuit with the micronhone. the current
consumed varied from .02 ampere to a little

under .01 ampere.

engineers have left their positions and it

will not be a great while before the short

age will be keenly felt. "Women are being
employed as power plant operators in the
large central stations of Europe," said

Clarence E. Reid, professor of electrical en-
gineering at the college, "and have been
found entirely satisfactory.

"None of the machinery in these stations

is operated by hand, but is all controlled
by various forms of electric motors set

into operation by the touch of a button or
by electro-magnets or air pressure con-
trolled in the same manner, so that physi-

cal strength is not at all necessary. Work
of this kind is far less exhausting than
many forms of work in which women are
now engaged, for central station opera-
tors may use seats and have more variety
of movement in their work. Desirable
qualifications for entering upon engineering
study comprise ability in mathematics and
interest in scientific study."

Electrical heating blankets are now of-
fered to those who sleep out-doors, for

hospital and sick-room use, for elderly

people or those with poor circulation. These
blankets come as large as 6 x 5 feet ; have
three temperature controls, ranging from
82 to 112 degrees. The cost of running is

almost negligible. The item of lightness

as compared to much heavier bedclothes
is an important consideration.
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HOW AFRICA GETS THE WAR
NEWS.

The war lia>, from the first, been brought

right home to Africa. The four German
colonies, over which the war extended, have

an area more than four times .is great as
i iermany; and there has been long and hard

fighting in all of them except in Togo. Out-

and within these areas of actual war-
fan live thousands of whites who are in-

tensely interested in the European struggle.

It may surprise many to know that not a

few of these whites, even in the depths of

Africa, are receiving the essence of the

news every day and are well informed as

to the most vital facts of the day's war
history.

Even the Sahara Desert is now partly

belted by a telegraph line, a French enter-

prise, with wireless extension to Timbukto.
Thus this once mysterious city of the Su-
dan is now in touch with the great events

of the day. The Belgian Congo is efficient-

ly served by the French cable to Libreville

and the land line to Stanley Pool, where
navigation of the Upper Congo begins. The
news is then wired up the Congo to the

mouth of the Kasai River, 370 miles above
the mouth of the Congo, and then by wire-
less to Stanley Falls, 870 miles above the

Kasai.

THE MAN WITH THE MAGNET.
Almost, if not equally, as famous as the

immortal "man with the hoe" is the "man
with the magnet"—the man we see in all

of the leading industrial plants now-a-days.
The illustration shows a powerful 12-inch

electro-magnet handling a 1,500 pound steel

billet in the plant of the Duplex Metallic

Co., Conshocken, Pa. It lifts the billet just

as easily as a man would lift a 25 pound
sack of flour. At the touch of a switch
the magnet loses its magic power and the

billet drops or lays where it is. Attached
to traveling cranes, the amount of work
one of these electro-magnets in the larger

sizes can accomplish in one day is quite
astonishing. They will unload a freight

car full of pig iron in less time than a
gang of men and at a fraction of the cost.

The larger sizes of electro-magnets are
capable of lifting single pieces weighing as

much as 60,000 pounds, or 30 tons. Such

ELECTRICITY AS FOOD: MR.
HOOVER PLEASE NOTE.

M. Bergonie, the eminent French doctor,

has solved the high cost of living by means
of diathermy. In other words, he claims

to have made electricity take the place of

TELEPHONE IN COCOANUT
STARTLES NATIVES.

Modern home comforts are not exactly

familiar to Sulu Islanders, according to a

report publisht by the Society for Elec-

trical Development.

From the Philippines Comes an Interesting Electrical Stunt That Fooled the Islanders. The
Yankees Simply Dropt a Telephone Receiver in a Cocoanut Shell, Which Hung Outside the

Building. When the Cocoanut Started to "Talk"—Well, Say.

was fat and sassy,

furnishes the heat

Here We Have the "Man With the Magnet
Famous Nowadays as the Immortal "Man W
12-inch Electro-Magnet Is Shown Lifting a 1

a giant electro-magnet as this measures
t2 l

/2 inches in diameter, consumes 72

amperes at 220 volts, and weighs 7,500
pounds, net.

food. Applications of the electric juice will

furnish the body with nourishment. He has

tried his idea on a man weighing only 110

pounds, who had not been receiving suffi-

cient nutrition. In a short time this man
Electricity did it. It

for the body which is

usually furnished by
food.
The poor man who

owns an eighty horse-
power Mercedes and
cannot afford to buy
food and gasoline
both, and is slowly
starving to death, can
go out in his garage
and three times a
day, disconnecting the

wires of his storage
battery, can consume
all of the electricity

that he needs. This
will take the place of
breakfast, dinner and
supper, or breakfast,
luncheon and dinner,

depending, of course,

upon the man's sta-

tion in life. When
an automobile party is

stranded nineteen
miles from a garage
all of the members of
it can be fed from
the batteries in the
car.

Whole families may be fed from an elec-

tric lighting chandelier in the parlor and
this will save the trouble of cooking. And
then electricity will not smell up the house

Who Is Almost as
ith the Hoe." The
,500-lb. Steel Billet.

"While in the Government employ in

the Philippines," says this writer, "I was
stationed on the island of Pasilan, which
is a small island in the Sulu Archipelago.

"We frequently had them entertain us

with their native dances, and in turn would
fill them with wonder and awe with a

phonograph which we had in our outfit.

We found it necessary to put up a tele-

phone line between two buildings that were
a little distance apart, using two magneto
sets. One day I found a rather large

cocoanut under a tree near the bamboo
hut we were living in, and conceived the

idea of making a cocoanut talk. So I

emptied its contents and hung it on the

outside of the house opposite the phone,
so arranged that we could put the receiver

thru the grass wall and drop it into the

cocoanut.
"We invited some of the natives to see

the wonderful cocoanut that we could make
talk, and with the aid of an interpreter

at the other phone who understood their

language, we had a lot of fun. Some of
the natives were so frightened they left the

village. Next day a delegation returned and
directed us to destroy the talking co
nut, under penalty of immediate attack
They did not like to have so uncanny a

thing around. There was much rejoicing
when we consigned it to the flames.

like corned beef and cabbage does.
However pleasant it would be to get a

breakfast from an electric belt or get a
ten-course dinner from the batteries in the
telephone, we fear there is a catch in it

somewhere and it will probably be some
time before powerhouse banquets will be-
come a reality.
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Historic Electric Apparatus
By H. WINFIELD SECOR,

Assoc. A. I. E. E.

THE present article is an endeavor to
refresh the minds of our electrical

students with the antecedents of the
wonderful present-day electrical in-

ventions. Like every invention or
science, the art of electricity has had its

full share of struggling inventors and
laugh-producing inventions.
The early inventions in electrical science

here discust are not necessarily the very
first effort made in each respective line, but
are those which are given credit historically,

being the fundamental ones from which all

later practical applications

developed. ^^^^^^^^
One of the first elec-

trical phenomenon experi-
mented with, was that of
static electricity. Fig. 1

shows the first static ma-
chine as devised by Otto
Von Guericke, of Magde-
burg, Germany, in the
year 1630. The illustra-

tion shows Von Guericke
and also his machine,
which consisted of a globe
of sulfur fixt upon a ro-
tatable spindle so that it

could be revolved rapidly ^^™^^^^^^
by means of a crank.
Powerful static electric shocks were ob-
tained from this relatively crude device

by pressing against the surface of the sul-

fur ball with the hand, while it was being
turned.

The Voltaic pile illustrated in Fig. 2

was invented by Alessandro Volta in 1775.

This device was the first to produce what is

properly known as voltaic (also called gal-

vanic) electricity. This battery was made
by placing a pair of discs of zinc and copper
in contact with one another, then laying on
the copper disc a piece of flannel or blotting

paper, moistened with brine ; then another
pair of discs of zinc and copper, etc., each
pair of discs in the pile being separated by
moist conductor. Such a pile, if com-
posed of a number of such pairs of discs

will produce electricity enough to give quite

a perceptible shock, if the top and bottom
disc terminal wires be touched simultane-
ously with the moist fingers. Volta is given
credit for laying the foundation of all pres-
ent day batteries.

The first electric telegraph of which
we have historic record, and also that on
which most writers and authorities agree,
is that of George Louis Le Sage, a French-
man residing in Geneva, Switzerland, and
who built his first telegraph in 1774. The
Le Sage telegraph system employed 24
wires, placed in a trough in the ground,
the wires being suitably spaced and insu-
lated by means of glass partitions at fre-
quent intervals. Each wire represented a
certain letter of the alphabet. As ft known,
gold leaf is extremely sensitive to minute
electric impulses, and so we find that Le
Sage placed a small piece of gold leaf at
the end of each wire. To send a signal over
any particular wire corresponding to a cer-
tain letter of the alphabet, a small static-

charge was sent thru the wire by touching
it at the transmitting station with a glass
rod which had previously been electrically
excited by rubbing it with silk. This sys-
tem was rather limited in its application, as
it is very difficult to in- tic charge
for any great distance.

The next serious form of electric tele-
graph devised was that of Soemmering,
bearing the date of 1808, Munich, Germany.
This is the machine illustrated in Fie. 3. It

operated on a very ingenious principle

;

viz., that of the electrolysis of water by
the passage of an electric current thru it.

This inventor used a wire for each letter,

the same as Le Sage, and to send a signal

over any certain wire, but the wire in this

case could be of considerable length. With
this system it was but necessary to pass a

small battery current thru the proper wire,

which caused the water in the indicating de-
vice at the opposite end of the line to be
decomposed, this indication being evidenced
by the production of a large amount of
(hydrogen) gas bubbles in the water.

In the present article, describing historic electric apparatus, you will

find many facts not generally known. For instance, did you know that
the first electric telegraph was actually worked in 1774, by Le Sage, a
Frenchman residing in Geneva, Switzerland?
Did you know that incandescent electric lamps, employing a carbon-

ized paper filament burning in a vacuum were successfully constructed
as far back as 1845? This lamp was invented by a Yankee—Mr. Starr of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The first successful arc lamp with automatic carbon
feeding mechanism was built about the same time, by an Englishman
named Wright. The history of these electric inventions is a real romance.

The first electric motor is undoubtedly of
interest to every electrician. Early in the

19th century a number of philosophers be-

came much interested in the effect of elec-

tric current carrying conductors, especially

in their reaction when placed in the field of

a magnet. With respect to the first electric

motor devised, credit is invariably given to

Michael Faraday, who devised the first elec-

tro-magnetic rotation apparatus in the year
1822. Barlow in 1823 produced the rotation

of a star wheel placed in the field of a strong
magnet as shown in Fig. 4. These devices
were very crude and simple however, and
developed infinitesimal power. Undoubtedly
the first electric motor employing electro-

magnets wound with many turns of wire,

and also comprising a motor which utilized

both permanent steel magnets and electro-

magnets, was that perfected by Prof.

Joseph Henry, of Princeton University, in

the year 1831. Henry produced recipro-

cating motion as well as the rotary motion
by electro-magnetic means. Henry's motor
of the vintage of 1831 is also shown in Fig.

4. This was the forerunner of the present-

day electric motor of which there are many
hundred thousands in use in all parts of the
world. Henry's device interrupted the bat-

tery current by its oscillating or rotary mo-
tion in an intermittent manner in either

case. It is interesting to note that Henry
called his motor a "philosophical toy." In

studying the history of electric motors and
dynamos it is well to keep in mind this

first electro-magnetic motor of Professor
Henry's, which fact will be further touched
upon in the present article, as it had a very
important bearing on certain other inven-
tions.

The dynamo, which produces electricity

by rotating an inductor or series of induc-
tors in the field of a powerful magnet, was
first studied on the basis of a peculiar phe-
nomenon. The first experiment in this field

reverts back to what is known as Arago's
disc. This consisted of a brass or copper
disc which, when rotated at considerable
speed and placed below a magnetized com-
pass needle, caused that needle to be
dragged around. These "Arago's rotations,"

as they were called, were supposed to be
some kind of mysterious magnetic rotation,
until Faraday proved them to be due t'> in-

duction and simply obeying a basic law of

electro-magnetism. The next definite step

in the development of the dynamo as a pro-

ducer of electricity by electro-magnetic

means was in 1831, when Faraday made his

first experiments with a revolving copper
disc placed between the poles of a ven
powerful magnet. In some of these experi

ments, a copper disc was allowed to dip in

a trough containing mercury ; the electric

current being taken from the axle support

ing the disc, and from the mercury tro

in which the disc dipt as it was rotated b)

means of a crank hand'c

^^^^^^^^_ About a year later Pixii

devised an electro-mat;

netic dynamo as shown
also in Fig. S, which in-

volved the use of a re

volving permanent steel-

magnet placed below two
iron cores containing coils

of wire. By means of
driving gears and a handle
as shown in the illustra-

tion, Pixii was able to pro-

duce quite strong alternat

ing currents with his dy-

namo as the permanent
magnet spun around be-
low the magnet coils at

high speed.

The trolley

familiar todav
car, with which we are all

, and which moreover seem'
so simple that it would almost appear i

have always been with us, instead of pass-

ing thru many stages of evolution, was dis-

tinctly an American invention. Going back
to the work of Prof. Joseph Henry and the

electric motor, it is recorded that Thoma-
Davenport, a New England philosopher
who was residing in Vermont, went to see

one of Prof. Henry's powerful electro-mat:
nets in operation at a manufacturing plain

where the magnet was in use for the pin

pose of removing iron from clay and otlu :i

materials. This was about the year 1833.

and Davenport was much imprest by tin

great power of the then new electro-ma;:

nets, one of W'hich he saw demonstrated bj

lifting a heavy steel anvil when excited bj

three battery cells.

Davenport did much thinking on this sub
ject and at once started building models ol

electric motors, and he is given credit f"'

producing the first electric railway in 1835

History records that Davenport actual I \

made over one hundred models of electri,

motors in the period from 1835 to 184n

These included motors of every conceivable
type and variety, both with electro-magnet^
and permanent magnets. He exhibited an
excellent model of his proposed electric rail-

way in Boston in 1840. Davenport, so vt e

learn, was not an educated technician or
true philosopher of the college-bred type,

but was a natural born genius, and it is said

of him that he surely realized the wonder-
ful basic principle which underlies even
electric motor and dynamo today ; i.e., that

to obtain the maximum and most satisfac-

tory results, there shall be two distinct mag-
netic fields employed, one of which shall be
of permanent polarity, and the other of
which shall be of constantly changing
polarity.

The first incandescent electric lamp has
been a bone of contention for a great man;
years, and much mystery surrounds the
early days of the incandescent lamp. Most
historical electrical treatises give credit for

the first incandescent lamp to Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, who exhibited this type of
illuminant (first demonstration in 1802) in

(Continued on page 499'!
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The Marvels of Radio-Activity
By JEROME S. MARCUS, B.Sc. (Ch. E.>

Part III.

Emanations.

THE substances Thorium, Actinium,
and Radium possess, in addition to

the ray-giving properties, that of
emitting continuously a radioactive

gas or emanation. These emanations
all possess the property of ionizing a gas
and, if sufficiently intense, of

producing marked photograph-
ic and phosphorescent action.

The activity of the radio-

active gases is not permanent,
but disappears according to a

definite law with time, namely
a geometric progression. (See
Fig. 1.) The emanations are

distinguished by the different

rates of losing their activity

The length of time necessary
tor the activity of a given
amount of substance to drop to

half value is called the "pe-

riod'' of the substance. The
Actinium emanation has a pe-

riod of only 3.7 seconds.

Thorium emanation—54 sec-

onds, and Radium emanation

—

.19 days.

An Actinium compound
wrapt in a thin paper and
placed on a screen of phos-
phorescent zinc sulfid will, in

a dark room, showr the phos-
phorescence surrounding the

active body on all sides. A puff

of air will remove the emana-
tion and the glow dies out, but
fresh emanation is given off

and the glow reappears. (Due to the present

high price of rare chemicals, this experi-

ment will prove too costly for the average
experimenter.)

Radioactive waters derive their proper-
ties from the emanation held by them in

solution, gathered by the passing of the
water thru and over rock matter contain-
ing radioactive minerals. But on coming
to the surface the emanation is released
and decays. So it is evident that the "radi-
um waters" advertised are in the main com-
mon fakes, and the onlv way to drink real

radium waters and to derive the therapeutic
values is to get it at the spring.

Emanations are similar to all other gases
—they can be transferred by gas currents.
and can be separated from air or other
gases by extreme cold and condensation.
Rutherford and Soddy showed that under

A Piece of
Own Rays.

Pitchblende from St. Joachmisthal Photogra
The Pitchblende Was Spread Evenly Over B

Paper Covering the Photographic Plate.

ordinary conditions the temperature of con-
densation of Radium emanation is—150 C.

or 240 degrees below zero Fahrenheit.

Radioactive Changes.

As has been said before, the radioactive
materials in giving off rays change into

entirely new and distinct substances, e. g.,

emanation results from the element; an-
other substance results from the emana-
tion. While in the majority of cases the

products break up either with the emission
of the alpha or beta particles, some "ray-

less' "lies have been found by scientists.

These different products decay according
to their periods, but are constantly being
formed by the next lower material, hence
an equilibrium will he obtained. The ef-
fects generally noted in the study of radio-
active materials are then, the combined

effects of all these products in

an equilibrium of activity.

These products differ phys-
ically and chemically from the
parent matter. The radiation
is dug to the atomic structure,
or better to the atoms them-
selves, as the most powerful
physical and chemical agencies
have no effect. In 1903 Ruther-
ford and Soddy put forth the
following simple explanation

:

—The atoms of the radioactive
matter are unstable, and each
second a definite fraction of the
number of atoms present
breaks up with explosive
violence, in most cases ex-
pelling an a or /3 particle with
great velocity. As an illustra-

tion, if an a particle is ex-
pelled during the explosion,
the resulting atom has de-
creased in mass, and possesses
different physical and chemical
properties than the parent
atom. So ;t new substance has
appeared as a result. Now-,
this new- matter is itself un-
stable and it in turn breaks up,
the process going thru the

series until a stable atom (i. c, one stable

to our conception of time), is reached.

The breaking-up process has been figured

out mathematically and reduced to a law
of radioactive change which is applicable

without exception to all radioactive matter.

It appears to be an expression of the law
of probability, for the average number
breaking up per second is proportional to

the number present.

Looked at from this point of view, the

number of atoms breaking up per second

phed By Its
lack. Opaque

Chronic Articular Rheumatism With Deformity. A.

—

The Maximum Mobility Before Treatment With Radium
Mud.

Chronic Articular Rheumatism With Deformity. B.

—

Maximum Mobility After Treatment With Hot Packs of
Radio-active Mud.
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should have a certain average value, but an atom which breaks up on the expulsion
the number per second should vary from of an alpha particle. The residual atom
second to second within certain limits ac- acquires sufficient velocity due to the shoot-

ing out of the particle to

escape and be deposited
on bodies in the near
vicinity. This is especial-
ly marked in a low vacu-
um. For example, Ac-
tinium A, deposits Ac-
tinium B, by recoil, while
the recoil of Actinium C

be separated and ob-
served.

Boltwood, in his in-

vestigations, set forth a
lot of evidence to show
that Radium is derived
from Ionium, and that
Actinium is a further
member of the series.

This makes the three
groups of elements mem-
bers of one family.

Representation by Wilson of the Difference Between the A- breaking-up there is a
and B.Rays Very Plainly Shown. In the Middle, a B-Ray of complex action and Ac-

Extreme Velocity with Very Few Electrons Is Seen. tjnium CQJpe$ off ag a
branch. There is, how-

cording to the law of probability. This ever, no grounds for the connection of
variation in the number of atoms breaking Thorium to the other groups.
up from second to second becomes more a,
marked in the weakly radioactive matter,

where only a few break up per second.

The following table gives the products,
i lie rays emitted, and their periods:

PRODUCT RAY PERIOD
Actinium Rayless

Radioactinum • a + 519.5 days
Actinium X a 11.8 days

Actinium Emanation a 3.7 seconds

Actinium A 8 36 minutes
Actinium B a 2.15 minutes
Actinium C fi+T 5.1 minutes

Radium a 1760 years

Radium Emanation a 3.86 days

Radium A a 3 minutes

Radium B 8 26 minutes

Radium C CL + 8 + r 19 minutes
Radium D 8 17 years

Radium E 8 5 days
Radium F (Polonium?) a 140 days
Radium G (Lead?) — —

'

Thorium About 10 10 years

Thorium 1 Rayless 5.5 years

Mesothorium (Thorium 2) 8 + t 6.2 hours
Radiothorium a 717 days
Thorium X a 3.6 days
Thorium Emanation a 54 seconds
Thorium A B 10.6 hours
Thorium B a 55 minutes
Thorium C a Very short (?)
Thorium D 5+ T 3 minutes

Uranium a 5x10* years
Uranium X + T 22 ye.irs

[onium a ?

Radium (?) —
" a = Alpha ray; Q — Beta r iy : r < lanima

SIR OLIVER LODGE ON "ASTRON-
OMY" VS. ELECTRICAL THEORY

OF MATTER.
Sir Oliver Lodge, in a recent technical

paper on this subject, gives a number of
arguments which are summarized as fol-
lows :

1. That motion of matter thru ether
has a definite meaning, apart from rela-
tive motion with respect to other matter.

2. That an extra inertia due to this
trom Actinium B depos- motion is to be expected at high speeds

So the three can in accordance with the FitzGerald-Lorentz
contraction.

3. That this extra or high-speed inertia
is not part of the mass, but is dependent
on the ether and hence is not subject to
gravity.

4. That from this reasonable hypothesis
astronomical consequences follow which
may be detected when cumulative.

5. That under certain specified condi-
tions merely a small change in eccentricity
is to be expected as the chief result, in

Rutherford explains that certain others an apsidal progress or re-
some part of the gress is to be expected.

6. That the outstanding discrepancy in
the theory of the perihelion of Mercury
would be accounted for by attributing a
certain value to a component of the true
solar motion thru the ether in the direc-
tion of the planet's aphelion path.

7. That using this value for the solar-
[ilus-stellar drift, viz., two or three times
the earth's orbital velocity, a result can be
obtained for the perihelion of Mars, sub-
ject to a hypothesis about direction.

8. That by discussion of discordances
in the elements of different planets an es-
timate may be formed of the magnitude
and direction of the locomotion of the
solar system in its invariable plane.

It is extremely difficult to analyze the
' hange and distinguish the various products.
It must be proven that the new substance
has distinctive physical and chemical prop-
erties, and that the substance under con-
sideration came from the one preceding it,

and breaks up into the one following it in

the series. In general, some property, either
physical or chemical, has been found which
allowed the material to be separated and
removed, and then studied independently.
In some cases ordinary chemical means are
used, in others electrolysis, fractional crys-
tallization, differences in boiling point, etc.

An interesting method of separation is

that investigated by Russ, Makower, and
Hahn, and which depends on the recoil of

An Automatic Atomizer of Radium Emana-
tion In the Form of an Electric Table Foun-
tain. The Emanation Thrown Off In a Room

Can Be Inhaled.

Induced Activity

Curie showed that

Radium possest an-
other remarkable prop-
erty. The surface of any
body placed near Radi-
um, or still better, im-
mersed in the emanation,
acquires of itself a
strange activity. The au-
thor has seen a container
of Radium salts give all

the experimental results
of a radioactive sub-
stance after the salts had
been removed. Like the
emanations, this induced
activity in a body decays
with time, but at quite a
different rate from that
of the emanation itself.

Rutherford showed
that Thorium possest
a like property. He
showed that the bodies
made active behaved as
if a thin film of intensely

active matter were deposited on the surface.
The active matter could be partly removed
by rubbing, and could be dissolved off by
strong acids. When the acid was evapo-
rated the active matter remained behind.

It was shown that induced activity- is due
to the emanations, and could not be pro-
duced were no emanation present. The
induced activity on bodies is due to a de-
posit on non-gaseous matter derived from
the transformation of the emanations, vis.,
the transformation products as shown in
the table above. Therefore, each emana-
tion will give a different deposit with a
different rate of decay. The period for

(Continued on page A>

Representation of Electrons After Wilson. The Electrons,
Which Consist Solely of Gamma Rays, Have Been Produced
From Secondary Beta Rays After Complete Absorption of A-

and B-Rays.
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177,000 C. P. Mercury Vapor Lamps Light

"Movie" Studio
On a large stage, the cost of lighting for

taking 1,000 feet of film, which would mean
about two day's complete work with the

and farthest from the camera, has three

frames (24 tubes), the second row four

frames, the third three frames, the fourth

The Powerful Battery of Mercury Vapor Lamp
to Illuminate a Modern Moving-Picture Studio

Used in this

lamps on for about two hours, would
amount to $7.50 for current and $1.50 for

maintenance, or a total of $9 for 1,000 feet,

whereas the entire cost of the film may
have run from $1,000 to $4,000, depending
on the subject. In other words, the best

lighting can be obtained on the average for

less than one-half of one per cent, of the

entire cost of the film. Considering the

fact that some actors are paid $1,000 a week
and over in salaries, or about $50 per work-
ing hour, even' single minute of their time
that can be saved by proper lighting is in-

strumental in reducing the total cost of the

film.

Some interesting features are embodied
in the recent installation of a complete arti-

ficial lighting system by mercury vapor
lamps in the new studio where "Rothacker"
films are made, in Chicago, especially in

the methods used for control and handling
of the lighting equipment.

The overhead structure adopted for this

purpose consists of a double-girder crane,

running on tracks supported by the side

walls of the studio and spanning the 52-

foot width of the building. The two
girders of the crane are separated 26 feet

but are rigidly fastened together by a series

of I-beams, parallel to the length of the
studio, from which the overhead lighting

equipment depends. The whole crane sys-

tem travels on four flanged wheels, moved
at present by hand-operated continuous
chain and gear mechanism, attho provision

is made for electrical traverse.

Overhead, top or skylight effect is ob-
tained from five rows or "skylight frames."
each frame consisting of tight 50-inch

automatic-starting mercury-vapor tubes
with porcelain-enameled reflectors to direct

the illumination downward. The back row,
that is, the row over the rear of the set

i, Aggregating 177,000 Candle- Power. as-Used
Stage. Over 200 Mercury Vapor Tubes Are
Installment.

row three frames (one has five tubes only)

and the fifth row two frames.

These frames ordinarily slant away from
the camera and toward the set, forming a

practically continuous plane at an angle

with the floor. However, they are not sup-

ported rigidly in this position and may,
by a simple crank and cable device on each

row, be raised, lowered or changed in angle

with respect to the floor. In addition to

this movement all rows of frames, except-

ing the second, may be moved on the crane

itself, in the line of its travel, to a point

where either

A POWER SUBMARINE CABLE.
A power cable transmitting power from

Sweden to Denmark is the longest subma-
rine cable of its kind, having regard to the

pressure at which the transmission takes

place. The power is received by the elec-

tricity and tramway company at Hellerup,

near Copenhagen, and is transmitted by the

South Sweden Power Company, at Malmo

;

the generating power station is on the

Lagan River, about fifty miles northeast of

Helsingborg. The cable, which is 3.35 miles

long, is of the three-conductor type, insu-

lated with impregnated paper. It was tested

at the works at 87,500 volts, and carries

current at 35,000 volts. The jointing of

lead-covered paper-insulated cables at sea

is not at all a simple matter, according to

The Electrician, and all sorts of precau-

tions had to be taken both with regard to

regulating the movements of the ship and
its laying machinery, and also with regard

to the exclusion of moisture from the joints.

The greatest depth at which a joint is laid

is 120 feet.

AN ELECTRIC CRANE AND MAG-
NET WITH SWIVELING DE-

VICE.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The accompanying illustration shows an
electrically operated traveling outdoor

crane with a clever swiveling device equipt

for lifting magnet service at work in an
Ohio steel plant. This electric crane has a

capacity of 10 tons and a span measuring
29 feet. The upper lifting beam of this

crane is equipt with an electric motor, which
is under the control of the crane operator,

so designed as to swivel the lower beam
and load. In order to prevent the upper

beam swaying laterally or longitudinally,

due to starting and stopping the traveling

motions of the crane, or rotationally due to

swiveling the lower beam, a special arrange-

ment of ropes has been adopted for the
suspension of the upper beam.

It is pointed out that in consequence ot"

these arrangements and of the use of the
gigantic magnets, it has been found pos-

sible to dispense with the services of a
ground man, all functions being performed
by the operator in the crane cage, and elec-

tric power is employed to great advantage
not only for the operation of the crane
but for picking up the iron and steel ma-
terial and its movement, with the least pos-
sible manual labor and expense.

end
any

frame of
row will

assume a posi-

tion past the

side girder.
This is neces-

sary to facili-

tate photo-
graphing diag-

onally across
the studio.

Side illumi-

nation is fur-

nished by lamps
on stands. Four
of these are
equipt with
eight 50-inch
mercury - vapor
tubes each,
three with nine
each and two
with four each.

The entire
studio equip-
ment consists ot
208 mercury-va-
por tubes, aggre-
gating 177,000
candle-power.

: C-::v-:v^ :uM
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To Reduce to a Minimum the Cost of Labor In Handling Steel and Iron
Plates, an Ohio Plant Utilizes Three Large Electro-Magnets Suspended
From a Swiveling Beam Carried by a Traveling Crane. The Plates

Can Be Released In Any Position.
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Bucking The "Lodge Goat"—Electricity

TIME was, fellow Shriners and
brother Hlks, when the always
mysterious "degree team" thought

they had performed their work well

and effectively if they sin i

in -caring the candidate out of about seven

years' growth by causing him unexpec-
tantly to fall into a tub full of cold water.

I '>ut the electrical genius has become legion.

Wherefore we find that lodge and other

secret society initiations are now really

electrifying and the proud candidate is

made to actually "feel" that he is "warmly"
welcome.
The harmless and extremely amusing

electrical stunts for

such festivities here

illustrated were cre-

ated in the fertile

brain of one John J.

Odenwald. He has

spent much time in

working up these

stunts for tbe use of

various organizations

and one or more of

them will surely prove
welcome to any de-

gree team. The stunts

are easy to perform
and provide a max-
imum of clean fun.

Imagine the gasp
of astonishment from
the candidate when
he serves the punch
by special request.
" 'Tis a proud mo-
ment in me life," as

Mr. Dooley would
say, when Mr. Can-
didate steps to the

punch bowl. Upon
touching the ladle he
receives a lively elec-

trical jolt which
shows him that the

liquid has a real

"punch." The illustra-

tion shows how this

trick is readily car-

ried out by means of
a small (yi" or igni-

tion) spark coil, bat-

tery and push button.

Use high tension rub-

ber covered cable to

connect up the sec-

ondary circuit, and if

possible do not cross
these cables, as
"leaks" may develop.

Another is a harm-
less looking rug in

which are woven elec-

trical wires and ter-

minals secretly con-
nected to a high-
tension spark coil

which makes the ini-

tiate do some lively

stepping when every-
thing is in readiness.

Then there is the
electrified wheelbar-
row on which the candidate is brought mt"
the presence of his new brethren. On ap-

proaching, the person who is wheeling the

barrow quietly presses a secret button in

one of the handles which operates a six-

inch electric bell to warn everyone to clear

the path. This also serves to direct al

tendon to the startling and "shocking"
event which happens when another secret

button is prest that causes the candidate
to arise with great alacrity, due to some
very sudden applications of high-tension

charges manifesting themselves in the seat

of the barrow. Another device is a pair of
Dutch sabots, or wooden shoes, which are
very harmless looking and yet when worn
cause the wearer to suddenly become a
dancer of very funny ji'^s. I In-, wooden
shoes are easily charged by placing a metal
strip inside and outside oi the -<>U- as in-

dicated. These are riveted thru the sole

and made as inconspicuous as possible.

The inside strip should be covered over
with thin leather or paper. Alternately
charged metal strips are placed under a
canvas covering on the floor. Let the
candidate do a few steps

—

;then switch on
the current and you will learn some brand

And who doesn't like to pose as a regu-
lar ">trong man"? Everybody. As a shin-

ing light in the initiation festi have
with us the magic weight—labeled 500 lbs.,

say. The candidate is introduced to the

weight ami told he surely can lift it as it

is made of a mystic metal, sent from
Hindustan. To bis surprise he can lift it:

but, zowie ! ! When the handle travels it*

full length, it throws in a spark coil which
lightens his burden at once.

INDIANA UNIVERSITIES TO
TEACH RADIO COURSE.

For the young man who inhales with

THEPUNCH BOWL W/r/iHREM PUNCH IN/7

Gone
sparkco/l button
button

WWES TO
S7£T/?L STRIPS
INSIDE WHEELBARRO

THE INITIATION WHEEL BARROW
FIRSTITRINGS-THENITSMG5-</?REDHOTTaN£J

HIGH TEHS/OH CABLE

ELECTRICCONTACTS
I

TO SPAex COIL

wines OF opposite
POLAR/TT WOVEN in MAT

CANDIDATE DANCING ON THEELECTRIFIEDMAT

ruma/mm
on PAPER

CHARGED THINSTRIPS
UNDER CARPET

HIGH TENSION
CABLE

TOSPARKCOIL

THE ELECTRIC SABOTS

TWO HANDLES STRONG
SPRINGS

EVERYCANDIDATEISA STRONG/VAN SURE -

UNTIL THE "JUICE"SUDDENLY PROYESTHE STRONGER

Everv Lodae and "Secret Order" Man Will Find These "Electrical Initiation Stunts" of Timely Interest. They
Are All Easy of Application and Harmless In Their Effects. The Electric Stunt Can Be Worked Where

Clumsy Mechanical "Goats" Would

new steps that would astonish even Vernon
Castle.

Just to prove that the candidate is of

good physique, introduce him to the climb-

ing rope, upon which it is customary to

place about 15 feet or so above the floor

a fez or other suitable object, which the

novice is expected to climb to and bring

down. After climbing the rope some four

or five feet, current from a magneto is

suddenly applied to hidden terminals in

the rope which makes the candidate come
down with considerable speed.

Fail Miserably.

zest the tale of the daring exploits of the

wireless operators on the trans Atlantic

liners and the work wireless does in sav-

ing ships from submarines the colleges of

Indiana this fall have opened up attractive

courses. Wireless telegraphy courses will

be offered at Indiana, Purdue and De-
Pauw universities and all young men and
boys are permitted to enter. The an-

nouncement was made today by State

School Superintendent Horace Ellis. The
work is a part of the war vocational edu-

cation program.
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The Cause and Nature of Magnetic Currents
By F. F. MACE, Superintendent of Public Schools, Dallas, Texas

IN
two previous articles, "Magneto-

graphs'" and "Currents About Mag-
nets.'' having proven by magnetu-
graphs and other experiments that
there are actual currents surrounding

and entering magnets and solenoids, we
may now take up the cause and nature of
these currents. In the article "Currents

Interesting Chart of the Motions Followed
By a Suspended Magnetic Body Near a
Charged Conductor; the Body Moves In-

ward Toward the Wire as Well as For-
ward, Thus Proving the Existence of
Currents Moving Inward and Forward, in

the Direction of the Current.

About Magnets" it was mentioned that logi-

cally we should begin with an experiment
in regard to currents surrounding a charged
wire. We return now to this experiment
in regard to currents surrounding a charged
wire, where we should logically have begun,
and study the origin of these currents, their

nature, the creation of electro-magnets, and
the logical explanation of the phenomena
connected with magnetism.

It is well known that a wire bearing a

current is to a small degree
a magnet : that iron filings m^^^^^^^m
will cling to its side. But
it has been asserted that

the "lines of force" of the

magnetic field surround-
ing such a wire are con-
centric circles. That under
certain conditions they

have this appearance, that

circular lines of filings

may be made to appear
about the wire, is not due
to any real circular nature
of the lines of force, as

this circular field is now
understood, but to other
causes. The real cause of
this circular appearance and the true direc-

tion of these lines of force

—

currents—will

be shown in the following experiment:
Support a wire in a horizontal position

and pass thru it a heavy current of elec-

tricity. Suspend a small piece of iron wire
or a small iron ball by a thread of unspun
silk or a hair near, but not touching, the

charged wire. The iron will not only be

attracted toward the wire, but it will also

move forward in the direction which the

current in the wire is flowing. Often this

motion is such as to form an ellipse, the

longer axis of which points diagonally to

the wire and forward in the direction of

the current's flow, the iron returning along
the outer curve. If the position of the

thread and the suspended iron be changed
along the wire a series of curves will be
formed as shown in Figure 6. This, as in

the case of magnets, proves the existence

of currents moving inward toward the

charged wire and forward in the direction

of the current flowing in the wire itself.

That these are actual currents is again

proven by the photographic plate. Photo-
graphic plates exposed above or about such
a charged wire under the same conditions

used to produce magneto-graphs are dark-
ened everywhere within the field, the degree
of darkening shading off towards the edge
of the field. Owing to the direction of
these currents it is difficult to produce a

clear magneto-graph (that is, clear images
of objects placed upon the plate), but even
this has been accomplished to some extent.

Further experiments will probably give bet-

ter results.

Not only can the existence of these cur-

rents be further proven, but it can be shown
that these currents are propagated in waves
and the amplitude of these waves can be
measured. Support a sheet of glass or paper
horizontally over a wire and sprinkle upon
it fine iron filings as evenly as possible.

When an electric circuit thru the wire is

alternately closed and opened by means of
a key, the filings will be formed into nodes
across and at right angles to the wire and
the current in the wire. It should be espe-
cially noted here that these nodes form at

the first closing of the circuit and that

they do not change position thereafter,
merely becoming more marked with suc-
cessive alternations by the collection of
more of the filings. The appearance of
these nodes in the filings is shown in Fig-
ure 7. This shows that the current in the
wire passes along it in a series of impulses,
thus producing a series of similar impulses
in the external currents. The production
of these external currents is analogous, of
course, to the production of currents about
any moving body or substance. In sound,
when we see nodes formed as in Figure 7,

we recognize wave motion and are able to
measure wave lengths by the distance be-
tween nodes. In this case, also, ice recog-
nize naze motion and are able to measure

little in the distance from node to node.
As a node indicates half a wave length, the
waves passing over the wire are approxi-
mately twice .5618 mm. (i.e., 10 mm. di-

vided by 17.8) or 1.1236 mm. in length.
Doubtless more accurate results than this

can be obtained and it is barely possible
that the wave lengths may be found to \ ary

The author of the present article has, to many minds, opened up an
entirely new field of experimentation with his "magnetic currents."
Particularly would this appear to be the case in the previous articles in
which Mr. Mace showed some excellent photographs taken by what he
calls "magnetic currents" and which he produced by placing a magnet
close to a covered photographic plate for a period of several weeks in
total darkness, when the outlines of several objects lying on the photo-
graphic plate were actually photographed thereon.
Many years ago (1851), however, quite similar phenomena to these

outlined were observed and explained at great length in a scientific work
by Baron Von Reichenbach, who claimed that it was possible to "see"
the magnetic force about magnets, and to which the name of "odic
flame" was given.

tlie amplitude. It is somewhat difficult to

arrive at an exact result on account of the
irregularity of the particles of the iron
tiling- and because of their more or less

uneven distribution in sprinkling them upon
the surface ; but careful and repeated meas-
urements and countings show that these
nodes average 17.8 to the centimeter, with
the current used, and that they vary but

An Experiment Made By the Author With
Iron Filings Sprinkled on a Glass Plate
Placed Over a Charged Conductor, Which
Proved That "Wave Motion" Was Pres-

ent By the Formation of "Nodes."

with the strength of the current and the
nature of the conductor used. It is suffi-

cient at this point to show the wave nature
of the current in the surrounding field and
the approximate wave length. This wave
motion, this alternate impulse or impulses,
readily account for the concentric circles

about the wire. A series of impulses mov-
ing upward and inward and repeated at

regular intervals and at the same location,
these currents moving upward and inward
as do the currents about the wire, would
produce exactly this result. That each sepa-

rate impulse or wave has
^^^^^^^^™* its origin at an equal dis-

tance from the wire on all

sides accounts for the con-
centric appearance of the
field about the wire as w ill

be seen by Figure 8, where
the upward currents are
shown passing thru a sheet
covered with iron filings.

The production of these
inward and forward cur-
rents about the charged
wire, produced by the cur-
rent in the wire, are in

exact accordance with our
^™«^^^^™«i knowledge of the effect of

a moving body, such as a
projectile thru the air.

With the direction of these currents in

mind, and remembering the spiral nature
and direction of the currents surrounding
a magnet, see how exactly these accord
with the action of a magnetic needle placed
in the magnetic field of a wire bearing a
current and how clearly and logicallv it ac-
counts for the action of the needle. When
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a magnetic needle is placed within the in-

fluence of a wire bearing a current of i li

tricity upward, the needle points to the

north when on the east side of the wire, to

the west when on the north side of the wire,

to the south when on the west side of the

wire, anil to the east when on the south

side of the wire. In the first position, to

the east of the wire, with its center at the

point of tangency of a concentric circle,

the currents surrounding tlie magnet on the
side nearest the wire will be moving in the

same direction as the currents drawn
towards the wire and upward as shown in

Figure 9, in which are shown the currents

moving upward and toward the wire and
on the ricjit, or cast, a magnetic needle with
its south pole indicated and the currents

surrounding it moving in the same direc-

tion as the currents moving toward the
wire. At the left, or west, of the same
figure is a needle with its north pole point-
ing south showing the currents about it

also moving in the same direction as the
currents toward the wire. In both cases
there are four conditions tending to keep
the needle in this position with its center
tangent to the circle. The currents on the
under and inner side of the magnet will be
re-enforced by the currents moving toward
the wire and these currents will tend as
far as possible to set themselves in parallel

directions and these forces acting upon the
equidistant ends of the needle will be equal
and the needle will be in equilibrium as a
tangent with its center touching the circle.

The spiral currents emerging from the cen-
ter of the magnetic needle are strongly
drawn into the currents entering the wire
and thus the center of the needle becomes
the natural center of equilibrium. The cur-
rents about the magnet on the lower and
inner side are moving in the same direction
as the currents entering the wire and a par-
tial ether-vacuum is formed and the tend-
ency of the needle is toward the wire but
so long as the ends are equidistant the
equilibrium is maintained with the needle
tangent to the circle. On the upper and
outward side of the needle the currents
are moving counter to the currents enter-
ing the wire and a condensation is set up
tending to force the needle toward the wire

hut so long as the ends of the needle are
equidistant equilibrium is maintained with
the needle tangent to the circle with its

center touching the circle. Move the needle

Diagram Showing How the "Wave Mo-
tion" About a Charged Wire Produces Con-
centric Rings of Force on a Plate Contain-
ing Iron Filings, By the Upward Movement

of the Conductor Currents.

How the Author Explains the Action of a
Magnetic Needle (Compass) When Placed

In the Field of a Charged Conductor.

on the right 1 mm. directly north. The
equilibrium is at once destroyed. The cur-
rents tending to re-enforce each other and
to move parallel are now acting upon 2
mm. more at the north end of the needle
than at the south end. The currents at
the center of the needle are further from
the point of tangency and the center is

drawn toward the wire. The vacuum on
the inner side of the needle is acting upon
2 mm. more of the north end of the needle
than upon the south end, the condensations
on the outer side of the needle are acting
upon 2 mm. more of the north end of the
needle than on the south end, and the north
pole of the needle is deflected to the west
until the center of the needle again be-
comes the point of tangency and equilibri-
um is restored. The same condition will

prevail as the needle is moved along until

at the north of the wire the needle will

point to the west. Continue, and at the
west of the wire the needle will have its

north pole pointing south, as shown in the
figure. The needle will always set itself

tangent to the circle at its center point so
that the vacuums and condensations at

both ends will he equal, so that the cur-
rents surrounding the wire and the magnet
will, as far as possible, be moving in parallel
directions, and so that the two sets of cur-
rents between the wire and the magnet
will be moving in the same direction and
re-enforce each other. This is in accord-
ance with all known laws of physics— it is

what would be predicted of air currents
under the same conditions.

So tar we have spoken of this motion
about the wire and the magnet merely as
"currents." Xow let us consider wli.it these
currents really are. It has heretofore been
considered and conceded by physicists that

the "lines of force" in these fields are ether
effects, thai they are "lines of tension,"

"lines of direction." etc.. in ether, and that
the waves given off into air by an electric

discharge are ether waves. A magnet works
just as well and just as effectively in a

vacuum where ether is the only s U |i Stance

present as it does under other conditions

Finally, the action of these currents on a

photographic plate in the production of

magneto-graphs by the magnet and the

charged wire prove these currents to be

currents of ether.

Granted, that magnets owe their effi

to ether currents about them, and there can

be no further question in regard to this,

how simple and logical becomes the action

of the magnetic needle, the err

electromagnets, and the phenomena of mag-
netic attraction and repulsion.

If two solenoids or two permanent mag-
nets be placed one above the other with

their north poles pointing in the same direc-

tion, the currents on the upper side of one
and the currents on the under side of the

other will be moving in opposite directions.

These currents meeting each other will

form condensations, will mutually oppose
each other, and the reaction will drive the

poles apart. This action will continue till

the north pole of one is over the south pole

of the other, in which position the currents

at both poles of the two magnets on the

upper side of one and on the lower side of

the other will be moving in the same direc-

tion, the currents will re-enforce each

other; the tendency will be to set them-
selves parallel to each other, a partial

vacuum will be formed and the p .les will

be attracted towards each other.

Under these conditions the action of a

magnetic needle in pointing to the poles

of the earth is no longer mysterious. An
average child might be led to see the cause.

The earth is rotating in ether from west to

east. This, and the revolution of the earth

about the sun, sets up ether currents mov-
ing from east to west about the earth,

just as a ball whirling in air has air cur-

rents about it. This, as with the currents

about an electromagnet, makes the north

pole of the earth a south magnetic pole.

A magnetized needle then tends to turn so

that its north magnetic pole points to the

south magnetic pole of the earth as ex-

plained in regard to two magnets, so that

the currents about the earth and the cur-

rents on the under side of the magnet will

{Continued on page 486)

The Well-known Experiment of the Re-
volving Wire Dipping in Mercury. Is Used
to Further Prove the Author's Case of

"Currents About Magnets."
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WELDING WITH THE ELECTRIC
ARC.

Reduced to its simplest terms, the elec-

tric arc is a gap in an electric circuit. The
current "jumps" or "arcs" across this gap.

Complete Electric Arc Welding Outfit. It May Be Moved
From Job to Job When Desired. Note the Glass Shield
Which Operative Uses to Protect Eyes From Blinding

Glare.

It does this against great resistance be-

cause electric current does not pass easily

thru the atmosphere. Because of this re-

sistance great heat is produced and the
ends of the gap in the circuit become very
hot.

Boys have made an electric arc for weld-
ing purposes by simply connecting to the
leads in a pair of lead pencils each wire
of an electric circuit. When the leads are
touched and drawn apart an arc is formed
and heat is produced which is great enough
to melt metals with which it comes in con-
tact. In actual practise this process is of
course much refined, as a matter of fact
the metal which is to be welded usually
forms one end of the gap, or one electrode,
and a stick of carbon or
a rod of metal forms
the other electrode.

The electric arc may be used for weld-

ing practically all metals. There are sev-

eral practical difficulties, however, which

are always encountered in welding work.

These limit the use of the process for com-

mercial purposes somewhat.

The first difficulty is the expansion and

contraction which results from heating a

certain part of a piece of metal or from

adding new metal in any part. It will

be readily seen for instance how the heat-

ing of the rim of a metal wheel and the

subsequent cooling of that part would set

up strains in different parts of the wheel.

This difficulty can be overcome by differ-

ent methods. The whole piece is often

heated before the welding operation be-

gins or it may be annealed by heating

afterwards. In the matter of expansion

and contraction the electric arc has a dis-

tinct advantage over the oxy-acetylene

tlame, due to the fact that the intense heat

of the arc is confined to a very small area.

The oxv-acetylene flame always heats up

a large area around the weld.

The second difficulty in weld-

ing is due to the formation of

oxids. Metals at high heat

combine with oxygen, the oxids

thus formed on the parts of the

metal to be welded will prevent

the metals coming in intimate

contact and a perfect weld can-

not result. The welded surfaces,

however, may be kept clean by-

floating the oxid on top of the

molten metal.

Let us say that the arc in a

given welding example uses 150

amperes current, the voltage of

the supply line is 250 volts, and
the voltage really necessary at

the arc for welding purposes

averages 25 volts. Also assume
that the current will cost 2 cents per K.W.H.
We will then compare the cost of elec-

tric power first, when welding with simply

a resistance in the circuit ; second, when
welding with a 75 volt constant voltage

AN ELECTRIC AUTO INDICATOR
YOU CAN'T MISS.

A New York inventor has recently pat-

ented a novel device for indicating the di-

rection proposed to be taken by moving
automobiles.
Two lamp bodies are fastened in the

middle of the rear mud guards. Suitable

bulbs are connected with storage battery

or other existing power source and may be

You Can't Miss this Electric Auto Indicator.
The Illuminated Hand at Right or Left In-
dicates Which Direction the Machine Is Go-
ing to Take. Works in Daytime as Well as

Night.

illuminated by a mechanism placed on the

shaft of the steering wheel or near the

driver. When the lamp in either lamp body
is lighted, a large figure of a hand is shown
up clearly. This figure shows as distinctly

in the sunlight as it would at night. The
hand points the way the car is going to

be steered or driven.

Transparency glasses are furnished in the

forward sides of the lamp body and when
illuminated the direction in which the car
is going to be turned can be seen by a car
being driven toward it, as well as any car
approaching from the rear.

A bell situated at any convenient posi-

tion on the car is so arranged that it rings

at the time bulb lights and continues till

the light is turned off.—Allen P. Child.

System

250 Volt line with resistance.

Motor generator, 75 Volts Constant
with resistance

Motor Generator Variable Voltage,
average 25, no resistance

Formula

Amp. X Volts

1000
/ Amp. X Volts \1.25

\ 1000 )
1 Amp. X Volt s

1000

Current
in

Arc
150 Amp.

150 Amp.

1.25 150 Amp.

Kilowatt
hours per

hour weldi:

37.5

ng

14.06

4.69

Cost of
Power per hour

of welding

75 cents

2S cents

9.4 cents

motor-generator, and third, when welding

with a 25 volt motor-generator.

We shall then have the above figures.

NEW

The heat produced
by the electric arc has
never been measured,
but it is variously
estimated at a tem-
perature of 6.500 to

7,000 degrees Fahren-
heit, and is the highest

temperature which can
be produced at the

present time.

The principal ad-

vantage of the electric

arc for welding is the

fact that it produces
intense heat at very
low cost. Compared
for instance with the

oxy-acetylene torch,

the electric arc will

produce effective weld-
ing heat at from ten to

thirty per cent of the

cost of the other
method.

A Good Example of Welding Rolled Steel. The Rim of this Motor Truck Wheel Is

Formed by Rolling a Steel Plate Into Shape, Welding the Two Ends Together. The
Illustration Shows It Before and After Finishing. The Metal at the Weld Was Cut
Down Until It Was No Greater In Thickness Than That In the Plate and Still It Was

Sufficiently Strong for this Severe Service. Finished Rim at Right.

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL INSTI-
TUTE IN JAPAN.

Th e "Elektrotech-
nische Zeitschrift" con-
tains a note on the new
physico - chemical re-

search institute being
establisht in lapan. It

is stated that 2,000.000

yen has been allotted

and that the buildings
were partially com-
pleted by the end of
1916. Among the sub-
jects to be dealt with
at the institution are:
Electrical anil electro-

chemical researches,

testing of instruments
and thermometers, re-

search on optical glass,

synthesis of colors, rub-
ber and oil, the fixation

of atmospheric nitro-

gen, microscopy of
metals, etc. The pro-
gram also provides for
a systematic study of
the natural resources of
Japan, Korea, Man-
churia, etc.
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PORTABLE ELECTRIC WELDER
BONDS TRACK RAILS.

In order to provide a means of installing

electrically-welded bonds, which would be

within the economic possibilities of every

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

ELECTROLYTE LEVEL INDICAT-
OR FOR IGNITION BATTERIES.
Our illustration shows a new "Battery

Protector" gage and its connections to the

storage battery of an automobile.
The dial of the instru-

ment shows that the battery

needs water which means
that the electrolyte in one or

more of the jars of tin- bat-

tery has evaporated until the

level of the fluid is ap-

proaching the low danger

point.

When all of the jars of

the battery are sufficiently

filled with fluid, the instru-

ment will show blank.

Nearly all battery trouble

is directly traceable to a

condition in which the fluid

in the battery has been per-

mitted to evaporate without
being replenished, thereby

e^nosincr a portion of the

Welding Trolley Track Bonds With An Electric Furnace of plates and resulting in se-

Special Design. It Works Quickly and Is Portable. Time Per rious danger to the battery
Weld Is About One Minute.

railway, however small, a Cleveland, Ohio,
concern has developed a portable welder.

This apparatus is extremely simple, con-

sisting merely of a resistance element,

weighing about 200 lbs., and an electric

furnace weighing 65

lbs. The function of the

apparatus is to make
possible the utilization

of the current from
the trolley for welding
the bonds onto the rail

with the smallest pos-

sible apparatus. By the

use of this outfit an elec-

trically welded bond is

obtained with a contact
having an initial high
conductivity, and one
which is claimed will

not depreciate on ac-

count of the elements,
etc. In obtaining this

union between the bond
and the rail, neither an
arc nor flame strikes the

bond or rail, thus avoid-
ing the danger of injury

to the bond, rail and eyes
that such methods are li-

able to introduce. In-

stead, a heated block of
:^rafite presses against

the bond terminal, which produces a true-

weld and which is accomplish^ with neither

injury to the operator, the bond or the

rail.

The apparatus is held in position for

installing a bond by a yoke which sets

over the head of the rail and a chain and

hook fastened to the opposite rail. This

holds it in a tilted position, so that a part

of its weight presses the bond.

The process is as simple as the appa-

ratus. The trolley circuit thru the re-

sistance and furnace to the rail is com
pitted by closing the 200-ampere circuit

breaker mounted in the center of the

rheostat and controlled from the handle

at the bottom. The regulation of the weld-

ing is obtained by adjusting the position

of the electrode and by the use also of

five points on the rheostat for this pur-

pose. A current of from 60 to 125 Amp.
is used in making a weld and a separate

weld is made for each terminal of the

bond. The time required per weld is about

one minute.

With this "Battery Pro-
tector" installed on your

car, you are immediately notified in event

the evaporation of the fluid in the battery

reduces the level to the danger point and
instead of taking the filler cap off the

battery every few days to determine
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sirable to use an electrolyte in which

both the tungsten and the anodic reaction

products are most soluble With a sodium

hydroxid solution as electrolyte, mercury

or silver may be used as positive electrode

against tungsten as negative electrode. The

emf. of such a combination using mercury

is 0.49 volt, with silver 0.69 volt. Prelimi-

nary experiments with tungsten both as

fused slugs and as metal powder were

promising, especially those with the latter.

Another series of experiments was made

and is still being continued on the use of

tungsten in standard cells, results of which

will be announced later.

A NOVEL SELF-CONTAINED
ELECTRIC-GAS BRAZING TORCH.

Electrical manufacturers and contractors

with small or medium-sized shops where

comprest-air equipment is not installed

often are at a loss for convenient facilities

for brazing small pieces, heating melting

pots, annealing and hardening small tools,

etc. For these and similar purposes there

has been placed on the market the compact

combined electric and gas torch here illus-

trated. The outfit consists of a small mo-

tor-driven blower, that furnishes the air

blast, a brazing blow pipe, five feet each of

armored air hose and gas hose, and a five-

foot connecting cord with feed-thru switch

and attachment plug. The motor is a uni-

versal machine suitable for use on 100-

volt direct or alternat-

ing-current circuits. The
gas supply pipe should

be at least one-half-inch

size. Using standard il-

luminating gas with the

outfit it is possible to

obtain a temperature of

2,300 degrees Fahren-

heit, which means that

extremely rapid work
can be done. The gas

and air supply can be

readily regulated by
means of the cocks in

each supply hose. The
blower is powerful
enough to supply air for

four burners.

Every Batte
Nuisance

Woody Island, near

the Alaskan town of

Kodiak. will be the site

of the big radio station

the Navy Department is

about to establish to

connect Alaska with the

whether or not there is sufficient fluid in the chain of wireless stations on the Lower

jars, you simply watch the gage dial and as Pacific Coast. This will insure against in-

tery User, and That Includes Most Every Autoist, Knows What a

t Is to Keep Tabs on the Electrolyte Level. Here's An Instrument That
Indicates Instantly When "Battery Needs Water."

soon as the fluid level is lowered (or the

battery develops a leak or low cell)

you are advised.

There is absolutely no chance

of the device failing to indicate

the low fluid level in the battery .as

the device works on a closed cir-

. int and displays its warning sig-

nal as soon as the circuit is opened.

terruption of communication

ELECTROLYTIC BEHAVIOR
OF TUNGSTEN.

Walter E. Koerner has carried

out extensive experiments and re-

search work under the direction of

Dr. (". i '•- Fink, in the research lab-

oratory of the Edison Lamp Works
at Harrison, N. J. He recently made
public the results of his investi]

in a paper read before the Amei ii an

Electrochemical Society. An in-

ti i r-t in- feature of the paper was
that regarding the use of tungsten

in cells. In this connection the

author states that for the construe New Combination Brazing Torcn, Consisting of Gas
ai.ii.ui ="""

.. . ,, .' , . Blow Pipe and Electrically Driven Air Blast. It Is
tion of a voltaic cell with tungsten Extremely Compact and Needs Only to Be Connected
as the negative electrode it is de to Gas Pipe and Light Socket.
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NEW ELECTRIC STOVE AND
STERILIZER.

Perhaps what is one of the more ad-

vanced types of electric stoves is now being

offered on the market.
A distinct innovation is the structure of

screw in or out—just a little at a time

—

until the dots appear to be solid and clear.

Otherwise, there are no adjustments to be

made.

Uatest Electric Sterilizer For Dentists, Phy-
sicians, Etc., the Electric Heater Being
Available Whenever Desired as a Stove or

Toaster.

the stove, it being made in a new way,
very light, strong and durable. It has all

the good points and none of the bad ones.

It can cook, broil, toast and do a number
of other things as a much needed con-

venience in the home, and is also adapted
to laboratory and sickroom with its steriliz-

ing equipment. With the pans as shown
in the photo are furnished racks so that

medical instruments, etc., can be placed in

the same for thoro sterilizing.

With its number of good features and
multifarious service delivered, it should
find many friends.

A VERTICAL TELEGRAPH SPEED
KEY.

Herewith is shown a new vertical tele-

graph speed key. The vertical key com-
bines in one stroke extreme simplicity, ef-

ficiency, light weight, (one and one-half
pounds) and it produces a very superior

quality of full, solid, clean-cut dots. In
addition may be mentioned the fact that

with this new instrument it is next to im-
possible to run dots and dashes together.

It represents an improved type of single

contact instrument and it is so extremely
simple that it reduces repairs, adjustments
and replacements to a minimum. The key
has a remarkably easy touch. Moreover
it is unnecessary to change any adjust
ments about the machine except to slide

the speed weight up or down when it is

desired to send faster or slower or to

adjust the tension springs so that the

Something New in Speed Keys for
Radio and Telegraph Operators. It

Sets in a Vertical Position. Being Held
Upright by a Substantial Base.

A REMARKABLE ALUMINUM
SOLDER.

Soldering aluminum parts to one another

or to other metals has always proven a very

difficult proposition, and this problem has

become of extremely vital importance of

late owing to the fact that many aeroplane

parts are made of this peculiar metal which
refuses to unite with any ordinary metal

under the usual soldering and brazing con-

ditions, owing to the oxid which forms
\ery quickly on the surface of the alumi-

num, as soon a-s it is cleaned preparatory" to

making a joint.

It remained for Dr. O. F. Reinhold, of

trode for use in electrolytic rectifiers or

electrolytic chemical determination appara-

tus.

Specimen Xo. 2 shows several wires

twisted tightly together, but without any

cleaning at all and which were firmly
-

>
.1 It-red in a minute's time with this new

| ALL ABOARD FOR THE DE- j
CEMBER "E.E."

m The Xmas number of The Elec- 1
M trical Experimenter will fairly teem j
1§ zc'if/i good things. It will ton tain jj

m articles of interest to every man. wo-

rn man and child—to use the language jjH of the "Big Show" barkers. There j
W will be special feature contributions

j|

I from well-known writers as wefl as j|

(§ many new ones. If you want to know 7b
Ij what to buy or what to make for (
I Xmas, then don't fail to read the ^
§g "December" issue. Among other fea- 1
1 ture articles arc the following:

H "A New Electric Bomb Dropper
1 For Aeroplanes." by F. R. Lewis,

H Military Expert.= "Locating Submarines by Radio W
jg Waves—A Tested Scheme" by Leon 1
I 11'. Bishop, One of Edison's Electrical jH Experts.

B "The Aurora Borealis; Its Effects m= on Telegraph and Cable Li= Some facts on this remarkable phc- jj= nomenon. =
Jg "Hois to Use High Frequency Cur- jj
1 rents in the Treatment of Disease."

jj by Dr. Frederick Finch Strong. M.D. H
"The Marvels of Radio-Activity,"— j

fH Part II'., b\ Jerome S. Marcus, g
J BSc.
= "A Revolving Electric Xnias Tree— m
jj Ho-w to Make It." by John T. Dzcyer. j
|1 "The Mysterious Voice"—A Clever W

-made Electrical Illusion, by C. H
H A. Oldroyd.

"The Audion vs. the Edison Effect"
s by George Holmes.
= "Radio Transmitting Inductances" fjj

1 —5//i paper of "How and Why <f |= Radio Apparatus" Series.

A Funny Electrical Story— "Telling %
I Time by the Stars." by Thomas Reed. ^

"Experimental Physics"—Lesson 10 =
^ —by John J. Furia. A. P.. M.A.

"touch" of the key lever feels best. And
you can, of course, regulate the light

or heaviness of dots by turning the contact

I
Xew Jersey, to invent a really successful

aluminum solder which most important of

all, makes a joint which is every bit as

strong and generally stronger than the

metal itself, which it unites. No flux is

necessary with this solder, and it can be

melted in the ordinary Bunsen flame.

The accompanying photograph shows

several samples of the work which can be

clone quickly and without the least trouble

or preparation of the pieces, and all of

which specimens were prepared before the

Editors by the inventor.

Spei imen No. 1 at the left shows how
a piece of aluminum, copper '»r brass wire

can be united to a piece of aluminum sheet

so as to form a solid connection, producing
in this way an extremely serviceable elec-

Some Specimens of the Work Accomplisht
by New Aluminum Solder. The Joint Is as

Strong as the Stock.

aluminum solder, the solder running thru

between the wires and making a first class

joint in every particular.

Specimen No. 4 is also a wire joint made
with this solder. Xo. 3 shows a small

square piece of aluminum sheet soldered

to a similar piece at right angles. Not
only was this joint very solid, permitting

one to bend the aluminum to any degree

without showing the least strain at the

joint, but once the top wing shown was
soldered on and "set." it was then possible

to solder another piece on the opposite side

of the longitudinal strip without loosening

the solder at the first joint—a truly remark-

able characteristic of this unique soldering

and welding preparation which occupied

eighteen years of the inventor's life in its

solution.

Figure 5 shows one of the most novel

applications of this aluminum solder which

one can imagine, viz.. that of causing ordi-

nary wire solder to flow and securely take

hold on a piece of aluminum sheet. The
inventor has outlined a possible and very

radical idea in this direction with reference

to storage battery construction. He pro-

poses that where a light weight storage

1 lattery is desired, that the base structure of

the plates be made of aluminum and then

coated with lead by means of his new
solder. The inventor also claims that his

solder changes to aluminum itself.

ELECTRIC LIGHT FOR THE SEW-
ING MACHINE.

The adjustable light fixture here illus-

trated provides a perfect and directly ap-

plied working light. By so doing they in-

crease the efficiency of the operator. By
their use all machines can be lighted to

save current and to prevent eyesight trou-

bles, the makers state.

Investigation Has Shown That About $40.-

000.000 Is Lost Annually By all Manufac-
turers, in the United States. Thru Improper
Lighting, and That the Clothing Trades
Bear Their Share. Here's One Answer to

the Problem.

The lamp can be placed instantly in any

desired position or as quickly moved out of

the way.
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Action at a Distance as Exhibited in Selenium Crystals
By PROFESSOR F. C. BROWN, PH. »." STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

li TION ai a distance has puzzled

f\ physicists and philosophers alike

/ \ i. ii centuries. By what means can* * the Sun act mi the earth to heal it,

or by what mechanism can the

Sun act on the earth so as to be constantly

Fig. 1. A Few Specimens of Extra Sensitive
Selenium Crystals Used by Professor Brown
In His Researches on the Electrical Action

Occurring in This Substance.

pulling the latter away from a rectilinear

path? Or how can the earth continually
accelerate the moon toward the earth? We
have had to he satisfied in these latter cases
with the knowledge that the mutual attrac-

tions between these planes are in accord
with the law of gravitation. But no physicist
< \ en thinks he knows what gravitation really

is. Generally we think that heat on the Sun
is a molecular motion, a part of which is

transmitted to the earth by consequent waves
set up in a hypothetical medium, the ether.

But grant the necessity of this medium, who
knows how these waves are set up by vibra-
ting electrons or molecules ! It would be out
"l place here to discuss all the difficulties

that this ether has plunged us into. Primarily
this ether was and is required to explain
radiation and gravitation at a distance.
How can two charged pith halls which

are disconnected, repel each other. There
are just two answers possible apparently,

^1Jersey \ g 7_ ' S
'

A—~_^

i/Af<fi
Broo/r/yn

1 m3
fig 2 ©

Theoretical Electric Circuit Devised by Au-
thor to Show That Changes in Resistance,
Etc.. of Single Conductor Extension at B
Will Not Affect Current In Closed Battery

Circuit.

one is that some medium surrounding one
ball is set in some state of stress or agita-

• Paper specially written fur Tio ELECTRICA]
EXPERIMENTER.

tion which reacts on the second pith hall.

The other explanation is that the .one pith

hall acts at a distance when there exi

charged body at the distant point. The
action is usually supposed to be trans-

mitted bj some method not thoroly under-
stood; something like mental telepathy per-

haps. Similarly two magnetic poles act on
each other at a distance as will also a cur-

rent of electricity act on a distant magnet.
Action at a distance in matter is quite a

different phenomenon, because it is easy to

imagine almost any desired mechanism in

matter and because we have become fami-
liar with certain transmitted effects in mat-
ter. Thus an earthquake may effect a
seismograph on the opposite side of the

earth, by a wave sent thru or around the

earth crust. A bar of iron if heated at one
end will, after a time, become hot at a

distant point, by the well known process
of conduction thru molecular motion. If

a copper wire is supplied with an excess of

electrons at one end or merely acted on
by electromagnetic forces, there will be
manifest certain electrical changes at the

opposite end.
But in the instances above the transmis-

sion is relatively slow compared with light

and gravity. There is manifest in selenium
crystals an action that seems to be trans-

mitted much more rapidly than other ac-

tions in matter mentioned above. Some of

these selenium crystals are reproduced in

Fig. 1.

Imagine an electric circuit connecting
New York and Brooklyn with one wire
forming a part of the circuit projecting into

Jersey City as shown in Fig. 2.

Nowr it is perfectly well understood that

if the physical conditions surrounding the
wire between the points A and B are
altered, the resistance and consequently the

current may be altered, e.g., if the temper-
ature rises in the region AB the resistance

will rise. But the part of the wire projecting
out into Jersey City, no matter how much it

might be heated, would exhibit no change
of resistance, beyond the region AB.
Now if we imagine the wire projecting

thru AB to be replaced by a metallic selen-

ium crystal of the hexagonal system, we
have an entirely new situation. Consider
the circuit shown in Fig. 2 or Fig. 3. A
selenium crystal whose length is about 100

times its diameter, has one end clamped
between electrodes in such a manner that

the electric circuit is completed. Now if a

narrow pencil of light falls on the part of

the crystal between the electrodes, the con-
ductivity of the crystal is altered ; most of
the change taking place within .01 second.
This has been known for some time. How-
ever, if the same pencil of light falls any-
where along the crystal, the change of con-

ductivity between the electrodes is almost
as great as if the light impinged there.

Moreover the change of conductivity takes

place just as rapidly when the illumination

is at one end of the crystal as at the other,

so far as measurement can determine. In

other words the action of light on the crys

tal at (> is transmitted to 1' without am
apparent lapse of time. \t least the lapse

of time i- less than .01 second. The con-
ductivity itself takes place only between tin

electrodes and not around the crystal as is

proved by the fact that no alteration "'

the conductivity occurs by breaking off the

crystal at any point beyond the electrode
contacts. The fact that the transmission of
the light action takes place ill less than one
hundredth part oi a second, is ample prool

that the transmission is not of the natun
a heat wa\ e

A New Property in Mailer

Thus we have found a new property in

matter, viz., the illumination of matter at

one point and m taking
place at a distant point. The magnitude of

the distance is probably limited only by the
length of the crystal. Thus far this limita-

Cross-sectton ofa
hexagonal'sefen/vm
crysfa/

Fig 4
dsa-io'cm

ile/agona/ crystar

space faff/ce

fig 5
h'j.7- ici'cm

X-Ray Analysis Has Shown That the Sele-
nium Atoms Are Situated at the Corners of
Triangles, in Such a Manner as to Form
Hexagons. The Distance Between Atomic
Centers Is of Course Extremely Small.

tion has been about 15 millimeters. The
manner of transmission is just about as

much a mystery as the transmission of the

force action between the Sun and Earth.
An X-ray analysis shows the selenium

atoms to be placed at the corners of tri-

angles in such a manner as to form hex-
agons. The distance between the atomic
centers as shown in Fig. 4 is 3.69 X lO

-5
cm.

when measured perpendicular to a regular

surface running parallel to the principal

axis. These hexagonal plates are fitted one
against the other lengthwise s,, as to build

up an acicular hexagonal crystal such as

shown in Fig. 5. The distance between
these plates as shown by the X ray spec-

trum is 3.7 X 10"" cm. or .037 millionths of

a centimeter. From this data and the

knowledge of the density and atomic weight
of selenium crystals, it is very easy to

If a Narrow Pencil of Light Falls on a Sele-
nium Crystal at O, It Acts in the Same Space
of Time as If the Light Acted on the Point P.

Truly. Action at a Distance.

show that two atoms of selenium are placed
at every point in the space lattice compos
ing the cr) Stal.

The light might produce a vibration of
the selenium molecules or the planes of

molecules and then these planes of mole-
cules would produce motion in the next
neighboring planes ,, n d *,, ,,n until the

planes all along the crystal were in vibra-

tion. In this case the vibration would be
i Continued on pagt
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Experimental Physics
By

JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A. (Columbia University)

LESSON 9.

Light (Continued).

THE second and more important dif-

ficulty in the way of the Wave
Theory of light was that it failed to

account for the fact that light is

propagated in a straight line. Sound,
water, and all other forms of waves with
which we are acquainted bend around cor-

A Simple Apparatus for Measuring the
Candlepower of an Incandescent Lamp Is

Readily Constructed as Shown.

ners, whereas light does not. The German
Band's melodious (?) strains (on the ear)
are readily heard from around the corner,
hut the players cannot be seen, because of
this fact. During the last century, how-
ever, this difficulty has been removed com-
pletely, and it has been found that light has
other properties which can be satisfactorily
explained by the wave theory and not by
any past theory.

In the preceding lesson it was indicated
that if the Wave Theory is to be accepted,
we must hold the same view as Huygens.
namely that all space is filled with a medium
called the ETHER, in which these light
waves travel. This medium is altogether
different from the ordinary forms of mat-
ter, for if any of the ordinary forms of
matter permeated interplanetary space, the
motion of the planets and other heavenly
bodies would be retarded, while as a matter
of. fact no such retardation has been ob-
served by the astronomers during these
many centuries, despite the extremely ac-
curate observations that have been made.
Hence our ETHER has a density infinitely
small even in comparison with such light
gases as Hydrogen. The existence of ether
is now practically universally assumed by
scientists thruout the entire world.

It should be noted at this point that
wireless waves are also waves of the ether
and resemble light waves in many respects.
(This will be taken up in detail in a later
lesson.)

EXPERIMENT 51—
INTENSITY (Brightness) OF LIGHT

—Place four candles in a straight line be-
hind an upright pencil, and catch the shad-
ow of the pencil on a white piece of card-
board or other screen. The room should be
well darkened. Place one candle up closer
to the pencil and not in the line of the four,
thus catching another shadow on the screen.
If now the one candle is moved, a position
will be found when the two shadows are
equally dark. Hence the illumination pro-
duced at the screen by the one candle and
by the four candles is the same. If now the
distances are measured from the screen to
the candles it will be found that the four
candles are twice as far from the screen as
the one candle.

This is experimental proof that the in-
tensity of light varies inversely as the
square of the distance, £. e.. the nearer the
source of light the greater the intensity or
brightness of the light, and greater as the
square of the distance, so considerable
brightness is gained by even a small dis-
tance approach to the source. Intensities
of light are usually given in terms of can-
dle-power, one candle-power being defined
as the amount of light emitted by a sperm
candle %, inch in diameter and burning 120
grains per hour.

How the Sharpshooter Hits the Bull's-Eye
Every Time. Even Tho He Places a Piece

of Cardboard Over the Front Gun Sight.

An apparatus for measuring the candle-
power of an incandescent lamp or other
light can be easily constructed and used.
M (Fig. 42) is a meter stick or yard stick.

How Light Passes Thru a Convex Lens (A)
and a Concave Lens (B). The Point "F"

Is Called the Focal Point.

The Various Kinds of Lenses in General Use.

A is the light of which the candle-power
is to be found. C is a standard % inch
sperm candle, while B is a small frame
having a piece of white paper in it, the
center of the paper being spotted with oil

or grease. A, B, and C are mounted on
small blocks having grooves just large
enough so that they will fit the meter stick

and slide along it freely. Place C near B,
light the candle but not A. If now we
look at screen B from the side of C the
oil spot appears dark, while if we look at

B from the side A the spot appears lighter

than the surrounding paper. WHEN THE
PAPER IS LOOKED AT FROM THE
SIDE OF GREATER ILLUMINATION
THE OILED SPOT APPEARS DARK,
but when looked at from the side of lesser
illumination it appears light. Obviously if

both sides are equally bright, the spot ap-
pears equally bright with the rest of the
paper. Hence if A and C are both lighted
and moved back and forth until the spot
cannot be distinguished from the rest of
the paper we know that the illumination
reaching the frame from both A and C is

the same. Measuring the distances from B
of A and C and remembering to use the

Diagram Illustrating How a Beam of Light
Is Bent or Refracted, as A, B, C, D, in Pass-

ing Thru a Piece of Glass M, N, O, P.

square of the distances we compute the

candle-power of A. This apparatus is

known as the Bunsen (after the inventor)

or grease-spot photometer, and is still used
commercially.

EXPERIMENT 52—
Several years ago I saw a sharpshooter

give an exhibition of excellent shooting.

At the close of the exhibition he performed
a seemingly marvelous feat. He shot at

his target and hit the bull's-eye while he
had a piece of paper stuck over the front

sight, which apparently was, as he said, the
equivalent of shooting with his eyes shut,

(since he could not see thru the cardboard).
A careful study of Figure 43 will expose
his trick. A is the target, BC the cardboard
stuck over the barrel in front of the front

sight "s," S is the rear sight, E and "e" are
the performer's eyes. Witli the eye E, the

performer sights along S and "s," and sight

"s" appears on a certain definite spot in

cardboard BC. With eye "e" shut, no mat-
ter in what position the gun is held, "s"

always appears on the same spot and hence
nothing could be hit by the performer ex-
cept by chance. However, the performer
contrary to usual custom in shooting also
holds the other eye open. Hence thru eye
"e" he sees the target, provided BC is just

small enough so that the straight line "e"-X
(Continued on page 400)

Diagram Illustrating the Factors Entering
Into the Determination of the "Focal Length"

of Convex and Concave Lenses.
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™*RADIO LEAGUE
^AMERICA
H. Gernsback, Manager

HONORARY MEMBERS
CAPT. WHG BULLARD. U.S.N. NIKOLA TESLA
PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN. DR LEE DE FOREST.

W. H. Kirwan, Master of Radio Relays

How Radio Amateurs Can Do Their Bit

By COMMANDER D. W. TODD, U. S. N.

Director Naval Communications and Chief Cable Censor

Y\ECENTLY the Editor of The
JL^ Electrical Experimenter asked

g\ me for a statement as to how the
-* *- Amateur Radio Operators of the

country can be of most service dur-

ing the present war. I am very glad to

answer this question, and I hope that this

matter will reach the attention of a very

large number of Amateurs.
The Navy is greatly in need of radio

operators for sea duty, and every oppor-

tunity will be given the amateur to serve

his country. There was probably never a

time in the history of amateur wireless

when it was so easy for a boy to obtain an
unlimited amount of training and of prac-

tical experience without spending a cent for
it. In fact, it is not- necessary for a boy
to have the slightest knowledge of wireless

telegraphy ; all that is needed is a desire

to learn and a willingness to serve his

country in time of need.
The Navy, which for a number of years

has been known as a vast school in itself,

has taken special pains to provide adequate
facilities for training radio men. Thru the

kindness and patriotism of the authorities

at Harvard University, the Navy has estab-

lish! a Naval Radio School at Harvard,
which is now able to take care of 1,500

pupils. The course is of four months' dura-
tion and embraces military drill as well
AS radiotelegraphy and allied subjects.
However, men are not sent to Harvard

until they have reached an operating speed

of ten words per minute in the Continental

code. This need not discourage those who
are interested, for preliminary training is

given at no less than nine schools, located

at the various Navy Yards. At these

schools men are started in from the very-

beginning and prepared for the course at

Harvard.
It is a very simple matter to obtain this

free education. There are two ways in

which it can be done; men can enlist in the

regular Navy or enroll in the Naval Re-
serve Force. The difference is that enlist-

ments in the regular Navy are for a period

of four years of active service; in the Na-
val Reserve Force, enrollments are also for

four years, but the active service is only

for the period of the war or such longer

time as the President may see necessary;

in time of peace, men can resign whenever
they desire. In time of peace in the regu-

lar Navy, it is possible to secure a furlough
without pay for the rest of an enlistment

when a man does not desire to serve the

whole enlistment. Applicants must be 18

years old, or if only 17, must have the

written consent of parents. They must also

be able to pass the required physical exam-
ination; however, minor physical defects are

often waived.
As indicated above, there is every oppor-

tunity for the older amateurs to get a val-

uable education free, but we must consider

those who are not of the proper age or for
other reasons find it absolutely impossible

to enter the Naval Service. The question

is often asked as to how they can be of
service, too. There is no doubt in the

world that they can be most useful by taking

Up LAND-LINE TELEGRAPHY.
It is a surprising fact that very few aina

teur radio operators arc familiar with the

American Morse code, yet this knowledge is

quite essential in many ways. It is one of
the requisites for a Commercial Extra First

Grade license, for instance. All Navy op-

erators assigned to shore duty must k-:

both codes, for all shore stations have
LAND-LINE CONNECTION.--. It is not to be

denied that it means hard zeork to learn

the other code, even after being familiar

with the Continental, but anything that is

really worth while requires hard work, and

since it is quite out of the question to

authorize amateur radio stations, spare

time during the war may very profitably be

utilized thus.

Any increase in the supply of Morse op-

erators will be of great importance to the

country from a military pointy of view

Every operator not eligible for military duly

who secures a position with a commercial

company may be the means of releasing a

man for duty with our Navy or Army
Both the Western Union and "Postal Com-
pany are glad to get operators, at salaries

ranging from $60 to $100 per month.

Women are gladly taken by these commer-
cial companies, if they are competent op-

erators, while they are not eligible for sea

duty in the Navy.
Any amateur who desires further infor-

mation should present himself at the nearest

Navy Recruiting Office, where all feature*

of the service will be carefully explained:

any doubtful points should be referred to

Commander D. W. Todd. C.S.N. , Director

Naval Communications, Southern Building.

Washington, D. C.

An Interesting, Patriotic Appeal from Stuart W. Pierson, U. S. N.,

An Old Radio Amateur

U. S. Naval Radio School, Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, Mass.

September 16, 1917.

The Radio League of America,
233 Fulton St., New York City.

Dear Sirs—Noting in the October issue

of the Electrical Experimenter the call

for radio amateurs to offer their sen
to the government, I thought it might be

of interest to know what I. as a member of
the R. L. O. A., think of the Navy after

two months of service in same.
I joined the League shortly after its or-

ganization (in 19141 and offered my serv-

ices on the application blank In March
of this year I was notified by the Com-
munication Superintendent of the Great

Lakes district that I was wanted for the

Naval Reserve. Later I enrolled in the

same, but was not .ailed at once, so joined

the regular Navy and immediately went
on active duty. Spent about three weeks
at Brooklyn nary yard and was then trans-

ferred here to the ne:v Naval Radio School

at Harvard University. Outside of the

good pay I am receiving and the satisfac-

tion of knowing I am doing my duty, I

iim acquiring valuable assets that come thru

Vaval discipline. Of course it is a little

hard at first, but as Mr. Ilerr of the West-

inghouse Co., says in the October Elec-

trical Experimenter, education alone will

not insure success. One must have the

necessary qualities of courage, tenacity.

grit, and the ability to take reverses and
hardships cheerfully. These qualities are

loped to great extent in the Navy and
at the conclusion of the "war the \

will be prepared to take up his edu

(Continued on next page)

cation where he lej '<'' »«« vigor

and he will have the stun to make good.

Of course those -who wish to remain in

,e rw// also hate ample opportunities

to get a permanent, good paying position.

From almost any angle one cannot fail to

see the benefits to be received by joining

the Navy. The Navy will be the biggest

r toward bringing the conflict to an

end thru the reduction of the effii

submarine -.carfare. As the wireless op-

erator is indispensable to the Navy it is

up to the amateur to fill the need. Wish-

ing the League the best of success in its

campaign for radio men for the govern-

ment. 1 remain.

Very respectfully.

\rt \Y. Pierson. U.S.N.

formerly opr. of oPY.
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Radio Roll of Honor
AS promised in our October issue, we are publishing in this

I % issue the names of American Radio Amateurs who have
/ % voluntarily come forward in offering their services as radio

*- ^•operators to our Government.
Up to the time of going to press (Sept. 25). 425 applica-

tions were received, all of which are publisht in this issue. A
fair showing for the first month, hut very unsatisfactory as a
whole. We want thousands more, and the Government needs
these names at once. Amateurs of America! Again we say, come
forward. Show your good will and your patriotism. After the
war is over, YOU will be humiliated when your friend- ask you:
"Why was four name not printed in the Radio Roll of Hoi -

Yes, we ask you, WHY NOT?
Remember signing the blank appended at the end of this article

does not send you into the trenches. Indeed, you may never be
called at all for service, but the Government ought by all means to

have your name on file in case your services should be urgently
required. Read the letter by Commander Todd. U. S. X„ publisht
above, then read the letter of Stuart W. Pierson, U. S. X.—an
old amateur ;—this young man is in actual service now and as
you may judge lor yourself, he likes the work immensely-.
Xow amateurs, let's get busy, let's show the world, that Amer-

ican Amateur Wireless is a great institution, unparalleled and un-
matched in any country. What do you say, fellows:

Eabto Boll of Honor
Editor's Note. For obvious
reasons, the city addresses
of the applicants listed be-
low have been left out. Only
the name of the Radio
Amateur as well as the
State in which he resides
have been publisht. Every
applicant listed in these col-
umns has pledged his ser-
vices to his country as a
radio operator.
AH honor, and our sin-

cere congratulations to
every young man whose
name appears here.

Alabama
Jas. M. Crump

Alaska
Verne Elliott

Arizona
Irwin Harrison
Fred Roebuck

Arkansas
R. X. Turner

California
Paul Xesbit
B. Ludlow
Harold Jaynes
Y\

. E. Maguire
Robt. Johnston, Jr.
Albert Kober
Ralph Parker
F. bpiekerman
R. Stamback
C. Leslie Stebbins
.lack Hyams
S. Kerckhoff
Robert Kroman
Eldredge D. Barrett
Albert Lauretsen
.Tos. Meyer

Colorado
Alison Kurth
Andrew Berglin
H. G. Eyth

Connecticut
Henn Kulikowsk
John T. Biol
C. D. Ryder
Geo. E. Hoke
X. V. Bradshaw
Thos. W. Gumming
Dan Latham
I i Hallstrom
Arthur A. Johnson
T. E. Johnson
I-. \\ \

Delaware
Raymond Phillips

District of Columbi;
A. L, Blakeslee, Jr.

J. C. Conner

Florida
E. I M a . t i

T. H. M'.' ire, Jr.

Georgia
A. W. Church
George Wilby
Hugh Schliestett

Idaho
Charles Cherington

Joe Aiken
Illinois

James T. Murray
John Ralph Watkins
D. E. Peebles
Owen Jarboe
J. D. Kingsley
H. R Ferguson
Eugene E. Amory
\Y. G. Asmus
G. Waldo Ball
R. J. Beuerman
R. \V. Bowen
Morrill G. Des Isles
Eugene Ericson
Louis Flader, Jr.
Arthur U. Gardner
Wesley Harmeyer
D. V. Johnson
Chas. J. Keenan
Arthur Larson
I i ei 1

t
. Leemann

Michael M. Ostropol
William E. Preece
Alex. Sieber
H. E. Smith
J. P. Smarski
Henry Williams
H a rold Newman
Chas. F. Enz
Geo. E. Burritt
Frank L. Brittin

Indiana
Roland T. Brown
M. B. Lowe
Wilbur Conrad
M. J. McKee
H. S. Ogden
Howard Moore
Robert Throckmorton
Fred L. Wehr

Iowa
A, V. Molyneux, Tr.
A S. Osgood
Guy L. Beech

J. Kost
Virgil Elliott
I'm Aiken
A. S. Bolen
H. W. Evens
H. L. Phillips
Donald A, Laird
Tyle W. Barthel
Huffma n Healy
A. B. Church

Kansas
Ernest C. Brown
Russell Manuel
Win, H. RStter

Kentucky
John Allen 1

Elby Becker
B. Wagi

Louisiana.
Walter G. Leahy

Maine
G. M. Sinnett, Jr.
W 6 Rittall
Harold i .a Bi ee
!l

I |

ncis H Sleeper
.Jr.

rd Sa unders

Maryland
M. Biser
J. A. Tr abrandt
Fred L. Wehr

Massachusetts
B. M. Spencer
R.ni'] |p] G Webber
I W. Buswell
Win. E. Blake

Frank Ganney
Gordon G. Goodwin
O. G. Lohnes
Ghas. McAuley
S. V. Marie
J. H. Xixon
F. J. Rum ford
Rolland Adair Gould
Chester L. Keene
Ernest R. Hood
Geo. A. Sweet, Jr.
Geo. E. Varnum
James Cashman
Wallace Hune
Richard A. Stearns
Crocker Mann
David Merriam
John T. Corcoran
Manuel L. Goularte
Leo E. Wiita
Frank Danforth
O. M. Black
F. E. Bern
Francis Durant
Donald Scott
Wm. L. Delaney
M. Mac Leod
H. L. Sawyer

Michigan
Leon Hansen
C. D. Rickel

Chas J. Monroe
L. X.'Houbroyd
D. B. Templeton
Russell W. Finger
Theo. Chamberlain
Stephen Jussel
S. F. Warner
H. P. Lang
Edwin Lentz
Fred F. Dennis
George F. Harrington
Joseph O. L. Higmegee
Daniel J. Corin
Wm. A. Floyd, Jr.
W. E. Cranston, Jr.
Howard Bering
H. A. Enderwoods
Elmer C. Diehl
Milton Heizmann
W. G. Hunt
Alfred C. Mills
Alfred C. Oechler
Clarence Rossnagel
Joseph F. Grece
Clarence A. Taylor
Geo. Thomas
Fred Walch
Edwin Herrmann
Maxted Clinch
Chas. Hampton
L. & L. Turner, Jr.
F. Franklin

AMATEURS!
YOUR

NAME HERE?

X. Schlaack
Wm. H. Kibbe
\\"m. Forbey
David M. Goodman
Roy Flint
Earle Mover
Sam Blum en thai
Harold L. Fleming
Ole B. Ritchey
Harry H. Lee'
Fred B. Daniels
W. Knowles

Minnesota
Arthur W. Stevenson
Robert Ramage

Missouri
E. D. Muhlcman
Lester L. Sanks
( arl Menke

I
, Y. Parsi ms, 1

1

!son
Fred Schillig
Harry Longmire

3 R. Truitt
A Eppenauer

Montana
Roland Ward

Nebraska
Gordon S Mc K.-nzie

I ., \\ II .

H Ilavlik
I tonald Burdtck
Douglas Binghardt

New Jersey
Thomas W. Braidwood

New Mexico
Jos.S. Rhodes, Jr.

New York
Warner < i. Palmer
Don Baxter
F. Van Duzer
Earl Paddock, Jr.
Carleton Brewster, Jr.
Robert Anders. Tr.
i. M. Babcock
1 D. Burns
T, D Callan
1 < arisen
Ed. B, Dyer
Ghas Falco
t leo. M, Ferguson
I G. Gehret
B I CiHies
W. E. Haeussler, Tr.

H. C. Hoehle
F. G. Krummel
Albert O. Leitch
Arthur Lowe
Harold McLea
P. Neyland
John E. O'Brien
H. L. Osterhy
Peter Pappas
Clifford R. Paul
Jos. Peterson
J. E. Adams

Ramsgate
James T. Ruddy
Harold Sorensen
John Timmons
Prentice Warren
M. F. Bohneherg
John Quinn
Orimel W. Saxton

C. Benjamin
Paul Widmer
Conway Sheevin
Clarence J. Roberts
James Welch
D. B. McKinney
R. H. Collignon
Ernest Hemann
Walter S. Strong
Sam'l Christie
Leonard J. Edick
R. A. Clapp
Howard A. Crowe
George Grant Felt
W. L. Miller
George Miller
Earl H. Ivanson
Clifford McDonald
Lester C. Palmer
Frank Russell
Fred. A. Shelley
R. Anderson
J. H. Appel. Jr.
Theodore J. Berger
David Carruthers
James Caulfield
Arnold Conard
M. Conroy
Monte Cohen
Clifford Cox
Arthur Davidson
A. Saenz de Calahorra
Harold H. De Palma
C. T. Doebler
Alan C. Dunn
Alex. Elkin
C. B. Embler
Alfred Farago
Wm. Glameyer, Jr.
A. A. Goldon
Alfred H. Hausrath, J
Chas. Hettenbach, Jr.
F. E. Hubbard, Jr.
Donald B. Jackson
Fred. Katz
H. D. Kauffmann

North Carolina
H. E. Xorwood
G. T. Finger
it, C. Pate
B. W. Laws

North Dakota
Harry Holmberg
A. R. McKenzie
C. Crawford

Ohio
Harold H. Foltz
Ralph Frase
J. W. Mintz
jack Gritton
C. B. Wilke
Walter Kottmeicr
Jerry John Manning
Louie Mansfield
L. H. Reiner
Donicc Hinton
Wm. G. Finch
Carl P. Goetz. Tr.

J. F. Jviehle
Ed. K. Aekerman
Russell G. Anderson
Marvin Bower
1 larrv Bubb
E. A, Call
Louis Charnicky
Fred. D, Frey
Tohn Garse
Robt. Gotts< hatl
Richard Koenig
Jack Patterson^
T.adiman Stasting
P. a Helwig
Wm. F. Justus
J. E. Purcell

(Continued

F. M. Reeves
Gilbert Vogel
Loren Wilcox
Elmer Wright
P. S. Gregory
H. W. Jones
W. Bernard Merrick
Bert Osborne
Stephen Spitler

G. 1. Linxweiler
Lloyd Rider
Carl Eberhart
Paul Loub
Wendell Ashcroft

J. L. Leppert
Xed Eachus
John Frazier

C. M. Osmbaugh
Miles Bruning
George S. Yerigan
Wm. F. Ball

Chas. Frank
J. B. Stewart

Oklahoma
Donovan Tool
Varnahale Jones
Warren C. Clark

Oregon
FrenchAlfred J. ]

Morris Knapp
A. D. Rimyard
Arthur E. Gibbs

Pennsylvania

J. S. Bernhard
"Blair Cunningham
Roger B. Hernandez
Wm. J. Kreis

r. J. A. Welle, Jr.

Tno. P. Cunningham
Wm. S. Schmidt
Robt. McKee
Paul Elliott Fischler

Stanley Phillips

T. L. Kirk
"Marvin Madden
Otto Von Kories
II T. Cramer
Cha's. T. Mehing
SamT S. Szeinbach
Wm. S. Louchheim
Ernest Walker
Daniel Tones
R. W. Hornnncr
A. L. Rockefeller

R. Ellis Tinkins

H. X. F. Graige
Tohn H. Weikel
Wilbur I. Murdock
E. L. IVtit

F. H. Riordan
.. M Albright

H. G. Brantigane
Lerov Mickay
B. J. Bisciotti

Rhode Island

Ed. B. Davis
Earl G, King
Lewis T. Boss
Thomas S. Healy
Kenneth Hiorus

South Dakota
ii nl van Benthuysen

Tennessee
Conrad E. Roberts
Geo. O'Xeil Sutton

Texas
W. H. Tilley
Edcar Crampton
L. B. Dobbs. Jr.
James L. Antry, Jr.

on page 500)
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New Radio Submarine to Foil U-Boats

Tl ! E illustration shows ;i new sub-

marine controHed by wireless which
may rout the Teuton U-boats. It

is Robert Morton's model of a

wonderful radio diver invented in

his I.os Angeles laboratory.

Recently Mr. Morton, using an 800
pound model of his invention, held an
audience spellbound while he demonstrated

it in a huge tank. The model swam the

length of the tank as Mr. Morton touched
tlie key of the wireless transmitter. ' An-
other touch reversed

the propellers and the

model returned to its

base. Then an ether

wave o p e n e d the

valves of the little

craft and it sank until

only its antennae were
showing. A tiny tor-

pedo attached to the

bow was then releas-

ed by wireless and
sped to the end of the

tank.
,

"I can make a fifty

foot submarine on
these lines," the in-

ventor said, "fill it

half full of nitro-

glycerin, guide it into

the Kiel Canal from
an aeroplane and des-

troy every ship within

a mile, or it can be
guided into the mine
fields of Helgoland,
Mow it up and sweep
the entrance to the

( ierman base clear of
mines. It simply means using the sub-

marine as a huge mine."

[Those interested in radio-controlled ves-

sels should read tin- article in the Octobei
issue, page 390, entitled—"A Radio < on
'rolled Model Boat" by II. C. Van
Benthitysen and Max I. Black. -Editor.]

lat ions to go to the rescue, relayed the

call and in about .2(1 minutes picked up a

radio from an American destroyer, reading :

"We will reach vou in one hour."

PERSONNEL OF A RADIO SIGNAL
COMPANY.

A radio company oi the Signal Reserve
Corps is commanded by a captain and is

composed of the following personnel : A
Captain and two first lieutenants, mounted.
The enlisted men are a master ignal

urges that more women he enlisted in the

service. The letter reads that women
telegraphers are in demand by the govern-
ment for hoth the army and navy. They
will not he taken abroad however. Their
assignments will lie at shore stations.

One of the Latest
Which Its Inventor

WIRELESS LOG OF A SEA CRIME.
\ succession of wireless calls telling the

story of a sea tragedy, in which an uu
known steamship was the victim of a Ger-
man submarine, are recorded in the log
Hi" a neutral vessel which arrived "in an
Atlantic port" recently from a "Scandin-
avian port.''

The calls \mii recorded while the lien

tral vessel was passing close to the Irish
roast, on her way to this port, and begin
with the international "S S," followed
by the message :

"We are being chased by a submarine."
Ten minutes later, the log shows, tin

following was heard "Hurrj assistance;
we are being shelled."

A lapse of 15 minutes followed, then tin

entry: "Ship is on lire and sinking; cap
tain ordered men to lifeboats."

Five minutes later comes the final mes-
sage thru the air: "We are done for,"

giving also the position of the ship.

The neutral vessel, forbidden by regu-

and Most Promising Models of a Radio-Controll
Hopes to Blast His Way Thru German Mine F

Base Itself.

electrician, technical expert of the radio

company, in charge of making repairs and
adjustments to wireless telegraph ap-

paratus.

Six sergeants, first class: one assists the

captain, handling questions of supplies,

finances, etc.. and five radio operators act-

ing as leaders of the ti\e sections of the

n impany.
Nine sergeants—a supply sergeant, a

Stable sergeant, a mess sergeant, one en-
gineer for the gas engines and five acting

as fust assistants to section leaders.

Fifteen corporals. one farrier. one
saddler, one compam clerk (office work I

.

two mechanics (miscellaneous repair work)
and ten operators assigned to sections.

Thirty-live privates, first class; two
trumpeters, two drivers and thirtj one pri-

vates assigned to sections Six priva

one horseshoer and two cooks.
All -are in. milled except one mess
nt, two mechanic-, and two driver-. The

anus carried are automatic pistols.

MANY STUDENTS TAKE U. S.

WIRELESS COURSE.
Many student- are taking the course of

radio telegraphy in the U. S. Radio School,

Parkway Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

More than 300 StU

dents are taking the

course. The school is

miller the din
of Lieutenant G. V.

Cadmus. U. S. R I ..

and was established

when the government
decided to edii'

corps of several thou-
sand radio operators
for marine ser\ ice

\i cording to re-

ports issued by the

staff of instructors

the end of the first

six months' course
will see more than
mo operators grad-
uated f r o m the
school, who will he
licensed as

class operators. It is

also said that a num-
ber of the men will

be recommended for

the special course in

radio telegraphy given
at Princeton Uni-
versity.

Previous to the graduating of the pres

ent class of students at the radio school in

the Parkway Building, enrollment for the
second class will start. According to plans

announced by those in charge of the school.

preparations will he made to accommodate
more than 500 pupil-. Tin government will

need more than 5,000 wireless operators
oi marim service within two years.

ed Submarine. With
ields to Their Naval

WOMEN MAY ENTER THE WIRE-
LESS SERVICE.

Women are entitled to the stud] of wire-

less telegraphy, the same a- men, in the
ila-s organized bj Prof Harvej \nlhoiiy

of tin Mnncic. Ind . high school, and it is

hoped that many will file their applications.

\ communication received recently by

Prof. Anthony from the war department

A WORLD'S RECORD: RADIO
HEARD 13,000 MILES.

A radio message has been intercepted
half way around the world at last Using
an Audion. radio operator J. 1.. Davies at

Radio Awarna, Invercargill. New Zealand.
ha- accomplisht this feat. In a recent let

ter to Dr. I.ee de Forest, the well-known
radio authority, Mi Davies says in part:

"In m\ experimental work at present it

may interest you to learn that using Audion
hull'- of the double grid, double plate type.

I am daily receiving stations antipodal!}
situated in respect to this station. Dis
tances Ot 13.000 miles are covered and
-nine of tin- many stations at about that

distance that I pick up are Eilvese, Ger
many; Eiffel Tower. Coltana, Las Palmas,
etc.. Eiffel Tower i- easily copied on the

typewriter, owing to the geographical po-
sition of m\ station." The distances men-
tioned are indisputably world records.
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BEING A NAVAL WIRELESS MAN.
By Howard S. Pyle.

Electrician Radio, U. S. Navy.

AS I sit here on watch in the early

morning hours, 1 think of many
" things and my thoughts naturally turn

to the good old amateur days "back home"
where we used to "cuss the other fellows"

for QRM more than we would OK for bix

from the whole "Ham tribe." Those were
indeed the "Happy days" but are now
temporarily a thing of the past. But why
should we lose the fascinating recreation

of listening to the song of the spark?
Why? I asked myself that question when
we were closed down and decided not to.

I hiked myself to the nearest Marconi
office and got an assignment—back on the

dear old air again and—contented. But
commercial service today is not what it

was before the war. Very little bix I

found, handling only four or five messages
an entire trip of eleven days and on a

passenger boat with a full passenger list

too. To the real dyed-in-the-wool "Ham,"
this business of three or four "msgs" a

week is not particularly attractive for the

more bix the better, as we get a chance to

operate then. I felt that way about the

commercial game so, knowing many of the

fellows who had entered the Navy service.

SUCCESSFUL LOOSE COUPLER
BUILT FROM "E. E." SUPPLEMENT
Herewith is a photo of the Receiving

Transformer I built from the Blue-print

Supplement of the Experimenter, but the

photo does not give the instrument justice

because it does not show the color and
workmanship, but it is a "beauty" and it is

a 5,000 meter instrument. '

I am building an Oudin high frequency
coil as described in the May Experimenter
and expect to have it completed soon.

I sure do like the "E.E.", I would not
take a hundred dollars for the copies I

have on hand if I could not get any more
like them ; they have helped me up to

where I am now, I am an Electrician by
trade and an Experimenter after work
hours. I am building nearly all of my ap-
paratus.

I have been reading the "E.E." for about
two and one-half years and when I want
to learn something that I don't know I con-
sult the Experimenter and I nearly always
find it.

The Experimenter is the experimenter's
"STAND-BY."

Now and Then We Do Hear from Our Readers. Here's the Fine
Uoose Coupler One of Them Built from a Description Given Some

Time ago In "The Electrical Experimenter."

"Upholding the Stars and Stripes and the
Experimenter."

I remain (what we would call a 100%
American) ARTHUR J. BARRON.

I decided to look into the thing. None of

them appeared to be over-enthusiastic about

Navy wireless.

I almost felt sorry for them for I never

have considered pounding a key work, so

I went farther. The Navy Yard was my
next port of call and there I had a talk with

the DCS (district communica-
tion sup't), a Naval Lieuten-

ant. He offered me an assign-

ment to NPD and painted a

word picture of the place

which, altho not making it ap-

pear a particularly attractive

berth, yet seemed to offer great

opportunities in the wireless

game so I entered the service

as "Electrician Radio" and
received orders to report to

Tatoosh Island, NPD, at once
for active service.

After a succession of cir-

cumstances I found myself at

the Island—a large rock of

about 17 acres extent. A gov-

ernment weather bureau, light-

house and wireless station just

about occupied all the available

space and the buildings were
of the usual substantial, neat

construction characteristic of

all Government institutions. I

reported for duty and was as-

signed sleeping quarters which
I was surprised to find equal

to a first-class hotel, as I had
imagined it to be rather a

primitive life on the Island.

Quite the contrary, tho, as we
have all modern conveniences
such as hot and cold running
water, electric lights, bath, etc.

I also found the enlisted men
fine fellows and very congenial

:

feeling at home with them
right away. At "mess" another
surprise greeted me in the ex-
cellent quality (and quantity)

of the food served. Altogether
my first day was a succession

of surprises. I found the
"Electrician in Charge" a man of the

highest type and he gave me my first day
to get acquainted.
The following day I broke in, taking a

regular watch, which is varied each day so

that no operator has the same watch in suc-

cession, permitting a full night "in the hay"
every fifth night. I was given the Mid-
watch or from midnight to 4 A. M. (we
only work 4 hours a day) and found no busi-

ness that 'eve, which was indeed lucky as it

gave me a chance to

get used to the outfit

and forms of Gov-
ernment transmis-
sions. However, since

that time I have found
each watch busy
enough to satisfy me
without rushing a fel-

low.
On the whole I am

well pleased with
Navy wireless and am
considering staying

with it at the close of
hostilities.

I also know that I

am doing my bit for

"Uncle Sam" and
want to urge every
amateur and operator
to enter the service it

at all possible, as The
Navy is in great need
of wireless men and

it is your chance to serve your country.
In addition to this you receive the best
training in the art that is possible, for
the Government does things right.

FIRST WOMAN RADIO OPERATOR
GRADUATES AT HUNTER COL-

LEGE, N. Y.

The women of America are rapidly com-
ing to the front in military affairs, as wit-

ness the accompanying illustration of Miss

.•

t 1 1

;* i i j
•
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The First Woman Radio Operator to Graduate at Hunter
College, N. Y. Miss Elizabeth Rickard Is Her Name and
Uncle Sam Has Awarded Her a "First Grade Commercial
License" as Radio Operator. Let Us Have More of 'Em.

Elizabeth Rickard, first radio graduate of

Hunter College, New York City. This

institution has a very enthusiastic wireless

class who are blest with every provision

for quickly assimilating the intricacies of

radio telegraphy. The Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company of America presented

the college with a standard commercial
radio transmitting and receiving apparatus.

Special instructors have been provided also,

so that the girls who graduate here are

fully equipt to take up commercial or naval

duties. The U. S. Navy Department has
intimated that women radio operators may
be placed in charge of land stations, and
in this way relieve badly needed men oper-

ators for active duty on board ships or

abroad. The new merchant fleet which the

Shipping Board is now building will also

require a large number of radio operators.

The outlook for radio operators is there-

fore very bright and after the war there

will be plenty of work also for many years

to come.

Mi— Rickard entered the Wireless Clas_s

for women at Hunter College in April, 1917,

and was detailed to the Marconi School for

intensive training in May. She past the test

given at the Marconi School in the first

week of July and received complimentary
mention of her paper, her instructor

saying it was the best submitted out of

a class of 20 men and 3 women. On July

12th she went up for her Navy test and re-

ceived the highest possible rating and was
granted a First Grade Commercial License.

Miss Rickard had done nothing in wireless

before the first of January, 1917. She
showed unusual ability.
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A DUST-PROOF COUPLER-
SWITCH.

Herewith is a sketch of a dust-proof
secondary switch for loose couplers which
has proven highly satisfactory, besides
greatly improving the appearance of any

A Good Way to Build Dust-Proof Coupler
Switches. The Square, Revoluble Shaft
Turns the Sleeve to Which the Switch Blade

Is Attached.

coupler. It also does away with expen-
sive switch points as any old ones will do,

as they are not seen. The blade is swung
by turning the square brass rod A by means
of knob B. This square rod goes thru
bushing E or a counter bushing inside of
E, which has a square opening. The switch
blade is securely fastened to it. The en-

tire switch and secondary move along the

rod, but when B is turned, the switch ro-

tates accordingly. A spring (I) may be
used to make a better contact. The sec-

ondary may be moved more easily if a
knob G is mounted handy as shown.
Contributed by NEVIN BRENNER.

PENDULUM OPERATED BUZZER
TEST.

It may lie attached to any clock, but one
tector buzzer test by other means than a
hand or foot-operated key, thus leaving
the operator entirely free to manipulate the

instruments. By utilizing the pendulum
movement of a clock a very reliable auto-
matic tester can be had and the operating
expenses are nil.

It may be attached to any clock but one
having a pendulum speed of about fifty

to seventy beats per minute is preferred.
If the clock is in the operating room it

will operate the buzzer direct, otherwise
a relay should be used.

Secure a piece of silver foil around the

pendulum. Obtain a very thin spring sev-
eral inches long (about No. 32 B & S gage)
and wrap silver foil at one end. The other
end is secured to the woodwork of the
clock in such a manner that the pendulum
just barely makes a contact on each swing.
This can be ascertained best after the buz-
zer has been connected. Two leads are
taken from the buzzer circuit, one is

grounded to the metal frame work of the
clock, the other is connected to the spring.

Care must be observed that the spring is

not too short or it will interefere with the
proper working of the clock.

I have used an arrangement as described
and found it "always on the job" when
switched on. It also can be connected to

your own radio transmitter to give imita-

tions of NAA, etc. Of course a relay
should always lie used where heavy cur-
rents are to be handled.

Contributed by CHARLES M. FITZ-
GERALD.

MAKING AN OMNIGRAPH OPER-
ATE STUDENT'S HAND.

Train the hand as well as the ear to
learn the code rapidly and proficiently.

Receiving the dots and dashes thru the
hand opens a new path. Rig up a tele-

graph key so that the lever may be worked
up and down by a solenoid or sucking coil

as per diagram. The solenoid is connected
with a code machine such as the Omni-
graph and the key adjusted to work like

a sounder ; then grasp the key as for send-
ing, but let the key operate the hand in-

stead of the hand operating the key. Com-
bining this operation with regular sounder
or buzzer practise enables one to become
expert on the double-quick. Try it.

"hams."
Contributed by FRANK COPEMAN.

1
jjr

iff. ^Solenoid coil

H __- Iron plunger

fig. Key

15 jg ^-^——

^

A Clever Scheme for Learning the Code
Easily and Quickly. A Magnetic Solenoid
Connected to an Omnigraph and Battery,
Works the Key. Thus the "Telegrapher's

Touch" Is Acquired Unconsciously.

Development of Aircraft Radio in the Navy
By BENJAMIN F. MIESSNER

Expert Radio Aide U. S. N.

That the Navy realizes the necessity of
organized scientific research of its special

problems and the development of special

apparatus to meet its peculiar require-
ments, is clearly manifested by the estab-

lishment of an excellently equipt radio lab-

oratory at the Navy Aeronautic Station,

Pensacola, Fla.

While radio signaling over the earth's

surface is largely a standardized art now,
aircraft radio, altho already an accom-
plish! feat, has thus far been largely a
matter of cut-and-dry guesswork unguided
by accurate scientific data. This labora-
tory, in addition to its work of testing air-

craft radio apparatus submitted by com-
mercial manufacturers, under both labora-
tory and service conditions, is gathering
valuable scientific data pertaining to the
peculiarities involved in radio signaling be-
tween isolated points above the earth's sur-
face, and between such points and the
earth's surface, as distinguished from the
usual over-land or over-sea signaling. It

is also developing special radio and other
apparatus for naval aircraft. Being in ex-
tremely close touch with the actual air-

craft conditions and requirements, this

laboratory presents unusual opportunities
for thoro study and development.

The naval officers having jurisdiction over
this work are Lieutenants E. H. Loftin,
District Communication Superintendent,
stationed at New Orleans, La., and P. N.
L. Bellinger, Head of Experiment and Test
Division at this station.

Altho the laboratory has been in exist-

ence but a few months and is not yet fully

equipt, several important problems have al-

ready been attacked and satisfactorily

solved. Among these may be mentioned:
(1) The development of a simple inter-

seat telephone for pilot-student or pilot-

observer conversation on airplanes under
the conditions of full power flight. This
work was undertaken because commercial
apparatus had proven entirely unsatis-

factory. Two types have been developed,
the first of which requires no external
battery or power source, and which in-

corporates extreme simplicity and rugged-
ness in its construction, is suitable for use
under the moderate noise conditions en-
countered on low powered airplanes ; the
second of these, which requires an outside
battery, may be used under the most severe
noise conditions obtainable on present air-

planes without exhaust mufflers. These
telephones, which are in daily use for in-

struction purposes, reduce by nearly one-
half the time required for qualifying stu-

dent pilots, by permitting constant coach-
ing from the instructor, and are invaluable
for pilot-observer communications for re-

connaissance, spotting, or other flying in

two passenger airplanes.

(2) An exhaustive study b.is been made
of the noise conditions affecting radio re-

ception on airplanes. A special instrument,
called the Noisemeter, was devised with
which accurate measurements of various
airplane noises have been made. Thou-
sands of measurements have been made
in determining the noise-making qualities

of various aeronautic motors, the efficien-

cies of muffling devices, the intensity of
the noises at varying distances and at vary-
ing motor speeds, the distribution of the
noises in different directions, the efficiencies

of radio headgear for eliminating airplane

noises, the effects of airplane noises on the
ears, the noise-making qualities of air at

varying velocities, etc.

(3) Exhaustive measurements and tests

are being made on every conceivable form
of airplane antenna to determine the ad-
vantages peculiar to each type.

(4) The most recent development is an
entirely new type of radio transmitter,
which constitutes what is perhaps the great-
est advance thus far made in aircraft

radio. With an outfit having a total weight
of only five pounds, designed particularly
for spotting work, a signaling range of
from ten to twenty miles is easily attained.
The space considerations are negligible.

With another larger outfit, weighing only
about ten pounds, a range of from fifty

to seventy-five miles is obtainable. These
weights include the antenna system neces-
sary for radiating the radio energy. The
full significance of these statements is not
realized unless it be added that the very
best commercial apparatus now obtainable
weighs from one to two pounds per mile
of range, and occupies a space of from
one to two cubic feet per twenty-five miles
of range, making necessary the removal
of the forward controls.

(5) The establishment of radio instruc-
tion classes for officers undergoing pilot

training has not been neglected. Group
instruction in operating, and the functions
and care of the various parts of radio ap-
paratus, is given on such days as are un-
suitable for actual flying.

(6) Other devices being experimented
with are aircraft and submarine detection
apparatus and radio direction-finders for
aircraft.
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September Meeting of Institute Radio Engineers

AVERY interesting and instructive

paper was presented by Prof. L. A.
Hazeltine, September 5, 1917, at a

meeting of the Institute of Radio En-
gineers held in the Engineering Societies

Building, New York City.

The paper, which is the first of a series to

be presented this season by the Institute,

covers the subject of the Audion from an

In This Diagram I Represents an Oscillatory Circuit
Which Is Excited by a Suitable Means and Current
Transferred Inductively to Two Split Inductances.
Which by Virtue of Their Position Produce Re-
generative or Oscillatory Action in the System.

entirely different side than ever before

read before the Institute. Prof. Hazel-
tine showed by diagrams and stere-

opticon views the feasibility of measur-
ing the curve of the transposed energy
from the grid to the plate and the for-

mulas for calculating this quantity. By
so doing he illustrated the method of
determining whether an Audion would
oscillate or not, and if the curve was too

broad, the Audion would probably not

act as a receptor, but could be used as

an oscillator or amplifier.

The subject certainly aroused quite an
interest in all present, and Prof. Hazel-

tine was highly commended on his treat-

ment of a heretofore unthought of phase
of the Audion. The lantern views
showed past and present Audion hook-
ups and also an idea of those to be

experimented with in the future. Also

a discourse as to the merits and de-

merits of the various circuits.

The paper was discust by many promi-
nent men, among whom was Dr. Lee
de Forest, who spoke a few words out-
lining the present status of the Audion.
Mention was also made of the Audion being
used to check various measurements owing
td the high per cent, of its efficiency and
almost negligible per cent, of errors.

The subject for the October meeting was
"Radio Telegraphy in Competition with
Wire Telegraphy in Overland Work" by
Robert Bovd Black. U.S.N.R.F.

the spark gap. A good one was described

in a previous issue of this magazine. The
core of this coil should be about the same
size as the leg of the transformer.
The condenser is probably the source of

greatest loss in the amateur station, for

most of them seem content with any old

kind they happen to think of. A con-

denser that brushes or that has poor con-
nections loses about half of the

energy supplied to it. Thin sheet

brass makes excellent coatings for

the plates and the cost is not pro-
hibitive. The lugs should be one inch

or more wide and carefully soldered

to the plate. The series-parallel con-
nection should be employed if possi-

ble, as it gives almost entire freedom
from puncture and minimizes brush
losses. Four banks, each of the

capacity required for the trans-

former, are connected—two in series

and two in parallel. As each section

handles only one-fourth of the volt-

age, thin glass may be used. The
dielectric strength of a thin dielectric

is much greater in comparison to the

voltage required to puncture it than
that of a thick dielectric. Thus the

use of thinner plates allows the use
of a fewer number with the same
capacity. Glass losses are reduced

in this way also. This type of condenser
when immersed in a good grade of oil gives
excellent satisfaction.

High frequency resistance is much greater
for short wave lengths than for long, so
the amateur is handicapt by this also.

EFFICIENCY IN RADIO TRANS-
MITTING CIRCUITS.
By Bayard Shumate.

THE efficiency of the average ama-
teur radio transmitter is very low and
is usually due to carelessness regard-

ing small details, rather than to poor in-

struments.
In the first place an efficient transformer

costs little more than a poor one, so it is

advisable to purchase it from a reliable

firm. As the maximum input allowed is

only 1,00(1 watts, as little energy as possi-
ble should be lost in the transformation.
A choke coil should be inserted in the pri-

mary circuit, as it is invaluable in close
tuning as well as in preventing arcing at

This Audion Diagram Represents Another Method
of Coupling Inductively the Plate and Wing Circuit.
In This Case Condenser C, Is Shunted Across the
Wing Inductance Permitting Greater Freedom of

Tuning Grid Current.

The frequency of an oscillatory current at

200 meters is enormous (something around
1,500,000), therefore all connections must
be made with conductor having a large

surface. Conductors containing 50 to 100

strands of Xo. 22 bare wire, twisted to-

gether, are commonly used but heavy
brass strip is preferable where possi-

ble. Those of the primary circuit

should be very short and should not
exceed 20 inches. The condenser, gap
and oscillation transformer can read-
ily be arranged to allow these short
leads. The transformer may be set

anywhere and the current may be

supplied to the two condenser con-
nections thru small wires ( Xo. 18 to

22 1, which have been coiled into a

spiral. These spirals form choke
coils, which aid in preventing arcing
at the gap and prevent kick-backs.

(See "E.E." for January.) If any
conductor heats to the slightest de-
gree, it should be replaced by a larger
one. for the energy lost in producing
this heat means many miles less ef-

fective range
Almost any standard rotary will give

good service if it is not run too fast. It is

true that a high tone is more audible than
a low one, but on a 60 cycle current the

condenser cannot be properly charged when
a very high tone is used. It is best to use

a medium tone so as to combine the audi-

bility of the higher tone with the powerful
condenser discharge of the lower.

The oscillation transformer loses energy

due to the inductive coupling. It should

then be large enough to secure a proper

transformation of energy and not too loose-

ly coupled. Three inches is enough for a

half kilowatt set and will give a sharp

wave if properly handled. A sharp wave
depends more upon resonance than upon
coupling, tho a sharp wave cannot be se-

cured if the coupling is too close. A good
method of tuning is as follows :

—

I 1 I Connect a hot wire ammeter in the

aerial circuit, set the coupling at about 4

inches and connect the entire secondary in

the circuit.

(2) Adjust the primary clips until the

meter shows the greatest radiation.

[Note: If more than two turns of pri-

mary ribbon are necessary the condenser is

too small and must be enlarged accord-

ingly.]

( J i The ammeter is now removed from
the circuit as it damps the oscillations.

The set is then tested for sharpness with a

wave meter. This need not be an expen-

sive instrument. About twenty turns of

insulated wire (18 to 20) are wound on a

tube 4 or 5 inches in diameter and con-

nected in series with a small battery lamp

and variable condenser. This will be suf-

ficient for comparative readings. If the

lamp lights over a large number of degrees

on the condenser scale, the wave is broad.

Then move one of the secondary clips

around one turn of ribbon, a little at

a time, until the lamp will light over

ten or fifteen degrees only. If the

wave cannot be tuned sharply by this

means, the coupling is too close and
must be moved back. If the wave is

found to be sharp, the coupling may
be tightened until it begins to broaden
a bit. If it can be sharpened again

at this point it will be to advantage.

The point is to get the wave sharp
with the coupling as close as possible.

A sharp wave is advisable for long
distance work because no energy is

wasted in the waves aside from the

one affecting the receiving station.

The aerial conductors should be
stranded if possible and of course as

high as possible. They should not be

over 110 feet in total length to have
a 200 meter wave. The wires should

be widely spaced as a few wires widely
separated have a larger capacity than many
wires close together.

Thus efficiency results from careful at-

tention to small details, for if a single de-
tail is slighted it means the loss of energy
—something that the amateur has little

enough of to start with.

Diagram 3 Shows a Method by Which Plate and
Wing Units Are Coupled Electrostatically Thru

Condensers Cg and Cp.
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Construction of a Laboratory Vacuum Pump
By RAYMOND FRANCIS YATES

AGOOD vacuum pump should be in-

cluded in the equipment of every
laboratory, but, owing to the pro-

hibitive price of such machines, tin-

experimenter generally finds it im-

possible to purchase one. The following

Appearance of Finished Vacuum Pump,
Details for Constructing Which Are Given

Herewith.

paragraphs describe the construction of a

pump that is capable of creating a vacuum
as high as l/l,000,000th of an atmosphere

(equivalent to .00003 inch of mercury).

The total cost of construction should not

exceed $3 including the 22 ounces of mer-
cury necessary to operate it.

The principle upon which the pump
works was first discovered by Torricelli,

and Geissler of Bonn, Germany, was i In-

first inventor of an apparatus utilizing the

Torricellian principle for creating high

vacua in enclosed vessels. Geissler's va-

cuum pump, however, was very complicated
and somewhat costly and Dr. Sprengel later

made many improvements on it. not only

making it more convenient for the labora-

tory, but increasing its efficiency and mak-
ing it much easier to manipulate.

Before starting the actual construction

of the pump, it is advisable that the builder

become sufficiently acquainted with its

theory of operation to proceed in making
the various necessary parts in an intelligent

manner. The experimenter, Torricelli, dis-

covered that a column of mercury passing

thru a tube with a small bore pushed the

air in the tube before it and left a vacuum
in its wake, providing one end of the tube

was closed to prevent the re-entrance of

air. Referring to Fig. 1, it will be seen

that a small column of mercury passing

down the long glass tube "C" will act as a

piston and push the air before it into the

automatic valve "H", which permits the

air to leave but makes it impossible for it

to re-enter. The passage of the mercury
from the reservoir into the tube is con-

trolled by the valve "B" and the vessel to

be evacuated is connected to the glass tee

"L".

The automatic valve is shown in detail in

Fig. 2. With a little study it will be seen

that when the test tube is filled with mer-
cury air may escape from the glass tube

thru the small hole but the mercury
prevents the air on the outside from re-

entering. Every time mercury is dropt

thru the long glass tube "C" the air in the

vessel "S" becomes more rare until it is

reduced to an infinitesimal fraction of its

original value. From 20 to 30 minutes

operation will produce a very high vacuum
in a vessel with a capacity under .5 of a

liter. When the air in the vessel "S"
reaches a small value, the mercury in the

tube "C" mounts to the barometric height

of approximately 30 inches.

The first material required is the stan-

dard on which to mount tin- long glass

tube, and a base. These are cut from quar-

tered oak. Tin- base i- l> \ 9 x 1" and the

standard is 3j x 1
' i x 36". Both should

be cut accurately and sandpapered. A
notch is then cut in the top of the standard

as shown: this is to accommodate the glass

funnel which holds the mercurj Vfter

this, the base and the standard ma-
varnished. Obtain two brass aneles and

fasten them to the standard as shown. The
glass tube should be aboul 31" lone with a

bore nol exceeding 3/32". The tubi

i.^tcned to the standard bj means of four

small brass staples ;i< shown in Fig. 3.

i are should be exercised in screwing the

staoles to the standard .is the glass tube

will crack if pinched too tightly. After

mounting the tube, the standard should be
fastened to the base by means of the brass
angles. Owing to the inability of the angles
to hold the standard rigidly because of its

height, it will be found necessarj to pro-
vide a brace at the back of the standard
This is shown in Fig. 4. The brass rod
should be about 18" long. A glass funnel
about 3" in diameter should be purchased
and its stem reduced to about m of an inch

by grinding it on the corn., oi an emery
wheel and breaking the larger portion off.

The funnel is then mounted on the top of
the standard by means of a small brass
staple. The funnel is so fastened to the
top of the standard that it will rest in the
notch previously cut. Such procedure i~

absolutely necessary owing to the great
weight of the mercury in the funnel.

The glass tee should have a bore about
the same size as that of the large tube.
Such tees may be purchased from any
chemical supply house for a few cents and
the writer would not advise any builder
to attempt to make one unless he is thoroly
experienced in glass blowing. The tec-

should be connected to the end of the
funnel and the long glass tube by means of
heavy rubber tubing just large enough to
fit snugly over the top of the glass. Be-

- funnelfor mercury

I ^ Pinch -cocn ra/re B'

— Rubber tube

Glass fee "L"

"" Rubber tube

^Jr* Sroundoff
4 test tube

brass

*"*
fl Mercury' ,

I
/ere/ --J V

fy-3 ,

long p.'ass

'Me'C

LAutomatic m/re 7f"

x5malt hole

Small hole made
tilth pointedf/ame

rig. 2

Important Features of Ideal Mercury Vac-
uum Pump for the Experimenter. Includ-
ing Details of Automatic Over-flow Valve.
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fore the rubber tubing is put on, the glass

should be smeared with a thin layer of

vaseline. After the rubber tube is put on,

black thread is wound tightly around each

c/pons/on spr

/

}"Brass slock

Valve Mounted

Nut Fig. S

glass tubing with small pieces of rubber at

the joints to produce flexibility. All joints

should be prepared according to the pre-

ceding directions.

When the pump is operating properly,

the mercury will fall thru the long glass

tube in separate little columns and each
column acts as a piston pushing air before
it. The valve at the top of the standard

should be manipulated intermittently until

the mercury in the tube rises to about 30
inches. This will indicate a vacuum suffi-

ciently high for ordinary purposes.

A small receptacle is placed under the

hole in the test tube to receive the mercury
as it overflows. When the receptacle is

full, the mercury is poured back into the

funnel. Do not permit all the mercury in

the funnel to run out as this will destroy

the vacuum.

\V-
—L °

IIMI Method of „

cutting notch

®
Side View of Home-made Mercury Vac
uum Pump Which Is Suitable for Exhaust-
ing Geissler Tubes, X-ray Bulbs, Lamps,
Coherers, and a Host of Other Things Dear

to Every Experimenter's Heart.

joint and another application of vaseline is

smeared over the thread and joint. This

procedure produces a joint that is very

near to being absolutely air-tight and such

joints are positively necessary to the suc-

cessful operation of the pump.
The little valve at "B" was developed by

the writer and is simplicity in itself. It is

shown in detail in Fig. 5. By pressing the

knob, the pressure of the arm on the tubing

is overcome and mercury is permitted to

flow (for a fraction of a second) from the

funnel into the tube. Releasing the pres-

sure causes the spring to bring the arm
back to its original position where it pinches

the rubber together and prevents the flow

of mercury. When the pump is not

in use, the arm should be turned so it

will not come to rest upon the rubber

tube as permanent pressure will

injure the tubing.

To indicate the degree of vacuum
attained at any stage of the opera-

tion, it will be necessary to make a

suitable scale on the standard at the

side of the long glass tube. The
lines are drawn y2 " apart and after

marking them with a soft pencil the

lines should be painted over with
white "show-card" ink applied with

a very small brush. Such a scale

stands out prominently and adds to

the appearance of the instrument
considerably.

When the pump is operated, the

vessel to be evacuated should not be

connected to the tee by means of a

long rubber tube as the tube will be
pressed together by the atmospheric
pressure on the exterior (14.7 lbs. to

the square inch) and the further

passage of air from the vessel will be in-

terfered with if not altogether prevented.

This difficulty can be overcome by using

first sheet is in place cut another sheet to

the same dimensions and trim the edges till

they just meet, fitting the paper before

applying glue. Spread the sheet of paper
on the floor, give it a thin coat of hot glue

and quickly apply it to the form. Continue

REGARDING TESLA AND OUDIN
COILS.

By Carl H. Rauschenberg
Experimental Engineer

I present herewith two photos illustrating

my cone-shaped high-frequency coil in op-

eration. The photo Fig. 1 shows the enor-

mous brush discharge from a wire attached

to the upper terminal and also the discharge

from top of coil. The photo Fig. 2 shows
the spark discharge from a ball terminal

placed on top of the coil to a grounded
conductor.
This coil is very similar to one described

in the "E. E." a short time ago (see May,
1917, issue). It was excited by a % K.W.
Thordarson Type-T transformer and an
oil immersed condenser of about .008 M. F.

using small 8-stud rotary gap running at

5,000 R. P. M.
The building of the coil was not so diffi-

cult, the method of building the secondary
cylinder being somewhat different from
usual practise. I went to a tinshop and
told them to make me a cone of heavy gal-

vanized-iron 15" dia. at bottom, 7" at top

and 20" high ; seamed on the inside. This
gave a perfectly smooth outside surface. I

set this form on a table and cut large pieces

of ordinary building paper of a shape to

fit around it. I just merely built up the
paper using ordinary glue until I had a

thickness of about %" . The paper can be
cut so that it will fit the cylinder perfectly.

The best method is to watch the tinner cut

out the iron for the cone, take the dimen-
sions he uses and cut your paper the same
way. If the first piece of paper is cut the

same size as the tinner cuts the metal it

will be found to overlap slightly when fitted

around the coil. This is as it should be

Fig
Disc

2. Showing the Powerful High Frequency
harge From a Ball Terminal on Oudin Coil

Grounded Conductor.

Fig. 1. Illustrating the Vigorous High
Frequency Discharge From Free Electrode,
As Well As Top, of Oudin Coil of Good

Design.

in this way until the desired thickness is

attained. About 10 to 12 sheets will be suffi-

cient. The joints should be staggered at

various intervals around the cylinder of

course. Leave the paper on the form for

48 hours or until perfectly dry and hard.

Rernove and give two coats of shellac in-

side and outside.

The winding was done in the usual way
using a string to space the turns and the

finished winding given 5 coats of shellac

to insulate it and hold it in place. The size

of wire is not so important, mine being

wound with 27 D.C.C. wire. Enameled
wire should not be used.

Primary consists of 4 turns of copper
ribbon, 24" wide wound into a spiral with

a thickness of ordinary corrugated paste-

board (cut from a bread carton secured at

a local grocery), between the turns.

Primary leads are connected to bind-

ing posts leading to ends of primary
ribbon ; thus the entire 4 turns are

always in circuit, tuning being ac-

complished with the secondary of a

wireless oscillation transformer which
is placed in series with condenser,

spark gap and primary of Oudin coil

;

the wiring diagram shown in "E. E."
several months ago being used.

I find the spark length from the
Oudin type of coil to be not so long
as that from the Tesla type with a

given amount of power, but much
heavier and capable of experiments
not possible with Tesla type.

Some wonderful results can be had
from the ordinary wireless sending
set and in my opinion no amateur
will regret the time and money spent
in the building of a coil for use on

Spark n j s sending set.
to a

and glue should only be put on the lap so
that the paper is not glued to the form
which must be removed later. After the

Due to the advent of the war, we
are particularly desirous of obtaining
snappy manuscripts describing original
and practical "Electrical Experiments."
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A SHOCKING ELECTRIC ALARM
FOR COMMUTERS.

We all have made and used at one time

or another some form of that torturing de-

vice known as The Early Riser's Alarm.
At first the regular electric bell was suffi-

cient to rouse us out of bed in time to

catch the early train, but it soon lost its

wakening powers with the result that a

hundred yard dash was necessary to get

even the late train. We then installed an

electric horn made from a tin can and a

bell. That worked fine for a time and then

it failed to give us that sudden shock that

should accompany our awakening to get us

out of bed immediately. We had gotten

used to the racket and could not increase it

any without bringing down the wrath of the

neighbors.
The writer tried them all, even consid-

ered the use of a small cannon or a device

to pull one leg from under the bed but

dropt them all in favor of the scheme de-

scribed here.

The clock used possest no original, fea-

tures but its simplicity may be of interest.

Examining Fig. 1, it will be seen that a

block of wood was mounted just below the

winding key for the alarm. A strip of

Mi inch brass was fastened to the block in

such a way as to prevent the key making
more than a quarter turn when the alarm
went off. Wires were connected to the

insulated strip and to the framework of the

clock. It was then a simple matter to set

the alarm and it was likewise necessary to

arise to turn it off in the morning. A
switch may of course be included but it is

unnecessary; you will get up anyway.
The other parts consist of several dry

cells, a buzzer, a small induction coil (a

J4 inch spark coil or a telephone induction

coil will do) and two strips of tinfoil 3 or 4

inches wide and 2 feet long.

These are wired according to the diagram
in cut ; the buzzer being unnecessary
when the usual spark coil is employed.
The tinfoil strips are laid under the sheet

on the bed and separated a distance of

about three feet.

Xow let us see what happens when "Big
Ben" closes the switch. The buzzer will

interrupt the circuit, causing high voltage

currents in the secondary circuit that find

a path thru the innocent sleeper's body by
jumping thru the thin sheet that separates

him from the tinfoil electrodes. It is

borne forcibly on him that his presence is

not desired any longer. A departure un-
der such circumstances is accepted as the

usual thing by most persons, who will then

start the day with zest and vigor.

Try this, "Bugs," it won't hurt you.

Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.

LIGHT CONTROLLED BY OPEN-
ING AND CLOSING DOOR.

Not long ago I had occasion to install

an electric light in a cellar closet used
for storing veg-

Tinfoii'ifrips

Alarm winding Hey '

dross slr/p

Buzzer

Ml:

/llorm

clocH

Telephone
' COll

Ba/t

also to fill the closet with warm air. The
whole apparatus consists of an ordinary

chain-pull socket and a piece of cord, thus

obviating the mortises necessary in the ordi-

nary door-switch, and making a very much

Teliod

etables. It was im
portant to keep the

door of this closet

open as little as pos-

sible, that the tem-
perature might be
kept as low as pos-
sible, and for this

purpose the door
was closed by a

weight and rope ar-

rangement. More-
over, servants were
frequently obliged

to enter or leave the
closet with both
hands full. It was
therefore necessary
to install a light

which would be au-
tomatic in action,

and would not re-

quire the door to be
kept open while the

light was burning,
as is the case with
several of the auto-
matic door switches now on tin- market.

All these difficulties were met at once in

a very simple manner. A common pull

socket was installed, and the chain of the

-. .--.•-

mre
Brush

Sett Buzzer*-* Tel. cord & plug ©

Are You a Commuter? An Ingenious Experi-
menter Has Perfected a Sure-Fire Electric
Ejector for All Such. Simply Connect the
Circuit-Closer to Your Clock; Hook Up a
Buzzer, and Telephone Induction Coll as
Shown and Also Two Tinfoil Strips, Laid
Under the Sheet. When 5 A. M. Arrives, You

Will Awaken—Never Fear.

It Is Often Desired to Have a Door Control

a Lamp, Such as in Cellars, Garrets, Etc.

By Attaching a String and Counterweight to

a Chain-Pull Socket, the Problem Is Solved.

socket was connected by a cord with the

weight used to close the door, in such a

that when the weight was as near

the floor as it could go. and when there-

fore, the door was closed all the way, the

cord was pulled taut, and the chain with

it. The result of this was. that when the

door was opened, the weight was raised,

the cord loosened, and the spring of the

socket drew the ratchet back, engaging the

switch ; when the weight pulled the door
l.i in, the cord was again tautened, the

switch operated, and the lamp lighted.

The results of this arrangement were
these: The switch was entirely automatic.

being operated by the opening and clos-

ing of the door. When one enters the

closet, the light is lighted, when one leaves,

it is extinguished. The light is not turned

on until the door is closed, so there is no
inducement to leave it propt open, to save

trouble in opening with the hands full, but

By Employing a Telephone Jack Switch as Shown, It Is Possible
to Disconnect the Electric Alarm Attachment from the Clock In-

stantly. A Very Desirable Feature.

simpler and cheaper installation.

Contributed by THOMAS T. HOOPES.

USING TELEPHONE JACK TO
CONNECT ALARM CLOCK.

Having seen a number of electric alarm
clocks of many fearful as well as ingenious
designs in the "E.E.", including the one
in the January number, I show above
for approval one that I have had in use
for over a year with excellent results.

Most of those previously publisht make
contact when the alarm spring unwinds.
In the clock I have, the winding spindle

does not turn when the spring unwinds.
The arrangement I have differs from those

previously described, as it does not depend
on the alarm spring. The clock is separate

from the rest of the circuit and may be
used elsewhere when the alarm is not

needed. When the alarm is wanted, simply
hang the clock upon a hook and insert

the plug in the telephone jack mounted on
the back of the clock. Place the alarm
contact on the dial at the hour desired.

The battery may be placed in the attic or
cellar, the wire fished thru the partitions,

and brought out at the binding posts.

Mount the buzzer and telephone cord as

per drawing; connect one lug of the jack

to the frame of the clock, the other to

a ring made from a shade holder in the

front and insulated from the clock by
three small fiber blocks. When the hour
hand comes in contact with the alarm con-
tact, the buzzer operates.

Contributed by HOWARD D. DYE.

RENEWING DRY CELLS.

I have been experimenting with dry- bat-

teries for over a year, to find a renewing
solution and I have kept a worn out dry
dry battery alive with the following solu-

tion, for over six months

:

Hydrochloric acid. 12 ounces.
Add scrap zinc till acid stops boiling

;

use earthen jar.

The sealing wax is to be removed from
top of dry of battery, the loose carbon
surrounding the carbon proper is to be
loosened (an ice pick will do this) and the
acid solution poured in till the loose carbon
is thoroly wet. but not muddy. The battery

is then resealed, and is ready for immediate
use.

Contributed by JOHN BLACKHURST.
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A HOME-MADE CODE-LEARNER.
Figure 1 shows the base and the dimen-

sions are left to the builder. The wooden
ring should be about %" thick and
]/2 " wide. A is a brass or copper strip

sunk even with the surface of the ring

;

it is fastened inside with a screw and out-

side with a binding post for connection.

B is a binding post with two holes, one for

a connection, and the top one for a strip

Home-made Code Transmitter Constructed
from Cardboard Disc, a Hand Crank to Turn
it with and a Contact Spring Which Closes

the Sounder or Buzzer Circuit.

of brass or copper pressing on A to make
contact. C is the base to which the wooden
ring D is glued. Fig. 2 is a side view of

the machine. "E" is a brass rod in the

center of the ring, over which the disk

(Fig. 4) and the crank (Fig. 3) slip. Fig.

3 shows the crank, which is about %" wide
with holes bored in so as to slip over E.

Fig. 4 is the disk which is made of thin

cardboard with the dots and dashes cut

out as shown. Connections are taken off

at the two binding posts and connected to

a battery and buzzer.

Contributed by
FRANKLIN McTAVISH.

REMOVAL OF INK STAINS.
The tartaric acid and citric acid ink re-

mover combination leaves a yellow stain. It

affects only fresh stains appreciably, and
even then does not remove them well at all.

I In- only method that I have found satis-

factory for fresh stains on paper, is the

following two solution remover, the con-

centration of which may be varied in in-

dividual cases. Two parts of concentrated

borax solution are dissolved in ten parts of

water and one part of citric acid added,

this Forms the first solution. The second
solution consists of three parts of calcium
chlorid, ten parts water, two parts of con-
centrated borax solution. The calcium
ililurid should be dissolved in the water.

the mixture set aside for a few days and
only the clear supernatant liquid used.

The first solution is generously applied,

the excess removed, and the second ap-
plied. The spot should finally be washed
with water.

Contribute.! U J. FIERSTEIN.

>/"c2i Single Stroke

Extension Bell

AN EXTREMELY SENSITIVE
MICROPHONE.

The writer recently conducted some ex-

periments in an attempt to construct a

simple and compact microphone that would

be extremely sensitive.

The result of his work
along this line is shown in

the illustration.

A microphone trans-
mitter was obtained and
arranged to be mounted on
the back of a shallow box
just a little larger. The
transmitter was of a re-

cent type having a metal

diafram with an insulated

carbon button attached to

the center. A carbon dia-

fram transmitter cannot
be used very satisfactorily.

The nut was removed
from the center of the dia-

fram and a piece of brass

rod one inch long and J4
inch in diameter was
drilled lengthwise and tapt

with a No. 8-32 thread. A
washer l/> inch in diam-
eter was soldered to both
ends of this rod as shown
in the detail drawing at

B, C, and F.

After substituting a

mica diafram for the metal
one the parts were reas-

sembled with the short

threaded brass rod instead

of the nut in the center of
the diafram.
A 4-inch disk of mica

was then cut and by means
of a small 8-32 screw and
a washer fastened to the

brass rod. The whole de-

vice was then placed in the

box and connections made
to the transmitter in the

usual manner.
The front of the box

was pierced with a large

number of holes ;4 inch

in diameter.
When properly made and assembled this

device is very sensitive and will pick up the

faintest sound. A method for testing the

sensitiveness of such microphones that was
found of value by the writer is to connect

them in series with a receiver and battery

and note the distance they can be held apart

and still act on one another. The receiver

and transmitter should first be brought close

COMBINED CALL BELL, FIRE AND
BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM.

The scheme given herewith is to con-
nect an ordinary four-drop annunciator, so

that it may be used for a call bell, burglar

Bell Common Contact

^Battery
«f, \ \ %

Inter/or Circuit ofAnnunciator

4 "BurglarAlarm

Bell

ft"FireAlarm'
Bell

Zk Annunciator

.Bell

U

T
r

It.

-Constant

Ringing

Device

Push
Button

4 <—

<

Thermostat ©
BurglarAlarm Spring

E-A

4 Dia-.Holes—
4

Reconstructed Microphone Possessing Ex-
treme Sensitivity. Suitable for Dictagraph

Purposes.

together and when they whistle, separate

them slowly, noting the distance between
them when the note ceases. This instru-

ment will give an audible note when 2 feet

from the receiver with four volts.

Contributed by THOMAS BENSON.

Hook-up for Combined Call Bell, Fire and Burglar Alarm
System with Centralized Battery.

alarm and a fire alarm system simultane-

ously, to give location of call, etc., in all

cases, and a constant ring for the burglar

and fire alarm, and one extension bell to

operate only from the front door, the bell

on the annunciator operating also; if any

other button is prest only the bell on the

annunciator operates.

This is accomplisht by disconnecting

the bell from the common wire which con-

nects to the drops, and connecting the bat-

tery direct to this common connection.

The opposite terminal of the battery con-

nects to all bells, and the other side of bell

acts as a feed wire for its particular sys-

tem. A ringing device is used to give a

constant ring on the burglar alarm systems,

while the ordinary paraffin thermostats,

which remain closed after paraffin has

melted serve to give a constant ring on
fire alarm system. To get satisfactory

operation on extension bell from the front

door, a single stroke bell must be used

;

this, however, will operate as a vibrating

bell due to the make-and-break of contact

at the vibrating bell, which is in series with

it. If a strong battery is used or a bell

ringing transformer, two vibrating bells

mav be used on parallel.

Contributed by THOMAS J. HAYDEN.
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hue I., the advent of the war, we are

particularly desirious of obtaining manu-
scripts describing original and practical

"Electrical Experiments." We shall con-

tinue to publish Radio articles, but what we
need is snappy "Electrical" articles.
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HOW TO MAKE AN ELECTRIC
FIRELESS COOKER.

A Tireless Conker" finds an important
place in every home, especially one that

Why Not Build an "Electric Fireless Cooker?"
Two Ordinary Bricks Wound with Resistance
Wire. Form the Heating Unit to Start the
Food Cooking. Don't Let Any of the Cork
Get in Contact with the Heater Wire.

is operated by electricity. The one that

I am going to describe can be built very
cheaply, for the material used in its con-
struction is found in almost every home.
The cabinet is made of wood 16x16x18

(quarter-sawed oak )> in. thick is the best).

The inside is lined with about J4 inch

asbestos sheeting. Two ordinary house
bricks are each wrapt with several feet

of No. 26 Nichrome resistance wire.

These two bricks are then covered with

asbestos and put in the bottom of the

cabinet. From one end of Nichrome wire

On brick (b
1

), a copper wire is connected
by twisting (not soldered). This wire is

connected to one terminal of switch (A).
The other terminal of the switch is con-
nected to one of the llexible wires. The
other wire (P) is connected to the other

end of the resistance wire. Another sheet

of asbestos is placed over the brick. On
top of this a large tin bucket is placed,

after being covered by asbestos sheeting

on the outside. (A lard bucket is very
good.) The space between the bucket and
the cabinet is now to be filled with ground
cork, such as grapes are packed in. This
is clearly understood by looking at sketch.

Next put a cover over this so that the
only thing you will be able to see is the

inside of the bucket. A thick lid is now
made for the cabinet with a catch at the

front to keep it tightly closed. When you
want to cook something, place it in a pot
that will fit in the bucket. Turn the current
on by switch (A). This will make the

bricks hot. These bricks will give off heat
for a great while, thus saving current and
money.

Contributed by CHARLES FENSKV.

EXHAUSTING BULBS BY MEANS
OF LIQUID AIR.

I hose who are intending to take up re-

search work as their career, will find im-
mense value in the study of vacuum tubes
as used in electrical science, especially in

the radio art.

The great difficult) encountered with such

de\ ices is the production of sufficiently high

vacua in the vessels and the necessity oi

expensive apparatus Eor this purpose, which
naturally prohibits the average individual

from investigating the above-named con-
trivance

Liquid air has played an important role

in the past for the production of extreme!}
high vacua in bulbs and it has Keen found
that it can be used with meat ease for this

purpose. The following directions will

prove of value to the amateur scientist who
desires to delve into the -^reat mysteries
offered by the investigation of vacuum tube

phenomena.
to be exhausted is filled with

IS which may be more easily COndei
than air; as carbonic acid gas. The vessel

is provided with an extension tip whicl

ealed off very readily. The open end of
the extension is then immersed in liquid

air, when the carbonic acid is withdrawn
from the vessel and deposited in the ex-
tension; this is then sealed off, leaving a

high vacuum in the \ i

Precaution should be exercised when
pouring the liquid air, as a drop of this

liquid when in contact with the human skin

will produce a severe burn which is diffi-

cult to heal. It is advisable to siphon the

liquid from the container into the vessel

which is to be exhausted. Carbonic acid

gas is inflammable and care should be taken
to keep any lighted matches away from
the container when such experiments are
conducted.

' o, nnbuted bv SAMUEL COHEX.

HOME-MADE ELECTRIC LOCK.
A cheap and efficient electric lock can

be made easily if the following plans are

followed. The drawing speaks for itself.

but a few words may be necessary. The
lock, box F, is made from a piece of sheet
iron, 6" long by 4'j" wide, cut as shown
in the figure. It is then bent to form a

box. A square hole is cut in the center
of one end and 2 's" holes. '/>" from each

Loch box loch tongue Armature

An Electric Lock Presents Many Advantages
Over the Ordinary Mechanical Type. The
Control Button May Be Placed in a Secret

Location.

side. The two electro-magnets are made
as follows :—two pieces of iron rod V%"
in diameter and 3" long are tapt on one
end for Xo. 8-32 machine screws. A fiber

washer V in diameter is put on each end
and the bobbin wound full with Xo. 18

cotton covered magnet wire. A pier,

brass 1" long, < ." wide and '/' thick is

tiled to the shape shown in Fig. B, and in

one end a ." hole is tapt in the center,

and 2 holes on either side are tapt for
No 8-32 screws. The armature as shown
in Fig. C. is made from a piece of iron

\s" thick and 2" long by ->s" wide. Three
holes are drilled in it to correspond with
the piece of brass in Fig. B. A piece of
brass rod ' :" in diameter and 4 1 ." long is

threaded for ffl on one end. A length

oi brass spring wire is then wound around
the rod. The lock is now ready to be
sembled. First put the magnets in place
with H-32" screws, and connect the two in-

side wires together and the two outside
wires to the two binding posts on the sides.

Then assemble the other parts as shown in

Fig G. Connect it in series with a push
button and batteries, and when the circuit

is closed the electro-magnets will attract

the iron armature C. thereby relea

lock.

tributed by L. E. SUMMERTOX.

READING VOLTS AND AMPERES
WITH THE SAME METER.

\ 'It and an ammeter are usually
mounted on the experimenter s switch-
board. Too often those meters have made
a considerable dent in the amateur elec-

trician's pocketbook and absorbed money
that would be used for purchasing other
necessities. What then is required is a
method for reading both volts and amperes
on the same scale without changing the
meter itself in any way.
A common voltmeter will read amperes

on the same scale if shunted by a re-

sistance of one ohm. It is only necessary to

wire the instrument to the circuit as

shown in the illustration, Fig. 1. Throw-
ing the switch up gives ampere readings
and down gives the voltage.

That this is true can be proved by Ohm's
law. Given a resistance of one ohm it is

clear that a current of one ampere will

flow under a pressure of one volt. There-
fore when the voltmeter indicates a drop
of one volt across the one ohm resistance
it is plain that one ampere is flowing thru
the resistance. Should the meter show a

drop of ten volts across the coil, then ac-
cording to Ohm's law. ten amperes will be
flowing. The voltage drop then shows di-

rectly the amperes in the circuit.

By changing the resistance of the coil

it is possible to vary the range of the in-

strument. For instance should a coil of
one/half ohm be shunted across the meter
the reading will be one/half the actual cur-
rent flow, thus when the meter reads 10 the

actual amperes are 20. In other words
E

C = -.
R

Conversely it is possible to read the volt-

age with an ammeter by connecting as in

Fig. 2. In this case the resistance is con-
nected in series with the meter. The prin-

ciple being again based on Ohm's law which
states that the voltage is equal to the
resistance multiplied bv the current ; or
E = R X C.

Say for instance that the coil has a re-

sistance of 10 ohms and the meter reads 5

amperes. By multipling these together we
get 50 showing that the voltage applied is

50 volts.

It should be remembered that the re-

sistance used should be heavy enough to

carry the current without undue heating.
Furthermore it is advisable to use a re-

sistance wire that has practically no tem-
perature coefficient such as "Thurio" wire,
thus doing away with the errors that would
be present due to changes of resistance
when tile wire is heated by the current.

Contributed by THOS. W. BEXSOX.

Bat lohm imp load

Voltmeter , %//j
rig 1

It Isn't the Instruments You Have: It's the
Way You Use Them. By the Application of
Ohm's Law. It Is Possible to Read Volts with
an Ammeter or Amperes with a Voltmeter.
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A D. C. Step-Down Rheostat, Toaster and Stove
By W. R. WAY

First we have to cut a piece of copper
or tin to the rectangular shape, size 10"

x lYz" . One inch was then marked off
from the edges all the way around, the

Besides being an excellent toaster, the
device

i
makes a good electric stove or

heater, or it may be used as either a
rheostat, potentiometer, or resistance for

y
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The Combination Electric Toaster and Stove Here Illustrated- and Described Will Prove

Very Useful, Now That Cool Weather Is with Us Again.

corners cut and then the edges bent down
to an angle of 45 degrees approximately,
to form a bevel edge. The corners were
fastened by means of small tacks or rivets

clinched on one side. Cuts were taken out
of the bevel edges to improve the appear-
ance and decrease the weight of the base.

Having done this six 54" holes were drilled

in the top of the base at their correct

distances apart as shown in the sketch.

All sharp edges were either bent over or
filed smooth. The base may now be con-
sidered as finished.

A sheet of 6 x 6" asbestos board 1/16"

thick was then laid on the base, and the
cleats placed over this and in line with
their respective holes in the base top. A
Yi" wide strip of copper, 12" long, was laid

on top of each tile (slate or asbestos
board will serve) and holes drilled to

suit holes in cleat. The porcelain tiles

were placed in position, the strip of copper
placed over them on each cord, and 2%"
stove bolts \y+" long, were used to bring
the two strips together and bind the cleats

and tiles to the base securely.

The heating element consists of 28 feet

of No. 24 Nichrome wire. This was wound
on a lA" steel rod in spirals of 6" length
and a single wire 6" long left between
each spiral. Approximately seven spirals

could be made out of this length of wire.
When the wire has been formed, it is

wound around the tiles, the coils being
placed on top and the single wires under-
neath the tiles so as not to lose heat down-
wards and heat the base unduly. The
ends of the wire were connected to two
terminals, having mica washers, and thence
thru a cord and plug to the 110-volt light-

ing circuit. The toaster was then com-
plete.

controlling the current input and speed of
small electric motors and toys. The toast-

er draws about 2.2S amps., on the D.C.
lighting circuit, and I successfully oper-
ated a 1/16 H.P. 27-volt D.C. series mo-
tor in series with the toaster. It is made
of materials (except perhaps the wire)
which nearly any
experimenter could
easily find lying

around the house,
and is very easily

constructed.

all by himself with his wife, who is also
deaf, could answer his door bell?
Probably there have been many schemes

devised so that a deaf man might know
when his door bell rung. Many of these
unfortunates depend on their faithful dogs.
The author has a very fine dog, who can

be relied upon all the time, but Nature
did not intend that he should remain in-
doors all the time. Whenever the dog is

outdoors for his daily exercise, the door
bell proposition presents a difficult problem.
The deaf man, having a keen bent for

electrical novelties, designed an electrical

system by which the push button would
turn on a 40-watt Mazda lamp in the house
which would light up a room ; this light-

ing up of the lamp is quickly noticed by
the deaf couple's sensitive eyes, the lighted
lamp being a signal indicating that some
one is at the door. This lamp will burn
continuously till the call is answered.
The details and wiring diagram of the

device are given herewith. The details of
the signal system are as follows : When
the push button is closed, the battery cir-

cuit is closed, energizing a pair of electro-

magnets which attract a special form of
armature. This armature has a trigger on
its end, and on its travel toward the poles

of the magnets releases a spring lever. This
lever falls toward a stop which serves as

a contact, closing a secondary circuit which
operates a 40-watt, 110-volt Mazda lamp.
The spring lever remains closed ; then
when the battery circuit is opened again,

the armature trigger moves away from the
magnets. By pulling down gently the reset

chain cord secured to the extreme end of
the pivoted contact lever, it is brought up-
ward, passing the latch of the trigger and
now rests on the top part of the trigger.

In resetting this way, the lamp is turned
off automatically, and the next time the

push button is worked the whole operation
goes on all over again. This device has
been in use since last February, and is

serving its purpose very admirably.

The regular door bell is disconnected, as

there is no need for it in this house. The
dog is able to give his customary warning
by the slightest noise of the magnetic pull

and click of the contact lever.

This man is working on an electrical

device at present to wake him up in the

INDIA INK
REMOVER.
I think a notice

in your magazine
to the effect that

India ink can be
completely cleaned
from tracing cloth,

would be of inter-

est to your read-

ers. It is claimed
that it leaves no
trace of the ink

and does not in-

jure the cloth. This
article is sold and
manufactured un-
der the trade name
"RASINDIA" and
is guaranteed,
font, by W. L.

FETHERSTON.

ft/sh button®=

110 V
tpsodet

Mate base

lomp

- Sfd porce/a/r> rnob

to attach plug (2)

A Deaf Man Invented This "Flash- Lamp" Door Alarm. Pushing the
Button Causes the Bell Magnets to Trip the 110 Volt Lamp Switch.

It Is Reset by Hand After Each Alarm.

HOW A DEAF MUTE ANSWERS
HIS DOOR BELL.

Did it ever occur to you how a person
who is totally deaf, and living in a house

mornings, since alarm clock gongs are use-

less to him.
Contributed by the deaf man himself

—

K. B. AYERS.
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Chemical Action of Storage Batteries

IF
the current is kept constant and the

\alue of V is measured at short inter-

vals, the charge and discharge curves

obtained are of the form shown in

Fig. 3. The value of V rises rapidly

in the first few minutes of the charge
from 2.0 to 2.1 volts, and during the

rest of the charge continues to rise slowly,

until at the end it suddenly rises to 2.5

to 2.7 volts. During this period of rapid

rise in the value of V, the cells be-

gin to evolve gas, after which the value of

V changes only slightly. On allowing the

1 lattery to stand on open circuit for several

hours, the electromotive-force E falls to the

value corresponding to the density of the

u
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Fig. 3.—Curves Showing Change in Lead
Storage Cell Potential on Charge and Dis-

charge.

acid. If the battery is then allowed to dis-

charge with the same constant value of the

current as used in charging, the value of V'
at first falls rapidly to 1.9 volts and then

gradually to 1.85 volts, after which it de-

creases more rapidly to zero. The curves

given in Fig. 3 were obtained with about 20

per cent acid and a current density of about

0.005 ampere per square centimeter of

electrode surface. With a greater current

density the distance between the charge and
discharge curves would increase. The gen-

eral character of the curves for different

makes of batteries is the same, tho for

those having a thin layer of active material

the curves are more marked, and for those

having a thick layer, they are more rounded.

From the fact that the charging potential

V is several tenths of a volt higher than
the discharging potential V, as is shown in

Fig. 3, it is evident that there is a loss

of from 20 to 30 per cent, in the energy
stored. It might seem at first sight that it

results from the loss of energy due to the

resistance of the cell itself, to the IR value

in equations 20 and 21, but the value of the

resistance of the cell is too small to ac-

count for such a large loss. On open
circuit the resistance of the smallest cells

used is only several hundredths of an ohm,
and no large increase in its value takes

place when a current is passing. The cause

of this loss in energy is the polarization of

the electrodes caused by the change in con-
centration of the acid in the pores of the

plates. On charging, acid is formed in the

pores of the plates where it becomes more
concentrated than in the rest of the battery

on account of the fact that diffusion does
not take place with sufficient rapidity to

equalize it. Since the electromotive force

of the battery increases with the concen-
tration of the acid surrounding the plates,

a higher imprest electromotive force will

therefore be necessary in charging. On
discharge, the acid is used up in the plates

and becomes more dilute than in the rest

of the battery, and the voltage falls cor-

respondingly. The charge and discharge

curves of the lead battery may now be

taken up in detail.

By ALBERT W. WILSDON

(Concluded)

The Charging Curve

On closing the charging current, sul-

furic acid is immediately set free at both
electrodes and the electromotive-force
therefore rises rapidly, as shown by the por-

tion of the curve AB. The rate of diffusion

increases with the difference in concentra-

tion of the acid on the plates and in the rest

of the battery, and when concentration

difference has become so great that the

rate of diffusion and of formation are

equal, this rapid increase ceases. The max-
imum point at B is probably due to the de-

struction of the thin continuous layer of
sulfate which forms on the electrodes dur-
ing rest, thus reducing the resistance of

the cell. The slow regular rise to C is due
to the gradual increase in the density of

the acid and also to the deeper penetration

of the current lines into the active mass
and the corresponding greater difficulty in

equalizing the acid concentration by dif-

fusion. The final rise CD takes place when
all of the lead sulfate on the surface of

the plates has been used up, and conse-

quently the sulfate does not dissolve rapidly

enough to replace that electrolyzed out.

Very soon the lead solution becomes so

dilute that the work necessary to deposit

lead is equal to that required to produce
hydrogen on the cathode and oxygen on
the anode. If allowed to stand on open-

circuit, sulfate diffuses from within the

plate and brings back the electromotive-

force to the normal amount. The max-
imum point at D is due to the mixing of

the concentrated acid in the electrodes with

that outside by the gas bubbles.

The Discharge Curve

In discharge the acid is used up in im-

mediate proximity to the electrodes, and
this continues until the concentration dif-

ference between the acid on immediate
proximity to the electrodes and in the rest

of the battery has become so great that

diffusion just supplies the quantity used up.

During this time the value of V1
falls

rapidly along AE. The minimum point at

E is possibly caused by the formation of

a supersaturated lead sulfate solution. The
solubility of lead sulfate in a 20 per cent

solution of sulfuric acid decreases with de-

creasing concentration, so that at the be-

ginning of the discharge, when little solid

sulfate is present, a supersaturation of short

duration is probable, and the electromotive-

force of the battery decreases with increas-

ing concentration of the lead ions. The
subsequent gradual fall in the value of V
represented by EF is due to the gradual

decrease in the density of the acid in the

entire accumulator, but more especially to

the greater difficulty in the acid diffusing

deeper into the plate as the current pene-

trates deeper. Finally the rate at which the

acid diffuses cannot supply the acid used up

by the action of the current, and the value

of V 1
falls off rapidly.

According to this explanation, the loss in

energy on charge and discharge is due
entirely to the concentration changes that

take place in the electrolyte within the ac-

tive mass. The smaller these concentration

changes are, the more nearly will the ac-

cumulator approach complete reversibility.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4. These curves

were obtained with an accumulator of 200
ampere-hours capacity. It is seen that for

a current of 0.1 ampere, corresponding to

a current density of 0.0017 ampere per

square decimeter, the charging and dis-

charging potential differ by only 0.006 volt,

or 0.3 per cent of the electromotive force

of the cell, and that by reducing the current

this loss mav be still further reduced.

This loss is not distributed equally be-

tween the two plates. The porosity of the

lead plate made from the same sulfate paste

as the peroxid is about 1.4 times as great as

the peroxid ; the potential of the peroxid
plate falls off about 1.6 times more than the

lead plate for a given change in the concen-
tration of the acid, and finally the con-
centration change on the peroxid plate is

greater than on the lead, because not only

is sulfuric acid used up on discharge, but

water is also formed. All of those facts

tend to make the loss on the peroxid plate

greater than on the lead plate. When the

positive and negative plates are made of
similar frames and paste, and have approx-
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Fig. 4.—Change in Pole Potential of Lead
Storage Battery on Charge and Discharge,

as a Function of the Current.

imately the same capacity it has been found
that 60 to 70 per cent of the loss takes place

on the peroxid plate.

The capacity of an accumulator in actual

practise means the number of ampere-hours
that can be taken from it if discharged at

about nine-tenths of its original electro-

motive-force, the point where the rapid fall-

ing off in the electromotive-force takes

place. The capacity therefore is determined
by the rate of discharge, for the smaller

the current the more time the acid has to

penetrate by diffusion deeper into the plate,

when all of the active material on the sur-

face has been used up. It is also quite

evident that the conductivity of the acid

will affect the capacity, for the higher the

conductivity the deeper will the current

lines be able to penetrate into the plate.

Since there is a density of sulfuric acid at

which there is a maximum conductivity, it

would be expected that the capacity of a

lead storage battery would have a maximum
value for this density, and this has been
shown experimentally to be the case.

The current efficiency of a lead storage

battery, or the ratio "of the number of

ampere-hours obtainable on discharge to the

number put into the battery on charge, is

from 94 to 96 per cent. The small loss of

4 to 6 per cent is due to self-discharge and
to the small amount of gassing that cannot
be avoided. The energy efficiency, on the

other hand, which is the ratio of energy ob-
tainable in the external circuit on the dis-

charge to the energy put into the battery

on charge, is only from 75 to S5 per cent.

The cause of this comparatively low value.

as explained above, is the difference be-

tween the charge and discharge potential.

The loss in voltage due to the internal re-

sistance is only about 3 per cent with the

usual acid concentration and current dens-
ity. The loss due to polarization is a
minimum when the conductivity of tha

acid in the battery is a maximum, for in

that case the lines of current spread over
a larger surface by penetrating deeper into

the plate

tinned on page 493)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize. $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded
FVjr the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make
sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

A SMALL INDESTRUCTIBLE
RHEOSTAT.

The general construction of the majority

of small rheostats does not permit of ex-
tremely rough usage, and in some cases is

not adapted to the requirements imposed
upon this class of instrument. In a word,
those with wooden bases are apt to be de-

stroyed by fire, and the ones mounted on
porcelain are easily broken.
An instrument constructed after the prin-

ciple of the one illustrated herewith will

be found nearly indestructible. A large iron

pulley of the type shown, or a similar form,
provides a circular groove, at the perifery

of the wheel which is well suited to hold
the slightly stretched spiral spring. This
spring is of fine steel wire and is insulated

from the wheel by a narrow strip of as-

bestos. The ends of the wire are tied to-

gether with asbestos cord, one end being
grounded to the wheel : to permit direct

electrical base connection.
Any suitable type of handle can be fitted

to the wheel to obtain the necessary rotary
adjustment. Contacts and connections can
be made as desired.

Contributed by R. I'. CLARK, 3rr

An Unusual But Simple Form of Battery
Rheostat. It Comprises a Resistance Coil
Supported on a Rotatable Grooved Pulley,
Against Which a Spring Brush Bears.

ANENT THE "CAPILLARY"
GRAVITY CELL.

1 read with great interest Mr. Reed's

le "ii "Bats" in the August ELECTRICAL
I (CPERIMENTER. \> a result. I made one of
his "capillary" cells. Fur the capillary

I I used a piece of old Turkish towel.

It worked excellently. But as Mr. Reed
says, the internal resistance of the cell is

very high.
I tested the current of my cell by the

loudness of the sound it produced in a tele-

e receiver. I had four dry cells which
1 have used tor a long time. The capillary
cell made a sound not quite as loud as one
of these cells. But then 1 took some com-
mon salt, ami put some in the solution in

tin- inside cup. in the water outside, and on
the capillary cloth. I used enough to satu-

rate the solution. Then 1 tested my cell,

and found that it would produce a sound
in the telephone receiver as loud as the

four dry cells together connected in series.

Contributed by YVM. A. TRIPP.

ELECTRIFYING THE CANDLE-
STICK.

Herewith is a drawing of a circular wood
base to which a standard lamp socket is

-yReceptacle

Boord %'/
'

doltholding cork'

to boord

^
I

Cork the size

is y ofa candle- to

tt " fit in candlestick

&=3

Here's a Simple Way in Which to Elec-
trify Those Handsome Brass or Glass
Candle-sticks Which are Seldom Used

With Messy Wax Candles.

screwed. The wood base has a cork
screwed on to it which fits down in the

place intended for a candle in the candle-
stick. This little device enables one to

make a neat electric candle-stick lamp out
of a few odds and ends.

Contributed by JOHN S. STEWART.

A WINDOW TICKER FOR
HALLOWE'EN.

A window ticker for Hallowe'en or

Thanksgiving can be made with a wooden
pole about thirty-six inches long or more
and an inch and a half wide. A bell with the

gong removed, is screwed on one end and
is connected with a flashlight battery on the

other end, with a switch or a push-button
to make and break the circuit. The battery

fo/fery 3e//

I

ft/sfi bc/i'too

Instead of Taking Chances With the Old
Spool Window Ticker on* Hallowe'en, Use
This Simple Electric One on a Long Pole.

is the kind that fits in a pistol flashlight.

To use it hold the tapper of the bell near
the window and push the button, This kind
of ticker is much better than the one
operated by a spool with notches in it.

1

. ibuted b\

THEODORE A. SMITH.

To solder iron use a flux of muriatic
acid which has been "cut" with zinc
scrap. Don't use this on electric work.

A TOY ELECTRIC STOVE FOR
THE KIDDIES.

The day of electrical toys that actually

work has arrived, as is evidenced by the
many practical devices on the market in-

tended to amuse the youngsters.
To fix a toy stove so that it really heats,

is not a great problem for those who
have access to lighting current. A common
16-C.P. carbon filament lamp mounted in a

toy stove will add greatly to its interest

retaining qualities.

This can be accomplished very easily.

A hole is cut in one side of the stove
large enough to pass a key socket. It is

soldered in place so the key can be turned.
An incandescent lamp with a red bulb is

now screwed into the socket and the stove
reassembled. It is advisable to make sure
the socket is in good condition and not
"grounded."

• The heat given off by the lamp will

not be very great, but the fact that it

does heat and the red glow coming from
the various parts will bring pleasure to

the little "Housekeeper."
Contributed bv THOS. \V. BEXSOX.

~/*\

To Please the Kids Why Not Turn Their
Useless Toy Stove Into an Electric one?

An Electric Lamp Does the Trick.

REMOVING ACID STAINS.
If first aid is given to acid-stained cloth,

one may often remove the stain without

taking the trouble to neutralize the acid;

the removing agent is merely chloroform.

If, however, the cloth has been plainly

injured or destroyed by the acid. strong

ammonia should first be used to neutralize.

In the case of hydrochloric or sulfuric

acid, concentrated ammonia alone will be

sufficient. Hut beware of cheap dyes! Am-
monia will turn a pair of black-striped,

ers iin. i black trousers. In such

a case, chloroform will also remove the

running dye.
:!ributed by J. FIERSTEIX.

Don't forget to send a photograph of

your "rinktum" with your description.

It makes the article more valuable in

every way.
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A NOVEL "WATER MICROPHONE."
I give herewith a diagram and di

tion of a very sensitive microphone which
is very simple in construction, the entire

apparatus being made from a tin pan and
an old dry cell carbon.

\ length) di scription is unnei essai ) a •

its construction can be easirj understood
liy referring 1" the accompany ing diagram.

fil
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A Novel Experimental Microphone Made
With a Pan of Water and Two Carbon Rod
Contacts. One of Which Floats on the Water

As Seen.

in which I! is the stationary carbon contact,

held in position by wooden supports I >, and
A the loose carbon contact which is slight-

ly dished as shown and supported by wood-
en float C. The position of the contacts,

which is determined by the water level, can

be accurately adjusted with a fountain pen

dropper,
I have found this instrument to give ex-

cellent results using two dry cells. If

placed on a table a pin may be dropt near

it and heard very distinctly in the 'phones.

Contributed by C. RALPH.

USING A TELEGRAPH LINE FOR
TELEPHONE AND WIRELESS.
\'n\ good results have been obtained

with circuits indicated in the accompanying
draw uk\
To talk by telephone close 3 pt. switch on

proper point ; ordinarily this prevents bat-

teries from running down when not in use.

R is the receiver. T the microphone, Sw. the

3-point switch, B the battery cells, (i the

ground, K the telegraph key and B, the

i r. preferably of the hy-tone type.

This hook-up was used on a line about
half a mile long with six stations connected
in and it gave the best of results. The
buzzer is tuned to give a loud buzz in the

station 'phones which can be heard at a

id distance from the set. To telegraph

Over several miles of wire in this way the
buzzer currents can be intensified by in-

serting inductances at X—X: these may be

ordinary gas lighting coils costing aboul
$1.50.

Contributed by CHARLES PHILLIPS.

A Cle 'er Scheme Permitting Telephone. Telegraph or
Radio Messages to be Transmitted and Received Over

a Telegraph or Lighting Circuit.

HOW TO MARK YOUR NAME
ON TOOLS.

There are many tools used by mechanics
that are so delicate in construction, that

it would ruin them if they were marked

with the names or initials of the ownei

l
in .,n in the usual way by means of a

steel stamp; as many are sprung nr thrown
OUt of adjustment, which renders them

: eless for accurate work. By the chem-
ical method, names or initials may be placed

tools, etc., without any risk of their

damaged. The corrodent emplo
does ii.it injure the hands, nor does it wi

off the metal; while the solution is cheap
and easilj applied. The formula is as

follows

:

Distilled water 4ounces.
Copper Sulfate 1 ounce.

Salt 1 "

Zinc Sill I ale '„• "

Alum Sulfate J4
Mix all the chemicals in the water and

shake vigorously until they are dissolved.

The mixture is then ready to use. Now
take the articles to be marked ; clean the

rust off of the metal with fine sand paper

or emery cloth on the spot where the let

tering is to be placed. Smear the spot

with good soap; then write down the name
with a scriber or other sharp instrument,

and cover the marking with the fluid—or

letter still; fill up the tracing with it.

Leave the object alone until the name
has turned copper-colored. Moisten the

soap with water and rub it off. The solu-

tion need only be left on the writing five

minutes. The mixture is to be used only

on iron or steel goods. To those who
would like to have their names put on

tools in a neater manner than is possible

by the use of a scriber; the use of rubber

type, which can be bought in a 10-cent

store, is recommended.
In using these, proceed as follows : Set

the type in the holder in the reverse direc-

tion to what it will appear when printed

;

or in other words, reading from right to

left. Purchase a small can of asphaltum
varnish from a hardware store. Also tack

a piece of cotton cloth to a level piece

of wood. Spread a small amount of the

varnish by means of a flat stick, on the

cloth ,
press the type on the varnish, then

press it lightly on the metal and let dry.

Make a small rectangular piece of wood
about Yt of an inch thick, the length and
w idth depending upon the size of the tool

and name; the object being to have as

wide margins as possible around the name.
Bevel the sides of the rectangular piece

of wood with a knife or file—a steep angle

making it withdraw easily from the soap.

Put a tack in the middle of the piece of

wood to serve as a handle. Lay the rect-

angular piece of wood over the name, mak-
ing sure that the margins are equally

spaced; then put soap or putty around the

sides of the wood so that none of the solu-

tion will escape. Withdraw tin- wood, and

fill the place with the corrodent. \ftcr

five minutes, pour the latter off ; clear away
the soap as previously de-

scribed and you will have the

name in black letters on a cop-
per-colored background. The
type should be cleaned after

using, turpentine removing the

varnish easily. In inking tin

type with asphaltum. care must
be taken not to get too much
on, as it will clo^ tlu letters

If the type should have too

much ink on it, the surplus

can be gotten rid of by p
ing it on a piece of paper.

It would be better for the be-

ginner to try the process on a

piece of iron or steel before
putting his name on the tool

thus he will become familiar

in handling the type and do a good job

I hese directions for doing the work sound

formidable; but it will lie found in practise,

that it is a very easy matter to place names
on tools.

Contributed by \Y. S. STANDIFORD.

EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICAL
FURNACE.

The drawing in this article shows a small

electric furnace which I have constructed

in my shop recently. It has given

lent results and I think it will inter'

merous other amateur electricians.

Toasterm series
mth 'Orotr/C

tcf.artot.

Old electric be//

tilled mth pondered
corborj

5
Here is a Handy Small-Sized Electric Fur-

nace Which Will Weld Almost Anything.

The furnace is very simple in construc-

tion; the drawing will explain everything.

To operate it one has but to lower the

carbon into the pot of carbon dust and

then gradually raise it again. A white

flame plays back and forth from the car-

bon to the dust, and by inserting a piece

.if metal in the cup it is quickly fused.

The carbon dust may be obtained by filing

or grinding a battery carbon.

This can also be used as an arc light.

Contributed by

STANLEY PENBERTIIV.

A GOOD INDIRECT LIGHT MADE
IN TEN MINUTES.

Experimenters who have access to elec-

tric light in their homes, may enjoy an

indirect light by means of an ordinary tin

reflector and socket.

Three lA" holes should be drilled at

angles of 120 degrees apart, around the

rim of the reflector. Three one foot

lengths of twine or wire should be cut

;

knot them at one end, and attach the other

ends to the holes. Loop the cable and

To ceiling—

-

i ~aa 'e

.-String or wire

Ref/ecfor

®
Do You Want an Indirect Lighting Fixture?
Here's a Simple Way to Make One for a

Few Cents.

h the free end of the cord to it. so it

will sta\ upside-down. The inside surface

of the reflector should be painted white,

white enamel if possible.

Contributed by CHARLES MASON.
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Wifiinkles
t.

Fcrnmulas
EDITED BY S.GERNSBACK

Under this heading we publish every month
useful information in Mechanics, Electricity
and Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of
course, to have our readers send us any
recipes, formulas, wrinkles, new ideas, etc.,

useful to the experimenter, which will be
duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

MISCELLANEOUS FORMULAS FOR
THE AMATEUR CRAFTSMAN.

No. 1.—Black stain for wood: The in-

tense black color that cabinetmakers pro-

duce is obtained by moistening the wood
with dilute sulfuric acid and afterwards
gently heating. The following mixture
answers well. Sulfuric acid, one ounce;

water, 8 ounces. When cold add sugar in

the proportion of 1 ounce to ten fluid

ounces.

No. 2.—Violet Ink: Primula Violet, V/b

ounce. Distilled boiled water, 3 quarts.

This can be converted into copying ink by
adding 4 ounces glycerin.

Primula violet is known as Hoffmans
violet. The finest shade is No. 6. Other
shades can be made from other colors. Add
about 5% alcohol and 1 to 4% glycerin to

keep.

Xo. 3.—Bronzing Copper: Castor oil, 20

parts ; Alcohol, 80 parts ; Soft soap, 40

parts ; water. 40 parts. After copper has

been scoured, cover with the above mixture
until the desired color is obtained. Then
dry in hot sawdust and coat with dilute

varnish.

No. 4.—Blue Ink for use on glass : A
blue fluid for writing on glass which is not

attacked by water is made as follows

:

Bleached Shellac, 10 parts ; Venice Turpen-
tine, 5 parts ; Oil of turpentine, 15 parts

;

Powdered Indigo, 5 parts. Mix the shellac,

oil of turpentine, and place in water bath

under gentle heat until solution takes place.

Then add the indigo.

Xo. 5.—Sticky Fly Paper : Resin, 1 lb.

;

Molasses, 3^4 ounces. Boil until thick

enough.
No. 6.—Stove Polish: Black Lead, 5

parts ; Bone Black. 5 parts ; Iron Sulfate,

10 parts. Mix thoroly and make into a paste
with water.
Xo. 7.—Hektograph : Gelatin, 1 part

;

Glycerin, 4 parts ; Water, 2 parts.

No. 1.—Ink for same: Methyl Violet, 1

part; Water, 7 parts; Alcohol, 1 part.

No. 2.—Rosaline, 2 parts ; Water, 10

parts ; Alcohol, 1 part.

Xo. 8.—Solder for aluminum : Consists

of zinc, tin, aluminum phosphorus. The
first two containing the bulk of the alloy.

This solder can be used either with the
blow pipe or the iron. If the former is

used a little silver can be added to it with-
out making it melt and giving it a
better color. The surfaces to be soldered
are first scraped clean then tinned with the
solder itself, no flux being needed. Silver.

, Aluminum Phosphorus, 9% ; Tin, 34% ;

Zinc, 50%.
No. 9.—Liquid Glue : Chloral Hydrat,

250 grams ; Gelatin, 400 grams ; Water, 1,000

grams. The solution is ready in 48 hours.
Contributed by HOWARD A. CROWL.

HOLDING ON TO THE SCREW.
A clever little device has recently been

put on the market which should save the

motorist's or electrician's vocabulary of
swear words from being overworked. The
device is made of specially tempered
crucible steel and may be slipt on any
screw driver. Once in place it serves to

hold a screw firmly on the end of the screw
driver till it is well started into its re-

quired position.

T

One of the Latest Devices for Mechanics Is

an Attachment for Holding On to Small
Screws in Inaccessible Places.

Such a device should prove particularly

helpful in fastening parts of machinery
which are hard to get at and which require

the use of small sizes of screws.—Con-
tributed bv ALLEX P. CHILD.

HOW TO SET OFF FLASHLIGHT
POWDER.

Very' often one wishes to set off flashlight

powder when taking an indoor picture, etc.

A simple way to set off the powder is shown
in the diagram.
A is a small base of slate 2 inches by 3

inches. B two binding posts taken from an
old battery. Screw the posts on the base
about one inch apart. Procure some fine

steel wool from a paint store. Pull out a

strand and stretch it between the binding

posts. A few dry cells and a push-button
are connected as in the diagram.
When a flashlight picture is to be taken

pour some powder on the wire and push

THERMOMETER SCALES.
Of the three scales in general use, the

Centigrade scale [also called Celsius] is

the most rational one and the one used in

all scientific research and international

literature ; it is also used exclusively in most
of the European countries. The zero point

is the melting point of ice, and the 100

point is the boiling point of water. The
Fahrenheit scale is used in the United States

and England ; on this scale the melting point

of ice is exactly 32°, and the boiling point

of water is 212°. The Reaumur scale is

in limited use in Germany ; it has the same
zero point as the Centigrade scale, but the

boiling point of water on this scale is ex-

actly 80°.

TABLE SHOWING THE COMPARISON OF
THE READINGS OF THERMOMETERS.
C — Centigrade, or Celsius. R= Reaumur.

F= Fahrenheit.
C R F C R F— 30 —24.0 —22.0 23 18.4 73.4— 25 —20.0 —13.0 24 19.2 75.2— 20 —16.0 — 4.0 25 20.0 77.0— 15 — 12.0 + 5.0 26 20.8 78.8— 10 — 8.0 14.0 27 21.6 80.6— 5 — 4.0 23.0 28 22.4 82.4— 4 — 3 2 24.8 29 23.6 84.2— 3 — 2.4 26.6 30 24.0 86.0— 2 — 1.6 28.4 31 24.8 87.8_ i _ 0.8 30.2 32 25.6 89.6

Freezing point of water 33 26.4 91.4

0.0 32.0 34 27.2 93.2
1 0.8 33.8 35 28.0 95.0
2 1.6 35.6 36 28.8 98.8
3 2.4 37.4 37 29.6 98.6
4 3.2 39.2 38 30.4 100.4
5 4.0 41.0 39 31.2 102.2
6 4.8 42.8 40 32.0 104.0
7 S.6 44.6 41 32.8 105.8
8 6.4 46.4 42 33.6 107.6
9 7.2 48.2 43 34.4 109.4

10 8.0 50.0 44 35.2 111.2
11 8.8 51.8 45 36.0 113.0

12 9.6 53.6 50 40.0 122.0
13 10.4 55.4 55 44.0 131.0

14 11.2 57.2 60 48.0 140.0

15 12.0 59.0 65 52.0 149.0
16 12.8 60.8 70 56.0 158.0
17 13.6 62.6 75 60.0 167.0

18 14.4 64.4 80 64.0 176.0

19 '5.2 66.2 85 68.0 185.0

20 16.0 68.0 90 72.0 194.0

21 16.8 69.8 95 76.0 203.0
22 17.6 71.6 100 80.0 212.0

Boiling point of water.

To convert Centigrade into Fahrenheit

:

Degrees Centigrade multiplied by 9, and
divided by 5, then add 32.

Example — 80° C. X 9-f- 5 = 144+ 32 =
176° F.

To convert Fahrenheit into Centigrade

:

Subtract 32 from the number of degrees

Fahrenheit, then multiply by 5, and divide

by 9.

Example — 100° F.— 32 = 68 X 5 -4-9=
37.8° C.

To convert Reaumur into Fahrenheit:
Degrees Reaumur multiplied by 9, divide

by 4, and add 32.

'Example — 16° R. X 9h- 4= 36 + 32 =
68° F.

To convert Fahrenheit into Reaumur

:

32 subtracted from degrees Fahrenheit,

multiply by 4, and then divide by 9.

Example — 95° F. — 32 = 63 + 9 X4=
28° R.
The above table and formula for convert-

ing the different degrees to another will be

found very useful, especially when, for in-

stance, you have facilities to work with a
Centigrade themometer, and the Fahrenhei
degree is mentioned.
Contributed by

ALBERT W. WILSDOX

When Current From the Battery Is Past
Thru the Single Strand of Steel Wool, It Be-
comes Incandescent; Igniting the Flashlight

Powder.

the button. The wire will become red hot
and will ignite the powder. A reflector is

put behind the base to increase the light.

Contributed by HYMAX R. WALLIX.

FILLING THE FOUNTAIN Piih
WITHOUT DROPPER.

Oftentimes a person finds an occasion

fill a fountain pen, but they have r o dr<

per handy. So here is a little trick to 1

on your fountain pen. Take a pin

match, and draw a channel out to the edj

of the mouth of the ink bottle, with tf

ink. The ink will follow this channel, an
run into the fountain pen. without spillin;

a drop.
Contributed by HOBSOX ARXOLD.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Eighteenth Lesson

Sodium Hydroxid (NaOII) and Potassium
llydroiid (KOIh

HISTORY.

THE word "Alkali" meant originalh

"Ash," a particular sort containing

Sodium Carbonat, and used in glass-

making. Two classes of alkalies

were early distinguished—the mild
alkalies, which are now called alkalin car-

Fig. 89. Interesting Experiment with Sodium
and Water. The Lighted Splint or Combus-
tion Test Is Tried After the Sodium Has

Been Dropt in the Water.

bonats, as Sodium Carbonat, and the caustic

alkalis, as NaOH (sodium Hydroxid). Two
divisions of these latter are now made, i. e.,

the volatile alkali, ammonium hydroxid
(NH.OH), which upon the addition of heat
entirely vaporizes, and the fixt alkalis, which
leave a solid residue on the evaporation of
their solutions. Sodium and potassium
hydroxid are two examples of these. With
strong heat these vaporize but do not break
up, and, until Davy's experiments on them
with the aid of the electric current, they
were regarded as elements.

In 1736 Duhamel distinguished Sodium
hydroxid from potassium hydroxid, previ-
ous to which there was no distinction be-
tween them, or the salts of sodium and
potassium. The latter then became known
as " potashes."

Fig. 88. Diagrammatic View of the Castner-
Kellner Process for the Electrolytic Produc-
tion of Caustic Soda and Caustic Potash.

In 1807 Davy discovered the metal potas-

sium, by the electrolysis of potassium
hydroxid. Thus by the decomposition of

potassium hydroxid by electrolysis it was
proved that they were not elements.
OCCURRENCE:—Owing to their strong

affinities, neither potassium nor sodium
hydroxid are found in the free state. Sodium
or Potassium occur very commonly as
silicates in granite and other rocks, and in

their chlorids (Sodium Chlorid, NaCl, and
potassium chlorid, KC1) and in other salts,

but never free. Potash (KiCOa) is the

principal alkali of the animal body, hence
the need of potassium in food plants.

PREPARATION:— 1. It is conveniently
prepared by the interaction of metallic

sodium or potassium with water.

Na + H 2 = NaOH
K • Hi) = KOH

2. THE ELECTROLYTIC PRODI C-
TION OF CAUSTIC SODA AND CAUS-
TIC POTASH :—This will probably be of
most interest to readers of this journal, as
one of the methods of preparation.
There have been numerous methods and

processes invented for the manufacture of
the caustic alkalis by electrolysis. Probably
the best known method is the Castncr-Kell-
ner process. This consists of a tank (Fig.

88) which is divided into three compart-

4 - 4

^Y
•• "VI - _

Fig. 91. Experiment No. 101, In Which Sodi-
um Hydroxid Is Produced by Heating a
Solution of Water. Slaked Lime and Sodium

Carbonat.

ments as shown; the two outside (BB)
contain the sodium or potassium brine, and
the carbon anodes (

+ "+) ; while the centre
one (E) contains the iron cathode (D).
Thru this inside- compartment (E) a con-
tinuous supply of water Rows, which takes

up the caustic soda (or potash) produced
and is conducted off into collecting tanks.

The partitions i FF I are open below, just

readmit: to the surface of a layer of met
cury (CC) which cover- the entire bottom
of the tank. The metal (Sodium or poias

sium) liberated amalgamates at once with
the mercury (C), which by the tilting oi

the whole apparatus up and down, by means
of a cam passes into the middle
compartment (E), where it acts as the

anode during the passage of the current to

the iron cathode (D)
;
the metallic sodium

(Na) or Potassium (K) of the amalgam
is thereby liberated, which reacts with the
water present, forming sodium (or potas-
sium) hydroxid, and hydrogen gas which
i- formed at the negative electrode (— ).

From the compartments (BB) chlorin
passes as a gas to the upper parts, which is

then drawn off and utilized for making
bleaching powder, hydrochloric acid, etc.

The lye obtained from the cathode chamber
(E) contain- about 20 per cent of caustic

flee/rode to -of boff Def/reru fade

Fig. 92. Home-made Laboratory Apparatus
for the Electrolytic Preparation of Sodium
Hydroxid. It is Used in Conjunction with a

Battery.

soda or caustic potash, which, after evapora-
tion, yields a product of about 99.5 per cent
pure.

3. On the commercial scale sodium hy-
droxid is produced by a modification of the
LcBlanc process for preparing sodium car-

(Continued on page 494)

Fig. 90. Another Sodium and Water Experi-
ment—After the Action Stops the Air Orifice
of a Bunsen Burner Is Held Over the Bottle,

Giving a Yellow Color to the Flame.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark

photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay each month $3.00 prize for the best photo. Make your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.
photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay
Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept

At Last Some ''Electrical Laboratory" Photos ! ! !

At last the "Radio-bugs" seem to be waking up. Observe the four Electrical laboratory photos we have with us this

month. Xow, why is it that we can't receive more photos from "ELECTRICAL LABORATORY" owners, when there are

about a million of vou scattered thruout the United States at this very moment! As you will remember we made all of you

a special offer in the September number, viz., we offered to give not only the S3.00 monthly prize for the best "Electrical Lab."

photo, but 5 (live!!!l additional prizes of one vear's subscription to this journal, and a copy of the "EXPERIMENTAL
ELECTRICITY COURSE" for the best five photos submitted, after awarding the first prize. And all the answers we
receive are FOUR photos. After awarding first prize of $3.00 the remaining three have been awarded a year's subscription

and a copv of the famous Experimental Electricity Course. As we have just said, it is strictly up to you w;hether you wish

to take a chance on winning the $3.00 cash prize, and also if you wish to throw away the chance of receiving "The ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERLMEXTER" magazine for one year free of all cost, besides the copy of the Experimental Electricity

Course, which is worth $1.00 alone to my electrical student. Address the Editor "With The Amateur's Prize Contest."

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR LABORATORIES

Electrical Laboratories of, 1—Joseph F. Birchler, St. Louis. Mo. ($3.00 Prize): 2—Thos. W. Benson and Mr Uphoff. Phila-

delphia, Pa.: 3—Earl Scottie Ensign. Toledo. O.: 4—James L. Clifford. Evansville, Ind. (Nos. 2 to 4. inclusive, each awarded

one year's subscription to the "E. E." and a copy of the "Experimental Electricity Course)
Pasadena, Calif.: 6—Clarence de Witt Rogers, Jr., Larchmont Manor. N. Y.: 7—W. Leatl

Yoder, Newton. Kansas; 9—James Girand. 6EO, Phoenix. Ariz

Radio Stations of 5—Osmond Ryer.
Leathe. Larchmont, N. Y.; 8—Raymond
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An Exceptional Experimental Laboratory
By GEORGE HOLMES and /U.BERT W. WILSDON

THE Editors' very appealing and
pathetic "S S" for electrical and
kindred laboratory photographs, was
picked up <>n our short wave re

generative set, and due to the strong
regenerative action, we take great pleasure
in introducing our laboratories to Ei 1

1

trical Experimenter readers together with
photos and data.

In obscurity for several years, our en-
deavors have been constantly branching
out, ever since the early stages of the radio
babyhood. Our complete laboratory, scien-

tific instruments, periodicals, and various
equipment is

the outcome
of nigh on to

ten years ac-

cumulation.
By this we do
not mean that

we have pre-

served all of
the apparatus
w h i c h was
made and ac-
quired during
this period,
but specimens
of the early
stages of elec-

trical, chem-
ical and radio

apparatus
h av e been
carefully pre-

served, and the remainder of the be

loved "junk" has been either dis-

mantled or thrown away to make
room for modern equipment, which

has been proven more efficient than

the older types.

The laboratories cover a space of

four rooms which are divided as fol-

lows : The first floor contains our of-

fice, with up-to-date filing systems,

which enables us to instantly refer

to any special topic, or any certain

piece of intricate apparatus ; which
by the way, is only one of our nove
features. By labeling a certain piece

of apparatus with what we call a

"key," and putting the data on a fil-

ing card, then by reference thereto,

valuable time and trouble are saved
by this system. Our books, consist-

ing of hundreds of scientific books,
periodicals, magazines, patent papers, scrap
bonks containing clippings of interest, and
bearing on all scientific subjects, were taken
from papers as far back as ten years. The
library, with the aid of our filing system,
is of great convenience when conducting
experiments. Many pleasant winter even-
ings have been spent in this room, chatting
and discussing future and past experi-
ments and research problems.
Above the office is the "Radio" room,

Research and Testing room. Photographic
dark room, and Chemical Laboratory.
The layout of our Radio room may be of

interest to readers who are contemplating
overhauling, or reconstructing their sets.

On the right hand side of the room are the
switchboards, constructed of slate, all the
wiring being past thru approved conduit.
Fig. (1), shows these switch-boards and
a group of relays. Either D. C. or A. C.
current, varying from one to two hundred
and fifty volts are instantly available, which
of course is of great advantage in many
experiments. A certain laxity on some
of the work prevails owing to the numer-
ous cables which have to be strung tem
porarily, such as for tcstine arcs, etc.

Pig. (3) shows a partial view of the

Radio Apparatus, which is all home-made.
Our radio apparatus is ,,| course now-

cut off from actual service, in accordance
with the proclamation of the I 'resident, and
a careful scrutiny of the rotary gap and
oscillation transformer under the tabli

discloses the wire sealing it up. upon which
we have placed a tag bearing the inscrip-

tion "Sealed in accordance with President
Wilson's Proclamation. Here lies the

remains of Pal Wireless, who died a
struggling, and sudden death. May his

spirit be reincarnated in all the glory of the

original." Seems a funny sort of thing to

Figs. 1 (Upper Left). 2 (Upper Right) and 3 (Bottom
View), Illustrating the Excellent Electrical and Chemi-
cal Research Laboratory Owned by Two Live-Wire Ex
perimenters. Such a Laboratory

Proud of.

Is Something to Be

be tagging on a wireless set—don't it? But
when we go over the pleasant memories of
the incoming signals from Nauen. Sayville.

and other high powered stations we feel

a lump in our throat, but of course we pass
it over (not the lump, but the ban), say-

ing "What has happened, had to happen,
and it must be for the best." We sincerely

hope that it is for the best, and have in

fait, mapt out "some set," incorporating

several new features, such as Morecrofl
inductances. We trust that the reader will

pardon us for this lengthy post mortem
statement, but we feel certain that like

thoughts are creeping into his own mind on

glancing over our belated loss.

Well, to get down to brass tacks, the

general layout will probably be of interest.

Facing the south against the window
shown on tlu extreme right of the Radio
"Lot" photo, are the operators' desks, upon
which a large square glass plate is pi

and under which a map of the important
radio stations is located, which we I

1

improved upon |>\ placing the call letters

after them : thus enabling us to determine
the distance of the station. I'ndei the glass

is also placed various station calls and mis-
cellaneous information of importance to the

Next to our right hand are the

push buttons for the rotary gap, and the

radio transmitting key together with
for the outside telegraph lines, thus permit-

ting us to get in communication at once
with the various stations on our lines via

telegraph. To the left of the operators'

po nion may be seen the aerial switch, hot

w ire radiation meter, one step Audion
amplifier, damped and un-damped wave

ptors, crystal detector, receiving set,

also a large loading inductance. The receiv-

ing circuits are all connected with Litzen-

draht and soldered. Three pairs of 'phones
are available.

On the ex-
treme left of
the photo may-

be seen a port-

able sending
and receiving

set. The port-
able transmit-
ting set con-
sists of a one
inch spark
coil with the

necessary ac-

cessories. The
receiving set

contains a

loose coupler
of our own
design, vari-

ables, loading
i n ductance,

md the necessary switches. With this

field set we were able to keep in con-
stant touch with the parent station
while conducting tests, a great factor
which enables us to make accurate
measurements, and keep accurate data
on hand for future experiments.
Underneath the table is the regular

transmitting set, (now "sealed" of

course, for the duration of the war i

consisting of a 1 K. W. Thordarson
transformer and oil condenser, these
two being placed in the large cabinet
under the table. On the top of the

case is the rotary spark gap, and
brass ribbon oscillation transformer.
All the leads are short and are of
flexible copper cable with heavy rub-

ber insulation. The ends being
soldered into lugs.

The aerial used consisted of a large
100 ft. iron pipe mast, having short anil long
wave-length aerials, together with the
necessary ground switches. ( The aerial is

not up at the present writing '

I The aerials
consisted of 500 feet of phosphor bronze-
wire for the reception of long and un-
damped waves, and the second of a 4 wire
80 feet long, adapted to transmitting and
receiving on a short wave regenerative set.

On the other side of this room are placed
two drafting tables, upon which new ap-
paratus are designed and drafted.
The room directly opposite the radio-

room is the laboratory, around the walls of
which are placed shelves to hold the various
instruments and supplies. A large table in

the centre oi th( loom holds the numerous
testing devices ; such as \\ heatstone bi idges,

wave-meters, decremeters, hot wire meter,
VoH meters and ammeters.

In one corner of the room are located
the chemical and testing tables, which
permits tests to be made while the experi-
ment is in progress, and in this way we
have the advantage of several readings with
which we can compute the results. The
chemical laboratory is completely equipt.
containing all the common reagents and

tinned on page 500)
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^TEST STENTS
Illuminated Display Apparatus.
(No. 1,238,739; issued to Frederick
C. Bowdidge and Preston C. Mc-

Mullen.)
This patent describes a very simple

and yet effective device for creating
the effect of a waving flag or other
moving object. A glass screen in

the front of cabinet shown, has for
instance a waving flag painted on
the face of it. Back of this screen
there are placed several lamps for
illumination and in front of this a

slowly revolving metal spiral con-
nected to a small electric motor.
For best results the space around
the flag should be made opaque. The
spiral is cut out from a flat piece of
metal and afterward expanded to the
shape shown in the cabinet.

Telephone Helmet for Aviators
(No. 1,235,851; issued to Jesse Lee

Spence.)
The patentee here provides an im-

proved form of telephone helmet for
aviators, the helmet proper being
composed of leather or other suitable
material. Instead of the helmet

being fitted with two telephone re-
ceivers pressing against the ears, use
is made of a single telephone re-
ceiver mounted at the top of the
helmet. This communicates with
two sound channels which extend
downward on either side of the
helmet to the ears. The microphone
is adjustably supported on a remov-
able bracket, pivoted on either side
of the helmet in the manner shown.

Electrical Gun
(No. 1,239,344; issued to Levi M.
Bowman and William A. Smith.)
This represents an electrically

fired gun which appears to possess
several meritorious features. Acci-

dental discharge is prevented, for one
thing, and after having once been
sighted, the pulling of the trigger to
fire the gun will not pull the gun off

from the object sighted at. Further,

this electrical gun structure in-

cludes a special primer or. firing

cap which carries a sparking point,

so that the shell is discharged by
the formation of a disruptive spark
in the primer. The stock of the
gun contains a battery which is con-
nected to a spark coil in the usual
manner. The spark coil primary cir-

cuit is controlled by the trigger con-
tact.

Underwater Radio Scheme
i No. 1,233,211; issued to Frank P.

Fisher and Hugh Dehart.)
Under-water telegraphy can be

carried on by this arrangement over
considerable distances it is claimed.
The apparatus involved is very sim-
ple, comprising for the transmitting
set simply a small induction coil con-

C^Sj
—
*~T''

II

nected with a source of power and a

signaling key. The secondary leads

from the coil are connected to a

double pole, double throw switch as

shown, so that the receiving set

(pair of 'phones) can be switched

in when desired. The blades of the

switch are connected to two carbon
electrodes submerged in the water,

a suitable distance apart. It has

been found that about 20 feet apart

is the proper distance to set the

electrodes for an apparatus having

a range of 500 to 1,000 feet. It is

mentioned that communication can

be established with submarines.

Telephone Amplifier
(No. 1,232,514; issued to Henry C.

Egerton.)
This invention relates to amplifier

systems for increasing the intensity

of telephone currents. It permits
several stations similarly equipt and
on a common circuit to be supplied

with current from one and the same

-GOti T" n

service. The loud-talking receiver
and horn are actuated thru a trans-

mitter element 15, which is in turn
controlled by the amplifier motor 12,

which is of special construction. It

.is rendered particularly sensitive to

telephonic currents by means of two
distinct windings, conected in such
relation one with the other, that
opposite magnetic polarities are pres-

ent within each core; therefore a

given impulse of current thru the
operating windings acts to increase
the magnetic pull at one end of the
armature, while decreasing the mag-
netic pull at the other end of the
armature, all in a well-known man-
ner. Suitable bearings at the middle
pole-piece of the amplifier electro-

magnet, permit' the armature of this

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE

magnet to move reciprocally in a
rocking manner in unison with re-

versals or changes in amplitude of
the telephone curent, thereby vary-
ing the pressure on the active ma-
terial of the transmitter element 15.

Telephone for Transmitting and
Reproducing Sounds

(No. 1,238,439; issued to Rudow
Rummler.)

This invention relates to tele-
phones, wherein a diafram and a
coil of wire are so arranged that the
coil may exert a direct inductive
action on the diafram, more or less
independently of the permanent mag-
net, and provides means for mag-
netically suspending the diafram in
a magnetic circuit.

In the construction shown, an
electrical diafram 1, of magnetic ma-
terial, such as soft iron, is placed
above the flat, spiral elliptical coil of
insulated wire 2, this coil being con-
nected in the usual manner. The
permanent magnet is seen at 3.

Rectifying Spark Gap for Radio
(No. 1,235,935; issued to Archibald

Shaw.)
This design of high tension, high

frequency spark gap is one of the

new and improved manner. It repre-
sents an advance over other methods
in that a permanent background
is used instead of a number of them,
and the scene is moreover painted
or sketched on a properly prepared
glass plate. The artist can thus
prepare a scene or figures on either
side of the glass, and suitable
illumination is provided to enable
him to do so. Special illuminating
screens are employed as shown.

Electric Dancing Doll
< Xo. 1,238,786; issued by Joseph

Kershaw.)
This is a particularly ambitious

electrical toy in the form of a minia-
ture metal doll which is supported
on a crosswise shaft in the manner

best yet brought out. It employs
a fine stream of gas, such as air,
under high pressure which is forced
out thru the center of the smaller or
point electrode of the gap. This
stream of air is forced against a
relatively large flat disc, and when
the primary and secondary circuits
to which such a gap are in resonance,
no arcing will occur, but the dis-
charge will take the form of a
bluish-white incandescent blaze of
tapered form, extending across the
gap; furthermore a pulsatory dis-
charge having a very high frequency
passes in one direction only. It has
been found best to employ an air
pressure of 110 lb. per sq. in.

Making Cartoon Movies
Xo. 1,235,871; issued to Carroll M

Aument.)

This scheme provides for the tak-
ing of cartoon motion pictures in a

PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c EACH.

illustrated. A small motor mounted
in the base of the toy connects with
the revoluble shaft by means of a
belt; the motor circuit being periodi-
cally made and broken at the proper
instants, by the contact disc and
brushes carried on one end of the
shaft. When the skip rope reaches
the downward position, the toy fig-

ure is pulled upwards by means of
the solenoid concealed in the skirt.

Electrical Piano
(No. 1,233,306; issued to George

Breed.)
This is one of the cleverest elec-

trical piano ideas we have seen. The

music strings are supported in the
usual manner as indicated. At a
point along each string is placed an
electro-magnet which starts

_
the

string vibrating when its circuit is

closed by the key contact shown.
Included in this circuit is a special
tuned interrupter or pulsator near
the top of the string.
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Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Phoney Patents
you haven't a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00! WEPAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.0011 When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The dafner, the better.
Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy-

PHONEY PATENT OFFIZZ

Prize Winner. SUBMARINE KILLER. Shark Carries High Explosives in Tank Strapt to His Back. Extension! Beam Carries Fish-Bait
in Front of His Nose. This Makes Him Speedy Trying to Catch Fish. Inverted Marine Glasses Make Submarine Appear Like Small Fish.He Rushes for it—Contact Nose Piece Operates Spark Coil, Which Blows Up the Tank. Sub., Shark and All. Inventor, John P. Buckley.

Washington, D. C.

GEAR 10
QA RUDPIR

SELF-PROPELLED BOAT. Water Enters Ship's Bow Thru Inlet, Leaving It by Outlet, Incidentally Driving Water Turbine. The Latter Drives
Air Compressor, Which Runs Air Engine and This Drives the Dynamo. The Latter Charges Storage Battery Which Runs Motor. Motor

Operates Ship's Propeller, Thus Ship Will Never Run Out of Power. Inventor, Thomas Stewart, Jersey City, N. J.
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'/fr^Question box
This department la for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of all. but only

matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2 Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written In Ink, no penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mall free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable re-

search work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are
answered.

RADIO TELEPHONE RECEIVER
TRANSFORMER.

(853.) William Reeve, East Boston,

Mass., desires data for building a radio tele-

phone receiver transformer.

A. 1. Relative to data on radio telephone

How Telephone Receiver Transformer Is Con-
nected in Radio Detector Circuit.

receiver transformer we advise as follows:
The annealed iron wire core should be

made of small size stock. It may measure
% of an inch in diameter by 3 inches

long. The primary coil to be connected to

the detector circuit consists of Y% pound of
No. 39 B & S single silk covered magnet
wire. The secondary coil to be connected
to the 140-ohm receivers comprises 1/16
pound of No. 34 B & S single silk covered
magnet wire.

ALTERNATING CURRENT
QUERIES.

(854.) Albert H. Beiler, Xew York,
asks

Q. 1. Will you please inform me whether
a polarity changing current has the same
effect as an alternating current? By polarity

changing current I mean a current that

changes at regular intervals; not gradually
increasing or decreasing from positive to

negative following a sine curve ; but one
that would be produced by a pole changer
or a reversing switch actuated at regular
intervals. Would such a current if re-

versed rapidly enough, operate a trans-
former or induction coil, and would it have
the same effect on a magnet as a true A. C.
which produces a field that repels a copper
or aluminum ring? It is this latter point
I am particularly interested in.

A. 1. A polarity changed current has not
the same effect upon electrical apparatus as
that of an alternating current. However,
such a current can lie employed to operate
a transformer but tint an induction motor.
We doubl very much whether a rapidly re-
versed current would give the same results
with the repulsion of aluminum or copper
as those obtained with the use of a true
sine wave A. C. There is no doubt how-
ever, that some results of a trilling nature
can be obtained by a rapidly reversed cur-
rent.

Q. 2. According to the capacity effect in

an alternating current, the capacitv react-

1

ance is exprest as follows: X = ;

2 it f c

1 .

X therefore varies as . Now since the

capacity effect tends to throw the voltage

llllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllli

ODD PHOTOS WANTED
AT $1.00 EACH!!!

= Now is the time to make your g
I Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- gj

H cat way. We are after interesting g
g photographs of out-of-the-ordinary g
1 electrical, radio and scientific sub- W
1 jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash gj
gj for every one we can use. Please g= bear in mind that for half-tone re- H
gj production in a magazine, a photo- gj
gj graph should be particularly sharp ^
J and clear. Of course, if a subject g
( happens to interest us particularly gj
g well, we can have the photo retouched,

jjj

g For the general run of subjects, how- g
g ever, it does not pay to go to such gj
g expense. Therefore, please take pains g= to properly focus and expose your =
g pictures. It often happens that a gj
P really mediocre subject well photo- gj

graphed wins approval over an ex- 1J
gj cellent subject poorly photographed, g= And don't send us plate or film "nega- gj
g tives" ; send unmounted or mounted g
I "prints?' preferably a light and a dark gj
gj one. gj

As to what to photograph: Well, =
gj that's hard for us to say. We leave W= that up to you, and every reader now gj
gj has the opportunity to become a re- H
gj porter of the latest things in the realm
= of Electricity, Radio and Science, gj
1 But, please remember—it's the "odd, gj
gj novel or practical stunts" that we are i
g interested in. Every photo submitted 1
g should be accompanied by a brief de- gj
gj scription of 100 to 150 words. Give g
gj the "facts"—don't worry about the H
g style. We'll attend to that. Enclose gj
gj stamps if photos are to be returned =
gj and place a piece of cardboard in the 1= envelope with them to prevent mutila- gj
gj (ion. Look around your town and |
jgj see what you can find that's interest- H
g ing. gj

]j Address photos to—Editor "Odd 1
gj Photos," Electrical Experimenter, II
g 233 Fulton Street, New York City. gj
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out of phase, it may he likened to resistance,
in that the greater the capacity, the less
the effective \oltage.

That means the more capacity in a line
the greater the resistance, yet how does this

ni tie itself with the above formula
1

where R varies as ? Again, if my
c

reasoning has been wrong and the above

formula correct, why the objection to a
great capacity, since it would lessen the re-

sistance in the conductor.
A. 2. The capacity reactance varies in-

versely as the capacity and frequency of the
circuit ; thus by increasing the capacity the
value of the fraction becomes smaller, thus
the capacity reactance is decreased which
means that the resistance in the circuit is

decreased when the capacity is increased,
and this is actually true. Since increasing
the capacity means an increase in the stor-
age of electricity, then a greater quantity
of electricity will be discharged per given
time with an increase of capacity. The
current leads in phase when there is capacity
reactance as you mention in your question
and which is true.

Q. 3. When an inductance is connected to
an A. C. Circuit, a C.E.M.F. is generated
which is out of phase with the charging
current. Why is it said to be ahead of the
current by 90°, since the current has to flow
thru the inductance first before producing
the C.E.M.F. in which case the current is

ahead? Why does the inductance throw
the line voltage out of phase with the line
current? It seems that the C.E.M.F. only
is out of phase with it, so how does it

affect the line E.M.F. This same question
by the way may be put as regards capacity
where the C.E.M.F. charge is out of phase
with the charging current, but throws the
current out of phase with the line voltage.
A. 3. You are well aware of the fact that

whenever an inductance is placed in an A.
C. circuit that the current will lag in phase,
but not 90 degrees, providing that there
is sufficient inductance to produce this ef-
fect. It should further be borne in mind
that every centimeter of line conductor over
which the current travels in the conductor
generates a counter - electromotive - force
which is directly in opposite phase with that
of the imprest E. M. F. The relation which
exists between capacity and inductive re-
actance being that the latter is directly pro-
portional to the inductance, while the ca-
pacity reactance is inversely proportional to
the capacitv-. Thus an increase in induc-
tance is a decrease in current, while it is

vice versa with capacity reactance.

QUADRUPLEX TELEGRAPHY.
(855. I Peter Jolsen, Wilmington, X. C,

inquires for

:

-V. "-"=' V~

Striding5fafion Rece/ring sfafion

®
Connections for Original Edison "Quadru-

plex" Telegraph System.
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Q. 1. A wiring diagram of tin- original

Edison quadruples telegraph.'

\ 1. The diagram below gives the con-

nections.

Q. 2. In operating a simplex telegraph

and if it is desired to know what distance

can he covered with a given equipment

what usual procedure should 1 follow in

regards to formulas, etc.?

A. 1. There is a general formula which

will give tin- maximum operating distance

with a given equipment; this formula is as

follows:

XK
1 = + $k

2I.Ri

I

K.1,-1.)IK
Where

:

1 = Maximum transmission distance m
miles.

N = Number of relays in circuit.

R r
= Resistance of each relay in ohms.

R = Resistance of line per mile.

1: = Current in amperes which will just

cause trip of relay armature.

Ri = Insulation resistance per mile in

ohms.
1, = Current in amperes necessary to

actuate relay.

INDUCTANCE CALCULATION.
(856.) T. Cass, Toronto, Ont., writes:

Q, 1. Please note these drawings of tw;o

different aerials. Could you find space in

TEN THOUSAND FACTS ON ELECTRICITY

Two Forms of Radio Antennae Which
Querist Shows. He Wishes to Know Which

is the Best of the Two.

VOUr next publication of the "E. E." to in-

form me which will give tin best results in

Wireless Telegraphy? Each aerial contains

two hundred feet of copper win. as you
will see by the measurements.
A. 1. Both types of aerial which you sub-

mit are satisfactory. However, the first

aerial, Xo.l, will be mure suitable fur re-

ceiving purposes, while the second one. \"
_', is more efficient for transmitting.

Q. 2. How do you calculate the induc-

tance of a coil in centimeters?

These Home Study Books

on ELECTRICITY
Turn Amateurs Into Experts!

Let this wonderful Library of Electricity help make your dreams come true.

With its aid you can fit yourself for a successful career in the Electrical field, by

spare time study at home! These books contain the priceless electrical knowledge

that turns amateurs into experts.

Earn$1800 to$5000 aYear in the Electrical Industry

There's a nation-wide call from Light and Power Plants, Railroads and Electrical

Manufacturing Companies for trained electrical men. The jobs are there—the

money's there

—

big pay for the men who KNOW!

An Inexhaustible Storehouse of Electrical Knowledge
All the facts about Elements of Electricity—Electrical Measurements—Under-

writers' Requirements—Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators

in ,l M,,tors—Dynamo-Electric Machinery—Lighting Machinery—Power Iran-

mi iii—Electric Railways—Power Stations—Switchboards and Switching—Sto

Batteries— \pplied Electro-Chemistrv— Electric Elevators—Electric \\ elding and

Heating—Wire and Wireless Telegraphy. Written in non-technical language—every

difficult point made plain.

Books Shipped Free
50C a ^rVeek If y°u decide to keep them.

You can gel this entire /-volume Library—the standard

authority on electricity—at the rate oi 50c a week—$2

a month.
The complete set—sent prepaid upon youi simple re.qu.est Use

them seven full days. If you don'l want them, send them hack.

I,- «ou deci nl > ?-' ''>'"'' seve° days r",
ul

then $2 a month until the special price oi -1 ».l paid.

I regular price i- $35. This offer is *..,„! only within the

SEND NO
MONEY

AMERICAN TECHNICAL
SOCIETY.

Oept. E7448. Chicago. U. S. A.

/send me the eompleU) Ml
< v : .:ed Elee-

boundaries ot tl" I ' nd Canada.

Consulting Service FREE !
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w ;il bi given free with the Electrical Librar]

send youi ordi i at once. Tin iu the advice

,., ps oi electi ii al experts who can help you ovei

i oui s Eoi .in mi' - yeai Free.

American Technical Society /

Dept. E7448 CHICAGO, ILL. /

irieity for 7 days' free examination.
Id If I decide I do

not nam Lhera I will n-un them lo

/ you, otherwise I will Band $2.00 ifter
7 dav> and $2.00 a month thereafter

/ until (19.80 has been paid i

will send me receipt showing that the
* $35.00 set and Consulting Membership

are mint'

/ Name

You -benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Emp**imenttr» u-hen writma to advertisers.
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MescoTelegraph Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different pur-
poses.

List No. Price
342. Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

344. Telegraph Practice Set only, no
Battery or Cord 2.55

MF^f^O Corabinatioa Practice Sel for learning the Morse

iYldiJVVl and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliable instrument which will
enable students to become proficient operators in the
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master both the visual and audible signals quickly.

List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Battery and Cord, $3.38

Send for the New Edition of Our

Catalog W28 Ready about Oct. 1st
It Is pocket size, contains 246 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bella, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors,
Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph in-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
New York: Chicago: ST. LOUIS:

17 Park Place 114 S. 5th Ave, 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add, subtract, multiply, divide,
solve problems involvina even and un-
even roots and powers. It will also
give the Logarithms of numbers and
the Sines. Cosines, Tangents and Co-
tangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple and with

this instrument one can Quickly solve
any mathematical problem. This slide
rule is made of wood and metal and it
is adapted for shop work as well aa
office use.
Size 3 1-4x3 I-4)n. Price, with

Instructions, 75c. Your money back
if you are not satisfied. GILSON
-I ll'h Kl'l K <<)

. Nil.-a. Mi.-h

EXPERIMENTERS!
Is Your Laboratory Complete ?

H»»e you a relorl? — A "U" tub??—A ring -si and 7

Get the particulars of our outfit before buying.
A 2c stamp brings our new circular with descrip-
tion, photo, and price.

PENSEE ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES
1221 First St Evansville, Ind.

IF

YOU STAMMER
attend no stammering school till you
get my Uree FREE book and special rate.
Largest ana nest school In the world curing by
naturalmethod. Writefodav. IMWtllsMlllariJ.Pra.,
Korth-Westini School, Inc., 2344 CrandHn. Mll»iuk», Kit,

A. 2. We should refer you to a series of
articles published in the March, April and
September 1917 issues of this journal which
cover the subject of the calculation and
measurement of inductance very completely.
These copies can be obtained at 15 cents

per copy from our "Circulation Depart-
ment."

EARTH VERSUS AERIAL
CURRENTS.

(857.) A. Kramer, Philadelphia, Pa.,

asks:

Q. 1. Where do earth currents originate ?

A. 1. Earth currents originate from many
sources, two of which are the chemical re-

action between certain metals and acids or
alkalies which are present in the ground.
Another phenomenon which results in earth

currents, is the variation of the magnetic
field of the earth, which causes electric cur-
rents to be generated in metals present in

the earth. Altho this phenomenon does not
occur in every part of the earth, yet there

are several places where this action was
noted.

Q. 2. Could earth currents be properly
termed aerial currents?

A. 2. No. Both of these currents are en-

tirely different from each other. The latter

type of current is generated by the action

of water and dust particles floating in the

upper air strata.

COMPOSITION FORMULA.
(858.) Joaquin Agusty, San Juan, Porto

Rico, wants to know :

Q. 1. I have a stove made of the common
coil resistances, built by The National Elec-

tric Co., of Chicago, and the base is made
of a composition or paste, very hard, which
never broke with the hottest tests and is a

very good insulator. It has a reddish
brown color and looks as if made of as-

bestos and cement. It appears as if it had
been melted in a mould before dry to make
it any form desired. I want to know the

composition of such paste.

A. 1. We are unable to give you the exact
composition of the substance in question.

However, several of these materials have
been made with a porcelain compound in-

termixed with another material which with-
stands sufficient heat.

Q. 2. What is the composition for the

making of phonograph records, such as the

Edison type. Could the Edison cylindrical

records be employed as tubes for spark
coils, and flat disc type record as bases for
electrical apparatus ?

A. 2. Phonograph records are made from
a composition of wax, tar and a rubber
compound. The exact percentage of these
ingredients is kept secret. Another secret

compound is composed of shellac and finely

powdered mica, compressed hydraulically

into the desired form, heat being applied

during the compression process. Phono-
graph discs are unsuitable for building
electrical apparatus as they are very brittle

and are poor electrical insulators.

Q. 3. flow many pounds of No. 24 D.S.C.
magnet wire will be necessary for the
primary of a loose coupler of 10,000 meters
wave length? How many pounds of No.
32 D.S.C. magnet wire will be necessary for

the secondary?
A. 3. Two and a half pounds of No. 24

D.S.C. wire will be required for the primary
and V/i lbs. of No. 32 for the secondary.

POWER PLANT QUERY.
(859.) Allen W. Strete, Ohio, writes:

Q. 1. Am unfortunate enough to be with-
out commercial current as I live in the
country. Advise me as to what would be
the cheapest form of current to use for

experimental purposes, batteries or a small
engine and a dynamo ?

A. 1. We would advise you to employ a

small gasoline engine to drive a direct cur-
rent dynamo, so as to charge a storage
battery from which you can derive the

proper electrical energy for experimental
work. The dynamo should be wound to

have a potential of 10 volts and 20 amperes.

Q. 2. What kind of batteries are the
cheapest in the long run, dry cells, gravity

or storage?
A. 2. Storage batteries are most service-

able, all things considered.

TWO INCH SPARK COIL FOR
RESONATOR.

(860.) R. O. Sutherland, South Bend,
Ind., asks

:

Q. 1. Will a good 2 inch wireless coil

with mechanical interrupter operate the

small Resonator shown in Fig. 1 of Dr.
Strong's last article "Electricity and Life"?
A. 1. It will operate the resonator, but

not at its full strength.

Q. 2. If not, will it operate the small

Tesla coil shown in his previous article in

the May issue?
A. 2. Yes, it will easily operate the small

Tesla coil to its full strength.

Q. 3. Is a rotary spark gap necessary to

produce best results when a high speed vi-

brator interrupter is used?
A. 3. It is not exactly necessary but

far better results will be obtained by its use,

as the oscillatory circuit of the condenser
and primary of the resonator is made to

oscillate at a greater period, which increases

the oscillatory value in the secondary of
the resonator.

The Emission of Electricity from Hot
Bodies. By Prof. O. W. Richardson,
F.R.S. Cloth bound ; 6 by 9 inches ; 304
pages, 35 illustrations. Price, $2.75. Pub-
lished by Longmans, Green & Co., New
York City, N. Y.
The student of electro-physics who desires to

learn all about the basic how and why of the
emission of electricity from the hot bodies will
do well indeed to study this authoritative work
by Prof. Richardson, who has done considerable
work in this field. The opening chapters treat
on the theory of ions, the specific charge of the
ions, apparatus used in experimental determina-
tions of the charge, the electron theory, the kinetic
theory, the quantum theory, the contact difference
of potential, etc., etc.
The author then proceeds to discuss the tem-

perature variation of electronic emission, the ef-
fect of gases on the emission of electrons, the
kinetic energy of the emitted electrons (with vari-
ous graphs, formulae and tables), the emission of
positive ions by hot metals, the specific charge
and electric atomic weight of the ions, the effect
of gases on positive ions, the emission of ions by
heated salts, ionization and chemical action, et
cetera. It is a masterly and thoro treatment of
the subject.

Chemistry in the Service of Man. By
Dr. Alexander Findlay. Cloth covers

;

size 5^x8-34 inches; 255 pages; illus-

trated. Price, $1.60 net. Publisht by
Longmans, Green & Company, London
and New York.
Not since the late Robert Kennedy Duncan's

book on "The New Knowledge" and "Modern
Chemistry'! has anything appeared in this same
vein covering the advances and present status of
Chemistry until the interesting volume by Dr.
Findlay, compiled from his lectures for the United
Free Church College and given us in this book.
It will be of particular interest to readers who
make no particular claim to chemical knowledge.

Written from a British viewpoint, it gives us
a mental yard stick by which we can gage the
great progress that both English and American
chemists have made, particularly in the last few

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Special attention is called to the chapter on
Velocity of Reactions and Catalysis as having two
viewpoints for consideration which will surely
govern future chemistry on the comparison thai

man in his laboratory resorts to high temperatures,
powerful and corrosive reagents, crude, cumber-
some and noisy apparatus, while nature building
the most complex compounds makes them noise-

lessly, smoothly, and usually at the ordinary tem-
peratures.
On the importance of the "Infinitesimal to the

Finite," Dr. Findlay states in this relation that

in Astronomy one deals with magnitudes so rast

as to be beyond the grasp of our minds; in the

domain of catalysis the magnitudes in some cases
are so small that it becomes equally impossible
to form a true conception of them.
A subject of particular interest will be found

under the heading of "Cellulose and Cellulose
Products."
There are interesting chapters covering the elec

tro-chemic products, such as the manufacture of
chlorin, caustic soda, aluminium, graftte, etc., as
also chapters on Colloids and Synthetic Chemistry.

Laboratory Manual of Inorganic Chem-
istry for Colleges. By Dr. Lyman C.

Newell of Johns Hopkins. Cloth covers;
size 5x716 inches; 240 pages; illustrated.

Price, $0.64 net. Publisht by D. C. Heath
& Company, New York.
This manual is to be used to accompany any

standard text-book in Chemistry and particularly
the author's work entitled "A Course in Inorganic
Chemistry for Colleges." It can be commended as
being well edited, and the illustrations of apparatus,
etc. have been carefully considered.
The subject matters themselves are quite com-

plete, but the attitude of the author, taken par-
ticularly in the questions asked, are not conducive
to the best kind of thinking.

However, this appears to be a very valuable
little text-book for the laboratory, as its form is

such that it is unnecessary for the student to do
any re-reading, while it is sufficiently full to cover
all preliminary work necessary. The field that it

covers is quite large, but not so great as to make
it appear a brief of larger treatises of the same
type.

The Nature of Matter and Electricity.
By Comstock and Troland. Cloth cov-
ers; size 5j^x8 inches; 203 pages, illus-

trated. Generously supplied with tables

and references. Price, $2.00 net. Pub-
lisht by D. Van Nostrand Company, New
York City. 1917.

This book purposes to be an outline of modern
views on the nature of matter and electricity. In
reality it is an attempt to popularize these modern
ideas, with the usual result that it is neither scien
tine or popular. It is too bad that a man like
Serviss could not be called in to really popularize
such important subjects which no doubt are of con-
siderable interest to the scientific laity. Particu-
larly the analogies are not very good, and unless
an analogy helps to very clearly illustrate the
point, it is very often better to stick to the idea
itself.

The book can be recommended for one thing,
that the references from which the different chap-
ters have been taken have not been omitted and
these would be of considerable help to the student
or to the scientist who would want a convenient
source of reference on the several subjects touched
on in this volume.

X-Rays. By G. W. C. Kaye, M.A., D.Sc.
Cloth covers; size 5^x8^ inches; 285
pages, illustrated. Price, $3.00. Publisht
by Longmans, Green & Co., of New York
and London.
Dr. Kaye's second edition of X-Rays is a book

to be commended to any one interested in this
absorbing subject. Not alone are the X-Rays
treated on, but the book covers the phenomena
of a Discharge Tube, Cathode Rays, Positive Rays,
and some very complete data on the construction
of X-Ray Tubes. It is a pleasure to know that
the scholar of J. J. Thompson has remembered
his saying that "When measurement commences
science begins," and the reader will find that
nearly every subject handled by Dr. Kaye carries
with it data relative to measurement, making for
a very clear understanding, even tho the reader
may not be interested from that exact viewpoint.

This book is a good example of the possibilities
of interweaving personalities with scientific data,
and thruout this volume the personal touch is very
evident.

It
_
is a book, not only for the scientist and

physicist who is interested in this subject, but also
for a great number of professional men who are
using or are in direct contact with this field.
The Appendix is well indexed and contains some

very valuable tables and data.
It can be well recommended as the best book in

the English language on the subject of X-Rays

(Continued from page 451)
Radium deposit is 26 minutes ; for Actini-
um deposit—34 minutes and for Thorium
deposit— 10.5 hours.
The active deposits, when heated on a

Showing the Separation of the Three Entirely
Different Types of Radium Emanation Rays

In a Strong Magnetic Field.

platinum wire or dish, volatilize before
white heat and are redeposited on the cool-
er bodies in the neighborhood. Rutherford
also demonstrated that induced activity
could be concentrated on the negative elec-

Decay Curve for Radium Emanation.

trode in a strong electric field, indicating
that the radioactive carriers have a posi-
tive charge. The distribution of the active
deposit in a gas at low pressures has been
investigated by Makower and Russ.—Photos courtesy of "Radium L't'd."

(To be concluded)
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NEW ITALIAN RADIO PLANT TO
BE BUILT ON NEW SYSTEM.

The Minister of Italian Marine is plan-

ning to establish shortly a powerful wire-

less station which will be constructed on
a new system, radically different from that

adopted thus far by all the big European
companies, says a Rome dispatch. It

_
is

hoped that by making a record in rapidity

of construction it will be possible to open

the new station soon.

THE CAUSE AND NATURE OF
MAGNETIC CURRENTS.
(Continued from page 455)

be moving in the same direction and will

re-enforce each other.*

The formation of an electromagnet is

now easily and simply explained. As has

been seen, a wire bearing a current draws
the surrounding ether towards it from all

sides. If the wire is coiled, the ether is

drawn toward the wire of the coil from
both inside and outside. The supply of

ether outside the coil is practically unlim-

ited, but within the coil the supply is lim-

ited. Part of this ether, as seen in the ex-

periment with a wire bearing a current,

is repelled from the wire and part is drawn
along with the current in the wire and is

carried outside. The result is the forma-
tion within the coil of a more or less com-
plete ether-vacuum within the coil. Into

this ether-vacuum the surrounding ether

rushes just as air rushes into an air vacuum.
If the currents rushing into the ether-

vacuum were not moving from both direc-

tions the point of greatest vacuum would
naturally be at the center of the inside of
the coil; but as these currents are coming
from both directions the result is a partial

compression, or, more properly less of an
ether-vacuum, at the center than at points

midway between the poles and the center.

Hence the greatest lateral "attraction" or
pressure is a point between the center of
the coil and the poles. This has been shown
by preceding experiments to be exactly the

condition existing in a magnet. Currents
from the inside of the coil at the central

point, on account of a partial excess of

ether at this point, passing thru the wire
join currents from the outside meeting at

the external center of the coil form a

neutral or repulsive point which has already

been noted in the magnet and proven to

exist by the field of iron filings and the

photographic plate.

Attraction and repulsion hardly need ex-
plaining. If two magnets or coils are placed
so that the north pole of one is over the
south pole of the other, the currents sur-

rounding each will be moving in the same
direction and will be in effect one continu-

ous current. This will produce an ether-

vacuum between the two, for both currents

are moving toward the poles of their re-

spective magnets tho in the same spiral

direction, a continuous spiral, and an ether-

vacuum is formed between them, just as an
ether-vacuum is formed in the coil, and the
two magnets or coils will be drawn together,

or rather forced together by the ether
rushing towards them from the opposite
poles. If one coil is now reversed and the
like poles of the magnets are brought to-

gether the currents surrounding will be
moving spirally in opposite directions, the
particles of ether drawn in from the sur-

• Note. The difference between the upper and
the lower side of the needle is slight but even
this is sufficient to give a preponderance of force
on the lower side of the needle. In addition to
this it must be borne in mind that the currents
surrounding (Af needle extend to a considerable
distance from its surface and thus give a con-
slderably greater preponderance to the forces on
the under side. This preponderance of force on
the under side of the needle increases the tend-
ency of the currents on the under side of the
needle to re-enforce each other and move in the
same direction and this is sufficient to produce
the result.
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rounding ether will accumulate ami the

excess of ether, in rapid motion in opposite

directions, seeking to escape and opposing
each other by their motion, will drive the

magnets apart. If two magnets are placed

side hy side with opposite poles together,

the currents between them will be moving
in the same direction, producing a vacuum

the two will be drawn together. If

like poles are placed side by side the cur-

rents will be moving in opposite directions,

a condensation will be formed, and the

magnets will l> repelled.

Here two experiments heretofore made
by others may be explained. These ex-

periments re-enforce what has already been

set out. Indeed, these experiments rightly

understood are alone sufficient to prove
part of that which has been advanced; but

they have never been understood and have
never been so used.

A flexible, free wire bearing a current

coils itself about a straight bar magnet,
coiling and uncoiling and recoiling as the

current is reversed. Here the currents of

ether drawn to the conductor simply force

the conductor to coil, uncoil, and recoil in

such a manner that the currents moving
toward the conductor are moving as nearly

as possible in the same direction as the

currents moving spirally about the magnet.

If a wire with its lower free and plunged
in mercury be suspended over the north

pole of a bar magnet and a current of elec-

tricity be past downward the wire will re-

volve clock-wise about the magnet. This
is not a contradiction but an additional

proof. As seen in Figure 10, the ether

currents moving toward and along the wire

will be drawn inward by the currents ro-

tating about the poles of the magnet. This
will aid in producing a greater ether pres-

sure inside the circle described by the end
of the wire, and the wire will be forced

outward. Moreover, the currents on the

side of the wire on which the spirals are
approaching will not reach the wire but a
partial ether-vacuum will be formed in

advance of the wire while the currents

drawn in on the other side of the wire will

form a condensation. Thus the wire will

move away from the condensation ami
toward the partial vacuum and the wire will

rotate clock-wise—contrary to the motion
of the currents about the pole of the mag-
net and contrary to the motion of the sev-

eral iron articles shown in the previous

experiment.

Having proven the old theories of mag-
netism to be absolutely false, there is no
reason why we should not point out their

absurdities. It is desired especially to call

attention to and emphasize these absurdi-

ties, because the fact that these absurdities

were recognized by even the immature stu-

dents of physics, started this investigation

in the first place, and because there are other

absurdities which we shall meet later ; and
if philosophy has promulgated and upheld
absurdities in one case, it may well have
done so in other instances It will be well

to remember this fact.

As to these absurdities. In the very na-

ture of matter, molecules are spherical. (A
little thought along the lines of well known
laws of matter will show this. I do not

care to take it up here, but I will discuss

it with anyone who desires to do so.)

Spheres are the most difficult of all shapes
to permanently magnetize. It is almost
impossible to secure definite and perma-
nent poles in a perfect sphere. Hence, it

would be difficult to conceive of molecules
as magnetized sufficiently so that they could

be arranged pole to pole, as the old theories

supposed to be done in producing magnets,
and equally difficult to so arrange them as

to produce an appreciable attraction.

According to the molecular theory, every

molecule is in rapid motion and this motion
is increased by raising the temperature. To
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magnetize iron, therefore, would be to low-
er its temperature by checking the vibra-
tions of the molecules, while in reality the
temperature is raised during the process of
producing an electromagnet. If the molec-
ular theory is true, to so change and check
the molecules, conceiving it to be possible,

would be to disintegrate the substance.

In the theory of the molecular arrange-
ment of magnets it is asserted that mag-
nets are surrounded by "lines of force,"
'line of tension," "mere lines of direction,"

'imaginary lines, like lines of latitude and
longitude," not themselves in motion but
japable of producing motion. This is con-
trary to the laws of work and the laws of
conservation of energy. Motion and work
can only be produced by motion. Potential
energy must be changed to kinetic energy
before motion can be produced or work
done.

In all theories on magnetism it is as-
sumed that there are lines of force that
move without motion—or is it "emerge"
without motion—from the north pole and
"pass to" the south pole—and yet without
motion—moving from the north to the
south pole, yet without motion, being only
"lines of tension or direction." Here, too.

we have lines of force moving or passing,
and yet not moving, in only one direction
but exerting equal force in both directions
and doing equal work in both directions,
for both poles "attract" equally. Was a
more confusing and illogical conglomera-
tion ever put out in the name of science?
This is contrary to all laws of force. It is

worse than the wheels within wheels and
cycles within cycles of the old astronomical
theories.

In the theories of magnetic induction it

is assumed that the induced current is pro-
duced by cutting lines of force passing,
or existing, between the north pole and the
south pole as between the poles of a "U"-
magnet, the lines always passing or "exist-

ing," from the north pole to the south
pole. As a fact, the result is produced by
thrusting either pole of a straight magnet
into a coil or withdrawing it therefrom
Therefore, if the lines pass, or exist, from
the north pole, when the coil is thrust down
upon this pole it is moving in the same
direction as the lines, when it is withdrawn
it is moving against them. Similarly, when
the coil is thrust over the south pole it is

moving against the lines and when it is

withdrawn it is moving with them. That
currents are produced in both of these
cases is self-contradictory', for in two cases
the coil is working against the lines and in

two cases with the supposed lines. There-
fore, opposite causes are producing the
same result. It is not a sufficient answer
to say that the direction of the current i*

changed, for the reason that for half of
the time the coil is moving with the sup-
posed lines and half of the time against
them, and in all cases work must be done
against force to produce a reaction.

In the theory of magnetism, when the

molecules are so arranged as to produce
a magnet, the north poles of all molecules
are in one direction and all south poles of
molecules are pointing in the opposite di-

rection

Each molecule is then exerting force in

the same direction, i. e., a molecule at the
north pole of the magnet exerts force upon
the one next to it in the direction of the
south pole of the magnet, and so on to
the final molecule at the south pole ; and
the molecule at the south pole of the mag-
net in the same line is exerting force on
a molecule next to it in the direction of
the north pole, and so on to the original
molecule at the north pole of the magnet
Meanwhile, the molecule at the north pole
is attracting iron and the molecule at the
south pole is attracting iron. To a certain
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extent, at least, this is the thought, as of

old, of a man pulling himself over a wall

hy his boot straps. It sets at naught the

laws of action and reaction. According to

this, too, the ideal magnet would be a disk

the thickness of two molecules, for here

there would be no waste energy. The in-

termediate molecules arc, in the theoretical

magnet, merely holding together, or rightly

aligned, the molecules at the poles. This is

contrary to known facts. Besides, the thin

disk composed of two layers of molecules,
it such a thing were possible, is the most
difficult of all forms to magnetize. More-
over, a chain is no stronger than its sepa-

rate links. The whole strength of the

theoretical magnet, then, is represented by
the strength of the molecules on the face

of the cross-section of its poles. That is,

a thin layer of tiny molecules, so small

as to be invisible under the most powerful
microscope, are capable by some mystic
power within themselves, of lifting pounds
and tons of weight. This is an explanation

that does not in any sense explain.

A solenoid is a magnet. Place an iron

core within it and it becomes a stronger
electromagnet. According to the molecular
arrangement theory, billions of molecules
must be changed from their normal posi-

tion, and the action must be upon billions

more molecules than there are in the effec-

tive molecules at the poles of the magnet.
All of this is waste energy. Yet this enor-
mous waste of energy makes the magnet
stronger. This is contrary to the laws of
energy.
As stated above, a great amount of

energy is exerted in arranging the mole-
cules of an electromagnet. When these
molecules are thus arranged they are placed
opposite poles together and as they mutual-
ly attract each other they will cling to-
gether. Yet if the core is soft iron the

ment the current in the coil is broken
some mysterious force overcomes the force
which arranged them pole to pole and! the
force of the mutual attraction of these bil-

lions of molecules, they rearrange them-
selves contrary to all laws of magnets and
the iron ceases to be a magnet. This is

the height of absurdity.
Finally, an electromagnet is produced by

the passage of an electric current thru a
tioid containing an iron core. Remove

this iron core and the solenoid is still a
magnet. But here there are no molecules
to be arranged pole to pole, for there are
no molecules present, and the whole theory
of the molecular arrangement of magnets
falls to the ground.

Finis.

ACTION AT A DISTANCE AS EXHIB-
ITED IN SELENIUM CRYSTALS.

{Continued from page 459)

transmitted much in the same way that a
tid wave is transmitted along a steel

rail.

However we do not know that the light

produce a vibration of the molecules.
Each molecule of selenium has at least one

ron loosely attached to it. This electron
probably has a definite location with regard
to the center of the molecule, when it is not
disturbed. If so there must be a space
lattice of electrons in the selenium crystal

exactly corresponding to the space lattice

of the molecules shown in Fig. 4. Since
light is an electromagnetic phenomenon we
can well understand how the electrons in

the space lattice could be set in vibration
and further how these electrons by elec-

trostatic repulsion would set neighboring
planes of electrons in vibration. When the
electrons are in vibration they are more
easily removed from their equilibrium posi-

tions in the molecules by a voltage across
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Only 50c a Week H
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If, after seven days' examination, you de

cide to keep the set you have selected, send
us $2 and then $2 a month until the present

low price has been paid.

Don't wait. This means money in your
pocket if you act now. Remember, you take
no chances whatever. This offer is open to

every man living within the boundaries of

the U. S. and Canada. Mail the coupon now.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X7448, Chicago, U. S. A.
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AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY,' Depl X7«8. Chicago. U. S
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price of If I decide not to keep the books,

I will notify you at onco and hold them subject to your order.

Title not to pass to me until the set is fully paid for.
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ATTENTION WIRELESS AMATEURS!
Our stock of Electrical and Wireless supplies was never more complete.

Prepare now for the opening of your stations.

The demand at the conclusion of the war will be so great that

delays will be unavoidable.

Send today for copy of our big 300-page Electrical and

Wireless Catalog.

Mailed upon receipt of 8c in stamps or coin, which may be

deducted on first dollar purchase. Catalog contains 160 pages

wireless instruments and 140 pages electrical supplies. No
bigger or better values are obtainable elsewhere.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO. 230-232 Superior St., Toledo.

CLAIM ELECTRICITY PREVENTS
INSANITY.

Electricity as a palliative or even a pre-

ventive of insanity in its early stages is

receiving serious attention in scientific

circles, according to reports made before

the annual convention of the American
Electro Therapeutic Association.

It was said in discussion that experts

who are specializing in electro-therapy

have achieved remarkable results in the

cure of melancholia and insomnia and the

restoration of normal mental activities.

Most important results have been at-

tained in the treatment of melancholia and

other cerebral "disorders" thru the use of

galvanic currents. Results, almost, if not

quite as encouraging, have been procured

by Philadelphia!!? in the correction ol de

fects of the vision by electricity aftei

experts had pronounced cases to lie hope

less.

Dr. Alfred T. I.iving>t<m, ol Jamestown,

N. Y., warned ibe electro-therapj spe-

cialists against extreme currents, declaring

his best results had been obtained thru

applying the electrode to the base of the

nerve centers of the brain.

100,000 MORE FOR SIGNAL CORPS.
To fill the Army Signal Corps, the War

Department may decide to draft an ad

ditional 100.000 men. The signal service

has asked for a decision on the method to

pursue in filling up gaps, existing in the

aviation and telegraph branches, and the

general staff is expected to answer in a

few days.

The Draft Law permits the filling of

units which are now below strength, but

it is held that an added 100.000 instead

of an) of the 6S7.000 of the original draft

would be necessary for the Signal Corps.

Men who join the aviation section will

have a chance to train either in American
schools or in England, France or Italy.

tnd, it is learned, has establisht a

flying school in Egypt, which is used

chieflv bj the Canadian corps.
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the crystal. Thus light increases the con-
ductivity of selenium by lowering the
stability of the electrons in the crystal

structure and these electrons may com-
municate their state of unrest to neighbor-
ing electrons in an almost human fashion.
But if this be the explanation, this new
property of matter continues to be about as

much of a mystery as any other action at

a distance.

PATENTS
Send me your Ideas Manufacturers want patents I
procure. Prompt, confidential, personal service by
successful patent attorney with highest references.
Honest advice and "The Truth About Patents" Free.JP Vri 1 V 74oD Woodward Bldg.

• *^» IVE-L-L-, I , Waahinfioo. D.C.

Returned T

Patent Secured or Fee
Hundreds of in-

vcntions sold
yearly. We help market yours
without cost. Our new book is

Free. Send model or sketch for
free opinion.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
205 2od National Bank Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(.Continued from page 460)

passes outside of cardboard BC. Seeing
the bull's-eye X with one eye and the sight

with the other eye, t. e., seeing both the
bull's-eye and the sight, he has only to line

up his sight to the bull's-eye, pull the trig-

ger, without flinching, and the bull's-eye is

hit right in the middle, thus performing the

impossible (?). Measuring the angle

EX-"e" one can readily determine just how
small BC must be, and for those unfamiliar

with geometry, the correct size may be
found by trial, beginning with a small piece

and gradually increasing the size of the

cardboard until the largest is found (the

larger the cardboard the more marvelous
appears the feat). Everyone owning an
air rifle, Boy Scout rifle or other fire-arm

should perform this trick and learn to

mystify his friends by his marvelous
skill??!

Cut a small piece of clear glass (pre-

ferably plate glass) so that two of its sides

are parallel (MN and OP in Figure 44).

Place the glass on paper and draw line A3
up to the side OP not meeting perpendicu-

lar. With eye close to the table look across

MX until the eye is in line with AB. Draw
the line from the eye to MN which appears

to coincide with AB if produced. Call it

CD. On looking up you will be surprised

to find that instead of being in line AB, i, c.

EF, it will be some distance away from EF
and hence not in the prolongation of AB
at all. Remove the glass and draw CB.
Our line ABCD, represents the path over

which the light in the direction of AB
traveled. We notice, therefore, that when
the ray of light reached the glass at side

OP it bent (was refracted ; see Lesson 8)

toward the perpendicular XY, while on
passing out from the glass at MN it bent

away from the perpendicular WZ. The law
is stated

—

"Light passing from a lighter to

a denser medium is retarded in speed and
bends toward the perpendicular; light pass-

ing from a denser to a lighter medium in-

creases in speed and bends away from the

perpendicular." It is upon this law that the

use of all lenses and optical instruments
employing lenses depends ; hence its im-
portance cannot be overemphasized.

There are two kinds of lenses, convex
and concave. In Fig. 45, lenses number
1, 2, and 3 are convex ; 4, 5, and 6 are con-
cave. Convex lenses curve outward, where-
as concave lenses curve inward. There are
three types of convex (1) double, (2)
piano, (3) concavo and three types of con-
cave lenses (4) piano, (S) double, (6)
convexo. The action of the double convex
and double concave lenses is typical of
their respective types and only those two
will be considered in what follows. It

should be noticed that all convex lenses are
thicker at the middle than any other place,

while all concave lenses are thicker at the
ends. Also because of the above stated law
of refraction, light bends around the thicker
part of the lens. The sun's rays and other
rays coming from a great distance are con-
sidered to be parallel. In Fig. 46 we see
that when parallel light passes thru a con-
vex lens (A) the rays bend toward each
other (converge) and meet at a point F.
This point is called the focus of the lens,

and the distance of this point from the
center of the lens is called the focal length.

In the case of the concave lens, Fig. 46
(B), we see that the rays bend away from
each other (diverge) and hence appear to
come from the point F, on the same side of
the lens as the parallel light. This point
i^ also called the focus and its distance
from the center is called the focal length.

EXPERIMENT 54—
Altho the focal length of a lens is one

of its most important properties, it is the

easiest to determine experimentally. The
best method of finding the focal length of
a convex lens is to place a sheet of paper
on the ground and holding the lens in the
hand move the hand slowly up and down
until the image of the Sun is sharply seen

on the paper. Measure the distance from
the lens to the spot (Sun's image) and add
to it half the thickness of the lens. In the

case of a concave lens the procedure i<

slightly different. The image of the Sun
being on the same side as the Sun cannot

be caught on a screen, since the screen

would not permit the rays to pass thru.

(Also the image is not a real one, since the

rays do not actually come from F in Fit

46-B, but only appear to come from there I

However, holding the lens in front of tin

right eye a small image of the Sun will be

seen thru the lens at the point F, (Fig 47

Looking at the tip of a pencil held in the

left hand, move the hand until with the left

eye the pencil tip is seen to be out from the

lens the same distance as the image of the

Sun is seen to be with the right eye. Have
your partner measure the distance from
the lens to the pencil tip and add half o;

the thickness of the lens and you have the

focal length.

In the case of a camera we have simply

to point it at the Sun, get a clear image
on the ground glass and measure the dis-

tance. When two or more lenses are used

in combination, the procedure is the same
as for a single lens. In all these experi-

ments a distant tree or window or chimney,

or other object may be used instead of the

Sun. but the writer prefers to use the Sun
since it brings back the days when the focal

length was found by him in school usin^

the neck of the boy seated in front of him
as the screen. When the boy began to

fidget and scratch his neck, the writer knew
that the lens was a focal distance away
from the neck, but then his interest stopt

when the neck began to burn. Now we are
interested in actually measuring the focal

length. The question arises, "why measure
the focal length, what good is it when you
have it?" Just this:

—

The magnifying
power of a lens is equal to 10 divided by the

focal length. (Measured in inches.) The
magnifying power of a telescope is equal
to the focal length of the objective lens

divided by the eyepiece lens. The magnify-
ing power of the opera or field glass is also

the focal length of the objective divided by
the focal length of the eyepiece. The
magnifying power of a compound micro-
scope is equal to ten times the length of the
tube dii-ided by the product of the focal
lengths of the objective and eyepiece. From
these and many other considerations the

importance of knowing the focal length of
a lens is apparent

The readers should as exercises measure
the focal lengths of lens available and com-
pute the various magnifying powers accord-
ing to the laws just stated. This subject
of light is very fascinating and will be
continued in trie next lesson which will

treat of "Photography." The writer sin-

cerely trusts that interest is aroused in the
reader and that the reader will consult the
standard text-books for further information
on the subject.

(To be continued)
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ELECTRIC BULB.
(I/O.; Thomas Sheehan of Duluth,

Minn., has invented a novel electric bulb

;

the principle idea being to do away with

the glass tip in a certain manner, so that

it cannot be broken off easily. In other

words it will not project as in the present

style lamps. He wishes to know if this

idea is patentable.

A. This is indeed a very good idea—as

simple as it is good. We do not see any
reason, technically speaking, why the bulb

could not be made in the manner described

by our correspondent, but as a precaution-

ary measure, we would advise our corre-

spondent to get in touch with a patent

attorney to make search in the patent office

at once.

MUFFLED BELL.
(177.) Paul B. Eaton of Baltimore,

Md., has been reading about the bell

softener which has been discust quite a

number of times in these columns, his idea

being to use an ordinary clock-maker's

cathedral gong : i.e., a wire gong. This is

usually made of one piece of spiral steel,

and the sound given off by this gong is

quite pleasing. He wishes to know if a
patent can be obtained on this device.

A. The editor of these columns has
been using a device of this kind for some
ten years, and there is one in our office

which has been there for quite a while.

There is nothing new contained in the

application of a bell clapper striking the

cathedral gong. No patent could be ob-
tained on this.

TELL-TALE WATER GAGE.
( 178.) Mr. John Murphy of Halifax, N.

S., submits to us information about water
gage or tell-tale. The idea being to treat

the water gage in such a manner that when
the water in the boiler is too low or too

high instead of using it or inspecting it, an
alarm bell will ring and will continue to

ring until the condition is remedied.
( >ur correspondent wants to know if

such a thing is practical and if it can be
patented. Also if there exists a demand
for this device.

A. While there are several devices of
this kind on the market, without knowing
what the idea consists of it is quite impos-
sible to tell whether it is patentable or not.

Our advice is to get in touch with a patent
attorney.

SELENIUM CELL DEVICE.
(179.) Robert Knowles of Toronto,

Can., has submitted a rather complicated
device whereby a gas jet cannot be lit

without introducing a lighted match thru

a certain opening, which in turn causes
selenium to act on a relay, the latter open-
ing the gas flow.

A. While this idea is very ingenuous.

and while we have no doubt that a patent

can be obtained upon the device, we do not

think the idea is very practical ; at best

there would be only a very limited market
for the device.

AMPLIFIER.
(180.) Clyde Fitch, Pittsfield, Mass., has

invented an amplifier which is supposed to

work by exciting the field of a small alter-

nator. Several other points of information
are given as to how this amplifier could be

made to work.
A. It is impossible to state whether a de-

vice of this kind will work without trying

it out. If our correspondent has faith

enough in the idea, we advise having a

model built for testing purposes.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

HERB is a little battery that will be highly welcomed by every experimenter all

over the country. It is the first low priced, as well as fool-proof chromic acid
battery on the market. It is a little wonder, and for the small price we ask for it, it

stands unmatched.
Now, we do not wish to mislead you, so we'll tell you at the start what this battery

WILL NOT do. It will NOT charge storage cells, it will NOT run a large motor for

hours, it will NOT run a big spark coil. It is NOT a very big battery.
BUT it is an ideal battery for electrical experimental work where a very powerful

current is not required. This battery will light a 2 volt lamp for several hours on one
charge; it will run a small toy motor surprisingly well; it will do small electroplating
work; it is ideal for testing work; it gives a fairly steady current, and as the zinc
electrode can be pulled clear of the electrolyte, no materials are used when battery
stands Idle.

Only best materials go into the making of this battery. Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as a
highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier current. Handy binding posts are used. We furnish enough
chromic salts for 4 charges. Full direction for operation and care of battery are included. Each battery
tests 2 volts and 10 amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2 amperes should be drawn from battery continu-
ously. By using six or eight of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal portable battery, such as for
operating a bicycle lamp, or as other portable lamp, where a powerful light is not required, for boy scouts'
field telegraph work, operating telegraph outfits, etc., etc. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.

No. 999 Student's Chromic Plunge Battery <Rf~| ^f*4

The "Electro Telegraph"
$1.25

PRIVflTE TELEMAPM COMPfcNY

SE^ai TELEGRAM G

is not a iu.>, out a practical, honestly built telegraph outfit, which not only sounds
but works like the big commercial instruments. By studying the code for 30 days
you can become a first-class telegraph operator. Such operators are in big demand
now. Outfit consists of TWO complete telegraph instruments each measuring 3% x
IVs. x 2%, All metal parts are highly nickel plated, including key lever. Note hard
rubber knob. Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph blanks and connecting wire comes
with set, but no batteries. Outfit works on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument).
The "Electro" is the ONHY Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no
switches, no extras. Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or
money back. d»i of
Price Complete as illustrated *pl»Au
At all good dealers and department stores. If your dealer cannot supply you send

us $1.00 for outfit and add mailing charges for two pounds, otherwise we ship
express collect. IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

BOYS!
Here Are the Stars
and Stripes in All

Their Glory.
Be the first

o n e in your
town to wear
this patriotic
emblem.Think
of it : An
electrically il-

ium 1 n a ted
b o u tonniere
worn in the
lapel hole of
your coat.
It illuminates

i nur National
Flag in the
original col-
ors with a
brilliant
electric light.

Just insert
Flag In buttonhole of your
coat, put flashlight case in
vest or coat pocket and every
time you press the button, the
flag in your button-hole
flashes up with a beautiful
color effect.

Illuminated flag, cord and
plug (to be connected to any
2 cell flash-
light)

(Postage 10 cents.)
Illuminated flag, flashlight

case and battery, cord and
plug, complete as per illustra-

tion, $1.10; postage 15c.
DEALERS : Write for our

proposition today.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

60c

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is

waiting for you. Positively the most complete
Wireless and electrical catalog in print today.
22H Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 500 instru-
ments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for
our 160-page FREE Wireless Course in 20 les-

sons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5%".
Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Now before you turn this page write your name and

address on margin below, cut or tear out, enclose 6 cts.

stamps to cover mail charges, and the Cyclopedia is

yours by return mall.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
231 Fulton Street New York

Electro Importing Company
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. IS containing 228 pages, 600 illustrations and
diagrams Including Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy,
complete list »f all U. S. Wireless Call Letters, and 20
coupons for your 160 page Free Wireless Course in 2
lessons.

City

\ WII

ADDRESS

STATE .

.

" Electro " Pony Receiver
Our Pony receiver is

without doubt the best arti-

cle for the money to-day.
Points of superiority

:

Hard rubber composition
shell beautifully polished.
Powerful permanent steel

magnet, soft Iron core, fibre

coil heads, very thin diaph-
ragm, brass posts Inside.

Hanger can be unscrewed
and receiver will then fit

our No. AX8G77 headbands.
SOME USES.—

For all telephone work.
Also for making the small
testing outfits for repair
men in circuit with only one dry cell or flash-
light battery. It can also be used for wireless
though its low resistance won't permit of such
good results as a higher resistance phone.

This receiver is single pole; 2 l
-i x m Inches;

wgt. 4 oz. ; resistance, 75 ohms.

IF TWO OF THESE RECEIVERS ARE USED.
IT IS POSSIBLE TO SPEAK AT A DISTANCE
OF 150 FEET WITHOUT USING BATTERIES.
ONE WIRE BEING SUFFICIENT IF GROUND
IS USED. No. EKI024 Pony Receiver. Cft^
75 ohms out

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
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WIRELESS
The Government and Merchant

Marine need thousands of trained

operators now, the demand far ex-

i
i

- ding the supply. Men are needed
urgently for the Naval Reserve,

Aviation & Signal Corps, Marconi
Co., etc.

Pick your rating before you are

drafted.

Special short code courses. Day or Eve-
ning, for Government Service. Students
from all over the country. Send in your
enrollment today. Classes now forming.

The Eastern Radio Institute is endorsed
by the U. S. Government & Marconi Co.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899B Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

MISTOOK FAN FOR
WIRELESS.

'SPY"

Do Your Bit
as a

Radio Operator
Urgent demand in both Government ser-

vice and Merchant Marine. Special arrange-

ment for men entering Signal Corps, Naval
Reserve, and other branches of Government
service. Opportunities for short courses of

intensive training.

Theory, Code and Laws taught by expert

instructors.
Complete Commercial Installations.

Employment Bureau. Dormitories.

Send for catalogue.

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
14S Ea»t 86th Street New York, N. Y.

ffiTWiTlYiTllll

Patent*

EVERY INVENTOR
abouU have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES'* It lfl chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telling

what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT 18 FREH.

I have requests for patents upon ound
Inventions of all kinds. Can you help urn-

ply the demand?
My service in individual, prompt and efficient

(14 years experience*. Every expedient is em-
ployed to secure patents at least post- ible cost.

H. S. HILL, 804 McLachlen Bid?.. Washington. D.C.

Build a Model of this Curtias Milt,
tary Tractor used in the U.S. Army

£ g^gpTS

Build A
Model War Aeroplane!

It's oasyl With "IDEAL" Accurate Scale Drawinira ami
Instrn.-tninn you can build ali-fu.it Model Aeroplane that looks
tike a real DIM nnd that will tin.- from the Rround by Its own
imwtT and llv 50 to 100 feet. II a (Treat summer apart, and you
can learn a lot about Aeroplanes and how they fly. Band for
tbi Drawing! and Inattucoona for the one you want to build,

25cCurtiss Military Tractor

Bleriot Monoplane

Nieuport Monoplane

Taube Monoplane
0)1 M. " Aeroplane

Containing all parLs and muti-rml needed to
binl'l those Aeroplnncs. are sold by Leading
Toy, Sportina Qooda anaDepartmentStem
Ask your denier {," "Inlfii." a..-™i».
Conatructton Outfits

Wright Biplane

Cortiss Hydroplane

each Curbss Flyin* Boat

(8 for si. 76) Cecil Peoli Racer
Construction Outfits,

"IDEAL" Aeroplane

Send 5c For This Catalogue
Tells about M...I.-I Aorniilnn
|U< I 'nil. I tin-in with. 4H
Information- !..-n.l 6 cunti fm

'hat yon

it ni[ht away.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
76-82 West Broadway, New York

A large electric fan on top of the New
York Edison Company building at Fifty-

third street and Sixth avenue, New York
City, was taken for a ( .erman wireless ap-

paratus by a passing citizen, and the po-

lice department was notified.

The man saw sparks coming from the

fan, which is used to ventilate the build-

ing, and told the police that Teuton spies

were sending messages. It would pay all

of us to study up a bit on radio and elec-

trical matters these days.

ELECTRICITY BEING USED TO
HASTEN CROPS.

(Continued on page 439)

together with the periods of working are

important factors in the welfare of the

installation. The current expended at

Carnarvon is economical in working. The
current required at the primary terminals

amounts to 450-460 watts per acre per hour
(approximately only half a unit) : the rea-

son for the discrepancy is entirely atmos-
pheric, the energy required being greater in

proportion to the prevailing humidity to

make up for the sundry current loss. This
occurs on dull heavy days when mist or

heavy dew prevails, whereas on prevailing

dry periods the efficiency is uniform.
At Carnarvon the apparatus is fixt

permanently in a small shed, and is con-

nected to the main cable which supplies

electric light for the residence, the out-

buildings and farm. The initial voltage is

220 volts continuous current, and passes

thru a controlling switchboard to the

intensifying apparatus. The chief feature

of the overhead wiring is the careful man-
ner observed in insulating the wires, which
are suspended over the respective garden
plots—a uniform height of 7 feet has been
adopted in order to allow freedom for the

garden staff to carry on the work of cul-

tivation when the current is not in use.

Electroculture has past the back-gar-
den, amateur stage. It is now a serious

proposition. But knowledge of its possi-

bilities and limitations is scanty. It falls

into place with other possibilities of de-

velopment in plant industry, which will only

reach fruition by the help of well-organ-

ized, large-scale research and experiment
supported by public funds

CHEMICAL ACTION OF STORAGE
BATTERIES.

(Continued on page 473)

If a battery is allowed to stand on open-
circuit after charging, the electromotive-

force falls in fifteen or twenty minutes to

the value corresponding to the density of
the acid. This is due to solution around the

plates becoming saturated with lead sul-

fate. On discharge, when the voltage has
fallen below the value corresponding to

the density of the acid, standing on open
circuit brings it back to normal value. In

this case the recovery, as it is termed, is

due to the diffusion of the sulfuric acid

into the pores of the plate where it has be-

come exhausted.
If a charged cell is permitted to stand

idle, the density of the acid slowly de-

preciates, and the quantity of electricity

obtainable from it diminishes from day to

day. This is known as the self-discharge

of the battery, and for a cell in good con-
dition amounts to from one to two per cent

per day; if impurities are contained in the

acid, it sometimes will amount to SO per

IB-
;
JBBB1

WANTED - Railway Mail Clerks

Commence $75 Month
Increase to $150 "

Common Educa-
tion Sufficient

Sure pay.

Franklin Institute
Dept. H104

Rochester, N. Y.

/^ Sirs: Send me. free. (1) sample
Life job -x Bat'way Mall Clerk Examination

'^i questions; [2, schedule showing
/O places of examinations: i3) list of^ other government jobs now easily obtain-
able and (4) free book describing rhpro.

Pull unnec
essary.

There's the only man who controls your
future. Nobody else can push you ahead.

Nobody else can hold you back. Money,
position, power—the things you want—it's up

to you to win them. AnJ you can do it.

If you want a better job than the one you

have, there's just one thing to do— get ready

for it Don't worry about opportunities.

Employers everywhere are looking for men
who can do things. Learn to do some one

thing better than others, and there'll be plenty

of them looking for you.

And you am get ready—for any work you

choose— through the International Corre-
spondence Schools. You can do it at home,

in spare time, without losing a day or a dollar

in your present occupation.

Your future depends on yourself. Start to

build it today and let the I. C. S. help you.

Here's all we ask ; mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 536 1

, SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I cm qualify for

the position, or In the subject, beiure which I mark X.

QfRFMirAL RBCnrSLB
SALESMANSHIP

2 ADVERTISING .MAN
H WlndOW Trimmer
Show Card Writer

*"* Outdoor Sign Painter
H RAILROADER
H ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER~ BOOKKEEPER
SteaorraphfT Bod TrpUt

3 Cert. Pub. Accountant
,, Traffic Management
[_ Commcrcul La«
^GOOD l SCI ISH

lonniiD .-rhiMil Bahfeev.
H C1\1L SERVICE~ Railway Mail Clerk

Textile Orwiw r or Supt.

1 ...Kit lilt RI n Spaobb
H Navigator £ tier-Mta

^ Poultry Kalilor ^ Krrneb
katoasobUei _ Italian

FLI CTRK iL ENtflNEFIl

a

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting

I Electric Car Running
[ Heavy ElectricTroction

Electrical Draftsman
y laMtrlfl Machine n-.u-iM r

Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
>]M KAMI Ml. S.\.:i>E|-K

t
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Bnglm at

C CIVIL ENGINEER
i Surveying and Mapping

H1X1 | ORI MS OK DVB
.U.irrLt or I'roiperior

SI \ i I. is 'in f KG1NEER
1 ARCHITECT

Lreblteetural liratuman
PI l MHISI, * mi III- fcTIKe

Sheet MetaJ Worker

Present
Occupation-

s' reet
and Nu. .
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Junior Deaf-Phonet^S $ 1

5

c-^!
THE M1CBOPHO JUNIOE DEAF-PHONE is a super-sensitive instrument which

has been developed to meet the demands lor a practical and efficient bearim;
device at an extremely low price. It is equal to any $35.00 instrument made and
superior to most of them.
The outfit consists of One Super-Sensitive

Transmitter with cord connector; One Super-
Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord; One
Black Single Headband; Black Case and Two
Batteries. IMPROVED

Super-Sensitive Microphone Only $7.50
Tliis instrument is offered at an extremely low
price U i? excellent for building your own radio
amplifier. Can also be used in many experiments
where a sensitive microphone is required.

NEW DETECTAGRAPH $15
This detecting instrument of marvelous sensitivity
can be Used fur detecting secret conversations. Out-

lists i Sensitive Transmitter. 25 ft. Black
Cord, Receiver, Headband, Case and Battery.

Send lor one Today and Convince Yourself DETECTAGRAPH $15
MICROPHO-DETECTOR COMPANY Gaston Boissonnault, President
26 Cortland! St:, NEW YORK Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatus

PLUMBING AND HEATING
SAVE 1-3

BUY DIRECT
Get FREE Book

T X,

YOU CAN INSTALL YOUR OWN PLUMBING AT LOW COST
Get our Handy Man Book. Every home-owner needs it. Shows new home improvements
and everything in guaranteed plumbing and heating supplies exclusively at wholesale
prices. Any handy man can install with our free easy installing plans and instructions
with tne help of our service.

CUT TO FIT HEATING PLANTS
Our 40 years' experience enables us to furnish heating plants. CUT TO FIT. bathroom
outfits, etc.. with new. original, easy installing features, combining quality, economy,
simplicity and ease of installation.

Our $500,000 plants behind our guarantee. WRITE TODAY.
THE HARDIN-LAV1N CO., 40 Years at 4541-51 Cottage Grove Ave.. CHICAGO

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 1916

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
FULL WAVE— DURABLE — FOOL PROOF

For Public or Private Use

Charges storage batteries from alternating

current lamp socket. Xo fixed conditions
of installation, constant attention or expert knowl-
edge required. Its performance and endurance
will surprise you.

Get Bulletin No. 12

$18 Complete, and up
F. O. B. Cleveland.

For 25, 50 and 60 cycle circuits

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland. Ohio

Jobbers and Dealers Throughout the United States
and Canada.

POP-i
-^ make, sic; roior-j

$l,500Made One Month
. Cat., took in $3SC _

Almost the enormous profit of 400 per
$1 cash returned you for every

spent. Not theory! Not guess
f R - ' ' ' '

"T ecu
25c
work! But actual bonahde proven rec-
ords of profits. Send for book.

WZLONC CO. SpRINGFIELDOmiO

MORSE ALSO
In addition to the excellent instruction in all

phases of wireless, we now offer Morse Telegraphy.

Folder "C" on request.

Eastern District Y.M.C.A.
Marcy Avenue near Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

cent per day. The self-discharge of the

lead sponge plate is more liable to occur
than that of the peroxid plate, because it is

affected by a much larger number of

causes. It is fatal for the lead plate if the
acid contains any metal which is more
electro-negative than lead when in con-
tact with sulfuric acid, for the impurity
would become precipitated on the plate and
thus produce a short-circuited local ele-

ment. The lead would thereupon tend to

dissolve and deposit hydrogen on the im-
purity. If the over-voltage of the im-
purity is not too great, this would in fact

take place, and the lead plate would change
to sulfate. The potential of the cell : Pb
sponge. / Sulfuric acid / Platinized Pt-f
H a is 0.33 volt, hydrogen being the positive

pole. A current could be taken from this

cell on closing the external circuit; lead

sulfate would be formed on the lead pole

and hydrogen would be deposited on the

positive pole. But if some metal were to be
substituted for platinum for which the over
voltage is 0.33 volt or more, evidently hy-
drogen could not be liberated, and there-

fore no action would take place. Conse-
quently only the metals standing on the left

of the following table would be dangerous
for the accumulator ; those on the right

could exist as impurities in the acid with-
out the least danger, even tho some of these

are more electro-negative than lead.

TABLE.

Over voltage Over-voltage

Platinized Palladium 0.46
Platinum 0.005 Cadmium 0.48

Gold 0.02 Tin 0.53

Iron 0.08 Lead 0.64

Platinum, Zinc 0.70
polished 0.09 Mercurv 0.78

Silver 0.15
Nickel 0.21

Copper 0.23

As made apparent from this table, plat-

inum is the most injurious impurity. It has
been found that one part of platinum in a

million of acid will produce a rapid self-

discharge of the lead plate. It has been
found, however, that metals when present

together can produce a rapid self-discharge,

zuhich alone cause scarcely any action. An
explanation of this cannot be given at

present.

The self-discharge of the positive plate

takes place more slowly than that of the

lead sponge plate. Metallic impurities are of

no effect on the lead peroxid, for they would
not become precipitated upon it. The only

kind of spontaneous discharge is due to

local action between the peroxid and the

lead of the support, which together form a

short-circuited element, and this is of im-
portance only for plates with a thin per-

oxid layer.

Another cause of self-discharge of a bat-

tery is the presence of salts of metals that

can exist in more than one stage of oxida-

tion. For example, an iron salt would be
oxidized to the ferric state on the lead

peroxid, and would thereupon diffuse to the

lead plate and oxidize it to sulfate, thus
gradually discharging both plates.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 477)

bonat ( Xa :COj) by the addition of more
coal in the black-ash fusion ; the reaction

being:

CaCO, + C = CaO + 2CO
CO« + CaO + H,0 = 2NaOH + CaCOj

PROPERTIES :—Physical :—1. The phys-
ical and chemical properties of Sodium and
Potassium are quite similar, therefore the

properties of both will be given under one
heading.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Both are white solids of acrid and nau-
ting taste.

2. Both are very caustic, dissolving the

tlesh.

3. They are very deliquescent and sol-

uble.

4. Sodium hydroxid impart- a flame of

yellowish color, while potassium hydroxid
imparts a purple color.

Chemical:— 1. They neutralize arid- and
t.irm salts.

-'. They are both strongly alkalin.

3. They react on many metals.

4. They absorb carbon dioxirl and form
carbonats.

5. They react with fats and oils to form
aps.

USES:—Small amounts of these hydrox-
ys are used in chemical laboratories, but
the most important use is that of soap-
making. Fats and oils are mainly stearin

(or glyceryl stearat), CaHsCGsHaoOj)^
palmitin (or glyceryl palmitat), C3H 5

(CuHuOi)a; and olein or glyceryl oleat,

CiHj(CiiH3aO;.)»; CsH» being the glyceryl

radical. Glycerin or (glycerol) is GHi-
(OH)..

In saponification the hydroxid of sodium
<>r potassium acts on the stearin, palmitin,

>r olein, and liberates glycerin, forming
-'idium stearat, etc.

H?fe r+ glyceryl jl^,;;^,
(_

Oleat !

J
Stearat

— sodiums Palmitat

L Oleat
glj i erol

The stearat, palmitat, and oleat of sodium
or potassium are the chemical names for
>oaps. They are soluble in water : hence a

solution of sodium chlorid, in which they
are insoluble, is used to precipitat them.

It may be of interest to the reader to give
an explanation of the action of soap. Soap
dissolves in pure (or soft) water, and the
taintly alkalin solution very readily gives
emulsions with the skin or the fatty matters
in soiled cloth. Thus the fatty matter is

removed, and with it is taken out mechanic-
ally any dirt in other forms, such as carbon,
etc. If soluble salts of calcium or magne-
sium are present in the water, an insoluble
stearat, etc., of these metals is formed and
precipitated as a lime or magnesium soap

;

hence the soap will not dissolve till these
salts are removed. The quantity of soap
necessary to make a lather is the basis for
estimating the hardness of water. The
harder the water the more soap required.
Therefore we may safely conclude that

the most important use of sodium and
potassium hydroxid is in the manufacture
of soap which runs into thousands of tons
annually.

They are also used in bleacheries. in paper
making, in refining oil, etc.

HxPFRIMENT No. 98:

Pour 10 or 15 cc.

or water into an 8 ounce wide mouth bottle

and have a cardboard or paper to cover it.

( Do not use a glass plate as a cover), as a
slight explosion may occur upon the dis-

appearance of the metal; (Fig. 89). Take
a -mall piece of metallic sodium with a pair
of forceps, about the size of a pea, and
drop it into the bottle containing the water,
covering the latter immediately with a piece

of cardboard or paper. Notice how the
metal reacts with the water.
While the action is going on, make the

i ombustion test, by removing the cover and
quickly thrusting a lighted splint into the
liottle. If there is a flame, note the color.

It may be that the operator failed to

notice the phenomena which took place

when the first piece of sodium was in-

trodficed ; in that case, repeat the experi-

ment, using a clean bottle, and water.

Na + HjO = NaOH + H

Save the liquid, which is sodium hydroxid
and evaporate to dryness, and examine it

as to color, causticity and solubility.

Experiment No. 99:
Examine a piece of

freshly cut metallic sodium. (Do not handle
the metal with your fingers, but use a pair

of forceps). Note its color, lustre, and
hardness.

Boil about 10 cc. of water in a test tube,

and pour it into a clean bottle, and while

still hot drop a piece of sodium (a fresh

piece) into it and cover the bottle with a

piece of cardboard (not glass). Notice the

phenomena carefully.

When the action stops, hold the lower
opening of a Bunsen burner across the

mouth of the bottle, having the cover re-

moved as shown in Fig. 90. Notice the yel-

low color imparted to the flame, which color

is characteristic of sodium and its com-
pounds. This test must be applied as soon
as the action of the sodium stops.

Experiment No. 100

:

Prepare potassium
hydroxid, following the steps exactly as in

the preceeding experknent, except that

metallic potassium is employed in place of
metallic sodium.
The flame, when the Bunsen burner is

placed across the mouth of the bottle, in

the case of potassium will give a purple
color instead of a yellowish color as obtain-

ed with sodium. Notice all phenomena, and
compare with that of sodium.

K + H2 = KOH + H

Experiment No. 101 :

Sodium Hydroxid made from Slaked Lime
and Sodium Carbonat.
Put about 7 grams of finely crystallin

sodium carbonat (Na2COs) on a piece of
paper, and on another paper 5 grams of
slaked lime (Ca(OH)i). Pour the two into

a beaker and add about 40 cc. of water.
Pour the liquid obtained from the beaker
into a Florence flask, leaving the flask un-
stoppered; (Fig. 91). Place it on a ring

stand or tripod on asbestos, and boil for

four or five minutes. Before completing
the boiling add water enough to replace

that which evaporates. Filter, and if the

solution is so strong as to break the filter,

let the mixture settle, decant it, and use the

decanted liquid for testing.

Test the filtrat by its action on solutions

of Copper chlorid, (CuCli), Silver chlorid,

(AgCls), and Ferric (Iron) Chlorid,

(FeCb.) ; by its action on red litmus. Note
the color effects in each case.

Experiment No. 102

:

Potassium hydroxid made from slaked lime

and Potassium Carbonat.
Prepare by similar method as for sodium

hydroxid, except that potassium carbonat

(KjCOj) is employed in place of sodium
carbonat.
Compare all the phenomena observed

when potassium is used, with those obtained

by the action of Sodium carbonat. The
product obtained is

:

Ca(OH) a + Na;C03 = CaCOa + 2 NaOH
Ca(OH) 3 + K,,COs = CaCOa + 2 KOH.

Experiment No. 103:

Electrolytic Preparation of Sodium
Hydroxid.
The apparatus shown in Fig. 92 was de-

scribed in detail in the October 1916 install-

WhatKindofaManAreYOU?

i Dr.

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

An athlete of whm
Saroent of Harvard
vcrmtu kite »atd:
"He is unquexl'

fineet epeewnen of physical
development ever eeen

.

'

YOTJ v o u n g or
old? In your
teens or In your
sixties can you

face life day by day,
cheerfully, with the
stamina to keep going,
or to rise to better
things? OR, are you
held down with the
consciousness of your
own physical and men-
tal weakness?
YOUNG or old, you
will be left behind,
among the Incompe-
tents, unless you have
r e a I HEALTH. No
man ever succeeded
without It.

YOU MADE MIS-
TAKES—so has every
man. But the Real
Man rises above his

mistakes, makes the
>D It gave him

serve hlra to better
things. So can you.
Ymi don't have to go
through life. Weak.
Run- down , Nervous

,

Debilitated. Memory
Palling, all Kinks and
Pains.

YOU can be Strong.
Vigorous, Vital, Man-
ly ! The means are
here. Let me tell you
how.

YOU CAN
COME BACK!

I can Re-build you. Make you over again.

Re-vitalize you. Fill life with the joyousness

of its purpose. I, personally, am the result

of the System I have perfected. I live this

life, I breathe it, I radiate it to all my pupils,

dally and they become as 1 1 I can change
your whole life, for the better. I do not care
what your physical Ills, nor your mental
worries, they yield to the Power of Strong-
fortism, embodying as it does the true prin-

ciples of Nature's laws. No DRUGS, OILS,
PHYSICS. PILLS or other PIFFLE [ Just
Nature, her kindly ways, under my personal
guidance, and you have the safe, sure, per-

fect way to HEALTH, Strength, Physical
Power, the VIGOR that makes every breath
Ecstacy ! i CAN SAVE YOU __
IP YOD ARE INTERESTED ENOUGH IN TOUR-
SELF to ask me a few Questions. It won't cost

you anything. It will not put you under any obli-

gations. Just because you fell, because you made
that mistake, don't let it drag you down. Don't
let it be a millstone about your neck. Tell me in
confidence of your physical troubles, no matter
what they are and I can advise you and help
you wonderfully. Yes. I will give you

ADVICE FREE
If you knew the work—the wonderful good that I

have been doing for so many years you would not
wonder why I appeal so strongly to EVERY MAX
to come to me and let me help him.

LET ME RE-BUILD YOU
My way is exclusively my own, and I SUCCEED
because I realize that every person is different, and
each pupil must have individual, personal atten-
tion. That too. is why each of my pupi ls succeeds.
I never had a failure. It is the SYSTEM—it Is

STROXGFORTISM. let me tell you what It will
mean to you.

There is a liberal education in my book. 'IN-
TELLIGENCE IN PHYSICAL AND HEALTH
CULTURE." free for three 2-cent postage stamps
to cover cost of mailing.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
MASTER OF PHYSICAL CULTURE

309 PARK BLDG., NEWARK, N. J.
Personal consultation by special appointment only.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Dear Strongfort:—Please send me your book

'INTELLIGENCE IX PHYSICAL AND HEALTH
CULTURE," for postage of which I enclose 6 cents
In stamps.

I have marked iX) be/ore the subject In which
I am interested and should like you to send me a
neraonal talk on this subject.

. .Thinness . . Round Shoulden
Obesity Stoop Shoulders

. Nervousness . . Deformity No. 309
, . Insomnia . . Rupturo

Indigestion ..Youthful Errors
. Constipation . .Devitalising Losses
, Short Wind . Impotency
. . Flat Chest . . Despondency
. . Colds . . Poor Memory
. .Catarrh . .Flat Feet
. . Poor Circulation Increased Height
. . Rheumatism . . Muscular Development
. . Heartweakness . .Great Strength
..Headache ..Weight Lifting
..Skin Disorders ..Advanced Course
. .Lung Trouble . . Many-Weight Barbell

Name

Street

City State
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ELECTRIC

HANDY BINDER
for the Electrical Experimenter
Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which

can be inserted or removed at will, without
tools. Will keep your magazines perfectly for
all time or just preserve them like new till

you bind them permanently. Made of heavy
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ment of this series of papers (page 405),
and reference is made for a detailed de-
scription of this apparatus. Essentially, it

consists of a U-tube, fitted with two two-
holed rubber stoppers, thru which pass the
delivery tubes, and two electrodes, sealed
in a piece of glass tubing which contain
mercury. The electrodes should be of
platinum, as this substance expands and
contracts in the same proportion as glass,

besides being a better electrode than other
substances, it withstands the action of the
various solutions much better than copper,
nickel, or other electrodes will.

This apparatus may be considered a
laboratory modification of the Castner-Kell-
ner method of electrolytic apparatus shown
in Fig. 88. The U-tube is filled with mer-
cury so that it extends above the bends of
both sides of the tube, which prevents the
chlorin liberated from the anode from com-
ing in contact with the sodium hydroxid
formed at the cathode. If a little red litmus
is added to the salt solution, it will be
bleached by the chlorin around the anode,
and turned blue by the sodium hydroxid
at the cathode. Chlorin is liberated at the
anode, and we may assume that sodium is

separated for an instant at the cathode,
which at once interacts with the water
present, liberating hydrogen and forming
sodium hydroxid.
The equation of the reaction caused by

the electrolysis of the sodium chlorid solu-

tion (common table salt) may be represent-
ed by the following equation :

NaCl + 2H.O = NaOH + H + CI

AQUA REGIA.
Hisiory :

—

This name is given to a mixture of Nitric
and Hydrochloric acids which is frequently
employed for dissolving gold and platinum,
as well as many metallic ores and other
substances.

The Alchemists called this mixture Aqua
Regia, which meant Royal Water or King
of Waters, because it possest the power
of dissolving Gold, which was considered
the king of metals. Aqua Regia was there-
fore believed to be the strongest solvent
known. Any thin liquid they termed Aqua,
the Latin, meaning water, and affixing some
adjective to express the kind of water, as

Aqua Ptira (Pure Water), Aqua Fortis
( Strong Water, which they applied to Nitric
acid), etc.

Strictly speaking, Aqua Regia is not an
acid, tho it is often so called from its

constituents, nitro-hydrochloric acid. It is

made by mixing the two acids, Nitric and
Hydrochloric,—one volume of the former to
three volumes of the latter. A reaction
takes place which is variable, depending on
the relative amounts and strengths of the
two acids. A general reaction is :

—

3 HC1 + HN03 2 H.O + NOC1 + CI,
Nitrosyl
Chlorid

The solvent power of the Aqua Regia
depends upon the fact that, on heating, this

mixture of acids evolves Chlorin. In the
reaction chlorin is always liberated. When
Aqua Regia is employed to dissolve metals,
the chlorin liberated, during the reaction
forms chlorids, the higher chlorid in case
the metal has more than one valence. The
action is very vigorous, especially if the
liquid is hot. While Gold (Au) and
Platinum (Pt) are not affected by hydro-
chloric acid or Nitric acid, they combine
readily with the chlorin to form gold chlorid
(AuCU) and platinum chlorid (PtCl.),
which dissolve in the liquid.

As chlorin is one of the strongest of oxid-
izing agents, either as a gas or in solution,

aqua regia will change—ous to—ic salts ; as,

for example, Mercurous chlorid (HgCl) to

Mercuric chlorid (HgCl=), Ferrous chloric?

(Iron) chlorid (Fed?) to Ferric (Iron)
Chlorid (FeCU), etc. It possesses a strong,
irritating, characteristic odor, the color
varying from orange to red. Owing to the
escape of its gases it cannot be kept, but
should be made as required for use.

Experiment No. 104.

Hold a test tube in the left hand, nearly
on a level with the eye, and pour into it

about 6 cc. of hydrochloric acid (HC1),
(Fig. 8b in the August, 1916, "Electrical
Experimenter"). • Add to this about 2 cc.

of nitric acid.

Watch the mixture a moment, and if no
action can be noticed, bring the tube to a
flame for a moment only.

3HC1 + HNO3 = 2H.0 +NOC1 + CI.
Xitrosyl
Chlorid

The products are for the most part,
chlorin (CI), Nitrosyl chlorid (NOC1),
and Water (H 20). The mixture is called
aqua regia, or nitro-hydrochloric acid, its

strength being mainly due to chlorin.

Experiment No. 105.

Put one or two pieces of Zinc into a

tube and add a little of the aqua regia. If

any gas escapes test its combustibility by
applying a lighted splint, also smell the
odor, etc.

Put into a dish a few pieces of copper
and add a very little aqua regia. After a

minute dip a splint into the solution ; then
hold it in the flame of a Bunsen burner and
notice any color effects.

Moisten a glass rod and roll upon one
end of it a half sheet of gold leaf. Dip
this into a tube containing a small amount
of aqua regia, using care not to touch the
sides of the tube. Notice the action the
instant the gold touches the liquid.

Experiment No. 106.

Ascertain whether gold will dissolve in

either hydrochloric or nitric acid, sep-
arately, using a clean tube and glass rod,
and heating each liquid to the boiling point.

(Great care should be exercised in bring-
ing these acids to the boiling point, being
careful that the acid does not boil over or
spatter on the hands or clothes. If the
action becomes too violent immediately re-

move the tube from the flame.)

If it does not dissolve, pour the contents
of each tube together, and notice any action
which takes place.

Experiment No. 107.

Ascertain the action of aqua regia on
scraps of iron, and note whether the
product is the same as when hydrochloric
acid acts on iron. Test the result of each
action by the use of ammonium hydroxid
(NH^OH), also a splint applied to the
mouth of the tube, to determine if a gas is

present, etc.

When nitric acid acts as an oxidizing
agent, it usually decomposes, as represented
in the following equation :

2HNO„ = H,0 + 2NO + 30
If hydrochloric acid is present, the oxy-

gen, as fast as formed, reacts with the acid
according to the following equation:

6HC1 + 30 = 3H.O + 3d.
The nitric oxid formed according to the

first equation is not evolved as such, but
combines with the chlorin liberated accord-
ing to the second equation, to form an
orange-yellow, gaseous compound known as
Nitrosyl chlorid (NOC1).

2NO + CI* = 2NOC1
By combining these three equations in

the regular way and dividing the resulting
equation by 2, in order to get its simplest
form, one obtains the following:

UNO, + 3HC1 = 2H.0 + NOC1 + CI.

Nitrosyl
Chlorid
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HISTORIC ELECTRIC
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 44b)

the year 1810. He did not enclose his in-

candescent lamp in a vacuum or in a tube

however, but contented himself with bring-

ing a strip of platinum 1/30 of an inch

thick by IS inches in length to a high state

of brilliance by connecting it to a large

number of batteries. Little was done in

succeeding years to evolve any form of

incandescent electric lamp, and the next we
hear of this now universal illuminant is in

1841, when we find the work of de Moleyns.

His incandescent lamp utilized a fine plati-

num wire. About the first incandescent

lamp of the exhausted bulb type that we
find a record of, is that due to Starr, a

Yankee inventor of Cincinnati, Ohio. His
first product bears the date of 1845, when
he took out a patent for a carbon filament

lamp with an exhausted bulb. He took out
many patents, and evolved a diversified

number of incandescent lamps and fila-

ments, but owing to the lack of commercial
dynamos, success in those days was of short

duration.

Another earnest worker in this field was
Henrich Gobel, of New York City, who
produced a very promising carbon filament

lamp in 18S4. Gobel first used wood char-
coal for the filament, and later tried carbon-
ized bamboo.

The Edison incandescent lamp upon
which large sums of money were spent in

development for several years, finally

emerged from the laboratory in 1879, and
from that date progress was real and as-
sured in the development of electric light-

ing. The illustration in Fig. 7 shows the
earliest form of incandescent lamp, and also
the Edison lamp as first manufactured. The
Edison lamp had an exhausted bulb, and a
carbon filament was used composed of car-
bonized brown paper at first, but shortly
afterward this was made of carbonized
bamboo. Thousands of different kinds of
filament and materials for them were ex-
haustively tested out in Edison's laboratory,
and it is surprising to learn that even in
those days there were a number of inven
tors who proposed metallic filament lamps,
and actually tried out incandescent lamps,
having filaments coated with metallic oxids,
etc.

The arc lamp, which is very common
now-a-days, was invented by Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, who discovered in 1801, that
by connecting up a large number of battery
cells to a pair of pointed carbon rods, that
when these rods were placed in contact and
then separated, an electric arc of great bril-
liance tended to form between the carbons.
In 1809, Davy exhibited publicly the first

electric arc light, which was excited by two
thousand primary battery cells. Arc lights
languished for a good many years until an
Englishman by the name of Wright, in 1844,
devised the first successful automatic self-
feeding arc lamp. Wright's ingenious au-
tomatic arc lamp is shown in Fig. 8, as
also Davy's first arc lamp of the hand-feed
type.

Wright's arc lamp comprised a series of
carbon discs with bevelled edges, arranged
in the manner illustrated. Two of these
discs were movable; thus making it pos-
sible to compensate for the change in the
length of the arc as the discs were burnt
away, and all of the carbon discs were ro-
tated while the lamp was in operation by
means of clock-work mechanism.
The telephone, now in use in practically

every city and community all over the civil-
ized world, first saw the light of day in
Germany (1861) in the apparatus invented
by Philip Reis, instructor in natural sciences
at Professor Garnier's Institute, a select

school for boys at Friedrichsdorf, near

Homburg. As Professor Sylvanus P.

Thompson ha> declared
—

"the apparatus

devised by Reis was the employment of a

loose or imperfect contact between two
parts of a conducting circuit so that the

pressure and electrical resistance might be

varied by differing streNS." By this system

(see Fig. 9) Reis was able to transmit musi-

cal sounds, especially whistling and other

shrill tones, with all variations of pitch and
loudness, altho without timbre, probably re-

sembling somewhat the sound of a xylo-

phone (wooden piano)—and less perfectly,

also, the sounds of the human voice ; the

consonants being readily represented, but

the vowels less distinctly, if at all.

Referring to this early forerunner of the

wonderful telephone which Professor Bell

(1876) later perfected so as to be able to

transmit articulate speech over any distance

by electrical means, we find that Reis used

as a transmitter, a small box having two
openings, one at the side for the mouth-

piece, and the other at the top, closed by a

diafram, made from the smaller intestine

of a pig. At the center of this membrane
was cemented a strip of platinum in loose

contact with the point of a platinum wire

held in position above it by a light leaf

spring. The receiver of the Reis system

comprised a steel wire, wrapt around with a

coil of insulated wire, thus forming an

electro-magnet. This was mounted on a
small resonant wooden box resembling a

violin, and which served as a sounding
board. To this was later added a cover of

thin wood, against which the ear could be

prest to receive the sounds transferred

along the wire electrically from the trans-

mitter.

Wireless telegraphy for practical pur-

poses really dates back to the brilliant scien-

tific researches of Henrich Hertz. Many
electrical writers date wireless telegraphy

back to the first wireless transmission of

messages to 1838 when Professor Joseph
Henry, of Princeton University, succeeded

in setting up induced currents in the cellar

of a building, when a Leyden jar was
charged and discharged by means of a

static electrical machine placed in the top

room of his residence. Next in line to be

credited by many writers is Professor S. F.

B. Morse, who is stated by one authority

("Wireless Telegraphy," by Sewall, 1904)

to have actually sent the first signal with-

out wires on December 16th, 1842, when he
succeeded in sending a wireless telegram
across a canal 80 feet in width, and in No-
vember, 1844, Mr. A. D. Gale, under the

instruction of Professor Morse, transmitted

wireless signals across the Susquehanna
River at Havre de Grace, a distance of

nearly one mile.

This wireless scheme, however, was based
on the principle of conduction, and thus was
limited in its application and in the range
that could be covered. Considerable ex-
periment was done with inductive systems
of wireless telegraphy and telephony, in

America, from 1882 to 188S by Professor
Dolbear and Thomas A. Edison, the latter

investigator having successfully signaled

thru space to a moving train from a wire
installed on poles beside the railway, in

1885.

The crowning achievement in the realm
of radio-telegraphy by etheric wave trans-

mission was that of Hertz, in 1886. Across
a small spark gap in a ring of wire sus-

pended in a room (there having been no
electrical contact with the charging appa-
ratus), Hertz caused tiny sparks to appear
as the result of the passage across another
and longer spark gap of the oscillatory

discharge from a Leyden jar. Finally we
come to the work of Guglielmo Marconi,
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red tape. I employ no solicitors—no collectors

—

no chattel mortgage. It Is simply understood that
I retain title to the machine until the full $48.80
Is paid. You cannot lose. It Is the greatest type-
writer opportunity you will ever have. Do not
send me one cent. Get the coupon In the malls
today—sure.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 231 N. Fifth Av.. Chicago

H. A. Smith, 738. 231 N. Fifth Ave.. Chloago, III.

Ship me a No. 2 L. C. Smith F. O. B. Chicago,
as described In this advertisement. I will pay you
the $40.00 balance of the SPECIAL $48 80 purchase
price at the rate of $2.60 per month. The title to
remain In you until fully paid for. It Is understood
that I have five days In which to examine and try
the typewriter. If I choose not to keep It I will
carefully repack It and return It to the express agent
It la understood that you give the standard guarantee
for one year.

NAME
ADDRESS

GENERATORS! ALTERNATORS!
We have a complete line of sturdy, efficient gen-
erators and alternators from 100 to 1000 watts.
We furnish complete parts for these finished
ready to assemble with instructions to wind.
Transformers made to order. Send for catalogue.

ALL AT FACTORY PRICES
Berfmann Motor Work,. 442-44* Niagara St.. Buffalo. N.T

Driver Agents Wanted
T>riv.> at,,! demonstrate tlie lititdi Car. Pay for it out or

yooxconimiBkuoMon***.***. My **«•>"* »™ "^vgmorH^i-htv*

hPssV
.taare prompt.

S'iiSS Urei Bu«h C*r» *uw-
anleod or EDoriaj

back. 1918 models
retdy.
Writ* ot one* for

H Bash. **re&.
Delco Ignition Elect. St£. * Ltc. Dopt. mi

BCSU BUTOli lUMIMNY, Bosh lc-a.pl*>, tbicsgo, IUImoI*
j

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" zvUen writing to advertisers.
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.DIAMONDS-

ON CREDIT

iM

GREAT DIAMOND SALE
The most astounding sale of per-
fect cut diamonds ever offered.

| TERMS LOW AS SI .50 PER MONTH
It is yonr opportunity to pet that
long wonted diamond at a bargain.
This is an extraordinary saving.

SPECIAL S39.50
GENUINE DIAMOND RING

< wMdetlul value, $4.50 pir month.

SENSATIONAL ELGIN WATCH SALE

SI 1 50 FAMOUS GENUINE
12: ELGIN WATCH

17 RUBY JEWELS
Guaranteed Factory Tested and Adjusted

Easy Payments S2.OO Per Month

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Any watch you want on easy payments. Be

sure to eend (or oar 112 page catalogue. Over 2000
au^ceationn. Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds. This
book d'-arrihes our big bargains in all lines.
All Bold on Easy Payments and Free Trial.

Send for it this minute. A postal icill bring it.

ALFRED WARE COMPANY. Dept.795 St. Louis, Mo.

Big Free Catalog

Interested
inScience?
You will find all of the latest anr> ^

famous wonders and stunts fully illus S
traled in Edclman'$ 256 Dp. boot. ST
••EXPERIMENTS." $1.50 Ppd. A £
wealth of information that you want ftS
and cannot find elsewhere, such &* S
"Ultra - violet Rays." "High Fre- £
quency," "Mechanics." "Wireless Et

ploded Mines." and "Arc Welding"-
also "How to Establish Tour Labora-
tory and Make Successful Experi-
ments"; only $1.50. Order now.

WATCHING WIRELESS PROGRESS ?

Now Is the golden time to get a
copy of Edelman's 2 72 pp. boob "EXPERI
MENTAL WIRELESS STATIONS." (1917) _

, iou do not need a set in operation because 3S this plain English book shows you all about (B
55 tuning, wavelengths, resonance, audion oscillators =£a etc.. so you understand. All modern equipment is ^
$3 given together with new material on wireless tele- fea phony, amplifiers, experiments requiring no aerial S^ and a list of U. S. Radio Patents. $1.50 Ppd. 3

Experimenter's Library only; $2.8S S
Poth of above books handsomely bound in G"ld-.S
Stamped covera 528 pagea formerly $3.50. thia&
pntb only E2.86Fpd. JdWwnn hocts Eire abso-lS— are abso- -

i are sure to be satisfied.
*

P. EDELMAN. 2802 Hague Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 5=
I II lutely guaranteed.

inr

Big Powerful

MAGNET
Made of finest tungsten mag-

net steel, absolutely permanent.
Lifts about 3 pounds. Educa-
tional, useful and enables you
to perform endless testa, experi-
ments and make other magnets.
Nothing better made. Sent par-
cel poet $1.00 each.

Electric Generators
We hare a number of Fine

Hand Generators which we will

dispose of at bargain prices.

Give up to about 100 volts,

alternating current You can
make direct if desired. Strict-
ly high grade. While they last.

$3.00 each.

Watson Electric Co.
123 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago

AUTOMATIC REPEATING RIFLE
FIRES 20 SHOTS IN ONE
Same size and shape as reg;
rcvolver. Shoots B. B. b^
anywhere, same as other i

No caps or load necessary, aa tt works
a spring and -hoots with rapidity and i

Abi

ONE LOADING, /»
regular automatic ( I
shots obtainable \ I

r rifles aodsruns. *«

*>=}
S«?nt hy mail complete with round of shot for ONLY 25c.
postra.d. JOHNSON SMITH i CO,
Dept.921 54 w Lake St.. Chic.go

whose successful publisht experiments date
from 1896, when he succeeded in trans-
mitting wireless signals by means of
Hertzian waves in the ether across a space
of 100 yards at the British Postoffice in
London. Soon afterwards he made a suc-
cessful trial of sending and receiving wire-
less signals over a distance of two miles
on Salisbury Plain, and from then on, the
art of radio signaling advanced by leaps
and bounds, and it was but a few years, or
to be exact on Thursday, Dec. 12, 1901,
at 12.30 P. M., when Marconi received the
first wireless signal across the Atlantic
Ocean (over 2,000 miles) between Poldhu,
England, and Cape Cod, Mass.,—this im-
mortal radio signal having been the letter
"S" as represented telegraphically by three
dots.

RADIO ROLL OF HONOR.
(Continued from page 462)

wr

Utah
Clifton Guiver
Cedric E. Hart

Virginia
no. P. Hyde

K. Smith, Jr.
Lisle E. Roadhouse
S. C. Haight
Adolph Lefkowitch
J. J. Campbell

Vermont
A. M. Dole

Washington
L. R. Devine
Geo. Stinley
Chas. Callahan
R. Thelberg
E. V. Olson

West Virginia
Chas. P. Guice
Harry Cunningham
Hugh N. Montgomery
F. B. Dadisman

Wisconsin
E. Smith
Norman Kuzweg
Robert Brannfeld
Neil Werner
Wm. C. White
Weldon Eisenbraml
Harry Gerky
Wm. O. Block
Lester Westfahl
Robert Donaldson

Wyoming
Gaylord S. Clark
T. C. Harker

AN EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIMENTAL
LABORATORY.

(Continued from page 479)

various rare elements and compounds,
microscopes, electric furnaces, electric

ovens, thermostats for controlling the
temperature of the room in cold weather,
etc. In short we have facilities for con-
ducting all chemical, electro-chemical,
metallurgical and general testing and re-
search work.
By the aid of a Photo-micro-graphic at-

tachment of our own design and with an
ordinary plate camera, excellent photos of
the various chemical phenomena are obtain-
ed. As our dark room is right beside the
testing tables we can at once develop and
finish any photographs and see if the result
is satisfactory. This is an extreme ad-
vantage, in that, if the results are poor we
can retake the picture at once, thereby
eliminating all chances of failures in our
photographic tabulation of results.

The dark-room is located in one of the
small rooms, which has no windows, right

beside our chemical and testing tables. A
shelf is set up on one side of this room,
upon which only photographic operations,
such as developing, fixing, printing, etc., are
done. On the other side of this room is a

large shelf upon which we have permanent-
ly constructed our enlarging and copying
camera. At the other end of the room
are the trays, wash boxes, fixing boxes, and
printing frames. The fourth wall contains
the necessary chemical reagents and prep-
arations.

RADIO ROLL OF HONOR
Application for Membership in the

Radio League of America
~ft THE UNDERSIGNED, a Radio Amateur, am the owner of a Wireless

^1 Station described in full in this application. My station has been in use

^*t since , and I herewith desire to

apply for membership in the RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA. I will abide

by all the rules of the LEAGUE, and I particularly pledge my services as a
Radio operator, or for Signal Corps duty to the United States Government
when called upon.

I understand that this blank with my signature will be sent to the United
States Government officials at Washington, who will make a record of my name.

Witnesses to signature: Name

City...

State.

Date. .191

Description of My Station and Apparatus

Sending .

Receiving

I can send approximately words per minute.

I can receive approximately words per minute.

My age is years.

(11-17)

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE WORLD AFTER THE WAR.
By a Teuton Scientist.

What will the world be like after the

war? A German scientist's imaginative

after-war picture is the feature of the latest

number of the German review, Zukunft.
'Ilia author, Professor Moritz Lesser, is

a member of the faculty of engineering

of the University of Bonn. The profes-

sor pictures, in fanciful Style, a world at

peace, in friendly and international rela-

tionship making use of the technical dis-

coveries which have been made during the

war for the development of commercial

enterprise. The article in part is as fol-

lows :

"Three months after the end of the war,
the directors of the leading banks and cor-

porations of Germany held a meeting to

the number of 3,000 in the Reichstag, with
the home secretary for chairman, and
founded a company 'For the Development
and Use of Inventions Discovered During
the War.' The object of the company was
to employ in peace the technical progress

which had been accomplished under the

stress of war, and the capital subscribed

was 40 times as great as required.

"One object of the company was to
build submarines for pleasure trips and
to search for treasures lost during the war.

"It was found possible to build a sub-
marine which sank to a depth of more than

a mile, and from this sprang the inter-

national company for raising the ships

sunk during the war. The work was an
immense success, and large sums of
money were made from this salvage work.
There was also huge profit in taking
passengers in these ships for trips of ex-
ploration and sightseeing along the bot-

tom of the sea. Ships were found which
had gone down centuries ago, and one
expedition recovered the treasure of a
whole continent which was sunk in a
Spanish Armada. Moreover, rich veins of
coal and iron and other minerals were dis-

covered in the sea.

"Meanwhile wireless telegraphy was per-
fected until it was possible to send a cur-
rent around the entire world. It was also

possible to supply airships with the current.

A company was founded for a passenger
and parcel service without gasoline which
began serving all important parts of the
world.

"At the same time the Peace Conference
at The Hague, which represented all civi-

lized nations, decided on the complete dis-

armament of all the world, without any
restrictions. By this time every great
Power had established a fleet of unmanned
aeroplanes loaded with thousands of bombs,
which were to release by wireless current
at the first mobilization of the enemy over
all his important towns. In this way every
hostile town and base would be reduced to

ruin in a few hours. This meant that there
could no longer be any war."

Other imaginary inventions described by
the writer include an American "spectral

film," which brought the pictures of dis-

tant events as they happened to the theatre

and private house. Another invention dis-

pensed with the use of coal and ?as by
preserving the heat and light of the sun.

Traffic problems in the world's great cities

were solved by setting pavements and
streets in motion. The article concludes

:

"Finally, as inventions reduced the trou-

ble of living more and more, the people

began to lose the use of their limbs, since

everything was done for them, a world con-

ference was assembled, which forbade any-

one inventing anything more." Sic temper
gloria mundi.

LOCATING UNDERGROUND ORES
BY ELECTRICITY.

(Continued from page 441)

about the center of the primary coil, the

magnetic field will be weakened, but the

contour lines are not distorted from their

normal circular form. However, with a

sufficient number of sets of contours, the

presence of the conducting orebody is

positively determined.
If the conductor be close to the surface,

or nearly in the plane of the primary coil,

the galvanometer shows a minimum nail-

ing when the same amount of magnetic
flux is inclosed by both exploring coils, but

this minimum reading is not zero, since

some current will flow between the ex-

ploring coils, probably due to a difference

in phase caused by the angle between the

lines of force in the two magnetic fields.

The presence of water courses, puddles

on the surface or solutions in the ground
does not affect this method, since liquids

are not appreciably conductive of the low-

voltage oscillating current that is induced.

Contour lines about any given center can be
practically duplicated at any time, regard-

less of the weather conditions or variations

in ground water.
Theoretically, the presence of a conduc-

tor within a distance from the plane ol the

primary coil, of two-thirds the diameter of

the primary coil, will measurably affect the

magnetic flux in the plane of the coil. This
has been proved practically, so that if the

primary coil is 200 ft. in diameter, a con-

ductor within 130 ft. of the surface or, if

the primary coil is 400 ft. in diameter, a

conductor within 260 ft. of the surface, will

cause distortion of the contour lines.

The field development of this method
was carried out in the Joplin district, Mis-
souri. Of the ores found in this district

—

namely, zinc blende, galena and pyrite

—

the zinc blende is not a conductor and can-

not be determined, but the galena and pyrite

may be determined satisfactorily. Both
galena and pyrite are conductors, and as

this electrical method does not distinguish

the quality of the conductor, drilling is nec-

essary after determining the orebody elec-

trically for identifying the mineral by drill

cuttings. This disadvantage is somewhat
offset by the fact that all three minerals

are ofen closely associated, so that the

electrical determination of an orebody
consists of either galena or pyrite may
incidentally, by drilling, develop an orebody
of blende.

In order to operate with efficiency, an
automobile truck has been equipped with
self-exciting alternating-current generator,

driven by a gasoline engine, and all instru-

ments and machinery required for produc-
ing the high-frequency oscillating magnetic
field are mounted in the truck body. An
instrument box containing galvanometer,
current rectifiers and switches is provided
for convenience and portability when ex-
ploring the magnetic field to determine the

contour lines. Portable reels carry the

necessary wires. The entire equipment
may be placed in the truck for moving.
For prospecting in any mineralized dis-

trict, the first requirement is the tabulation

of all ores liable to be found in that dis-

trict, with their degrees of conductivity.

I have been unable to find any record of
work done toward such a tabulation of
ores. A partial list of minerals, with their

comparative decrees of conductivity, has
been determined for this work, as shown
in the accompanying table.

COMPARATIVE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIV-
ITY ' IF MINERALS

Pronstite IS
Cerargyrite
Pyra rite 20
Bromiritc
Cbalcocite 115

MODEW HOME
4 E R

Washing Without Work
Tliis truly wonderful machine has revolu-

tionized washing. It fits In anj stationary wash-
tub and does all the washing, rinsing and wring-
ing by electricity. All you need do is turn on
the switch. The clothes are washed cleaner and
whiter than ever before and in the most sani-

tary way.
The machine washes delicate laces and lin-

gerie without injury; also heavy blankets and
small rugs. Clothes washed in it last six times
as long as those washed on the rubbing board or
at laundries.

This is the only washing machlne'of its kind that fits

and operates in stationary washiubs aud stores in the
tub. out of the way. when not in USB. It is a £t<_-..{

boon in apartment* and small kitchens when then is

no room for a heavy, bulky washing machine, in the
way all the Week.
The Modern Borne Washer saves its cost many times

over each year in washwoman expense and clothes sav-
ings. It solves the servant problem and the cosl i:

electricity is only aboui three cents fur a week's washing.
Tested ami approved by Good Housekeeping Institute

and the Tribune Institute. Awarded a medal at
Panama Pacific, Exposition. Portable machine for use
where there are no stationary tubs.

Electric, Portable Metal Tub Type, complete. . $1 10.00
Electric, Stationary Tub Type, complete 90.00
Hand Power. Stationary Tub Type 15.00

No extra tub to pay for.

Write for Catalog today.

Home Devices Corporation
Bush Terminal Bldg. 5

99 Thirty-Fifth Street Brooklyn. N. Y.

years in thu fundamentals of Applied Electricity, The Bliss ELbctri-
CALScuoql,. with its we 1

1-equipped shops and laboratories, is peculiarly

men with training are always In
demand. Having trained over

young men in the past 23

ENGINEERING
including Mathematics, Steam and Gas En.
eines. Mechanical Drawing, Shop Work and
Theoretical and Practical Electricity, in all

branches. Students actually Construct dyna-
mos, install wiring and test efficiency of
electrical machinery. Coarse, with diploma
complete

IN ONE YEAR
260 Takoma Avenue. Washington, D. C.

32^
r__—-jp—

9*^ Cash with order buys this

BENCH LATHE
V

o
R
D
E
R

N
O
w

SMALL ENGINES
Perfected Gasoline Engines—H, 1 and
lH h.p.—for Farm and Shop use. Price

$19.S0andup. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on trtil. Send for Booklet end Speclil Offer

Sieeerkropp Engine Co., 1401 19lh Street
Racine, Wis. Starter for ForJ Cars

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

F ELD MAN MFG. CO.
1514 Times Bldg. New York City

)\>h benefit by mentioning 'The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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A Real Zeppelin Military Dirigible Airship
Actually Ihe BIGGEST SENSATION

A 5-foot Complete Model

the Aeronautical Field in Tears

._ if the German Dirigible,
Equipped with large Parachute Dropping Apparatus
and Complete Inflating Arrangement

Will positively fly 14 MILE and release Parachute
at height of 500 FEET. Air-
ship is easily retrieved and
may be flown numbers of
times with a complete exlubi-
tion at every flight May be
flown free or. on a still day,
attached to a light cord.

IT WILL AMAZE YOU!
Every outfit complete and

Warranted to give more Sat-
isfaction than any Article
heretofore offered in the
Aerial Field. Shipped any-
where for $1.00.
UNITED STATES WAR KITE. Cloth Planej com-

plete, set of Ailerons. Silk Parachute and Releasing
Device, postpaid for $1.50. This kite is of Biplane
type and will carry aloft a small Camera. Parachute
and model Bombs at the same flight and drop them
safely and with remarkable precision. An exact
model of the Man-carrying Kites in use at the front
today. Both Filers Prepaid $2.25.

THE AERO COMPANY, d*. 27, BINCHAMTON, N.Y.

AERIAL
ZEPPELIN
AIRSHIP
$1.00 Prepaid

Tobacco Habit
BANISHED m
48 to?2 HOUrS

No craving for tobacco in any form
frhenyou begin taking-TobaccoRedeemer?
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit un-

aided. It'salosingfightagainstheavy odda
and meana a serious shock to the nervous
system. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU.
It will quit you, if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer, according* to direc-
tions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable fl
remedy for the tobacco habit.

I Nota Substitute I
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-

forming drugsof any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatmentyou have absolutely nodesire
to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it—whether you smoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff.TobaccoRedeemer will positive-

Ely

banish every trace of desire in from 48
to 72 hours. This we absolutely guarantee
in every case or money refunded.
Write today forour free booklet showing m

the deadlyeffectof tobacco upon the human I
system and positive proof that Tobacco I
RedeemerwiUquickly free youofthe habit.
Newell Pharmacal Company, I

_ Dept. 52

1

St. Louis, Mo. Z

I

I

I

I

I

l

I

I

I
I

Electric Row Boat Motor
MaKeyour Row Boat
an Electric Launch.
BuyaJewel Detachable

iat Motorrunby
iy. Noodoror

dangerous gasoline.
Simple, noiseless
a n d powerful.
\ ! ,i in s to any
Row Boat and
runs on two els

Batteries. Tola is our
Successful year.

OPEN WINDOW BATTERY
Look inside your Btorage battery through, the
patented open window. See condition of
plates and height of electrolyte. If you need a
new automobile starting Buttery buy a Jewel
and save money. 6-tiO Special SS.50.

Motorcycle Electric Lighting System
The Jewel Generator Motorcycle Storage Battery and
complete lighting system is in great demand. Agents
wanl i'i|. Write tor prices and catalog £.

JEWEL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 112 N. Fifth Av., CHICAGO

Chalcopyrite 115
Enargite 110
Tetrahedrite 110
Malachite
Chrysocolla
Cuprite
Tenorite
Azurite

. -OtameterofPr/maryG}//..-^

r/e.z.

Arrangement of Electrical Prospecting Ap-
paratus and Plot of the Magnetic Field.

Atacamite
C.alena 105
Jamesonite 40
Boulangerite 90
Zinkite 115
Blende .

Hydrozincite
Calamine
Smithsonite
Willemite
Magnetite 120
Specular Hematite 50
Pyrite 110
Red Hematite
Limonite
Pyrolusite 115
Psilomelane
Manganite
Braunite
Hausmanite
Rhodonite

The main difficulties, in the district where
the method was developed, are the frequent
occurrence of pyrite, which is of no value,
and the nonconductivity of zinc blende,
which is the most desirable ore. The Joplin
district, however, has proved a most ad-
vantageous place for the development of
this method, since the ore-bodies are gen-
erally less than 200 ft. below the surface,
and facilities for experimental work are
ample and convenient. Field experiments
have been carried on for over a year. Of
eleven locations tested by drilling, after
the electrical observations had indicated a

Actual Distorted Contour Lines Obtained in
the Field. The Dotted Areas Result From,
and Indicate the Presence of an Ore- Body.

conductor, seven proved the presence of
the conductor, six cases being pyrite and
one case galena. The four locations not
proved by drilling occurred in the early

part of the work, before enough data had
been accumulated to assure proper inter-

pretation of the contour lines.

DRAKE'S

New Books for
Mechanics

Written in Plain English—You Can
Understand Them.

BEST BOOKS for Electricians,

Marine and Stationary Engineers,
Railroad Men, Carpenters, Build-
ers, Plumbers, Machine Shop
Men, Sign and Scene Painters.

NEW AUTOMOBILE BOOKS
Brookes' Automobile Handbook (Leath-

er) $2.00.

Automobile Starting and Lighting
(Leather) $1.50 (Cloth) $1.00.

Ford Motor Car and Truck and Tractor
Attachments (Leather) $1.50 (Cloth)
$1.00.

Automobile Mechanician's Catechism and
Repair Manual (Leather) $1.25.

Practical Gas and Oil Engine
Handbook. By L. E. Brookes
With Special Reference to the
Diesel and other new Oil En-
gines.

New Edition. 270 pages. 81
Illustrations. Pocket Size.

Leather, $1.50. Cloth, $1.00.

A complete instruction book on
the latest Gas and Oil Engines.
Special attention to care and
repairs.

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES
or send for our FREE CATALOG. All Books

sent prepaid.

Frederick J. Drake & Co.
Dept. 6 1006 Michigan Ave. Chicago

REAL BARGAIN SALE
We have a quantity of "Erector" Building Outfits on

hand, which having served as window display, have their
c-uvt-r labels slightly discolored and cannot be sold as new.
Sold at cost price:

"Erector" Building Outfits

The Mysto Erector Set No. 2

contains 205 parts and makes 120 models.

No. 8501 "Erector" No. I Building Outfit, consulting of
140 parts, will build 69 models and more, all <£(") fjC
packed in Deal compartment boi t"* **

Shipping weight 3 lbs.

No. 8503 "Erector" No. 3 Building Outfit, consisting of
345 parts, will build 17G models and more, CI 7C
all packed in neat compartment box «px.#*j

Shi] ping weight 6 lbs.

No. 8504 "Erector" No. 4 Building Outfit, consisting of
571 parts, including new Model Electrical Motor, will

build 207 models and moi d In oeai compart-
ment box This Is one of the best sellers ever <fcO QC
put on the market «P^-oa

Snipping might 9 Lbs

No. 8506 "Erector" No. 6 Building Outfit, (-(insisting of
1,000 part'-. Including new model Electrical Motor. This
most elaborate Outfit will build 264 Models, even Rail.
way Stations. Battleships, Aeroplanes and so <£•/? Cfj

Shipping weigh) L6 the

First come, first served. Only limited stock available.
Send for one today.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
231 Fulton Street New York

You benefit by mentioning ''The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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"S*^ =**£
Scientific Exchange Columns

UNDOUBTEDLY you have at the present time some things for which you have no further use. Do you wish to exchange them for something,

for which you have immediate use? There is no surer and quicker way to do this than by advertising your articles in these columns.

The Very people, the Only people, who could possibly have a use for your things read this journal. More than 75,Ou0 interested people

will sec your ad. It is furthermore the cheapest advertising medium for you in the country. Dealers' advertising accepted in Opportunity

Exchange Columns only. •««_« *u v
The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted), minimum space 3 lines. Count about 7 words to the line.

Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less than 50c. accepted.

We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the

December issue should reach u» not later than October 25th.
The Classified Columns of "The Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive Results.

Subscribers experiencing trouble in dealing with any advertiser should notify the publisher very promptly.

OVER 80,000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

kC
gr~ jy

FOR SALE CHEAP—One new Power's 6-A Mo-
tion Picture Outfit; used four weeks; would con-

sider an immediate cash offer. Austin Miller,

Erwin, Tenn.

FOR FIRST 51 numbers of Electrical Experi-

menter, comprising first two volumes and eight

ber volume three, will exchange copies of
Scientific American, complete from Jan. 1, 1916,

thru April 2S, 1917. Write, stating condition of

CO] es. James Gaston Towery, 145 MeDonough St.,

Decatur, Ga.

FOR SALE—\H lb. No. 25 DCC copper wire,

$1.15; LOO ft. No. 8 DBRC copper wire, 5c foot.

Four-cylinder auto spark coil, $8. Knapp leader
motor, $2. Underwood No. 5 typewriter, $35, ex-
cellent condition. Meccano No. 3, $3.50. Inger-
soll wrist-watch (new), $2. Stamp collection and
album, $1. WANTED—Volumes 1 and 2 of E.E.
Write, Alon Shewman, Tionesta, Pa.

FOR EXCHANGE—My complete wireless re-

ceiving set, value about $60, for a Smith Motor-
wheel in good condition. G. M. Burchnell, Mon-
roeville, Ind.

WILL SELL—Colonial 110 direct, three-speed
fan, $4. 6-18-volt Menominee Motor, $3. Marconi
2-inch Transformer Coil, $3.50. Terms c. o. d.
express. Robert Haag, Chad wick, 111.

FOR SALE—Wireless instruments at bargain.
Send red stamp for list and prices. W. F. Went-
ling, Cumberland Valley. Pa.

WILL PAY CASH for $18 Omnigraph and dials,

if in good shape. Edward Law, Jr., 216 Sycamore
St., Clarksburg, W. Va.

1-
' )R SALE—Two International Correspondence

Schools* automobile reference volumes, and Seneca
plate camera, 4x5. Geo. Bruenn, Durand, Wis.

I WILL TRADE my chemical and wireless
laboratory for an automatic telegraph key. All
inquiries answered. A. L. Cox, Jr., Glendale, Ky.
BARGAINS—Seneca Camera 2!4x3'i R.R. lens

trio shutter and outfit, $10. Cub camera 314x3*4,
$1. Ernest Rerucha, Brainard, Nebr.

F< )R SALE—$50 motor-generator; runs as motor
on 110 A.C., M H.P. develops 3,800 r.p m. As
generator will charge 8 v. 60 amp. storage bat-
teries. First $15 cheek takes it. Atlee Gulledge,
Box 5Q2, Fort Pierce, Fla.

WANTED—Motorcycle, light weicbt Indian pre-
ferred; must be in A-l condition, no junk wanted.
Also want motorbike, carbide generator, omni-
graph and vibroplex. Have $6" toy picture ma-
chine for $3. O. C. Miller. Bayard. Kansas.

FOR SALE—4,000 M. Loose Coupler, $4. cost
$10; Brandes 2,000 ohm head-set, $3; 1/20 H.P.
Knapp A.C. motor. $3.50; Knapp Type S Dvnamo
Motor, $1.50: 1" Coil, $2. Write for further par-
ticulars. All letters answered. Ray J. Fanner,
Monteguma, Iowa. ^
COMPLETE I. C. S. Electrical Engineering

Course, Cost $145. Never been used. Will sell

half price. Swap for Saxaphone. George Niman,
Polo, 111.

BARGAINS—$35 Eclipse bicvele, coaster brake
model, $20; $15 Guitar outfit, $11; Boy Seoul out-
fit, including puttees, suit size 16 and haversack,
$4. All guaranteed in A-l condition. Cash. Want
phonograph and records. Arthur Ellwein, Wrights-
villc. Pa.

I. C. S. course on electric lighting in four vol-
umes, $8. Dvkc's Auto course, with models, $11;
bookkeeping course, $2.50. Will sell or exchange
for om nigraph. A. TIcrsee, Burlington, Ont., Can.

FOR SALE — International Correspondence
Schools' etectrical course sell for $35. Write P.
R. Glasgow, 1704 Lee Rd'., Cleveland, Ohio.

FOR SAT
Good condition,
ton, M .

FOR SALE — One Premo film pack camera, T,,
"

, st-

cnnl si/e, slightly used, best of condition. Price

'arlisle & Finche Electric fi£otor.

Price $10. Earl Cook, Bernards-

Si 0.

Clr
E. R Roesch, 13332 Forest Hill Av., East

land, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Storage battery, motors, wireless
goods, etc., or will exchange For motorcycle, or
bicvele engine. Paul Olnhausen, S24 Chester Ave.,
E.ivt Livei pool, Ohio.

FOR SALE—High-grade receiving apparatus, in

excellent condition, only in operation for two weeks.
Consists of: Tubular audion (both filaments),

$3.25. Duck's N.A.A. receiving transformer, cost

$17.25 for $12.50. Two Murdock .001 variable

condensers, $2.50 each. One Clapp Eastham for

$3; small .0005 Murdock, $2. Rheostat cabinet,

Murdock 3.000 phones, all for $4.50, or separate

offers. These instruments are all in perfect con-
dition. Also Murdock change-over switch and
miscellaneous apparatus. Sending instruments

—

have never been used— 10,000 volt old model Thor-
darson, $12.50. Four sections Murdock sending
condenser at $1.50 each. Oscillation transformer,
cost $6-75 for $3.50. Key, fine

#
spark gap motor,

etc. for offers. Am going to join Naval Reserve.
Write offers anyway. Address H. W. Toomey,
P. O. Box 127, Deer Lodge, Montana.

SELL—Navy coupler; Perikon detector; variom-
eter; 34" spark coil; $5 Erector; Encyclopaedia
Britannica. Write for list. Carlton Caswell,
Franklin St., Framingham, M.i^s.

1913 Excelsior Autocycle for sale. Needs over-
hauling. Best offer takes it. Engine, magneto and
carburetor in good condition. Horn, lights, speed-
ometer. Will swap. R. E. Fisher, c/o N. E.
Power Co,, Woonsocket, R. I.

"WANT TO SWAP"?
Do you realize that these "Scientific Ex-

|
| change Columns" are the World's most re-

g
| nowned "Swap" market? "THE ELEC- |

| TRICAL EXPERIMENTER" prints 80.000
|

i copies of this issue; that means that at |

| least 1 60,000 readers see this page and
|

H probably a great many more. Our readers |
| who advertise here seldom

^
advertise the |

i same thing twice—usually within five days |
§ after the issue is out the advertised article |
| has been sold, or swapped. The many testi- |
1 monials which we print here from time to

|
§ time are ample proof of the almost miracul- f
i ous pulling power of these columns.

Look around in your attic or workshop |
1 and you will rind dozens of long forgotten p
= articles, useless to you now, but very use- |
1 ful to someone else. At a ridiculously low §
g cost you can either sell or swap such articles. |

And remember this fact: The U. S. Postal
|

| Laws protect you. No one can "do" or |

| cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in |
I these columns during the past five years,

|
1 only twelve complaints were reported to us,

g
1 and each and every one was adjusted to |
§ the full satisfaction of the complainant.

It matters not if you have old books or |
1 magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical |

M apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles, |
1 typewriters, moving picture machines, air

|
riSes, watches, structural toys, etc., etc.

|
i All these and countless others can be speed- |
g ily disposed of here. Try it and be con-

|
I vinced.

hie;;.aim
WANTED—Thordarson type R ': K.W. ll'l

v. 60 evele A.C. transformer in got in at

a bargain. Also Tesla coil. Harold Janeway, L.

Box No. 1, Ed monds. Wash
.

TELEGRAPH APPARATUS FOR SALE—
Consisting of omnigraph, automatic transmitter

(No. 2), key and sounder (20 ohm Bunnell Com-
bination set). Slightly used. Excellent condition,

$15. Frank J. Tomazcvic, 12 Stagg St., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

WANT

—

<i to 1 II. P. 500 volt motor or gen-

erator, Weston or Keystone portable ammeter 0-50

an.]. i ter 0-150 volts. Will I

or exchange for radio apparatus. Have an excel-

lent Keystone milliampere meter; fine for research

work. Samuel Cohen, 1936 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
.

SACRIFICE—Wireless apparatus, Tesla coil,

camera, books, copies of F. E., Sr< H. v bicvele

motor. Write for immediate offer. Stamp, Nor-

man Himes, Norw ich, Conn. __
FOR SALE CHEAP—Wireless and Electrical

apparatus. Want taps and dies. James Dicker-

in in. 10 Rush St., Somerville, Mass.

V< iR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A Chaml '

L.'-c Coupler, good condition, $5. Might take

good wireless apparatus. George Coxe, Olean,

N. Y.

l-i iR SALE—One 2'A horse power Shaw bicycle

motor, run less than one hundred miles, good as
new; it has a high tension magneto. Also have
for sale one Henderson motorcycle, 1914 model, 15

horse power, no magneto. Will sell the Shaw
motor for $30, and the Henderson for $35, it is

all complete but the magneto. Henry Michelsen,
Gladbrook, Iowa.

WANT—Goodell Pratt Lathe with slide-rest for
$60, regenerative receptor. $18 Multi-Audi-

1

$14.75. $23 Multi-Audi-Fone, $18 New. Francis
Prey, 102 Heath St., Somerville, M.i-s.

FOR SALE—Duck's Navy Tvpe Receiving
Transformer, 2,500 meters, cost $19.50, sell $12.
Murdock 366 43 plate Condenser, $3. Brandes
2,000 ohm receivers, $3. 1 K.W. Aerial Switch,
$2. All used one month. Will sell all for $15.
Lloyd Ross, R6, Albert Lea, Minn.

FOR SALE—One new omnigraph, never beeii

used, cost $18, will sell for $15. Change of plans
is reason for selling Ross Hahn, 1325 Arm-
strong Ave., Knoxvilfe. Tenn.

FOR SALE— Interstate receiving outfit, $3;
banjo-mandolin $4, cost $8; mirroscope (gasj, $2.
Dewilt Palmer, 1230 N. 60 St., Philadelphia.

D. C. Electric Motor, 220 V. 1/7 H.P., almost
new. Will exchange for A. C. Motor or X-Ray
apparatus with large condenser, or $15 cash. Wm.
Trnchan, 3776 Madison St.. Gary, Ind.

ROLL top desk, single pedestal; York snare
drum; Powers' No. 6 motion picture machine;
Edison "B" Mechanism; automatic stereopticon,
capacity eighteen slides; twenty sets colored song
slides; E. I. 3,000 ohm phones, $2.95; offers con-
sidered. Good visible typewriter, $25. Verner
Hicks, Marion, 111.

HALF PRICE—S60 lathe: $30 drill press; $4
emerv wheel: hand tools; work bench; wood tools;

1-5 K.W. transformer; 15" coil, motor, dynamo;
all select instruments. Chas. Horton, 17 Euclid,
IiidgelTeld Park, N. J.

SACRIFICE—SIC'O, 10.000 meter Audion-min-
eral cabinet set, $65, 5,000 miles on Galena.
9,000 Audion, almost new; J100 transmitting ap-
paratus, cheap. Write, Bud Wickersbam, 170
V '' v St., San Francisco. Gal.

FOR SALE OR TRADE—Rochester Optical

Co. 8 x 10 view camera, rising and falling ti-nt,

double swing, reversible back, with Bausch & Lomb
automatic shutter, and combination view and por-

trait lens, three double plate holders, no tri

or carrying case. Cost $85. Mea, six cyli

high tension magneto, runs anticlockwise. Cost
Wizard, direct current generator, 6 am-

-. 20 v.. Its. Cost ; • e^er Auto
Sparker direct current generator, 6 ampere
volts. Cost $25. live H.P. uprielit, slide valve

No flywheel, governor, or throttle.

Aeolian Pianola Piano Player, and fifty

Fits any piano. I - )0 and
ic about $50. Edison cylinder phonograph with
net horn, and two hundred and sixteen two

and four minute records. Cost altogether $125.
Will trade for high-grade wireless sending and

itus, no home-made stuff, Graflex
lower rifle or what have you?

\ Workman. Woodward. Okla.

SMALL screw cutting lathe, 3 speed lathe and a
F. il y watchmaker's lathe for sale or exchange.

P. O. Box 147, Foxboro, Mass.

FOR SAI E—

?

r
) set H

new, rk c 1 with it condensers.

If interested write, will send photo of coil and
open ignored. Harry
I

. nz, 740 Franklin Ave., Wilkinsburg, Pa.

EXCHANGE—New Flute & Piccolo, worth $40,

for electric train, toys or apparatus. What have
you ? Arthur Ohlschlager, 4SS Normal Ave., Buffalo.

EXCHANGE—My $40 Vloletta complete Want
Omnigraph ill first class condition, even exchange,

or what have vou in wireless apparatus? Geo. A.
Chandler, 500 N. Clark St.. Chicago, III.

WANTED—Copy of book "Michael Faraday, His
Life and Work" by Sylvanus Thompson. Also an

iter of the P i type or a Win
lion, and include

lometer. II W. Secor, c/o Elkctkical Ex-
ivtn, 233 Fulton St., New York City.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimented' when writing to advertisers.
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re opportunities and real barpins in these columns than anywhere else in the country. Most good things in

time to scan'thfouKh'These columns.
B°'ng "£ter

-,he,e UMe ads "luStrate that P°»»: »»» *" will be the real loser if you "don", ukf tie
Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. Count 7 words per line

advertiTng^gency.
1
"" 5 ""*' ^ inC 'Uded * "* ab°Ve ""' CaSh 5h°Uld company a» classified' advertisements unless placed by an accredited

accented.
P" ""'" diSC°Unt '" * iSSUeS

'
2° P" ""'' discount for 12 j^ues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

Advertisements for the December issue should reach us not later than October 25.

\c

OVER 80.000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N Y.

3K

AERONAUTICS

AERIAL AGE. America's leading illustrated
weekly, presents the latest developments in aeronau-
tics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines, aero-
planes, accessories and patents. Complete model
news and instruction. Trial subscription six
months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy
10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New York
City. N. Y.

AUCTIONS
AUCTK iXEERS make from $10 to $50 a day.

Free catalog. Missouri Auction School. Kansas
City.

BOOKS
TO GET BETTER PICTURES: Read the

Amateur Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; week-
ly prize competitions; print criticisms: many unique
features; $1.50 per year: three months' trial sub-
scription 25c; Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.

BOYS—Get my book "How to Make a Com-
Slete Telegraph," price 10c. Glen Jackson, Ft.
Recovery. Ohio.

30 MAGAZINES—All different, late issues.
Value $3. Yours, only 25c prepaid. Eastern
Bureau. New Egypt. N. J.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS in General
Chemistry. 36 illustrations. 51/ x /.?<, 212 pages.A manual of 500 carefully chosen experiments
on the most common elements. Price $1 prepaid
Ludwig, 299 Broadway. X. Y. C.

A BINDER for THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER will preserve your copies for all time.
Price, 50c. Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for
one today. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-
ton St., New York City.

FIRE SALE OF SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great
many of our books were water stained, but not
otherwise damaged. Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the bene-
fit. Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations: Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations; How
to Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These
three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular selling
price of these three books is $2.50. We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co..
Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

OLD E.E. BACK NUMBERS—We have some
valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per
list below:
1915. March . .price each $.20

Jan price each $.25 April
Feb. " " - May
March ....

"
June " « ••

April ..." " " Ju iv ....
May .... " " " August .. " "
June .... " " Sept '

July " " Oct " "
August ... " " " Nov
Sept ' " " Dec " "
°ct "

1917.
N°v ••• Jan " " .15D« Feb

.„..- March .... " " "
.
19I «- April

[an. " .20 May . . . . " "
I-eb " " " Tune

July .... " "
\\e can fill orders at once upon receipt of your

remittance and if ycu have not these numbers al-
ready now is your chance to get them as they
probably will be snapped up verv quickly Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
i ork City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SPECIAL OFFER—Luminous Paint. He; Sil-
ver-plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, 15c;
Soap Bubole Liquid, 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;
Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste. 15c Resilvering Mir-
ror Liquid, 15c: Polish for Tan Shoes, |!c; Dress-
'.".* for

, T2" shoes
' 15c; Paint to Make Oil Cloth,

i-ic. lull Directions how to make and use. Full
set of 10 only 50c. Remarkable bargain. Stamps
accepted. Sidney Specialty Co., 233 S. Fulton St.,New i nrk Citv.

'

CHEMICALS

Fl IB SALE-—Engines, half horse i wer up.
Terms on sizes larger than one and a ha f H. P.
Also Dvnami on terms. H
Creek. W. Va.

BOYS—I have on hand Transformers ot any
type. WRITE ME. I can save you money. My
special offer on Standard make 'transformers for
operating Electrical Tovs and for vour laboratorv.
Generate 3. 6, 9, 15, 22 volts, controlled bv 'a
switch for $1.85. Regular price, $3. Have oniv a
limited number. ACT QUICK. Further particu-
lars FREE. Willard Meyers, 950 Garfield Ave.,
Chicago. 111.

HELP WANTED
THOUSANDS GOVERNMENT WAR PO-

SITIONS OPEN to men and women, 18 or over.
$100 month. Rapid increase. Short hours.
Pleasant work. Vacations with pay. Pull unnec-
essary. Examinations everywhere. Common edu-
cation sufficient. List positions free. Write im-
mediately. Franklin Institute. Dept. H-27,
Rochester, N. V.

BE A DRAFTSMAN—Big pay; tremendous
demand. Study at home; complete course; draw-
ing instruments FREE. Our students filling good
positions as Draftsmen and Chief Draftsmen with
Government and private concerns. We help you
secure position when qualified. Columbia School
of Drafting, 25 McLachlen Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS
LAUGHABLE CARTOON—One that will make

your sides ache, send your photo and 25c (ami).
PUBLISHERS—I make cartoons and illustramns
for you also. Ridley, Cartoonist, 639 Mont-
gomery St., Jersey City.

STAMPS—75, all different, free. Postage, 2c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.
WE HAVE a limited number of beautiful art

pictures of the following famous electrical men on
band. Nikola Tesla, Dr. Lee De Forest, Guglielmo
Marconi, Charles P. Steinmetz and Reginald A.
Fessenden. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for five, prepaid,
25c. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

BIG BARGAIN IN TENNIS RACKETS—
We have a small supply of Tennis Rackets, made
by one of the largest firms in the country, on hand
which we will close out at the following prices:
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each, $2.75.
No. 2377—First grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut: handle of cedar with leather cap: a
$3.25 grade: each $1.85.
No. 2376—Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Send
,°J. one today. Our stock is limited and policy is:
"First Come, First Served." Don't forget to in-
clude money for postage, or we ship express collect.
The Electro Importing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

WANTED— Experimenters to conduct manu-
facturing business at home. Send stamp for par-
ticulars. Louis E. Schwab, Brooklyn Sta., Cleve-
land. Ohio.

25 Beautiful Post Cards, Prepaid 15c.
Commercial. Gary. Indiana.

Burg,

URANYL CHLORID (Radio-Active) pure, 'A
oz., 75c; L'ranyl Bromid (Radio-Active) pure, J4
oz., 90c; Uranyl Oxid (Radio-Active) pure, >4 oz.,
85c; Uranium Metal fused (Radio-Active) 1 gram,
S2. The above are guaranteed genuine. Robert
J. Hanchett. Nestor, Cal.

LISCIEN CHEMICAL APPARATUS OUT-
FITS. Circulars, four cents. Clarence Appel,
Mathews Avenue, Knoxvillc. Pittsburgh, Pa.
RADIUM ORE. Sample Twenty-five Cents.

Clarence Appel, Mathews Avenue, Knoxville, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND APPLIANCES

FLASHLIGHTS— 862 2-CELL BABY
TUBULAR Fibre Short-Circuit-Proof Case. Com-
plete with Batterv and Lamp, 75c. Send for
Illustrated "List 0" of Guaranteed Quality Cases,
Lamps, Batteries, Hand Lanterns. BAER ELEC-
TRIC. Van Wert. Ohio.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers are writing

fo
.

r
.
Patents procured through me. Four books

with list hundreds of inventions wanted sent free

J, ?.
p ^,ou market your invention. Advice Free

K. B. Owen, 130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C .

PATENTS-R. Morgan Elliott & Co., Patent
Attorneys, Mechanical. Electrical and Chemical
Experts. /lfw.M w I ward Bldg., Washington, D.C.
PATENTS—Without advance attorney's fees

Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch for
tree report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Wash-
ington, D. C.

PATENTS ON EASY PAYMENTS—Send
model or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Kegistration of Your Invention for Your Protec-
tlon

x. F
.

ree Book Tel, s What to Invent and How
to Obtain a Patent on Easv Payments. C CHmes & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washing-
toii. D. C.

1ETHERSTONAUGH & CO.-403 Victor
Bldg., Washington, D. C—A 35 vear old firm
composed of young men for energy and push,
and older men for counsel. All trained patent
lawyers. Free Booklet.

PHONOGRAPHS
BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH or manu-

facture them for profit. Drawings, instructions,
etc.. Twenty-five Cents. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free. Associated Phonograph Co., Dept
E, Cincinnati.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY—both MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS, also STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.
TREMENDOUS DEMAND—much greater than
supply—PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED.
£?™,-S,A-UARIES — r«en"T raised. IDEALWORKING CONDITIONS—short hours, vaca-
tions with pay. sick and death benefits, etc.—pre-
vailing. GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR AD-VANCEMENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also
greatly desired by Railways and Western Union.
Tuition reasonable. Cheap living expenses—can
be earned. Oldest and largest school—established
43 years. Endorsed by railway, Western Union
and Marconi Telegraph Officials. Large illustrated
catalogues free. Correspondence courses also.
Write today. ENROLL IMMEDIATELY. Dodge's
Institute, Lone St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS, all makes factory rebuilt by
famous "Wing Process." As good as new, look

A ?ewL wear llke new, guaranteed like new.
Our big business permits lowest cash prices. $10
and up. Also, machines rented—or sold on time.
No matter what your needs are we can best serve
you. Write and see now. Young Typewriter Co.,
Dept. 363. Chicago.

WIRELESS

CABINET SWITCH POIXTS. BRASS.
yi x >A inches 6-32 thread, l'/^c. 5/16 x 5/16
inches S/32 thread, 2^c Prepaid. Clarence
V aughan, Middletown, N. Y.

AMATEURS—What can you do without the
Audion? The supply is limited. Genuine double
filament Audiotrons," tested, $6.50 each, prepaid
while they last. Underwood, Box 246, Mononga-
hcla. Pa.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Exfc

.
BEFORE BUILDING that receiving set get our

circular on perfectly designed switches and switch
points. Hard rubber knobs used exclusively.
Eureka Secondary Co., 6939 S. May Street,
Chicago. III.

ATTENTION!! Send $1 for BLUEPRINTS—
7ri

e
,
y
r, «'£.'^x

you **ow l0 c°nstruct the famous
"PARAGON" where to purchase parts, and wiring
diagram. OMXIGRAI'HS, new and used, n
and sold. Send name for bargain list NOW.
"MID-WEST." Mattoon, Illinois.

TREMENDOUS SALE ON V SPARK COILS
300 U" Spark Coils. EXCELLENT working con-
dition. Price $1.40. You cannot go wrong.
J. Eisgran, 1520 St. Marks Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

COILS WITHOUT VIBRATORS
5"0 yA " Spark Coils WITHOUT VIBRATORS.
Price 90c J Eisgran, 1520 St. Marks Ave.,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

:rimcntcr" when writing to advertisers.
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111HIITrn Thousands of Trained Men for the

WAN IW Aeroplane Industry
If you read the newspapers you know the facts. Right

now new Aeroplane factories are being built everywhere. By Spring

they will be ready and looking for thousands of trained men who know and under-

stand Practical Aeronautics and the Mechanics of Aviation. I tere is your chance.

Aviation is the young man's profession—the richest field

of opportunity ever opened to "live wires." Are you one?

then write, quick, for full information. Send the coupon

below. ,

War has given to Aviation only its start. The return of

peace will see this amazing new industry rivalling the rapid

rowth of the automobile business, with bigger opportuni-

for the pioneers, the men who gel in NOW and are

ready next Spring to step into one of the thousands of big

paying positions. You can do it.

Bud Morriss
Chief Instructor

American School of Aviation

This well-known aviator

illy guides the prog-

ress of each student. He is

assisted by a distinguished

Staff of Aeronautical Engi-

neers, Aviators and Aero-

plane Manufacturers. These
nun give you practical,

right down-to-the-minute
working knowledge of the

\ ery highest merit.

Learn in a Few Months Ma
y
n

No matter who you are, where you live,

or what your age, if you can read and write English,

you can quickly and easily master this wonderful CourSi

ileal Aeronautics. Lessons are written in simple, non

technical easy-to-understand language, and illustrated with

diagrams and blue prints. You are under the personal di

ion of practical aviators and aeronautical

throughout the entire Course. Positively the most PR \< -

'I [CAL, most interesting and fascinating Course of homi

Study instruction ever prepared.

RUSH THIS
COUPON 4HURRY!

Prepare NOW
for One of These

BIG JOBS
Aeronautical Engineer

week.

Aeronautical Instructor
week.

Aeronautical Contractor

Aeroplane Repairman
pei week.

Aeroplane Mechanic

Aeroplane Inspector
$50 t.» $7

Aeroplane Salesman

Aeroplane Assembler

Aeroplane Builder
$125 week.

There's not a moment to lose.

ion—or a postal today- this minute
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withdrawn without notice. Act at on

Money Back Guarantee
that we "ill
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that we can quickly tit you for an) branch of the Avia" #
..ii [ndustrj tell you ^
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[ for trained nu-n next spring. Thi bi ^

today.
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You risk absolutely nothing.

We give you an iron-clad guar-
nt paid for tuition if you are i ~

" WHILE THIS SPECIAL OFFER LASTS. 9

American School of Aviation

431 So. Dearborn St.

f Dept. 744B, Chicago, 111.

Without any ol on my part.

send me full particulars of

your Course in Practical \eronautics

and your Special 1 P

Name
IUP( IN Hi iW

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
431 So. Dearborn St, DepL 744B CHICAGO. ILL.

\ddress
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Wants These Books

f
and we ship fhem P§"$pE?
for your inspection If Elk

Flexible

Covers

Handy |§ji§y

Pocket-

Size

Volumes

10

Volumes

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures

Volume

Month

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-
neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAW KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES

These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable
subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing tilings" electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. Thev are a study course
and a reference guide in one. written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. Thev will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Nrt 1 Contains 348 pages, 3S8 illustrations. Electrical11U « x supu and syml and current electricity—primary <••

.

i ra and Insulators—resistance and
conducUrity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

M 9 Contains 348 pages. 394 illustrations. Motornu ' *• principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No, 3 Contains 300 rages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
.

** systems—wires and wire calculation*— inside, out-
side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers— storage battery systems .

No 4 Contains 270 pages. 370 illustrations. Alternating^ current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-
struction—windings, etc

No, S ron, -',,ns 320 pases. fill Illustrations A 0. Motors—syriehronousandmductionmotorprineiples—A C.commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: losses,
'•'ii struct ion. connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No. 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating
current systems—switching devices—circuit break"^

—

re 'aTs—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices
—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
ractor indicator!!—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No. 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
current, wiring power stations turbines; manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care andrepair—telephone

No. 8 Con
it,n? 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Teleeraph^ wiivW T "'•?""*;««« telegranhy and telephonv —^ KT

^""' nc h.-lN—electric lightlnc—photometry, etc.V * INO. 9 nta l n s 322 pages. 027 illustrations. Elec-

^sk in? i-mi
nc ral 'wavs—electric locomotives—car light-

rn m .? I

r,ir "Juration—miscellaneous applications—^« n Plcturps—cas engine ignition—automobile self-^gotarr^rs and lighting systems, eleclri.- vehicle* etc

No. 10 Contains 513 paxes. 599 Illustrations
THEO. ^^ v Elevators—cranes—pumn«-air mm-

AliriFI A m ^k'»W«2I»r*,ectr!S bearing — electric welding-AUUtL a. uu. soldering and bra^nc—indn
72 Fifth Avenue ^k lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic

^^ —X-rays, etc
New York, N. Y. ^ Also a compete 12fl-page readv
Please submit me for ^ reference index of the complete
fxamination Hawkins A' l '"";in'. This index has been
Electrical Guides (prli * ^^ planned to render easily tc
$1 eachl. Shi] ->- ^^cessihle -»11 thl -«-*««•
paid, the lfl numbers. If Mt- ^ motion J L.V*? .

ln,
?J""

Isfactory I bci - ^ ninuon contained in the
within seven days and to further A. ^leotriral guides,
mail you $1 each month until paid. ^^ There are over 13,-^A ~

,<)f> cross refer-

Slgnature fences. You find

Occupation

Business Address

what vou want
^^ to know in-

. stantly.

Residence

Reference
. . .£. E. >J

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.

i'oii can carry each volume with you until you have
mastered its contents. 3.500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our <

SEND NO MONEY
Tr will coal you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions vou can think of
use them In your work—study them—pick up somo in-

formation that will increase vour earning ability. We
you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE

This is a sign Of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does 001 object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
alone without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

vou decide to keep them you only have to pav
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on U
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Cse this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

SEND NO MONEY- USE THE COUPON

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It i$ only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for
they have been of the greatest assist-
ance to me in placing me in my prea-
enl position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department nf one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies,
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Quid

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.
"The Hawkins Guides are great help

m me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they covet very thorough-
ly.

1 "

C, J. Cornell.
D. 8. Beceiving Ship. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Superintendent
"I am now iuperlntendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz. Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

rears—but I wish I had these books
years ago. as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble" H. Marshall

Steamer MAR No 2,

Walfcervllle Ont


